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The present monograph illuminates the theory, methods of study,
and range of application of reactions in mixtures of solid substances,
which form the basis for preparation of many important structural and
various other types of materials.
In addition to describing the structure and physicochemical properties of crystalline bodies and their behavior on heating, which is
associated, among other things, with processes Of diffusion, sintering,
fusion, sublimation and polymorphic transformations,

recryatallization,

the bookl examines the mechanism, thermodynamics, kinetics, classification principles, and methods of controlling the rate of chemical reactions in solids. The results of numerous investigations of the processes in which spinelides, titanates, zirconates, silicates and other
technically important compounds are formed by reactions in crystalline
mixtures are presented.
The applications of the above reactions in the technology of adhesives, refractory materials, and ceramic products are examined. Certain basic problems and study trends for reactions in solids are examined in the light of the most important problems of the country's
technical progress.
The book is

intended for engineering-technical and scientific

workers in the structural-materials industry and related branches of
engineering.
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FOREWORD
Implementation of the grandiose tasks placed before the country
by the 21st Congress of the CPSU requires further balanced development
of theoretical and applied research in various fields of knowledge and
universal mobilization of the attainments of science for their exploitation in Industry.
The chemistry of solids is one of the most important branches of
modern science.

The importance of knowledge concerning reactions in

mixtures of crystalline solids from the standpoint of the structuralmaterials, metallurgical,

and chemical industries and certain other

important branches of technology is a familiar fact at the present
time. This science, which emerged in its original form at the beginning of the nineteen-twenties,
continuous development.

i.e.,

over 30 years ago,

At the present time, it

has undergone

is based to a consider-

able degree on the attainments of theoretical and experimental physics
and physical chemistry, which have made it

pcssible to account for and

describe many phenomena that take place on heating of crystalline
solids.
In the course of several decades of work by numerous investigators, abundant experimental material on reactions in mixtures of crystalline solids has been accumulated.
There is no doubt of the necessity of elucidating a theory of
these reactions and generalizing at leaut the most important experimental data on them. At the same time,

our literature is gravely defi-

cient in this field. As we know, only a single relatively short mono-1-

Nm- lT-6e-9fl/l1÷

graph on reactions in solids has been published in the USSR; this was
written by one of the authors in collaboration with A.S. Berezhnoy (1]
over 10 year: ago. The present monograph represents an attempt to fill
this gap.
At the contemporary level of knowledge in the field of interest
to the authors and the present tempo of its development,

this mono-

graph can have no pretense to exhaustive examination of all or even
all of the basic problems of solid-state chemistry. The authors have
set themselves the much more modest goal of devoting brief consideration to the most important problems in this field of science.
Not all of the aspects of reactions in mixtures of solids have
been studied with uniform thoroughness; certain results of work by
various investigators are contradictory; the basic premises cannot
even be regarded as definitively established. As regards these points,
it has been necessary for us to restrict ourselves to indicating the
doubtfulness of the corresponding data or to formulating problems for
further research.
The reactions to be considered in the material that follows and
the substances obtained by them are of great technological importance.
Study of some of them is of considerable theoretical interest in that
it

opevs possibilities for generalizations in the field, for example,

of the reaction mechanism in solids. Other reactions enable us to produce new products, investigation of whose properties may lead to their
extensive technical utilization (as was the case recently in connection
with, for example,

a number of iron,

and uranium compounds).

titanium, zirconium, beryllium

The present monograph devotes specific atten-

tion to different reactions.
The authors feel themselves obliged to express their profound
gratitude to N.A. Toropov, V.P. Barzakovskiy and A.D. Volkov for their
-2-

valuable advice and conmentaxles.
Naturally, the work being presented to the reader is not free of
defects; the authors will accept notification of these with gratitude.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently,

a relatively young branch of science concerned with

study of chemical reactions in
importance.

so- 'Is

has been acquiring increasing

In the contemporary literature,

under the name of solid-state chemistry,

this diisi-n

is ICn,'wn

a phrase proposed as long agn

as 1902 by F.M. Flavitskiy (2].
This lumping together of reactions in

solids having the most

verse chemical compositions and properties,
strange to the inorganic chemist and is
sical chemistry is
The first

seem somewlhai

not Justified by the old c.las-

the result of at least two causes.

of these reasons

ture) consists in

whIch will

di•.-

(which is

of a put'ely historical na-

the fact that reactions of thii,

science for a very long time: as we know,
do not, as a rule,

tyrpe

ere awoided by

the conviction thait. solids

react with one another was widely held up uc t1,e

beginning of the XIX century.

Study of the so-called solid-phase reac.-

tions was begun much later than that of reactions in gases and liqtoids.
As a result,
as it

were,

information concerning reactions

in

solids came to form,

an independent region of chemistry which has developed to

a certain degree in

isolation from its

other regions.

A second factor that has resulted in

unification of these reac-

tions into a large common group consists in

their specific nature,

which differs in many respects from that of reactions in

gases and liq-

uids. The tact is that when crystalline solids Jnteract,

31; is in proa.o

tice almost impossible for an independent chemical oventt to occur bo-

tween them. It is inevitably accompanied (and frequently preceded) by

the various physical and physicochemical processes that are intimately
related to it,

without understanding and study of whose laws it

is

im-

possible not only to manipulate the reactions deliberately, but sometimes even to visualize the course that they take. Certain processes
in solids represent intimately interwoven physical and chemical phenomena. This is

the reason for the enormously important role taken by

physics and physical chemistry in the study of reactions in solids.
At the present time,
not exist in practice,

it

is well known that ideal solid bodies do

in exactly the same way as there are no ideal

liquids and gases. However,

while the difference between real and

ideal liquids and gases has been extensively used for a long time by
technology for the must diversified purposes,

researchers and engineers

have been concerned only during the last 20-30 years with systematic
study of the deviations of real crystalline bodies from ideal bodies
and,

in particular, artificial creation of various types of deviations

in the crystal lattice with the object of making practical use of them.
As an example, the so-called defect chemistry of crystals and the
theory and technology of fabricating semiconductor materials underwent
serious development only during the last 10-15 years. To this we should
add that the defects mentioned here are distinguished by wide variety,
while the characteristics of the solid that are associated with them
are sometimes of high complexity. Together with the above-noted variety
of processes that accompany reactions in solids, this also makes its
imprint on the chemistry of solids. As a result, this field still

has

many unresolved problems of a theoretical and practical nature.
Hardly the least of these is scientific description of the essential nature and mechanism of the phenomena that accompany this kind of
reaction and methods of exercising deliberate control over these phenomena with the objective of rigorous regulation of both their direction

-5-
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and their rate, as well as the properties of the products obtained.
Solution of this problem naturally requries a conception of the conditions under which reactions take place in solids. Usually, these reactions occur in mixtures of powders

i.e.,

solids with imperfect con-

tact between their grains. The spaces between the grains are filled
with a fluid or gas which,

together with the granules of' the crystal-

line reagents, forms a definite physical background against which the
reaction takes place.

During accomplishment of the reaction, mass

transfer takes place between thof phases, possilly with part•cipatA-%n
of all of the phases present. Aniong other things, externa4
diffusion
of matter between granules may take paace in additicrn to, internal,

Ln-

tercrystalline diffusion. Consequently, without concerning ourseFve
here with the relative importance of either, we may note that in

tLhe

general case, study of intercrystailine diffusicn As inadequate to
describe the mass-transfer process and,
mechanism in the powder mixture.

accordingly,

This will requlr-

the reaction

thornu•-h

Lnalysls

of the parts played by all phases in the reaction. The i:rini'a_ ±rportance of the reactions to be described, -the cooro'cytj
Ing the relationships that they embody,

cf des'_rib-

and the urgency of the tech-

nical problems connected with them have made them the obJect. of persistent research over the course of many years.
When, after the familiar discoveries of Anosov (1837),
(1859)

and Chernov (1877)

in the field of reactions betweern

the experimental research of Spring (1885-1888)

Beketov
solids ard

in this field, the

First Mendeleyev Congress in 1907 discussed a report by Flavitskiy entitlc.i 'Basic methods and reactions in so]ld-state chcmistry",
even when, in the nineteen-twenties,

and

the famous investigators Tammannr

and Bedwal pIublished their series of monumental reports on reactions
y.
4 e, It

wculd
..
hae been difficult to ;.redict that they wou~d
- 6 -

become a major and important branch of chemical engineering and form a

basis for many important industrial processes.
At the present time,
branch of science that is
metallurgy,

solid-state chemistry forms a respectable
important for the technology of silicates,

the technology of the basic chemical industry,

and many

other branches of contemporary engineering.

Many highly important industrial processes are accomplished by or
with participation of reacticms in solid mixtures. To evaluate the importance of these processes to the national economy, it

is sufficient

to note that they include reduction of iron ores in the production of
cast iron, the formation of cementite clinker, refractory materials
and ceramic products, caustic soda and certain mineral salts, as well
as roasting of sulfide ores, agglomeration of the charges in the production of alumina, etc. An enormous number of reactions in mixtures
of solids have been reported. These include reactions of oxides,
metals and sulfates with carbon, metals, and sulfides, the production
of silicates, ferrites, aluminoferrites,

titanates, and other com-

pounds from oxides, reactions between various salts in crystalline
mixtures, and many others.
Researchers in various countries, notably Bulgaria, Germany, the
Soviet Union, the USA, France, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, and Japan, have
been attacking study of these reactions persistently and successfully
over the course of the last several decades.
In the postwar years,

over a thousand papers devoted to individual

investigations have been published,

together with several generalizing

monographs concerned directly with reactions between solids.

Several

major conferences and international congresses have been held over the
last few years to consider problems of reactions in
aroused tremendous

interest in

solids. These have

scientific and industrial circles.

-7-

Following publication of the reports of Flavitskiy (1902-1907),
Cobb (1909)

and Hedwal (1911-1914),

which established the basic possi-

bility and nature of many reactions in crystalline mixtures,

the in-

vestigations of Tammann, Hedwl and their school In 1922-1924 laid the
founda•ions for systematic study of these reactions.

The original goal of these researchers consisted in ascertaining
the direction and specific properties of the various types of reactions between solids, the influence exerted upon them by temperature,
agitation, and certain other factors. The success of this approach was
not limited simply to the establishment of certain particular relationships and general qualitative laws governing the so-called solidphase reactions. The high technical importance of many of them waF;
also ascertained and various methods were developed for their experimental investigation, leading to the next stage in the development of
research in this field. This stage, which is approximately associated
with the nineteen-thirties,

is characterized by the broad scope of the

experimental work done and, accordingly, by the accumulation of a
large quantity of experimental data concerning the influence of granulometric and chemical composition of the reaction mixtures,

the influ-

ence of impurities, pressure, gaseous-phase composition, and many
other conditions of the process on various reactions between solid substances. The establishment of empirical relationships concerning the
questions listed above and certain others was particularly necessary
in connection with their importance for the technology of silicates
and for metallurgy. These years saw circumstantial research into the
reactions which result in formation of Portland-cement-clinker minerals, alumina cement,

various refractory materials and glasses, the

reduction processes of certain crystalline pxides,
nonferrous and ferrous-metal ores,

-8-

roasting of certain

and the preparation of soluble com-

pounds of aluminum, chromium and a number of other elements.
Al

compositions of the initial

Optimum

crystalline mixtures were established,

to-

gether with the necessary conditions for their high-temperature proc-

essig for applications in technological processes of various branches
of industry.
The postwar years witnessed particularly profound study of the
theory of reactions in crystalline mixtures.

Efforts toward deliberate

control of these reactions under complex industrial conditions,

toward

rigorous purposive regulation of these conditions, and toward radical
increases in the rates of reactions in crystalline mixtures and a considerable Improvement in the quality of the resulting products led to
circumstantial study of their mechanisms,

thermodynamic characteris-

tics, kinetics, and intensification factors.
Systematic research in this field is being prosecuted successfully by investigators in a number of countries,

and in the Soviet

Union and Sweden in particular. The progress made in these projects
has made an important contribution to extensive development of a theory
of solids (particularly crystal chemistry and the theory of diffusion
in solids) and a theory of heterogeneous physicochemical processes (in
particular,

chemical kinetics) toward the nineteen-forties.

In addi-

tion, the relatively widespread use of new methods of experimental research (radioactive isotopes, improved thermal and dilatometric analyses, electron-microscope research, x-ray ionization analysis, and so
forth) by the nineteen-forties opened major possibilities in the field
of study of processes in solids. Modern science is exploiting these
possibilities with even greater energy in view of the fact that there
are still

many points to be researched in the area of processes of

this type.

-9-
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Chapter I
THE STRUCTURE AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS
S1. THE CRYSTALLINE STATE OF MATTER
As we know, bodies having a crystalline structure whose laws and
nature determine their properties to a considerable degree are known
as solids. It is therefore appropriate to preface our elucidation of
problems relating to reactions in solid mixtures with a brief exposition of contemporary conceptions of the crystalline state of matter.
The particles of matter in the crystalline state have a stable
symmetrical arrangement, forming a crystal space lattice. The structure of the lattice, which is readily established at the present time
by x-ray techniques, is intimately related to Lim chemical structure
of the material in the majority of cases.

As was shown as long ago as 1890 by the noted crystallographer
Fedorov [3), this relationship can be observed even in crystals, although in a somewhat less distinct form. Normally, the more stable the
chemical composition of the body, the higher will be the degree of
symmetry observed in its crystal. For example, 50% of the elements and
about 70% of the binary compounds form cubic crystals,
compounds with four to five atoms in

75 to 85% of

the molecule form hexagonal and

rhombic crystals, and about 80% of the complex organic compounds form
rhombic and monoclinic crystals.

This situation is

accounted for by

the fact that the more uniform the component parts of the crystal lattice,

the more ordered is

the arrangement that they assume in

space.

Another interesting relationship characteristic of the link be- 10 -

tween the structure of a crystal and its chemical composition is

the

fact that structurally analogous molecules of matter (e.g., BaSO4 ,
PbSO 1 . &'SO4 or CaCO3 , MgCO3, PeCO3 , MnCO3 , ZnCO3 ) crystalline in simliar crystalline forms. The similarity of the crystal lattices of the
isomorphic series of substances formed in this manner corresponds to
the similarity of their crystals.
An important special property of the crystalline state of matter
in differences in the physical prop-

is Its anisotropy, which consistr

erties of a chemically homogeneous crystal in its different directions.
Anisotropy may be observed in the mechanical,

optical,

diffusion,

thermal and electrical properties of crystalline bodies.
things,

it

Among other

is manifested in different rates of crystal growth in dif-

ferent directions, with the result that some of the crystal faces are
developed to higher degrees than others.

a

JC

oft

b

c

ace Of

oC8

O..Ci -at-

Fig. 1. Ionic lattices. a) NaCl; b) CaP 2 ;
c) C8 Cl.

&

G-04..

-4

Fig. 2. Molecular lattice
(iodine) : 1) 12.
-

11

-

II
Fig. 3. Atomic lattice (diamond).
ab

0 1 1J
.1

S

Fig. 4. Metallic lattices. a) Body-centered
cubic (K, Na, Ba); b) face-centered cubic
(Cu, A$, Au); c) hexagonal compact (Be, Mg,
Zn, Cd); d) complex cubic (a-Mn).
The structural elements forming the crystal and the interaction
forces between them may be of various types.
we distinguish ionic, molecular,

In accordance with this,

atomic and metallic lattices. Lat-

tices of various intermediate types are also quite commonly encountered in practice.

It

has been established by research that the bond

in the lattices of many crystalline compounds is an intermediate form
and that the types of the various bonds in a compound formed from
three or more chemical elements are frequently of different types.
They are said to be ionic, atomic,

etc.

- 12
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in accordance with the nature

of their predominating bonding forces.
In the ionic or heteropolar lattice that is characteristic for
the majority of salts and typical for inorganic compounds,

the forces

of interaction between its structural elements are basically electrostatic. Such a lattice forms a regular alternation of oppositely
charged ions (Fig. 1)

that are /linked with one another by the electri-

cal attractive forces of the various charges.
In a molecular lattice -

that formed by molecules (Fig. 2) - the

interaction between the molecules is effected by dipolar (between
asymmetrical polar molecules) and polarization (between symmetrical
nonpolar molecules) van der Waals forces,

which are considerably

weaker than the forces of the intramolecular covalent bonds and the
electrostatic forces (the van der Waals dipolar bonding forces are
particularly small).
Crystalline H2 , N2 , 02, 12, C02 , H2 0 and numerous organic compounds have such a structure.

In the atomic or homeopolar lattice (Fig. 3) that is characteristic for many nonmetals, all of the atoms composing the lattice are
neutral and linked to one another by covalent bonds; their nature is
fully accounted for by quantum mechanics [4-7]. The homeopolar bond
produces a so-called directional valency: under its influence, the
atoms are not only established at definite distances from one another,
but also form definite spatial configurations. According to contemporary conceptions,

the metallic lattice (Fig. 4) is formed by neutral

atoms and positive ions, among which free electrons (the so-called
"electron gas") move.

Since none of the structural elements in the

crystal lattice of a metal has a preferential bond to any other element, such a crystal may, in its entirety, be regarded as a single gigantic molecule.
-

13

-

Since the

Let us turn to the structure of the ionic lattice.

forces of mutual attraction (and repulsion) of the lons are normally
characterized by spherical symmetry,

somewhat the same way as hard spheres that are at-

sign will behave in

tracted to one another.
in

first

the ions of charges of opposite

In view of this,

approximation as spherical.

it

is customary to treat ions

The lattice

structure is

mined primarily by the nature of the compound (AB,

AB2 ,

deter-

A2B3 ),

i.e.,

by the number of charges and the distances separating them, as well as
by the relationship between the radii of the ions forming the lattice.
The chemical nature of the ions is riot reflected in the lattice structure, so that chemically similar compounds may ha,

• sinmilar or

completely different lattices.
TABLE I

Ionic Radii (A)*
I,,_,,,_,
3

1

nIuoc:,,TC.l•b,,e

OrpIuane.abaue

-__
Li
Na
K
Rb
SCs

_

_

_+ _

0.68
0,94.
1.33
1.49
1,65

Be
.1
Ca
St
Ba

0,34
0,74
1.04
1.20
1,38

Cu 0o.9
Ag 1.13
AU 1,37

Zn
Cd
Hg
Cu
Sn
Pb
.n
Ni
CO
Fe

0.83
0.99
1.12
0,80
1.02
1.26
0.91
0.74
0.78
0,80

4__+

B
Al
In
T1
La

0,20
0,57
0,92
1,05
1,04

1__ m

1-

2-

.

_

-_

4--

-

C 0.15
Si 0,39
Ti 0.64
Zr
0.82
ThO0,95
Ge0.44
Sn 0,67
Pb 0.76
Mn0,52
V 0,61
i .o0.68
W 0,68
U 0.89

Cr0.64
Fe 0,67
AsO,69
Sb 0.90

I

1 33
C1 1:81
Br 1.96
5J 2,20

IIF

0
Se
S
Te

1.36
1,93
1.82
2.11

N 1.48
P 1.86
As 1:91
Sb 2,48

,

C 2.'u
'S%2.71
Ge:!,72
Sn 2.94

*Aftr Belov [11] and Bokiy [83: with refinements to ;he original values of Goldschmidt L9] and the later values of Pauling [10], proceed-

ing from r 0 2=- 1.36 ad new data on the structures of binary compounds.
1) Ion; 2) charge on Ion; 3) positive; 4) negative, 5) I.
-

i4

-

TABLE 2

Coordination Numbers of Lattice Elements

Ratio of-radii

Coor-

of lattice
elements

dina-

rA-rB
ornum0.155
0.225
0.o414
0.732
-1

to
to
to
to

0.225

Example of lattice

Hexagonal
Tetrahedral
Octahedral
Centered cubic
Face-centered cubic

Boron nitride
Zincblende
Rock salt
Cesium chloride
Aluminum, copper

tion
ber
3

O.41
0.732
1

Lattice configuration

6
8
12

or hexagonal contact

Strictly speaking, ions do not, according to quantum-mechanical
conceptions [4-7], have definite radii. By the terms radius and effective radius of an ion in a lattice, we imply the smallest distance to
which two like ions can approach one another; closer juxtaposition is
opposed by the repulsive forces, which predominate over the attractive
forces at short distances when the electron shells come into contact.
In the formation of a lattice, the ions tend to form the most
stable possible configuration for it,

which corresponds to the free-

energy minimum. This corresponds to the shortest possible distance between unlike ions and the largest possible distance between like ions.
The sum of the radii of two unlike ions in a lattice is the distance at which the repulsive forces of the electron shells offset the
attractive force of differently charged ionic centers. The attraction
of electrons in an ionic crystal toward the centers of positive ions
and their repulsion from the centers of negative ions result in considerable deformation of the electron shells. Positive and negative
ions of the same electron configuration possess different sizes in a
crystal: the anions are considerably larger than the cations.
Naturally, tha numerical values of the effective radii of different atoms will be different (Table 1).
-15
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Different configurations of the lattice are stable for different
values of the radius ratio of the ions forming the lattice.

The values

of these ratios have been established by simple geometrical juxtapositions of the type that is
12]. Thus,

quite familiar to the crystallographer

we know that with ratios between ionic radii of -1; 0.732
the case of a compound of type

to 0.414; 0.414 to 0.225 and <0.225 in
AB,

[11,

the respective stable lattices are the close-packed hexagonal and

cubic,

the cubic (centered cube),

tetrahedral and hexag-

octahedral,

onal (see Table 2).
An important characteristic of the crystal lattice is
dination number of its
forming it,

ion or the coordination numbers of the elements

whether ions, atoms,

or molecules.

The coordination number of an ion is

the number of adjacent (near-

est) oppositely charged ions that surround it
ber, which is

symmetrically.

This num-

governed by the ratio between the radii of the ions

forming the lattice may be the same (see Fig.
Fig.

the coor-

la) or different (see

ib)'for different ions of the lattice.
The lattice-element coordination numbers corresponding to dif-

ferent values of the radius ratio are listed in

Table 2.

The ionic radii depend to a considerable degree on the type of
coordination of the lattice that they form.

It

should be noted in

this

connection that the radius values listed in Table I refer to a coordination number of 6.

If

the distance A-X between unlike ions with

this coordination number is

taken as unity,

A-X for coordination numbers of 4,

the values of the distance

8, and 12 will be 0.94,

1.03,

and

1.12', respectively.

S2. STRENGTH OF' LATICE. SURFACE ENERGY OF SOLIDS
In recent years,

investigators have quite properly devoted serious

attention to the problem of crystal-lattice strength. Study of this
-
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factor makes it possible to understand the nature of the highly Ima-

"portant relationships that characterize certain mechanical, thermal
and other properties-of solids.
The strength and stability of a crystal lattice depend on the
forces of interaction between the ions,

atoms or molecules forming it.

Let us consider the forrnes operating in

As a result,

forces. However,

rorces of attraction operating

the electrostatic

between each ion and its

The

this lattice are ions of the opposite

closest neighbors of each ion in
charge.

the ionic lattice.

neighbors predominate over the repulsive

certain repulsive forces are also in

operation be-

tween oppositely charged ions; quantum mechanics (4-7] provides us
with an idea of the nature of these forces.

Their value,

which depends

exceeds the value of the electro-

on the distance between the ions,

static-attraction forces at short distances.
The crystal-lattice potential energy is
tractive and repulsive forces and,

the resultant of the at-

in general form, may be expressed

by the formula [5]
'c.m+
,C.
where the term--C'/r

(1)

,aC'.

corresponds to the forces of attraction and

+C:'/rn2 corresponds to the repulsive forces if
tween charges.

The values of C'

and C" in

1r

is

the distance be-

this expression depend on

the valence of the ions and on certain other factors, while the values
of n 1 and n 2 depend on the arrangement of the ions in
the latter's

structure.

Normally,

the value of n 1 is

the crystal and
near 1 in

accord-

ance with Coulomb's law, while n 2 lies between the approximate limits
8 and 12.
Thus,

the repulsive forces (their absolute magnitudes)

diminish

more rapidly with increasing distance r than do the attractive forces.
- 17
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These forces compensate one another at r = rO. It is obvious that
in a crystal that is free of external disturbances, the ions must
stand at intervals of precisely this distance ro, which corresponds to
equilibrium of the above forces. Here the potential energy of the particles is lowest: the system has its maximum stability.
The variation of the values of these forces as functions of the
distance between the elements formin,; the crystal lattice is represented schematically in Fig. 5.
If one particle of the lattice is situated at the coordinate origin, a second particle will, in accordance with the above, be situated
at the point A of intersection of the resultant force with the axis of
abscissas In a normal undeformed lattice: here the resultant force is
zero and the system is stable. The distance from the coordinate origin
to the point A is equal to rO. Any change in this distance between
particles (e.g.,

as a result of heating of the body*) disturbs the

equality of the attractive and repulsive forces and,

consequently,

raises the potential energy of the system and reduces its

stability.

The deepest point of a "potential trough" corresponds to the value
r = rl,

as does the greatest predominance of the attractive forces

over the repulsive forces.

As r is

further increased,

the excess of

the attractive forces diminishes progressively to a negligible value.
The work necessary to rupture the lattice and separate its

par-

ticles from one another by an infinitely great distance (for practical
purposes,

by a distance at which the interaction forces between the

particles are negligibly small) is

known as the lattice energy.

This work depends on the number of structure units in
their dimensions and valence** and may,

the crystal,

according to Kapustinskiy [19]

be computed approximately for the ionic lattice from the expression

-
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2
I

ro

Fig. 5. Attractive and repulsive forces acting in crystalline body as functions of distance between particles. 1)
Attractive forces; 2) repulsive forces; 3) distance between particles.

U= 256'"-'"

kcal/g-mol

(2)

or, more precisely (taking into account the quantum-mechanical nature
of the repulsive forces),
U,2,"47.2

frcm the expression [20]
r,+r,(

-

rjtr=

kcal/g-mol

where Zn is the number of ions in the molecule,

rl:

(3)
2

and Zl:2 are the

radii (in angstroms for a coordination number of 6) and valences of
the cation and anion, and p - 0.345 is

the so-called repulsion coeffl-

cient. *
The most important lattice parameters.-

those determining its

energy - are its electronic and nuclear configuration and the values
of the ionic potentials.
High energies are 1nhez*nt to the close-packed, compact lattices
-19
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TABLE 3
Hardness of Sulfides of Certain Metals [22]
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1.?20

1,39

0.31 0,991 1.12

.. .

3.0

4.0

aC

S

3.2

3.0

ZnS

1) Physicochemical characteristic; 2) compound; 3) cation radius in A; 4) Mohs hardness; 5) lattice type.
(with large particle coordination numbers) that are formed by ions
with high potentials (high ratio of charge to effective radius), which
possess stable electron shells.
The lattice energy also determines the hardness of the body to a
considerable degree. The stronger the bonding forces between the ntructural elements, the harder, naturally, will it be, and the more difficult will it

be to rupture it.

The data of Table 3 indicate that the hardnesses of different

solids possessing lattices of the same type and ions of the same valence are antibatic to the ionic radii.
While similar lattices of different substances are constructed
from ions having closely similar sizes, the hardnesses of these substances increase with increasing valence of the ions (Table 4).
The vapor pressure and melting point of the solid naturally depend on the value of the lattice energy: the former diminishes and the
latter increases (see Sl) with increasing U.
Obviously, substitution of some ion in the lattice by an ion of
the same radius but a higher valence or by an ion with the same valence
but a smaller radius will result in an increase in the electrostatic
- 20
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TAMAU 4
Hardness of Certain Crystalline Substances [18]
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1) Physicochemical characteristic; 2) compound; 3) interatomic distance in A; 4) valence of cations; 5) Mohs hardness; 6) lattice type.
TABLE 5
Melting Points of Certain Substances (18]
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1) Physicochemical characteristic; 2) substance; 3) compound; 4) radius of atom (or
ion) in A; 5) melting point in degrees; 6)
lattice type.
attraction, i.e., the lattice energy will rise [see Eq. (3)].
Accordingly, all other conditions the same, such a substitution
will result in an increase in hardness (see'Table 4) and a rise in the
solid's mlting point (Table 5), as well as a drop in its vapor pres-
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This means in

first

approximation that with identical lattice

types, we may observe a. drop in

the hardness and melting point of sub-

stances as we move down the columns of the Mendeleyev table, while
these properties will rise as we move to the right along the rows of
the table.
Examining lattices of various types in
is

easy to understand the differences in

the light of the above,

it

the physical properties of

bodies formed by such lattices.
The electrical bonding energy between Ions in
the covalent-bond strength in
Jority of cases,

ionic lattices,

quite considerable,

conpactness and density and,

ionic lattices and

which are,

in

the ma-

are responsible for their high

accordingly,

for the high melting points

and low volatilities of the substances formed by these lattices.

The weakness of the dipolar and polarization van der Waals bondIng forces between the elements of molecular lattices (molecules) is
responsible for the high volatilities

and low melting points of the

substances formed by such lattices.
The comparison between the properties of diamond and graphite may
serve as a classical illustration of this dependence of the properties
of a solid on the nature and strength of the bonds between the elements of its

lattice.

give rise to its
in

The covalent bonds between all atoms of diamond

high hardness and sublimation temperature;

which the covalent bond exists only in

graphite,

atomic layers (van der Waals

bonding forces operate between the layers),

is

considerably less re-

sistant to mechanical and temperature disturbances.

Unlike any crystal-lattice structural element (atom, molecule,
ion) that is

situated in

the Interior of the body and subject to the

forces of the elements surrounding it
-

22

on all
-

sides, an elenent (par-

I
tiele) situated on the surface of a crystalline body interacts only
with those particles of the body that lie on this surface and those
next to it

in

the direction of the crystal interior.

Whether in
is

at rest if

the interior of the body or on its

the resultant of all the forces is

surface,
zero.

Even with the

nonsymmetry of the force field acting on a surface particle,
equilibrium because the forces acting on it

in

a particle

it

is

in

the direction of the

crystal-phase interior are offset by compression of the surface layer,
i.e.,

by elastic forces.
Thus,

ticles in

the surface layer is

in

an elastically stressed state. Par-

this layer of a solid possess a larger potential-energy mar-

gin than interior particles.

Since the total energy of the crystal, which determines its properties and behavior under various conditions,
ternal and surface energy, it

is composed of its in-

is necessary to devote study to both of

these. This is rendered the more important by the fact that the processes of recrystallization, sintering, polymorphic transformation and
chemical reaction in crystalline solids normally develop first at the
surfaces of their grains and are functions of surface energy and its
variations.
For a given volume of a body,

its total energy will obviously be

the larger the larger its surface area when a given crystalline facetIng is retained.
The surface energy is measured in terms of the work necessary to
form a surface layer under isothermal conditions. This work, referred
to a unit area (to 1 cm2 ) of surface is known as the specific surface energy a and is measured in ergs/cm2 = dynes/cm.
Strictly speaking, the work of surface formation differs for different particles, i.e., the surface-energy value is not constant for
-23
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all

points over the surface.

However,

4 )

given an adequate surface area,

we may speak of a certain value of a for a given body. as the average

energy of formation of a unit of its surface.*

6

TALE

Surface Energy of Certain Bodies at 00 K (ergs-cm")
NO~m,.
sac" xakKe
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*The values of a are given for the (100)
l) Surface energy; 2)

5) KI.

compound;

3)

1l1

124

liquid;

faces.
4)

NaI;

Table 6 lists calculated values for the surface energies of
crystalline halogen compounds of the alkaki metals at a temperature
of 0OK and the surface-tension values of the same substances in
molten form, as obtained by extrapolation of the experimental values
to the same temperature [23,

24].

The numerical value of the specific surface energy depends on
the strength of the lattice (bodies with strong lattices are characterized by large values of a) and, for a given lattice, on the properties of the medium surrounding the body. This last is a result of
the fact that the value of a at the boundary between two phases is
determined by the difference in the intensities of the bonding forces
between the molecules (atoms,ions) forming these phases. If,
ample, the crystal is placed in a liquid that wets it,

for ex-

its surface

energy will be reduced as a result of interaction between the surface
particles of the crystal and the liquid.
When the teqperature of a body Is raised,

its

surface energy,

which offsets the bor4ing focees directed toward the Interior of the
lattice, is

naturally reduced.
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A detailed elucidation of these problems is given in the papers
by Rebinder, Kuznetsov, and other investigators [25-29].
S3. STRUCTURE OF REAL CRYSTALS
Many properties of a real crystalline substance depend on the
perfection of its crystal structure.

As we know, the chemical activity

of real crystals is the higher the greater the difference between
their lattice energies and the energies of the ideal crystal lattice
(in

a perfect crystal lattice, the mass transfer necessary to ac-

complish a reaction is practically impossible).
will be profitable to dwell on the causes,

In view of this, it

the nature, and the most

important consequences of this difference.
The ideal crystal consists of atoms,

ions, or molecules regularly

arrayed in all directions. Each such crystal has a structural unit
or elementary cell that is fully determinate and characteristic for
it,

and whose exact repetition in each of the three dimensions forms

its lattice (see Figs. 1-4).
It

has been established by numerous research studies that the

structure of real crystals always or almost always differs to one
degree or another from this ideally regular structure. This is confirmed experimentally by the presence in real crystals of diffusion,
ionic conductivity,

scattering of x-ray beams at various angles, and

certain other phenomena that are incompatible with the ideal, regular
crystal structure. Only in isolated cases has it been possible with
great difficulty to produce crystals whose structure approximates
the ideal [30-32].
The deviations of the real crystals from ideal crystals take exceedingly diverse forms.

The basic deviations or defects,

which deter-

mine the so-called coarse structure of the crystal, are nonparallelism
of its various layers to one another, the inclusion of mother liquor
-
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In the crystal, and "striation" of its faces.
It

is easy to envisage the "mosaic" structure of crystals that

consist of individual blocks of regular crystal structure that are
only slightly rotated with respect to one another (Fig.

Such

6).

crystals would be grouped among the imperfect* ideal crystals,
the hypothetical structure of the blocks composing them is
ideal.

in

In actuality, the dimensions of the blocks usually lie

range from 1C3 to 10O

cm.

since
itself
In the

The angles between the blocks have sizes

from fractions of a minute to several minutes.

This structure of

real crystals has as a consequence that a beam of monochromatic x-rays
Is

reflected by a face of a real crystal not at a certain definite

angle (Fig. 7a),

as would be the case with an ideal crystal structure,

but at various angles (Fig.
cases by several minutes.

7b) differing from one another in

The slight disorientation of the real-

crystal blocks relative to one another also results in
tensity in

some

a higher In-

a ray reflected by the crystal than would be expected on

the basis of theoretical calculations.
aa

Fig. 7. Reflection of bundle of
monochromatic x-rays by face of
a) ideal crystal; b) real crystal.

a) of
Fig. 6. Crystal lattice
ideal crystal; b) of mosaic
crystal.
In practice,

there are always deviations of one kind or another

from the Ideal structure in
crystal. These deviations,

the individual blocks composing the macrowhich are known as fine-structural de-

fects, may consist, for example,

the existence of vacancies

in

- 26
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("holes")

'I
In

the lattice (according to Schottke) or in the presence of so-.

called dissociated or dislocated displaced atoms occupying lattice
points that were hitherto vacant (according to Frenkel). According
to Zeyts [Seitz?] [341,

we may distinguish six basic types of fine.,

structural defects: 1) vacancies in the lattice and ions in Interstices;

2) foreign ions in

the lattice points or In

interstices;

3) electrons and "holes"; 4) excitons; 5) dislocations and 6) phonons.
Many investigations have been devoted to study of the structure
of real crystals and those of" their porperties that are related to
the various structural defects.
of Fedorov,

Smekal,

Best-known among these are the studies

Tsvikki [Zwicky?],

Schottke, Balarev,

Frenkel',

and Vagner.
In the conception of Fedorov (35), the conditions of crystallization as manifested in its rate exert a profound influence on the
coarse structure of a crystal. "Molecular" growth takes place when
the crystal develops slowly, while in rapid development growth proceeds by parallel deposition of many minute crystal seeds that arise
in the vicinity of the growing surface. This has its effect on the
crystal's structure.
Regarding the formation and existence of ideal crystals as possible in principle, Smekal [36] attached great significance to the
dependence of the properties of real crystals on their surface defects and devoted much time to their investigation.
The most obvious defects of the crystal are its
surface cracks,

which are sometimes distinguishable under the micro-

scope or even with the unaided eye.
convincingly in

internal and

In 1934,

experimental research

Ioffe [37) demonstrated

with the example furnished by

rock salt that the presence of surface cracks determines the mechanical properties of the crystals (their tensile strength).
-
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According to Smekal, the large cracks mentioned above may be
due to tensions governed by primary cracks that have formed under
the influence of absorbed impurities or as a result of excessively
high crystal growth rates.
On the basis of theoretical analysis, Tsvikki [38] arrived at
the conclusion that numerous cracks separated from one another by
crystalline blocks about 100 A across must exist on crystal surfaces.
These blocks, according to Tsvikki, form a secondary periodic structure or a crystal superlattice that is more stable than the normal
nonmosaic structure of the crystal.
Balarev [39) applied thermodynamic analysis to derive the conclusion that the ideal macrocrystal cannot be in equilibrium with
its mother liquor. When such a crystal dissolves, it

first decays

into numerous fine particles (microcrystals) which then exist in
solution for a certain time. In the opinion of Balarev, each of the
elementary crystals making up the colloidally dispersed macrocrystal
contains atoms or ions only in approximately stoichiometric quantities;
this circumstance results in an increase in surface activity in the
internal walls of fissures or cracks. Thus, according to Balarev,
a regular adsorption of ions takes place in the fissures rather than
random accumulation of mother liquor.
In actuality, we may speak of nonstoichiometric composition not
only as it applies to the elementary crystals.
Defect crystals, which are characterized .by an excess or deficiency of one of the components as compared to the stoichiometric
composition,

are of great importance.

The ideal stoichiometric com-

position of a crystalline compound, on the other hand,

is not, gen-9

erally speaking, absolutely necessary, and is even metastable for
certain compounds (e.g., for wuestite). The manner of deviation from
-
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ideal equilibrium chemical composition in such compounds depends on
the nature of the excess component and the possible valence states
of the anions and cations. The valence of the cation may, for example,
drop where there is an excesdis.f metal and rise where there is an
excess of nonmetal.
Alkali-halogen compounds,
vapor [33, 40, 41],

e.g., sodium chloride heated in sodium

may serve as the simplest example of substances

with this type of defect.
We are indebted for the mrcz

part to Shottke and Frenkel for

elaboration of our conceptions concerning the fine structure of real
crystals.
Shottke postulated the existence of unoccupied points in the
lattice of the real crystal. Such defects can occur in the atomic
and molecular lattices.
In his monumental works on the theory of liquids and solids [4245],

Frenkel formulated conceptions of the fine structure of the

latter and of their behavior under various sets of conditions. Proceeding from these conceptions, which are considered in detail in
Chapter 2, we may account for the most important properties of solids.
Here it

is only necessary to note that ordered state m disordered

state lattice transitions require activation energies,

with the left-

to-right transition always endothermic.
As in the case of a chemical reaction that takes place with an
activation energy, the high-temperature equilibrium may be "frozen"
by abrupt cooling of a crystal system having a certain number of finestructural defects. The result is

some irreversibly disturbed system.

Since the disorder of the crystal is aggravated as the temperature
rises, it may prove sufficiently high on such abrupt cooling ("freezing"); mosaic structure and cracks in real crystals compose the de-
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and the third source and type of [defect]

fects of the second type,
is

associated with the presence of impurities in

the lattices.

In the field of the structure and the laws governing the property changes of real crystals,
differences of opinion,

there are still

many contradictions,

and unclear points.

Critical examination of many studies relating to this field
in particular,

those of Balarev and Tsvikki [38,

39] -

the unjustified nature of some of their conclusions.
they differ in
structure in

-

Indicates

However,

while

the explanations given for the violation of ideal

real crystals,

all of the researchers are in

agreement

on the point that these violations practically always occur for one
reason or another and exert significant influence on the properties
of solids.

Specifically,

the following may be causes of the appearance

of cracks:
mechanical processing of crystalline solids,

e.g., milling;

thermal deformation as a result of abrupt changes in

volume on

sharp temperature changes;
stresses resulting from polymorphic transformations;
the effects of surface forces;
the formation of vapors and gases in

crystals;

recrystallization;
adsorption;
rapid and nonuniform growth of crystals and many other phenomena.
It

is

generally acknowledged that the formation of ideal or near-

ideal crystals involves great difficulties and is

possible only in

extremely rare exceptional cases with special selection and careful
regilation of the crystallization conditions.

This viewpoint,

which

tocK root long before the appearance of the electron microscope,
been fully confirmed in

has

our time with the aid of electron-microscope
- 30 -
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methods of Investigation, which,

among other things,

have made it

possible to establish exactly and study In detail the mosaic structure of monocrystals.
It

has been established that monocrystals are not,

in

actuality,

fully uniform, but consist of an enormous number of parts in
if

individual microscopic regions deviate -

which

ever so slightly - from

the average crystallographic directions characteristic of the monocrystal as a whole.
The crystalline solids with which we deal in

practice are usually

conglomerates composed of a multitude of small crystals that have
grown together.

In

such polycrystalline bodies or crystallites,

responding crystallographic
to, one another through all

directions are generally rotated relative
possible angles.

consisting of small microscopic crystals,
ordinary metals,
As we know,

cor-

Consequently,

as,

for example,

crystallites
those of

are practically isotropic.
It

is

rarely necessary to deal with chemically pure

substances under industrial conditions.

Chemical engineering,

metal-

lurgy, and the technology of silicates are constantly encountering
materials whose chemical compositions are nonuniform.

In the solid

state, they also form fine-crystalline aggregates in which the small
crystals may be either uniform or heterogeneous as regards their
structure and composition.
components forms its

In the simplest case,

each of the system

own crystals, which are chaotically mixed in

crystallite with crystals of another or of other components.

the

In

other cases, various crystals of more complex composition maybe
formed.
It

Is

naturally important to take all

In stvu6b* reactions In
No less imortant in

this into consideration

crystalline mixtures.
this respect is
-
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the relationship between

the properties and structure of real crystals. As we know, while
irreversibly disturbed crystalline systems possess reproducible properties in

many respects,

certain properties of irreversibly dis-

turbed systems are functions of the disturbances and depend on the
prior treatment of the specimen.
Many properties of crystals bear different relationships to disturbances in
pend little

the regularity of their structure: some properties deor not at all

on the preliminary treatment of the crystal,

while others are essentially related to it.
On this basis,

the properties

of crystalline systems may be classi-

fied as follows:
1) structure-insensitive properties,
heat capacity,
2)

e.g.,

and melting point;

structure-semisensitive properties,

ionic crystals,

refractive index,

diffusion,

e.g.,

the conductivity of

and vibration damping;

3) structure-sensitive properties,
ticity,

thermal conductivity,

bility,

magnetic permeability,

e.g.,

tensile strength, plas-

dielectric constant,

magnetic suscepti-

and chemical activity.

The dependence of the properties of substances on their crystalline structure is

widely exploited by contemporary technology not

only to raise their chemical activities, but also to produce materials
for various critical
ferroelectrics,
properties.
fects in

purposes

(crystal phosphors,

and piezoelectrics,

semiconductors,

and others)' with prespecified

These materials are produced by careful regulation of de-

the crystal structure.

1. POWDERED (GRANULAR)
4

SOLIDS

Reactions between crystalline reagents usually take place with
the reagents in
Naturally,

fine-grained (powdered)

mixtures.

the nature and rates of such reactions,
- 32
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together ith

the quality of the products obtained from them,

depend. essentially

on the physical structure and properties of the powdered solids.
From this standpoint,

their study is

of great interest.

A powdered solid usually consists of a large number of individual
grains in

contact with one another on a very minor fraction of their

total surface.

The imperfect contact between the grains is

property of powdered masses that is

that

of greatest importance for the

chemical engineering of solids. Also of great importance are the
granulometric

composition,

bulk (loose) weight,

porosity, areas of total and contact surfaces,
bility,

storability,

hygroscopicity,

is

friability,

dispersi-

thermal and electrical conduc-

tivity, chemical activity, and so forth. In
it

angle of repose,

using powdered solids,

necessary to take these parameters into consideration.
Current information concerning some of these

properties of

powders and the qualitative laws governing their changes under the
influence of various factors (and data concerning the influence of
such properties on the processes of physicochemical transformation
of powdered solids) are far from adequate.

Not only have we failed

to set off their investigation as an independent field of endeavor,
as has been the case,

for example,

with colloid research,

frequently not systematic enough in

but we are

studying them, proceeding without

the necessary theoretical foundations and generalizations.
shin [47] quite properly remarked,

"At the present time,

phrase 'Universe of circumvented quantities'

As Bal'-

W. Ostwald's

might be applied with

much greater Justification to the group of bodies with imperfect contact between their particles (which includes powdered solids - P.B.
and A.G.) than to the colloids."
This Judgement,
unfortunately still

which was pronounced more than 10 years ago,
valid even today.

-
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is

Powder metallurgy,

4 )

which studies the structure of metallic

powders and Its changes when sintered metals are produced,

devotes

a certain amount of attention to the general properties of powdered
solids. A rather respectable number of experimental studies have been
devoted to study of the roperties or metallic powders. Certain of
their results can be extended to granular materials used In the technology of adhesives,

ceramic products,

structural materials,
catalysts,

as well as in

refractories and high-strength

the production of fertilizers,

and various other types of products.

However,

extension of the knowledge gained by powder metallurgy

to handling processes for granulated materials in
engineering can be of only limited significance,
ways done properly and is
Actually,

since it

Is

not al-

frequently inadequate.

the work of powder metallurgy Is frequently limited

for the most part to study of the changes in
faces in

other branches of

deformation and heat-treatment

the grain contact sur-

(sintering) operations,

and

to investigation of the structure and properties of the powdered
metal as a function of the size qf the contact surface.
.In

the meanwhile,

a considerably more detailed physical char-

acterization of powdered solids (and,

in

tion of their total and active surfaces)
and application,
sorption,

particular, a characterizais

necessary for their study

which also require research Into the diffusion,

chemical and many other processes tha't take place In such

solids. As we know,

the treatment

free-flowing (granular) solids in

conditions and processes applied to
powder metallurgy and in

other

branches of engineering differ sharply from oone another In the overwhelming majority of cases: when reactions are being conducted in
mixtures of crystalline solids, we deal with much more profound changes
and a much wider complex of such changes (see Chapter 3) than in
-
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the

mechanical and heat-treatment to which metallic powders are subject.
The physicochemical characterizations and certain properties
of the powdered masses used in powder metallurgy and in other branches
of engineering (e.g.,

in adhesives production) are also dissimilar.

In the latter case, the powdered masses are, in accordance with.their
intended use,
granulometric

distinguished by considerably greater nonuniformity in
and chemical composition, and frequently represent

mixtures of many components the properties of each of which varies
in a different manner during the process of treatment.
a change in the chemical and

granulometric

Naturally, on

composition of a powdered

solid as a result of processes unfolding in it,

its general properties

also change accordingly (and frequently quite considerably).

This

further distinguishes the treatment processes applied to powdered
solids in the technology of silicates and in the chemical industry
from the corresponding powder-metallurgical processes.
Each grain of a granulated or powdered material may consist of
a large number of elementary particles of the same or different
chemical composition,

structure, and properties. The shape of the

grains in granulated and powdered materl.ls, which is determined by
their mode of origin (by the method of preparation for artificially
produced grains) may take widely different forms.

On the basis of

shape, the grains of various materials can be classified into two
large basic groups:
1) approximately isometric or equiaxial grains (these include
spherical and polyhedral grains) and 2) nonisometric or nonequiaxial
grains, among which we may note filamentary or acicular grains and
flat grains (laminar grains, tabular grains, and the like).
There also exist a large number of intermediate grain shapes
(between groups I

-.A IZ, between subgroups of the second group,
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and

so forth),

that approach one of the enumerated groups to one degree

of closeness or another.
If

a powdered solld has nonisometric grains, this has an effect

on the spatial distribution of the grains and results in anisotropy
in

the powders.

A grain possesses a minimum reserve of potential energy (which
is determined by the product of the grain weight by the height of
its center of gravity above the horizontal plane) when its smallest
dimension Is oriented parallel to the force of gravity.
The probability Wi that a nonisometric grain will land on a
given face after a free fall may be regarded in first approximation
as proportional to its area S and inversely proportional to its potential energy U.:

0 A

Using this as a point of departure, Berezhnoy [49] showed that the
probability of free fall onto a lateral face of a grain having the
dimensions a x a x na Increases rapidly as n increases to 2 and has
reached almost 89% at n = 2 (Fig. 8).

If the grain has the form of

a rectangular parallelepiped and the dimensions a x 2a x 3.R

the

probabilities that it will fall onto the corresponding faces are
3, 19, and 78%.
As was correctly noted by Berezhnoy, the absence of free migration of the grains in a powder substantially reduces the differences
between these probability values, but does not equalize them. As a
result, elongated grains tend to arrange themselves parallel to the
horizontal plane*in a powder mass; this sometimes results in considerable differences in the properties of the mass in different directions

149

503.
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Since the grain shape of a

powdered material determines its
properties to a considerable degree
and may be strongly manifested in
the properties of a product produced
21)4"

from it,

A

is

important in many

practical cases to be able to regulate the shape of the grains in the.

Fig. 8. Curve of probability
of fall
onto lateral face of
grain having the dimensions
a x a x na. 1) Probability W.
6f fiall -n %; 2) values of n.

process of preparing powdered mateInvestigations recently

rials.
carried out in

it

this direction have made it

possible to develop cer-

tain simple and reliable methods of grain-shape control for powdered
materials.

These include,

for example, metastable crystallization

from heavily-supersaturated

solutions,

a process studied by Gzhimek

[511.
The shape of the grain surfaces in

a powdered material,

roughness and energy of which [surfaces],
method and conditions used in
tremely wide ranges,
to Khedval [52),

the

which also depend on the

producing the grains,

may vary over ex-

are of great practical importance.

According

the following are effective ways to regulate the

surface activities of solids:
1) creation of defect lattices by modification transformations,
oxidation and reduction processes,

and the injection of foreign atoms

into the lattices;
2) utilization of the magnetic state (ferromagnetic
3) polarization changes in

catalysts);

the state of the molecules;

4) electromagnetic and ultrasonic irradiation;
5) adsorption and solution of gases.
The grain sizes of powdered materials employed in

technology,

which depend on the conditions under which they were prepared and
-
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influence their properties and the rate of processes that take place
in

them, vary over a very wide range extending from tenths of a
Certain granulated masses used to

micron to several millimeters.

effect reactions between solids in

the metallurgical and chemical

industries contain grains with sizes ranging up to 1 cm and above.
and polydisperse powders are distinguished in

Monodisperse

ac-

cordance with whether the'grains of a given powder mass are of the
same size or of different sizes.

Normally,

origin are polydisperse until they are care-

natural and artificial

fully classified into grain-size fractions.
composition is

powdered materials of

Their granulometric

characterized by various methods [53],

e.g.,

by

screen analysis, which has been described on numerous occasions In
the literature [see,

for exanple,

54, 55].

The results of screen analysis enable us to Judge the weight
percentage composed by each fraction of the material,

and give a more

or less detailed representation of its

composition;

granulometric

this will be the more complete the narrower the range of grain sizes
within the limits of the
ample in

individual

fractions.

Sometimes,

for ex-

the production of adhesives and refractory materials,

fineness of a powdered material is

the

characterized only by Its content

of grains whose dimensions exceed a certain size.
may be stated that the residue on a No.

For example,

0085 screen is

10%,

it

i.e.,

that 90% of the screened material has grain sizes below 0;085 mU
and 10% of it

is

larger than 0.085 mm. Such a characterization of

the grain composition of a material is
trial

conditions.

However,

in

that it

frequently. adequate for indusindicates only the lower limit

of grain sizes "of the coarse fraction" and the upper limit of sizes
in

the "fine" fraction (the principal fraction in

above),

the example cited

this characterization does not provide a conception of the
-
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true granulometric

composition of each of them nor, accordingly, of

the material as a whole.
Strictly speaking, even the narrowest fraction of a powdered
material contains grains of different sizes, i.e., it

is

not mono-

disperse. The average grain size of a fraction may be computed from
one of the known rules (53,

56].

If the ratio of_ýte largest and smallest grain diameters which
correspond to the width of the holes in "coarser" and "finer" screens,
db:dm < 1.5, the average grain diameter may be computed without any
essential error as the arithmetical mean,

geometrical mean, harmonic

mean, Andresen mean, and so forth. Here,

the number of "conventional"

average-diameter grains computed by the Andresen method
=

(5)

Yds ÷dn

is found equal to the average number of grains in the fraction.
In the case of a mixture of grains having considerable size differences,
> 1.5),

i.e., when we are concerned with a broad ftraction (d:dm >

the value of dsr may be computed by various methods.

At the present time, more than 50 different formulas have been
proposed for calculation of average grain size in

a mixture.

According to formulas of one group, the average-diameter value
is computed taking the granulometric

composition of the material to

be averaged into account. When formulas of another group are used,
the value of dar is

found only from the size of the limiting diameters

- those bounding the mixture being averaged - without taking the
granulometric

composition into account.

The most detailed critical characterization of all these formulas was given by Andreyev 153].

He showed that the values obtained

by the various formulas for the average diameter of grains in the
.
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2-60*L fraction vary between 3.2 and 48 g. It is clear in the light
of this that arbitrary selection of a method for computing the average diameter (e.g., the most frequently encountered practice of.

computing it as the arithmetical mean value of the two extreme grain
size in the fraction) may result in essential errors. that increase as
the range of grain sizes in the fraction is broadened.
As we know from mathematical statistics, different methods are
used to calculate an average quantity in accordance with the property
of a statistical collective that must be reflected in it.

According

to this, as Andreyev quite properly reasons, the average grain diameter
should be computed to reflect some single, so-called determining
parameter of an ensemble of grains. This means that the formula selected for the averaging should be one whose application leaves the
determining parameter of interest to us unchanged.
Thus,

if

the surface area of all grains is determining, the

average diameter should be computed by the formula

*1' ~(5a)
i.e., as the root-mean-square diameter weighted over the number of
grains.
If the determining parameter is the volume of all grains, the
average diameter is computed as the root-mean-cube diameter weighted
over the number of grains:
V

(5b)

U

If the specific surface area of the grains, i.e., the ratio of
their surface to their volume (or to their weight) is determining,
then
UP

or, ir terms of weight,

-4o

(50)

(5d)
and so forth.
ZA

'In

these formulas; n Is the

Pig.
o
Angle of repose of
powdered material.

nmber of grains in the individual
narrow fractions of the mixture, d

Is the variable diameter of grains of different sizes in the mixture
to be averaged, dar is the constant average diameter of grains having
the same size, and 0 Is the weight of the individual narrow fractions.
Within the practical grain-size ranges indicated above,

the

number of grains in aunit volume of powdered material may be ex-

3
and even billions of grains).
tremely large (1 cm may contain millions

Naturally, many physical properties of the powder are determined by
the mutual spatial arrangement of its grains and are statistical in
nature. Such properties include the bulk characterization of the
powder: its angle of repose, its porosity, bulk weight, and certain
other quantities.
If

the grain weight G (Fig. 9) is decomposed into two components,

one normal to the plane AB:
N -O cQs a
and one tangent to it,
F m-.0 sin u..

then
P

Jtgs.

(6)

A powder grain will be at rest when the force F is offset by the
frictional force P. The latter is porportional to the normal pressure:

where L In the coefficient of friction. It
-
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follows from this that

S-

that the angle of repose a is

a, i.e.,

equal to the coefficient

of friction.
The value of a, which generally depends on the size and shape
of the grains in the material, the nature (roughness) of the material'.s
surface,
in

its

moisture content,

and ccrtain other parameters,

lies

the range from 35 to 500 for the majority of air-dry loose-pourin&

solids. As we know,
.material is

a certain fraction of the volume of a granular

frequently occupied by pores inside its

grains; these

compose the so-called intragranular porosity; as a result of surface
between the grains of the powder,

porosity and the imperfect fit
considerable fraction of its

a

volume belongs to the free space be-

tween the surfaces of the granules.
The part taken by the pores depends on their type (intraparticle,
interparticle),

sizes (which may be macroscopic,

submicroscopic)

and their type.

(communicating

microscopic,

or

Pores are subdivided into open types

or capillary pores) and closed types (isolated pores).

Intraparticle pores may be either open or isolated; interparticle
pores in

unpressed powders always communicate with one another and

with the surface of the granulated material. The total porosity (or
free surface) of a free-pouring granular material,

expressed as the

relative volume of the powder occupied by the Interparticle and Intraparticle pores,
95-98%.

It

usually lies between 50 and 80%,

value naturally determines the specific volume and loose

weight of the powder.
material,

sometimes reaching

its

For a given specific-weight value of the powder

loose weight is

a complex function of its

granulo-

metric composition (absolute value and range of grain sizes, ratio
between amounts of individual fractions),
face,

the nature of the grain sur-

the pressure exerted by overlying layers,

impurity content.
-
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moisture content,

and

I

Variation of certain of thcue parameters may increase or reduce

•

the porosity and loose-weight value of the powder by 50-80% or more.
Consequently,

the frequently encountered indications of the bulk

(loose) weight of granular materials without an accompanying indication of their

granulometric

composition,

moisture content,

or

other conditions are always inadequately specific.
In

the simplest case,

have the same diameter,

in which the grains are .spherical and all

each of them is

in

grains at 6, 8,

or 12 points,

in

distribution in

space (cubic,

rhombohedral,

contact with its

neighboring

accordance with the manner of their
hexagonal); this corre-

sponds to a free-space volume (porosity) between the grains ranging
from 47.64 to 25.95%.

These data, which characterize the geometrically

regular spatial arrangements of absolutely smooth incompressible dry
spheres in
little

contact at specific mathematical points,

naturally have

correspondence to the properties and behavior of real loose-

poured crystalline masses.

In actuality,

due to the irregular shape

and surface roughness of the particles of fine-grained substances,
and due to the presence of frictional and adhesive forces between
them,

it

is

not only impossible to obtain ideally close packing of

these particles (corresponding to a free-space value Vsv = 25.95%),
but even to count on free, geometrically regular arrangements of the
particles

(corresponding to Vsv = 47.64%).

The grains composing real

masses have different distances from one another: some neighboring
grains are In relatively close contact with one another, while the
distances between other neighboring grains are very large,

and so

forth. The shape irregularities and roughness of the grains-in real
masses have as a c.nsequence that the distance between different segments of the surfa4e of any given grain and the surfaces of the grains
surrounding It

varies over an extremely wide 'range.
-
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However,

in considering any given fine-grained mass, we may

speak of a certain average value of the distance between the surfaces
of its grains - one that will be characteristic for this mass. This
quantity, which is an extremely Important one for analysis of reaction
mechanisms in mixtures of solids, may be determined easilj as follows.
If a unit of the total volume of a loose-poured mass consists of
n spherical grains having a average diameter dz and, accordingly,
n airspaces with an average diameter dp which, taken together, compose a free space of volume Vsv (in fractions of unity),

then the

volume of the particles themselves will be

,-V.-.-

(7)

6

and the airspace volume will be
V.0 - n

(8)

.

Hence the average diameter dp of a single airspace or, in other
words,

the average distance 1 between grains will be
lI

I
If,

(9)

further, yv is the average apparent particle (grain) specific

gravity, the volume of a unit weight of granular material, which will
be composed of the total particle volume 1/,yv and the volume of the
interparticle pores, will be
I

I- V
and since the loose weight or the material
I-- V"

then
44s

.(12)

(10)

)

Substituting the value of V av from Formula (12) In Equation (9), we
have
1

ds

(13)

Thus, knowing the loose weight of the fine-grained mass, the
average size of the grains composing It, and the apparent specific
gravity of the latter, we may draw Inferences concerning the average
distance between the surfaces of contiguous grains In this mass.
Equation (13), which applies for spherical grains, reflects,
with an accuracy sufficient for practical-purposes, the average distance between the surfaces of ccntiguous grains in fine-grained masses
in which the grains take almost any shape.
Determination of the value of I in real masses may be complicated somewhat simply by the difference between the values of the
true and apparent densities of the material of which the particles
are composed and by the errorin determining the latter. However, the
total volume of the Intraparticle pores, which is responsible for
this difference, is shown by data from investigation of crystalline
inorganic substances to lie In most cases between 0.5 and 15% of the
grain volume and, accordingly, not to exceed 7% of the loose volume
of the powder.* If we take into account here that the volume of the
Interparticle pores generally composes no less than 50% of the loose
volume of a granular mass (see, for example, the data of Table 8),
then-it is easy to establish that the value of the true specific
gravity of the particle material may be substituted Into Eq. (13)
instead of yv to ascertain the order of magnitude characteristic of
the granular mass.
To characterize the properties of fine-grained crystalline
materials in connection with their reactions In mixtures, It Is
- 45 -

interesting to give an experiment-based indication of the order of.
magnitude of the average distance between the surfaces of contiguous
grains In the real masses. With this objective, Ginstling 157J at
one time Investigated a large number of fine-grained crystalline
Materials.
All of these substances were carefully coarseness-classified for
determination of their loose-poured weight. 'Then 2, 3, and 4 narrow
fractions were extracted from each material. The average grain size
within the limits of each narrow fraction was calculated by Eq. (5).
TAELN 7
Grains Sizes in Fractions of Fine-Grained Materials
~V1F~w~w~pu

YPeimi:b P8.s.

fle1~

0.50,70.3C6
0.294
6.2r-0,25
0.259
0.5-0.20
0,223

~~p.
UtP.)
2)petiis" pess.,

0.20_-0,135
0,3-0.120
o.102-O,038
0
0.083-0,060

0.35-0.2S

0.163
0,12?
O.OgS
0.072

1) Range of grain sizes in fraction, mm; 2) average
grain size, mm.
Table 7 presents data characterizing the basic fractions extracted
from the fine-grained materials.
To provide a basis of Judging yn, Vsv, and 1 as functions of
particle size in the fine-grained mass, the loose-poured weights of
"coarse" and "fine" fractions and a mixture consisting of equal
volumes of these were determined for each substance. Table 8 presents some of the results of determination* run on various inorganic
substances of commercial importance. These experimental data indicate
that
1) the spatial arrangement of grains in real fine-granUlar masses
appen'utly differs essentially from any "theoretical" arrangement of
smioth spherical particles;
2) as a rule, the porosity of such masses composes 50 to 80%,
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TABLE 8
"Characterization of Inorganic Crystalline Fine-Grained
40

Substances

I)

ClW+~~~~".I

Il

1.MllCIN llc"t~4

2ml

IIOO
.'........

0072

J~5

3.*

0.98
1

75.4
7S.3

0.14
0.1

1.013
1.21

73.1
46.5

Coll
0.12

I

1,18

49.8

0.163

0532

10.4

0.26

79.8

0.17

539O ........

2.71

0.107

0.127
O0,R5
10.107
0.59
0.072

AlP. ..........
.

2.5
4.46

10.076
0.163

5.1

. .0.072

0.078
. .. .

. .. . . . . . .

.

CaSO,.T2tO ......

.

2.11
2.7

0,306
0.095

2.2

S0.106

0:163
.0009S
0,107

CaC3.. ..........
C.

I 0.306
0,
I 0,104
0.294
0.095
0.106

. . ..

.....

K, CrO .......

2.71

0.163

.........

0.095

3.1

""0.107

.........
317gSO,.71l,O .........

i.:SO.,lisaO .

M,(..........

80.9

0.15

0.671
0.645
0.675
1.2
1.05

73.2
74.1
73
73,1
76.4

0.18
0.13
0.15
0.36
0.1

1.20

73.1

79.7
80.6

0.11

1 04
099
1.32

78

0.12
0.12

0.973
0.72
0.827
1.26
0.94
1.21

53,7
65.8
60.7
53.3
65.2
55.2

0,32
0.12
0.12
0.31
0.12
0.12

0.0:
0

59.6
6.7

0.35
0.12

0.507

81.3

0.15
0.50

0.26

0.515

8

0,12
0.27
0.16
0,17

1.15

63

0.19

1.16

62:6

0.13

1,1

61.4
81.3

642

11

1.42
1,4
1.48

46.5
47,2
44.2

0.29
0.09
0.18

0.306
1g0.127
.

3.45

0.20M
0,188
0.23

94.09
94,56
93.8

0.77
0,33
0.47

0.306
0.095
10.163

1.68

0.725
0.477
0.677

56.9
71.7
59.7

0.33
0.13
0.19

1.04

54.6

0.33

0.715
1.02

58.8
55.5

0.12
0.18

0.7

51.7

0.17

0.72

50.4

0.11

0:095
10.163

2.29

0 W1
..

0.55

2.65

1 0.306

CuSO4.51"O ........

0:518

0,0

0.306
0.095
0,209

... .....

Si0, ......

0.07

1

0.095

. . . .. . .

0.9

IllI6e'l

A . .0.:5722.26

' 0.062
..
..

m

I4•p~co

S0:049
0127

AIASOh

ea

sIa

"10.0.5
A

lnlS

|0

.4

5

1.46

10.107
0.09o
0.072
0.077

2.73

.

247?-

0.66

55

o:,',2
0.92
1

65.2
65.2
63.4

01

0.12
0.10
0.16

TABLE 8 (Cont Id.)

.........
7
(CIP)Cab (P0,)4 (C7uan)

0.163

0.09S
10.107
0.163
0.0U5

0,9?

2,16

0,892
1.56
3.2

10.107

g0.29

*A %uOa"
-" • F

4SO,

Ol00%

0.843

2.58

0.147

1.54
1.Z'9

J

37.1
S
58.8
51.1
52

0.15

0.11
0,12
0.17
0,1

50,4

0,11

1.1

56.9

0,29

0.98
1.04

61;6
59.2

0,11
0.17

Note: In the table,Tv represents the true specific
gravity of the particle material, while Vsv represents the total (intraparticle and interparticle)
porosity of the mass. The third line for each substance in columns 2, 4, 5, and 6 characterizes a
mixture of equal volumes of the two fractions indicated in the first two lines of the column.
1) Substance; 2) average grain size in mm; 3) specific
weight of substance, 'v ; 4) loose-poured weight of
granular mass, yn; 5) porosity of mass, Vsv in %;
6) average distance between surfaces of contiguous
grains, 1 in mm; 7) apatite.
as against a porosity of 26-48% for a mass com.posed of smooth spheres;
3) the values of the average distance 1 between the surfaces
of contiguous grains in the real mass and the average diameter dsr
of the grains are ol" the same order; 1 comes to -120 to 150% of dsr;
4) when the grains composing the mass are of the same size,
the porosity of the mass will be higher than when they have different
sizes;
5) if

the mass consists of particles (grains) of approximately

the same size, the porosity of this mass and,.accordingly, the average relative distance between the surfaces of its grains will increase as the particle size diminishes.
These data are in full agreement with theory. Naturally, the
loose applicati. n of the rough surfaces to one another results in the
- 48-

appearance of considerable free space between them. A decrease in
an increase In the

which results in

the particle size In the mass,

surface area of these particles per unit weight,

gives rise to a

corresponding increase in

the internal friction and cohesiveness

("strength")

The latter

of the mass.

is nicely confirmed by the data

presented in Table 9 on the value of the angle of repose for certain
fine-grained materials.

A result of this increase in

of the mass Is an increase in

its

the "strength"

porosity. The lower porosity of

a polydisperse mass as compared with a monodisperse mass of the same
substance is

the result of filling

of the spaces between coarser

grains by finer grains, etc.

TABLE 9
Angle of Repose of Loose-Poured Masses for Various Grain

Sizes
1) 14ww.*oau "wft
BaSO

131-

12) P--u,w-,
"

I0.25 -- 0.0

'

411OW

0.088.-0.064
0,102-0.0aS
NACI ........

......

.

10.2-0.13.
M

.

0350.2-0.275

AINII,(SO,)h"12HO

1) Substance; 2) grain size in

00

41O
35"

nm; 3) angle of repose.

In view of the great practical importance of porosity,
numericas

value is

its

frequently regulated by selecting the granulo-

metric and chemical composition of the initial

material and the con-

ditions used In sintering it.
It

has been established by the investigations of Berezhnoy

for example,

that minimal porosity can be attained In

[49],

the product

(refractory material) by roasting a mixture of two fractions of the
initial

powder having an averag•-grai.n-size

ratio (coarse to fine

fraction) of 30 and centalning 60 to 7D% of the former and 40 to 30%
-
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of the latter.
The total and contact grain-surface areas of a granular material

are among its most important parameters. The first of these areas Is
determined by the grain sizes and the degree of surface roughness.
On dividing a cube having a side length a and a surface area

6a2 Into cubes having a side a/n, we obtain n 3 cubes having a total
surface area of

. .

..'
Thus,

the specific surface area (surface of a unit weight)

a granular mass is

inversely proportional to its

of.

grain size. Below

we present values of the total surface area of a body corresponding
to different degrees of fractionation.
I. l.o-I

1. 1o-2

-

z

10.•-4

1.0o-6

i. W

0-7

066M
ty6nog

I

a c m' J6

6 -10

6- 10 2

6 . HP

1) Length of cube side in

6 -10 0 6

.

j 6.10S -1

6 .10 1

cm; 2) total surface area of

smaller cubes, cm2 .
The distribution of the total grain surface area of a polydisperse powder among its various fractions is worthy of attention.
Practical experience indicates that even with a relatively small
weight content of the finer fractions in a powder mixture, they
usually account for a highly significant fraction of the total grainsurface area. This is one of the principal causes for the differing
rates of phygicochemical transformations observed for the various

fractions.
Due to t-e fact that in
tiguous grains are,

a granular mass,

on the average,
- 50

the surfaces of con-

separated from one another by
-

a distance that exceeds their diameter by a factor of 1.2 to 1.5, the

I

contact area differs considerably
.

from the total grain-surface area.

S

ascertain the possible relationships
between the contact and total surface

*areas

of a loose-poured mass.

We shall regard surfaces as
Fig. 10. Diagram of contact between two spherical grains.
being in contact if the distance between them does not exceed the effective radius of the molecular
forces.

As we know, the size of this radius is reckoned in Angstroms,

i.e., is of the order of 10

cm. Depending on the conditions under

which the various solid-phase processes are effected in the technology of silicates and alumina and in electrothermal and other proceases, the average grain size of the initial reagents may be assumed
to lie between'1 and 10-3 cm.
Let us now return to smooth, dry spherical particles (grains)
of uniform diameter. Let two such particles of radius r be In contact at a certain point A (Fig. 10).

Let S denote the effective mole-

cular-force radius and a the central (solid) angle subtended by that
part of the spherical surface of any of the grains that comes into
the sphere of influence of the molecular forces of another grain. The
cosine of half this angle may be determined from the equality

For S
that

m"

ft-s ca

-

10-

cm and r = 10-1

to 10-3 cm, we find from Eq. (14)

ass•e values from a few (1-2) seconds to several minutes;
apmda to a theoretically possible contact-surface area

between parti1les ranging from 10- 7 to 10-4 of the total surface area
-
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of these particles.
The results of a number of investigations [47, 58, 59] indicate
that in real masses,

the area of the contact surface between their

grains is reckoned in millionths and even ten-millionths of the total
grain-surface area.
If,

regarding the grains as spherical, we assume that the free

space between them is

equal to 50% of the total volume of the loose-

poured mass that they compose,
is,

and that the contact area between them

in accordance with experimental data, reckoned in quantities of

he order of 10-4% of their total surface area, It

will be easy to

obtain approximate values for the contact area between the grains in
powders and granulated masses of various grain sizes (Table 10).

TABLE 10
Typical Values of Contact Surface Area Between Particles
of Fine-Granular Mass.*
1)

2)

I

3)

~lt

Nl,•141~~~~41,1
__ _ _ _ _ _

5.10-'
1.10-'
5.10-3
1.10-'
5.10-'

_ _

up"a
_ Ce
_
_

5.23.10-'
6.54.10-'
5.23.10-'
6.54.10-'
5.23.10-'
6.54.10-'

_
_9
_wpu
a'As

5)

4)
_
ill

3.14
7,84"10-'
3,14.10-'
7.84.103.14.10-'
7.84.10-'5

~~~

II1
-!

emsl

MOCU

9.57.10-'
7,64
9,57,101
7.64.103
9,57.10s
7,64"101

.

,a',.

1 a P01k 9l¢I1 tdle

I

Z

A 0

3
6
3-10
6.10
3-lIP
6.102

3C
CAwel

d
4Pl

3.10"
6"10•
3.10-4
6.10-4
3.10-'
6.10-'

*Computed assuming that the grains are spherical and.

Vsv
8V :5
M=50%.

1) Grain diameter in cm; 2) grain volume in
surface area in cm2 ; 4) number of grains in
5) surface area of grains in 1 cm3 of' mass,
6) approximate .contact-surface area between
2
1 cm3 of mass, in cm .
Obviously,

cm3 ; 3) grain
1 cm3 of mass;
in cm2 ;
grains per

the rough surfaces of the particles in real masses

will be many times their apparent surface area, and this will apply
with greater force to the surface area of spheres of the same size.
Values exceeding the apparent surface area as computed on the basis
-
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of microscopic measurements of grain size [60, 61] by hundreds and
.

thousands of times have been obtained by determining the true surface
area of powdered masses by the dye-adsorption method.

However,

the

same roughness interferes with contact between particles, tending to
hold them apart (Fig. lla, b, c,

d).

consequently, we ma)

without

incurring any significant error, assume the order of magnitude of
the contact surface-between particles of fine-grained masses to be
identical, to those indicated in Table 10.
Shaken and pressed granular solids, which are frequently used in
,research and industrial practice, differ considerably as regards
their parameters from free-poured powders. The porosity of the shaken
powders usually runs to only 35 to 70 (sometimes 80) % as a result
of the closer approximation of the grains.
In the majority of cases,

the total and contact areas of the

grains remain essentially the same after the shaking process.
The following basic changes take place in a real granular mass
when it

is compressed (pressformed)

with sufficient force:

a) the average distance between the surfaces of contiguous grains
is reduced;
b) the shape and area of the grain surfaces change;
c) the contact-surface area between the grains changes.
Theoretically, compression of such a mass may also result in a
certain reduction in the intraparticle porosity and in a resulting
increase in the apparent density of the grains. However, the compressibility of solids is,

as we know,

negligible. Deformation of

powder masses naturally takes place at the expense of the first and
second of the phenomena enumerated above, to the extent that they can
take place at all. Under practical conditions,

therefore,

the increase

in the apparent density of the actual grains as the pressure on the
-
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b

I
Tc

Fig.

11. Arrangement

of grains in

powdered masses.

a) Anthracite powder (44x); b) anthracite powder
(86x); c) close-shaken anthracite powder (86x);
d) metallic-copper powder produced by reduction of
CuSO (250x).
mixture rises can be disregarded.
As regards the distance between the surfaces of the grains, the
reduction that it suffers in the compression process may be quite
considerable. Given sufficiently large compression pressure supplied
to a powdered material, its

porosity can be reduced practically to

zero. The grain-surface contact area also undergoes a considerable
change on compression.

It

has been shown experimentally [58,

59] that

the contact-surface area (more precisely, the area S of the projection of the contacting sections onto a plane normal to the direction
of the pressure)
If

is

proportional to the compressing pressure.

a certain pressure acts on two-bodies in

contact with one

another at supporting contact projections and compresses them,
increase in

the

their contact-surface area begins when the specific

pressure exceeds the critical stress ak of the material, at which it
- 54

begins to deform plastically. For a constant value of the pressure,
this Increase in the area S continues until the specific pressure
is reduced to the value ok.
An increase in contact area may take place either be4aUse of an
increase in the area of the existing contact zones as a result of
-

plastic or brittle deformation of the material,

or as a result of

the appearance of new contact points. The true picture of the increase
in contact area may be more cr less complex, depending on the relative
spatial arratigements of the individual grains, the relationship between their strength values, the presence and distribution of superand certain other factors. An increase in contact-..

ficial impurities,

area on compression may also take place as a result of the appearance
of depressions on the grain surfaces under pressure from projections
on other grains,

in accordance with the description given by R. Barta

162], and as a result of crushing of high spots, as is most frequently assumed in powder metallurgy.
The significance of each of these phenomena may vary, depending
on the conditions of the process.
When a granular material is heated,

the total and contact areas

of its grains may undergo essential changes.

The nature and qualita-

tive laws of these changes will be associated to a considerable degree with the phenomena of sintering and recrystallization to be considered below (Chapter 2, § 2). Here we note only that even simple
thermal expansion of the grains of a free-poured powder on heating
may result in an irreversible filling of its pores, i.e.,

in reduced

porosity and increased contact area (the reverse effects are also
possible on heating of pressformed granular masses 14T, 63, 64]).
The natural and technical conditions prevailing in formation of
crystalline bodies,

and crystalline powdered material in particular,
-
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together with the high specific porosity of the latter,
sible for the presence of foreign impu•'ities
speaking,

in

them. Strictly

one quantity or another of impurities in

Oractically inevitable in

all

crystals is

cases when they are produced from

either the liquid or gaseous phase by crystallization,
solid phase by reacting it

are respon-

.'

or from the :9•

chemilcally with other substances.

It has been established that

.ven when the conditions for

separating a solid phase from a solution or melt are most carefully
observed with the objective of obtaining "pure" crystals, they still
contain a certain quantity of impurities [46, 63].
It

~

r

is

1produced by

also known that crystals

oxidation, reduction, ir

exchange decomposition of other crystals always incorporate a certain
4I

quantity of the initial

," P-Nw3)

substances

[46, 63].

pig. 12. Adsorption
isotherm
Fig.12.
dsortionIsotermA
considerable quantity of Imin case of capillary condensation. 1o Adsorption; 2) prespurities is concentrated at the sursure; 3Pnas"
faces of the grains in

crystalline

disperse masses as a result of adsorption. According to Tshebyatovskliy [64],

1 g of powder is

meters of gas.
results in

As we know,

capable of adsorbing several cubic centithe pr'ocess of gas adsorption by a solid

a reduction of the solid's surface tension (as a result

of saturatlorý of some of the uncompensated forces at its

surface) and

hence in

spontaneous.

a reduction of the system's free energy,.and is

As a result of the large number of capillaries and pores in
many crystalline solids, the so-called capillary-condensation phenomezmo

zM

exert considerable influence on the process in

which they ad-

awt' 11ýulds. When the walls of narrow capillaries are well wetted by
-
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4)

a liquid, the liquid surface in such capillaries takes the form of
a concave meniscus. The saturation vapor pressure above such a sur-

face, as determined by the Thomson equation,.is lower than the saturated-vapor presaure above a flat surface of the same-substance.
As a result, a vapor that would be unsaturated with respect to
a flat surface may prove to be saturated or even supersaturated if
it

is above the surface of a fluid inside the capillaries of a solid.

This is what gives rise to capillary condensation. Its presence is
characterized by a specific bend in the adsorption isotherm as it
approaches the saturated-vapor pressure (Fig. 12).

The position of

this bend depends on the hature of the pores in the adsorbent.

Finally, a considerable quantity of Impurities (contamination)
sometimes results from mechanical or chemical attrition of the apparatus in which the grinding, roasting, and other processes are
applied to the solid phases.
The impurity content in the technical raw materials and products
used in industry are virtually always quite considerable. However,
even a "negligible" impurity content in a crystalline solid, as may
sometimes arise in research practice, may exert considerable influence on the strength of the solid's lattice [8, 33, 46, 63], on its
surface energy [29],
quently, it

and on its properties [33, 46, 60, 65].

Conse-

is not admissiblie to disregard even a small impurity con-

tent in a disperse crystalline body in analysis of the processes
taking place in it.
We distinguish intraparticle and interparticle impurities.
latter include, for example,

The

surface impurities (on the grain sur-

faces of a disperse solid), extremely thin layers of which (of the
order of microns and fractions thereof) may inf"uence precesses of

mechanical deformation, sintering, recrystal':Itz
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"

cbemftcal

transformation of crystalline solids.

q)

(Footnotes]

Manu-

script
Page
NO.

18

*0. Mi (3] proposed taking the increased effect of the
repulsive forces at elevated temperatures Into account
by introducing a third terw.In Eq. (1) (with the same
sign as the second):
(n,

where C(T) is a certain function of temperature and
symbatic to it,
and n 3 is a constant that will obviously
depend on the nature of the lattice and the properties
of the solid.
18

**According to contemporary conceptions [10, 14-18], the
lattice bonding energy reduces to the energy of the valence
electrons within the Ion field.

19

*In 1955, Kapustinskiy and Yatsimirskiy [211 took Into
consideration the dependence of the coefficient p on the
distance between ions:

p - 0.345 - 0.00435 (rI + r2)2,
thereby further refining the expression for the lattice
energy of ionic crystals

:,.,'-,,
., r

24
26

45

---

k

a

/

o

e

a

*There Is as yet no dependable method for measuring the
surface energy of solids.
*We use the term "imperfect" for a crystal that has the

stoichiometric composition but structural defects (33].
*The only exceptions to this are sorbents, refractories,
heat-insulating, and other materials whose increased
porosity is

46

o.•s-,.o,'€,.•_,,._,l
cs /mo e"(3a)

r,-- r:

ý:8r,-

created artificially.

*The properties of the overwhelming majority of substances
tested but not included in the table are analogous to the
properties of the compounds listed In It.

MList ct Transliterated Symbols]
24

39
39

49
I

ZMIrt - zhidk - zhidkost' - liquid
C;- b - bol'shoy - large
m:- m - malyy - small
cD - ar - sredniy - average

tit - tan
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S*

Manu.

script
Page
4jc

m

a -

44
44

44
44

av

a
svobodnyy - free

Z = zerno a grain

n - p - pustota - airspace
is - v - veahchestvo - substance
- poln - polnyy - full, total
norn
H - n - nasypnoy - poured, loose
x - k - kriticheekiy - critical
5&c - nas - nasyshcherlye - saturation
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Chapter 2
BEHAVIOR OF SOLIDS ON HEATING
1. THERMAL MOTION OF PARTIC,,!.S IN SOLID. DIFFUSION IN SOLIDS
1
How do crystalline substances behave on heating?
Many of the specific properties of the course of reactions in
solid mixtures are naturally related to the answer to this question,
which is a relatively simple one only at first glance.
It was believed until comparatively recently that the thermal
agitation of particles in a solid reduces to oscillations of the atoms
about their equilibrium positions, which are governed by the structure or the crystal lattice. It was known that the amplitude and frequency of these oscillations depend on temperature# but it was assumed that at any temperature up to the melting point of a crystalline solid, each of its particles was "tethered" to its own definite
(nodal) point in the lattice. This conception, even when it had been
further corrected for thermal expansion of the crystals, was not in
agreement with the possibility of diffusion, solution (formation of
solid solutions), and mutual-diffusion processes in solids.
According to Frenkel', these irreversible displacements reduce
to dislodgement of the atoms from their initial equilibrium positions
and transition to new equilibrium positions at lattice points or in
lattice interstices that had previously been vacant. Such transitions
are naturally accompanied by the appearance of defects in the crystal

structure - the "holes" and dislocated atoms noted earlier. As shown
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by Frenkel',

the appearance and migration of holes is

and, more than that,

inevitable;

on the other hand,

always possible

the implantation

of atoms in the intervals between lattice points can be of essential
importance only when there is

a relatively large ratio between the

size of the interstice and the radlus of the dislocated atom
In principle,

it

is

[43J.

quite possible for particles of a solid to

migrate successively between lattice points (from an occupied point
to a nearby vacant point),
adjacent interstice),

between intersticies (from one to another

and even between points and interstices

a point Into a neighboring interstice and vice versa).
this type of progressive elementary migration is
which will be dealt with in
solutions, which is

detail below,

(from

The result of

diffusion of solids,

and the formation of solid

associated with It.

In the formulation of Kurnakov 166],

crystalline phases in

which

the proportions between the components may vary without disturbance
of homogeneity are known as solid solutions.

It

is

customary to

classify these crystalline phases into three categories or three
types in
tions,

accordance with their structure:

interstitial

solid solutions,

substitutional solid solu-

and subtraction solid solutions.

In substitutional solid solutions that have formed on the basis
of a chemical element,

the atoms of the dissolved substance replace

atoms of the solvent in the crystal lattice, becoming distributed
statistically among them in

the process (Fig.

13a).

Whenra substitu-

tional solid solution forms between chemical compounds of the types
AB and AC,

for example,

NaCl and KCl,

components are arrayed in

the atoms (or ions) of the

accordance with diagram b (see Fig. 13).

In complex solid solutions of the same type the ato
-tose

composition A, B,

or Ions are arranged In accordance with diagram c,

of conposition A,

AB (in

solutions of a component A in
-
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C,

D -

and in
a chemi-

4)

cal compound AB),
t

It

they are distributed in accordance with diagram d.

In interstitial solid solutions,

the atoms of the dissolved

substance are located in the Interatomic interstices

of the solvent

crystal lattice. Solutions of this type are formed when nonmetals
with small atomic radii are dissolved in certain metals. The iterstitial solid solutions include, for example,
of carbon in

y-iron (Fig. 14).

austenite - a solution

A distinctive structural property of

interstitial-solutions ishrhe Otrong bonding between the interstitial
atoms and the solvent atoms; this results in solutions of this type
having high hardness and high melting points. Examples are the carbides of tungsten, molybdenum, titanium, vanadium, and iron and iron
and titanium nitrides, which are important factors in contemporary

metallurgy.
In subtraction solid solutions (also known as defect-lattice
solutions),

the atoms of one of the components normally occupy all

normal positions, while certain positions of the second-component
atoms remain vacant (Fig. 15).

Solutions of this type are formed only

on the basis of chemical compounds.
Subtractional solid solutions are known in which certain points
belonging to different components of the solution are vacant.
include, for example,

These

certain oxides of titanium, in which points

"intended" for ions of both the oxygen and the metal are found

vacant [67].
Due to the difference between the atomic radii of the solvent
and the solute element,

the crystal lattice of a substitutional

solid solution is usually somewhat distorted (Fig.

16).

Distortions

of much greater severity arise on implantation of atoms of the
solute substance in the interatomic interstices

of the solvent, and

on formation of vacancies in the crystal lattice, i.e.,
-
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Fig. 13. Substitutional solid solutions, a) Be-

tween elements A and B; b) between the chemical
ccmpounds AB and AC; c) between the elements
A, B, C, D; d) between elements A and compound
AB.
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Fig. 14. Interstitial solid
solution. (100) plane of
austenite cr~ystal.

Fig. 15. Subtractional solid
solution (wuestite).

of interstitial and subtractional solid solutions. The presence of
such distortions is confirmed by the results of numerous experimental studies (67-72 and others].
It is obviously important to know the composition and structure of the solid solutions that arise in the course of a reaction
-
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b

c

d

Fig. 16. Distortion of crystal lattice on formation of solid solutions, a, b) Substitutional;
c) interstitial; d) subtractional.
to draw inferences concerning the chemical activity of a given mixture of crystalline reagents and to understand the nature of the
diffusion that accompanies chemical reaction In such a mixture.
The limited information available in this field represents a
serious hindrance to further study of reactions between solids.
According to Wegard's rule (731,

the lattice parameter of a

solid solution is a linear function of its

composition,

varies linearly with changes in molecular concentration.

i.e.,

it

In actuality,

this rule Is seldom justified; in the majority of cases, we observe
deviations having only the positive sign (the lattice parameter of

a solid solution exceeds the value corresponding to the linear law)
or only the negative sign. Deviations of the second kind are encountered more frequently.
As shown by Pines [741,

Wegard's rule may be exactly valid only

In cases of
a) incompressible atoms, when the compressibility coefficients
-
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of the solute and solvent atoms are equal to zero, 9 1
b)

In

in which case these compressibility coef-.

"elastic" atoms,

ficients are equal: !c1

2"

-

1c2' deviations from linearity must

the general case with K

take place, with the

= O- 0 and

sign of the deviation determined by the sign

of the product (R 1 - R 2 ) (K1

K2 ),

-

of the solute and solvent atoms,

where R1 and R2 are the radii

respectively.

When (R 1 - R 2 )(K 1 - K2 ) > 0, i.e., when the atoms with the larger
radius have the lower compressibility coefficient,
from linearity must have the positive sign,

i.e.,

the deviations
the linear dimen-

lattice constants) must be larger

sions of the solid solution (its

than those computed by Wegard's rule. When the atoms with the larger
radius have the larger compressibility coefficient

(the case most

the deviations should have the negative sign.

frequently encountered),

Many theoretical and experimental investigations have been
devoted to diffusion in

solids.

Their result has been establishment

of the essential part taken by diffusion phenomena in
crystallization,
solids and in

sintering, re-

"relaxation," and chemical reactions of crystalline

certain other important processes in which they undergo

transformation,

in earlier treatments of which inadequate attention

or no attention at all had been devoted to diffusion.
Consequently,

study of diffusion in

cal and practical importance.

solids is

of great theoreti-

The basic tasks of this study are to

ascertain the mechanism and kinetics of diffusion, the influence that
it

exerts on various factors (the structure of the solid,

perature of the process,
and so forth),
in

and its

the tem-

the concentration of the difrusing element,

effects on other phenomena that take place

solids.
In permitting us in

many cases to ascertain the interaction
-64-
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energy and mobility mechan!ýýit, of elements in

as well as the nature of their defects,
of great importance for development

the crystal

lattice,

study of diffusion is

also

of the theory of solids.

Certain problems related to diffusion cannot be examined with

sufficient rigor within the framework of contemporary solid-state
theory,

and remain without exsct solutions to this day.

sharply simplified models of the true phenomena are still

As a result,
generally

used in describing them. TL':. e problems include bulk diffusion in
alloys, diffusion along crys3tal faces,

surface migration of matter,

diffusion complicated by ci.e:,-cal reaction, and certain others.
However,

the informatlno available on diffusion in solids at

present time is adequate to illuminate the basic quanitative laws
governing this process and to characterize the basic problems and
trends in

subsequent research on it.

Diffusion is migration of matter as a result of the chaotic
motion of its

particles governed by kinetic energy,

or their direc-

tional motion as governed by concentration gradients or chemical
potentials.

In the latter

case, diffusion takes place in

the direc-

tion of lower concentration of the diffusing agent or higher chemical potential of the solvent.

In practice,

diffusion is

frequently

the result of a combination of both of these phenomena.
The diffusive processes that take place in

solids are distin-

guished by wide variety. We distinguish, first of all, between selfdiffusion and heterodiffusion in solids in accordance with whether
a crystal lattice

is

subject to migration of its

or that of foreign atoms,

ions,

own elements (atoms)

and so forth.

Quantitative investigations were started much earlier for heterodITfidn tbM for self-diffusion; prior to the work of Kheveshi
175, 76], study of the latter

[sic)

was made difficult by the impossibility
-
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of labeling atoms of a given substance and thus tracing their motion
in the crystal lattice. At the present time, the tagged-atems method
can be used for quantitative study of self-diffusion on a large
.scale.
In accordance with the manner in which the atoms,

ions, or mole-

cules migrate, we distinguish bulk diffusion (diffusion taking place
in the interior of the lattice), diffusion along faces and defects
of the crystals (along "internal surfaces" of the solid),

and surface

diffusion (diffusion along the external surfaces of grains). The
first of these has been most thoroughly studied, and the latter to
a considerably lesser degree; as concerns diffusion along crystal
faces ("internal surfaces"),

only fragmentary information Is avail-

able concerning it.
In the case of displacement of matter in a powdered granular

mass, we also distinguish between external (between grain surfaces)
and internal (Intragrain) diffusion. In accordance with the direction
of the diffusion flows and certain conditions of the process, we distinguish unidirectional (unipolar) diffusion, equilibrium (equal
amounts In either direction) diffusion In the interior of the solid,
counterdiffusion (simultaneous propagation of masses having different
compositions In two opposite directions),

and so forth._

There exist two states of the diffusion flow: steady and nonsteady. In the steady state, the flow parameters (e.g., the concentration of the diffusing agent) do not vary in time at. a given
point, and as much material arrives in a given elementary volume
per unit time as leaves it.

Mathematically,

this is written as follows:

D(dlvgra)CO.
g(1) C
where D is the diffusion coefficient and C is
the diffusing agent In the diffusion medium.
-
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the concentratlon of

If diffusion is accompu:i.

ed by chemical Interaction between the

diffusing agent and the diffusion medium, the phenomenon is severely
complicated. Certain problems p.ertaining to this and examined in the
Frank-KamenetSkiy [79] and other

papers by Wulls [77], Fishbek (78],

investigators will bc elucidated below.
TABLE 11
Influence of Atomic Radius on Direction of Diffusion
*Canteus

Cu-Pt
Ce-- Zn
FeAg

AG-Pb
Fe-C

1

M~Urn1as

pa 10*81*0 P. lip a
P&,

(.8

Cuv2.54
Cu ,2.54

Pt2.7S
Zr, 02. 67

PC 2,54

Az2,bW
I2b: 3.48

Au28
C:IA.5O

Hapsao

X"#"

Hiu

8'nmATHy
sneAb

ýkcxcb aIe~OU

)Ile

£ m"
€.
fYr~•PoA aea-euao

Fe,2,54

1) System; 2) minimum distance r10 8 in cm; 3) direction of diffusion; 4) copper into platinum; 5) copper
into zinc; 6) iron into silver; 7) gold into lead;
8) carbon into iron.

The question as to the direction or, more precisely, the preferential direction of diffusion, is worthy of attention. This question can be formulated somewhat differently, as follows: which of
two contacting solids will be the solvent and which will be the
solute, the diffusing agent?
Sen's rule [80],

according to which the direction of the higher

diffusion rate when two bodies are brought into contact will be in
the direction of the body in which the smallest Interatomic distance
is larger, gives a first-approximation answer to this question.
The validity of this rule for atomic lattices is

illustrated in

Table 11.
The rate and, accordingly,

the preferential direction of diffu-

sion in ionic lattices also depends on the relationship between the
charges and radii of the ions and on the related degree to which they
-
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,are polarized.
The diffusion mechanism, which is investigated in papers by
numerous authors, is

quite complex.

According to the first, simplest conceptions of it,
formulated by Kheveshi .75],

which were

the diffusion process Is effected by

pairwise place-changing by neighboring lattice elements (atoms) during
thermal agitation. On the basis of these conceptions, which-were quite
widely accepted in their time (particularly in studies of'solid-phase
reactions),

and employing simple statistical reasoning,

Graune [81].

made an attempt to create a quantitative theory of thermal motion in
solids.
Later, however,

the concept of simultaneous place-changing by

adjacent lattice elements as the only or basic phenomenon governing
diffusion was rejected for a number of reasons.

Principal among these

was the fact that the concept excludes or ignores the actually quite
real possibility of individual migration by an atom or ion irrespective of the migration of its neighbors. Further,

the probability of

simultaneous migration by two neighboring lattice elements is,

of

course, very low. Such migration requires either an instantaneous
very severe deformation of the atoms (ions) that are changing places
or displacement of the neighboring atoms (ions) to a distance equal
to two atomic (ionic) diameters.

Obviously,

such a severe lattice

deformation at the points of exchange would involve a colossal in-

crease in -he lattice energy at these points. Finally, usingthe
above conception of simultaneous exchange as a point of departure, it
is difficuJ'• to, account for the phenomenon of electrical conductivity
in ionic trzystals (since pairwise exchange cannot produce a resultant
current it them) and certain other phenomena that are in fact observed.
The :onclusion that direct place-changing between neighboring
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K)

atoms is

0

highly improbable has been confirmed experimentally in

the

studies by Smigel'kas and Kirkendal [82] and Pines [83, 84] on diffusion in certain metals and alloys.
In 1923, as a result of a study of conductivity in salt, crystals,
loffe [85] advanced new conceptions for the michanism of mass trans.
fer in a crystal lattice; subsequently,

these served as the basis

for a highly fruitful quantitative theory of diffusion developed by

Frenkel'

[86].

At the present time, on the basis of the monumental work of
Frenkel' and investigations by numerous other authors (see, for example,

[87-89]), the process of diffusion in the crystal lattice

may be represented as consisting of the following basic phenomena:
1) displacement of an element (atom)

of the lattice from its

regular position at a lattice point into an irregular position in an
interstice ("dissociation" of bound atoms);
2) migration of the lattice element from a regular position to
a regular position;
3) migration of the lattice element from a regular or irregular
position to a vacant point of the lattice - a "hole" ("association"

of dissociated atoms);
4) migration of vacant points ("holes")

of the lattice (suc-

cessive Jumps by atoms or ions of the lattice from the regular positions that they occupy to other, nearby, unoccupied regular positions).
It

is these phenomena - motion of "vacancies"

atoms -thatgovern

and dissociated

diffusion and electrolytic conduction in crystals.

In principle, all of the mechanisms listed above for mass transfer inilattices are possible, as is direct place-changing by atoms
or mig.ation of atoms as a result of the construction of new super-
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ficial layers on the crystal (see
"below). This is confirmed by the
appearance of the.widest variety of
changes in

the crystal structure as

a result of many cases of diffusion;
In particular, we note the. formation
of the various types of solid solu-

,j

Fig. 17. Variation of potential tions.
energy on migration of atom:
However, any one of the mechanisms
a) from lattice point into
Interstice; b) from Interstice
into next Interstice. 1) Poten- may be dominant in each specific case.
tial energy; 2) displacement.
Let us compare them with one another.
the part taken by direct place-changing

As was indicated above,
is

virtually negligible In diffusion processes.
The penetration of a dislocated atom into an Interstice in

the

first or second variant of the diffusion mechanism involves outward
displacement of the atoms about the new position of the atom In the
Interstice. This,

becomes severely deformed In the neigh-

the lattice

borhood of a dislocated atom (see Fig. 16).
a large expenditure of energy,
between the Interstitial

This deformation requires

composed of the energy difference R1

and regular positions and the height E 2

of the additional potential barrier that must be overcome to move
the atom from its

regular position to the Interstice* (Fig. 17).

u result of this deformation,

As

however, the energy barrier that must

be overcome by the dislocated atom on its

subsequent migration Into

a new pcsition (in the second variant of the mechanism) is

lower than

the barrler overcome on transition to the Interstice from the normal
lattice-point position (in

the first

variant),

i.e.,

dislocated atoms

psmsess e.Uvated nobility.
The w~rk of "hole migration," i.e.,
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the work of kicking an atom

Into a vacant point, thus vacating Its original lattice-point position

O

and subsequent substitution of the vacant point by an atom that
jumps into It from another nearby lattice point, does not involve
displacement of lattice atoms and is therefore considerably smaller.
than the work of dislocation of an atom.

,

If an atom In a superficial layer of a crystalline solid goes
only to the surface of the body but not into the gaseous phase as-a
result of its vaporization, the result may be the appearance of a new
surface layer. The place vacated by the atom

that has migrated to

the surface may be taken by one of the atoms of the same (surfaceadjacent) layer or an internal layer near it.

The vacated position

may be replaced by some atom of the same or the next inward layer. In
this case, vacancies ("holes") are again forming and then migrating.
The work required to move an atom to the surface is rather large.
However, the energy barrier to be overcome here is smaller than the
one that must be overcome in moving an atom to the gaseous phase or
in its migration into an interstice.
The modern theory of solids enables us to evaluate the activation energy of diffusion for its various mechanisms.

Such calcula-

tions indicate, firstly, that the heat of activation is larger for
direct exchange than in dislocation to an interstice, and that the
latter is larger than the heat of evaporation to the surface.
According to the calculations of Huntington and Seitz [90], the
activation heat of self-diffusion of copper is, for example, 400 for
direct exchange, 230 for dislocation, and 64 kcal/g-atom for the
"hole" mechanisms; according to experimental data, this quantity
amounts to about 50 kcal/g4-atom.
Let us note that heterodiffuslon In crystalline solids is intimately related to the phenomenon of self-diffusion.
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In prIncIple,

the mechanisms of the two processes are identical.
been established by experiment,

However, as has

the activation energy of the self-

"diffusion process is always larger than that of heterodiffusion In
a- given lattice.
Simultaneously with the appearance of "holes" due to dissociation of atoms, holes also vanish in the lattice due to the so-called
recombination: encountering "holes" that are migrating in the lattice
during their own migrations among the interstices, the dissociated
atoms occupy their positions, thus eliminating defects of both types
(dislocated atoms and "holes").
The probability that a wandering atom will encounter a "hole"
In the course of 1 sec is

obviously proportional to the number of

migrating dissociated atoms and "holes" per unit volume.
Since the appearance of either type of defect is governed by
thermal motion, the number of defects will increase with increasing
temperature in accordance with a certain law.

Proceeding from the laws of statistical physics, Frenkel'

[86]

proved that a certain equilibrium concentration of the two types of

defects corresponds to each temperature; at this concentration, the
numbers of elementary dissociation and recombination events taking
place per unit time are the same. The number of vacancies ("holes")
Nv in the crystal may be expressed for any temperature T by the
equation

N

-U

(16)

where Nu is the total number of lattice points, Ik is Boltzmann's constant, U Is the energy of formation of the vacancies.
As regards £ts order of magnitude, the quantity U is closely
similar to the latent heat of evaporation, from which, among other

thiags, It follows that the "hole concentration" in the crystal is a
-
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quantity of the same order as this crystal as saturation vapor coninScentration
the surrounding space at the same temperature.
Let us dwell briefly on the problem of the latent energy of
deftormatlon of a real crystalline solid. As we know, this energy
*

(which varies from a few calories to several hundred'calories per
gram-molecule),

as well as the nature of and laws governing its

liber-

ation during roasting, depend on the nature and relative number of
the defects present In the solid.
According to the conceptions of Mott [921. which are most
widely accepted at the present time, the latent energy may be accumlated in groups and collections of dislocations that have been held
up at obstacles and be linked with vacancies and dissociated atoms.
Above we discussed only Isolated dislocations.

It

should be noted

that the energy of formation of a certain number of isolated dislocations is very small as compared with the energy of formation of a
dislocation group, since In the latter case it

Is necessary to do

work against the forces repelling then from one another.
The following processes,

a partial description of which was

given above and which take place on heating of a crystalline solid,
are of interest in connection with the problem being considered:
1) elimination of vacancies (as a result of their diffusion toward the boundaries of blocks and disappearance at these boundaries),
which is accompanied by evolution of part of the latent energy and an
Increase In the density of the solid;
2) disappearance of dislocated atoms with the evolution of
energy; this results In no essential change In the density of the
solid;

3) ýedlstlibutio

of the dislocations in groups, which is accom-

panied bý'a reduction in the system's energy margin;
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4) dispersion of dislocation groups into isolated dislocations,

.

which Is accompanied by liberation of energy.
Determining the activation

energy of the process taking
place in the solid during its
annealing,

and observing the

changes that take place in the
solid's density, conductivity
hardness during this process,

2 sOand

we may,
M

JW

OW

draw inferences as to its

5"

( -61•oh'm;)

na-

ture. Klerbro [93, 94) observed,

Fig. 18. Evolution of latent energ (I), variation of resistivihardness
ty
(II) and
nealing
or copper'
[93,(III
941. in
. anI)

to a certain degree,

e.g.,

,rw

for copper, that the lib-

eration of latent energy, which

A 40.ohm-cm]; 2)'4h, mw.
1)
Is accompanied by a drop in the resistivity ano nardness of the solia
(Fig. 18), is

associated with recrystallization of copper in the tem-

perature interval studied.
It may be assumed that the disappearance of vacancies and the
liberation of energy associated with this disappearance take place at
lowei

temperatures in copper than would be indicated by Klerbro's

experiments.
In heating of nickel, liberation of latent energy takes place
in three stages (Fig. 19).

In the first, low-temperature stage, it

is not associated with a change in hardness,

but is accompanied by a

drop in the metal's resistivity. Such phenomena may be governed chiefly by the disappearance of vacancies.

A subsequent uniform evolution

of energy (second stage) in the temperature region extending approximately from 300° to 5500 may be associated with motion and redistribu-

tion of dislocations and a decline in the energy of their Interaction.
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V

the dislocation-disappearance

In this temperature Interval,

£my

process

proceed by annihilation of dislocations having opposite .signs.
peak in

The third, hi•gh-temperature

the evolution of latent energy.

coresponds to the recrystallization temperature of nickel and Is
hardness (attesting to a decline In

iacompaiLed by a sharp drop in

grain framentation and substructural changes),
sistivityo and a considerable Increase In

a small drop In re-

density; this peak may be

associated with decay of dislocation groups into Individual dislocaprobably with a simultaneous decrease in
cations (and a corresponding Increase in
Obviously,

study of the processes in

Is absorbed and liberated in
defect structure,

in

the number of dislo-

density).
which the latent energy

the various crystalline phases of the

combination with observation of the processes

In which the above properties vary,

may provide valuable information

concerning the transformations to which these phases are subject.
Let us turn our attention to the general laws governing the
diffusion process.
In

the steady state of the diffusion flow,

the quantity of mat-

ter In moles that diffuses through a layer having an area dS [cm2 ]
during a time dr sec is

determined after Fik from the equation

(17)

dO=- Dtc-dSdM.

Here, dC/dx Is the concentration gradient of the diffusing agent in
the diffusion layer In moles/cm; D Is the diffusion coefficient in

this layer in C 2 /sec.*
The minus sign before the D Indicates diffusion toward lower
concentrations
Obwicaiq

(negative increment).
foy

dC/dx

--1,

dS m I and dT

I z dO,
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Fig. 19. Liberation of latent energy (I)
variation of resistivity (II)and hardness (III) in annealing of nickel
i) Ap [10 ohms-cm); 2) 6P, ,y.
i.e.,

94].

"93o

the diffusion coefficient expresses the quantity of matter that

diffuses in a unit time through a unit area of the diffusion layer
with a concentration gradient of unity. The value of D depends on
the properties of the diffusing agent and the diffusion medium, the
direction of the flow (diffusion anisotropy) and the conditions of
diffusion (the temperature of the process, the concentration of the
diffusing agent, and so forth).
In the nonsteady state of the
flow with concentration changes of
-IL

the diffusing agent in the diffu-

----

sion layer, this change mas

be des-

Fig. 20. Diagram of diffusion

cribed on the basis of the follow4

process (illustrating derivation of second expression of
Fik's law).

ing considerations.
The amount of matter passing

by diffusion through plane I during a time dr into a layer of volume
dS3dx that is bounded by planes I and II,
one another by a distance dx (Fig. 20) is
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which are separated fr

Di(C)JIdS di.

d,

(8

while the quantity of matter leaving* this layer through plane II du's.
Ing the same time IW

The accumulation of the diffusing substance :ni

the volume under can-

sideration during the time dT Is

dO md0 1 -dO, - ([-D

-,[ ()]••.

md[D(

[D (C)j)

iS d-

(20)

dSd%.

The change In the concentration of this material In

the volume

dSdx Is
dc

•

dod

the concentration Is

and the rate or change in

(2

(D !C

dC
x
Tw

dx)(2

In cases where diffusion In more than one dimension Is possible,

it

Is more correct to write

S-

(23)

(D

the same applies for two dimensions:

a

OC

(241)

and for three dimensions
ac

ac

a

In the simplest case,, in which the diffusion coefficient does not de-

pend on conoentration, Equations (23-24) assume the' following respective forms$

D L-D
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(26)

•

,

".JC
-•-j

and

iu

**

A

=(.27)
(21

d ,'

D!!S
+ D(28)

D"P

this last equation may also be written In the fore
-x DV'C

(29)

Ac-'4D(divgrad)C.

(30)

or

All this is valid for an isotropic medium.
In the case of diffusion anisotropy,

which is

frequently encount-

ered in practice [88], we should write instead of Equation (28)
*-

di

31

- D- -L• + D, ýL + D&3
OC+D
Eb

(we note here that the diffusion coefficient, which Is a second-order
tensor, is independent of temperature in cubic crystals).
Using the appropriate transformations, we may also express Equation (28) in spherical polar coordinates or cylindrical coordinates

[88].
In the case, for example,

of spherically symmetrical diffusion,

the solution takes the form
O ,

PC 26C1
,r

(32)

where r is the radius of the sphere.
Substituting Cr - U,

we easily obtain
dU

DdSU(33)

and then, employing the techniques set forth for "two-dtensional"
cases, arrive at analogous solutions.
-
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For certain cases, rigorous solution of Equations (32, 33) involves considerable difficulty, and none has as yet been found. For
many cases that are of practical Importance, however, References [89.
195, 961 give a solution that makes It

possible to find the concentra-

tion C of the diffusing agent in the diffusion layer for these cases
as a function of x and T.
An Important quantity In determining the diffusion rate Is the
diffusion coefficient D which, as was noted earlier, depends in turn
on a number of factors. Basic among these are the structure of the
solvent and solution lattices, the temperature of the process, and
the concentration of the diffusing agent in the diffusion medium.
All other conditions the same,

the value of the diffusion coef-

ficient Is antibatic to the solubility of the solid and is

found to

be very small in cases, for example, of self-diffusion ("unlimited
solubility"). This stems from the fact that the work of loosening the
lattice, which makes diffusion possible,

is smaller when the atoms of

the dissolved substance and the solvent are of different species; here
there is

a smaller difference between the degrees to which the lattice

Is disturbed in the normal and transitional states of the solute or,
accordingly, before diffusion and in the diffusion process.
The work of opening the lattice increases and the diffusion coefficient diminishes with Increasing melting point of the solvent which, as we know (Chap.

1,

S2),

Is associated with the compactness

and strength of the lattice.
Polarization of the ions, which was referred to earlier, exerts
a strong influence on the diffusion coefficient in Ionic lattices.
The considerable drop in the energy necessary to impart mobility to
an ion Is accounted for, as it

occurs on polarization, by the Frenkel'

ionic-conductivity theory [861. The greater the polarization of a ca-
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tion, the greater, naturally,

will be the possibility of diffusion

In the lattice.
It was established some time ago by Kheveshi [753 that
14t
where the coefficient A, which Is frequently written Do, Is a so-called
temperature-Independent factor (which is not absolutely true) or the
pre-exponential factor, is formally equal to the diffusion coefficient
at Infinite temperature (when the resistance to diffusion Is zero) and
Q Is the heat of activation of diffusion (or the energy of "opening"
the lattice), so named by analogy with the heat of activation of a
chemical reaction.
This equation, which is analogous to the familiar Arrhenlus
equation for the rate of a monomolecular reaction, Is valid for all
conditions and mechanisms of diffusion that have thus far been investigated.
Identification of the coefficient A -Do
efficient at T

-

-,

with the diffusion co-

as proceeds formally from Equation (34), does not,

however, have any physical significance in actuality and does not resolve A from Its dependence on the factors that determine it.

Many

authors link the parameter A with the frequency of the atomic vibrations.
According to Frenkel'

[44, 45, 86, 97], the quantity A may be

determined it we know the average distance 6 between neighboring
equilibrium positions (which may be assumed equal to the distance
between neighboring atoms) in the lattice and the duration i0 of the
aton's natural-vibration period (which is the reciprocal of the maxl

fftem*

N of the vibrations); for the majority of substances,

Us Valum of a and -V are known.
M arialogy -with the Einstein theory'of Brownian movement, the
- 80
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diffusion coefficient

"1" "•

(35)

where w In the averagevelocity of displacement of the atoms.

Assuming that

4'

.. •
(where r Is

(36)

the average duration of the vibrations of an ato,

about-a

given equilibrium position)., we obtain

(37)

"! p
and,

since according to Frenkel'

not altogether accurate,
atoms are statistically

since it

[44] T -

O
0 eQ/RT (which Is

admittedly

assumes that the vibrations of the

independent of one another),

then

(38)

D
or, in

other words,

(39)

V
A

Other expressions for A as a function of the parameters determining
It

are also known,

e.g.,

instead of Equation (38.),
A on temperature
[99] equation,

where N is

that of Polyani and Wigner [98]:

which takes Into account the dependence of

(more properly on Q/T),

and the Deshman and Langmuir

which differs only slightly from Formula (40).:

Avogadro's number and h Is

Planck's constant.

Detailed analysis of these and certain other expressions definIng the value of A and comparison of these expressions with experimental data are available In

the literature [100 and others].
-
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Here we

note only that Equation (34),

in which the value of the coefficient

A Is proportional to 82, but depends in a complex manner on the nature and magnitude of the bonds between lattice elements," remains in
force for any diffusion mechanism.
The Frenkel'

theory, which appeared, as w#ý know, toward the end

of the development of experimental research on the self-diffusion
process, did not reveal any functional relationship between the quantity Q - the heat of "opening" of the crystal lattice or the weakening
of the bonds between its elements - and any parameters of the solid.
Only recently, in the studies of Dekhtyar, Krivoglaz and SmirnoV and
certain other authors were any well-based attempts made to find a
link between the quantity A and the nature and magnitude of the interatomic bonds in metals and alloys.
Normally, Q is determined" experimentally from the slope 6f a
straight line constructed in the coordinates ln D and 1/TX

4,

(see Chap.

i)According to Equation (34),

the dependence of ln D on temperature Is linear, as has been observed by many Investigators [see 88,
89,

o101.In actuality, the activation energy of diffusion does not

remain constant with varying temperature in many cases, and the dependence of D on temperature is more complex than would follow from
Equation (34).

Strictly speaking, diffusion systems may be classified

into three groups In accordance with the various types of influence
that temperature exerts on the diffusion coefficient:
a) those subject to a simple exponential law as given by Equa-

tion (34);
b) those described by equations linking D with T and Incorporating two temperature-independent exponential terms, and
c) those not subject to any type of simple law linking the dif-
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fusion coefficient with temperature (i.e., those characterized by
highly complex dependences of D on T).
In the general case, Equation (34) may characterize the relationship between D and T only In first approximation, and then only
in a relatively narrow temperature interval [78, 102,
In examining this problem as it

103, and others].

applies to metals, Dekhtyar [104]

showed that even In the simplest possible case (with the diffusion
mechanism unchanging),

thermal txpansion of the solid at elevated

temperature must result in a drop in the heat of diffusion. According
to Dekhtyar, QT . QO(I - XT),

where Q0 and

T are the heats of diffu-

sion at absolute zero and at To, respectively, and K depends on the
thermal-expansion coefficient, the compressibility coefficient, and
the atomic volume of the solid.
The diffusion process in alloys cannot be characterized by any
single value of the autivation energy: in this case,

different diffus-

Ing atoms of the same species but having unlike environments of nearby
atoms, overcome potential barriers of different heights,

the formation

energies of holes are different at different lattice points, and so
forth.
Krivoglaz and Smirnov [103, 105,

106] showed in their develop-

ment of a theory for the diffusion of atoms in alloys that for both
disordered and particularly for ordered solid solutions, In D does not
depend linearly on 1/T. Transition of the solution from the disordered
to the ordered state should be reflected on the temperature curve of
the diffusion coefficient.

If ordering represents a phase transition

of the second kind, the diffusion coefficient varies continuously,
while the curve showing the dependence on l/T has a break at the
transition temperature.
the ordered state is

If,, on the other hand, the transition into

a phase transition of the first kind, a stepwise
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change occurs at the transition temperature not only in the energy
of activation, but also In the diffusion coefficient Itself. In the
ordered state hear the transition tempekature,

the deviations of the

above relationship from the linear should be particularly marked.
in spite of all this, In D is most frequently found to be a
linear fuectlon of 1/V In experiments.

This is accounted for by the

fact that In a small temperature range (of the order of 3000), out.side of which determinations of the diffusion coefficient normally
do not "take place, the curve of this relationship can be approximated
by a straight line with a certain degree of accuracy. For example,
the change in the heat of diffusion in metals is,
tyar [104],

according to Dekh-

1000 cal/g-atom in this temperature interval; this Is

within the limits of error of ordinary diffusion-heat determinations.
Naturally, measurements taken over a wider temperature range or
under conditions that make it

possible to employ particularly accurate

methods for determining the diffusion coefficient (e.g., methods based on observation of vibration damping in a specimen of alloy
[107]) show a nonlinear relationship for the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature.
Very frequently, the diffusion- coefficient value Is a function
of the concentration of the diffusing (dissolved) agent in the diffusion medium (solvent)*.

This dependence becomes particularly marked

at high solid-solution concentrations approaching the solubility limit of the diffusing agent.
Since D may vary quite considerably as a function of concentration, in some cases through a factor of one thousand [108),

the use of

Equation ( 3 4 ) In the case of dependence of D on C can give only "average" values of the diffusion coefficient and may lead to quite considerable errors in determining the coefficient A -D

and the heat of

)

diffusion.
-In this case, the kinetics of diffusion are expressed by Equation (23) for which solutions now exist for many types of systems.
According to Boltzmann [109], sol-

""

ution of Equation (23) for mutual diftu-
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sion In plates of two materials that are
in contact with one another may be given
the following equation if we assume
that C -f(X/T):

Fig. 21. Diffusion coeffi-

DtCcI.
cj - L

clent of copper as a runetion of its concentration
Inthe Cu-NI system. 1)

xd*

21_C

42

.

D may be determined as a function

lo-D [cm.2 /day1; 2) concentration, atom-% of Cu.

of concentration from Equation (42) by
graphic integration.

Taking advantage of this, Matano [108) found the diffusion coef-"
ficient as a function of concentration for a number of metallic systems.
The experimental data of Matano (21,

22),

Kurdyumov et al. [1101 and

other authors indicate that D is a complex function of the diffusingagent concentration in the diffusion layer. This function assumes different characters In different cases. Frequently,

the variation of D

as a function of concentration is

different in different areas on a

given concentration diagram (88].

Sometimes an extremely insignificant

change In concentration exerts a strong influence on the diffusion coefficient. In the report by Kurdyumov et al. [110], for example,

it

was established that the addition of a small quantity (less than 4.5
atom-%) of carbon to y-iron considerably reduces the activation evergy
of self-difrusion for iron and reduces the preexponential multiplier
cc Equation (34) by several orders of magnitude.

Oerakl-wken and Dekhtyar [111) and other investigators have ob-85-

served that small quantities of additives to the solvent exert considerable influence on the coefficient of diffusion. In many cases*
contemporary theory of solids [87, 112]-,nables us to account for and
even predict the nature and intensity of this influence on the basis
of comparison of the lattice-element interaction energies (those of
atoms, ions and molecules) in the system and analysis of the processes
that take place In it.
Diffusion (migration) of matter in
the superficial layer of a solid is

of

considerable interest, and has recently

a,

attracted the interest of many authors
[97,

S

A,

113-117 and others).
The phenomenon of surface migration-

was demonstrated by the studies of Fol'mer et al. [113-115] on the basis of

AV 40

B
Pig. 22. Diffusion
efficients of substances
as functions of concentration in the systems
1) Au-Ni;
2) Au-Pd;
3) AuPt.
A) 101O%
[c 2 se-l;
Bt. )conent tln
see-'];

studies of the growth and solution of
single crystals. Subsequently,

this ef-

fect was established and studied for a
number of systems by observing the con-

B)concentration, atom-%
of Au.

densation and aggregation processes of

continuous films on the surfaces of crystalline solids. Finally, photoelectric and thermionic methods based on observation of the variation

[Fig.
23.

Chemical reaction between two

ideally ground tablets, accompanied by
diffusion in the product layer. 1) At
initial point in time; 2) during reaction; 3) at completion of reaction.
of thermionic and photoelectric currents, which are affected when the
-86-

,surfaces of crystals are coated by a film of migrating atoms, have
been applied successfully for study of this phenomenon [88, 116, 117T.
This has made it possible to obtain new data concerning superficial

Nevertheless, information available on it

is still rather limited.

It is known, however, that if surface diffusion occurs, it usually
occurs much more readily than bulk diffusion or grain-boundary diffusion along the "internal surfaces" of the solid. Comparison of the
activation energies for these three forms of diffusion in such cases
leads us to the conclusion that

Qsurf < Qgr. bdry < Qlatt(bulk)"
Accordingly, all other conditions (temperature,

etc.) the same,

Dsurf> Dgr. bdry > Dlatt(bulk)"

It has also been established that in much the same way as the
bulk-diffusion coefficient of the lattice, the surface-diffusion coefficient depends on temperature and surface concentration.
The elevated mobility of the surface particles of a crystalline
solid is readily understood on the basis of its structure. As we know,
the surface layers of real crystals are characterized by inconstancy
of the coordination number of the lattice structural elements (atoms,
ions, molecules), the distances between its points, and the bonding
angles between its structural elements. As a result, particles of the
solid that are at its surface are the least stable. This renders
readily understandable the possibility not only of relatively intensive surface diffusion, but also of particle displacements from one
crystalline solid into another at the points of contact between them.
In a chemical reaction between crystalline substances, diffusion
of one\of the reagents toward particles of the other through the layer
S87-

of product that forms and grows during the reaction is

of great Im.

portance.
In this case, the rate of the process may depend on the rates of
both the diffusive and chemical Interactions.
If

we speak here of the Interaction between two Ideally mated

plates (tablets) of the reagents A and B,

the pattern of the process

for the simplest case may be represented by Fig. 23.
ed mixture,

the Interaction process is

In a real powder-

considerably more complicated.

Quite naturally, it takes place at the surfaces of the reagent grains
only at the very beginning of the Interaction (assuming a reaction
time close to zero).

Completion (continuation) of the chemical reac-

tion then requires mass transfer:

particles of one of the reagents

must displace toward the zone of their interaction with the other reagent through the medium separating them,

traversing successive zones

of external (between grains) and internal (in

grains) diffusion. Here,

the Internal diffusion usually takes place in

equal volumes in

direction, and the product-formation rate corresponding to it

either
Is

practically uniform over the entire grain surface of the reagent that
it

covers [118, 119].
Two elementary and fundamental variants of such equal-access,

symmetrical diffusion and mass transfer that are not mutually exclusive are possible [120).
In

the first

of these (Fig.

24a),

particles of the migrating re-

igent move to the surface of a layer of crystalline product covering
the grains of the other reagent through zones of direct contact between the grains. Then the particles move across the surface,
oping It

completely,

envel-

after which they diffuse with "equal access" to-

ward the unreacted part of the "coated" reagent through the layer of
crystalline reaction product.

-

88-

a,

In the second variant (Fig. 24b)s
particles of the migrating substance are
in some way dislodged from the. positions
that they occupied in Its grains, travel
the distance separating them from the

' bO*

grains of the second reagent (external
and then, as In the first
traverse a layer of crystalline

+diffusion),

-.

4ijariant,

reaction product (internal diffusion).
Fig. 24. Diagram showing
migration of particle A
toward B during their chemical interaction in a powdered mixture of A + B. a)
Through zones of direct
contact; b) by external
diffusion.

In either case, the kinetics of the
process are further complicated if the
rates of diffusion and chemical reaction
have commensurate values, and particularly

if diffusion is accompanied by a concurrent reaction in the diffusion
layer.
All of this has its effects on the kinetics of diffusion-chemical
processes in crystalline mixtures, which, in certain cases, becomes
very complex.
52. RECRYSTALLIZATION
Sintering is one of the most important of the phenomena that unfold when mixtures of crystalline solids are heated. It may affect
both the rate of the reactions between the solid substances and the
properties of the products obtained from them. This is why considerable attention is devoted to the sintering process in papers on the
chemistry of solids.
In the literature, we encounter the widest variety of inferences
concerning the external manifestations of this process, concerning Its
essential nature, its qualitative laws and the Influence that It exerts
on other processes that take place when crystalline mixtures are heated.
- 89 -

There are at least ten theories of the sintering process (due to
Frenkel', Bal'shin, Ivensen,

Pines, Fedorchenko,

Kingery5 Kushchinskiy, Tschebyatovskiy,

et &l.).

(7

Jones, Sauerwald,
None of these has as

yet been definitely proven valid. This is a consequence of the complexity of the process under consideration and the inadequacy of the
study that has been devoted to It.

Papers that have been published on the subject of sintering
during the last several years by Soviet and foreign investigators
nevertheless enable us to formulate with a certain amount of succinct-

ness certain basic propositions that relate to it and are of importance
to the chemlstry of solids. These points can be accounted for on the
basis of general premises and with the aid of the generalized methods
of theroodynamics, and the causes of certain contradictions in various
works on the theory of sintering become clearer in the. process.

The decrease in the solid's external dimensions.(i.e.,

"shrink-

age") on heating and the corresponding decrease in its porosity and
increase in Its apparent density may serve as the external criterion
for the sintering process in a porous and particularly in a disperse
crystalline solid.

Sintering of a powder usually begins with "welding together" of
the grains at the points of contact.
The essence of the sintering phenomenon consists in spontaneous
filling of the free space within and between the grains with matter
(as a result of the elevated mobility of the lattice elements at suffic.lently high temperatures).
This Is naturally accompanied by a change in the total and contact areas of the grains; the former diminishes and the latter increases.

2be alntering process Is also attended by recrystallization of
the gZ'Iss, a decrease in the number of lattice defects (relaxation),

-90-

_)

and rellef.of existing streý;;es in

4)

the contact zones of the material.

All of this affects not only the mechanical and thermal proper.

ties of powdered solids, but also the sectional areas of the diffusion
flows, the values of the diffusion coefficients and diffusion rates,
the "internal" and surface activities of the Grains, and the rates
of reactions in the powdered mixtures.
Industrial and research practice draw a distinction between
,g in the solid phase, which takes place

sintering proper, or sint-,

in the absence of liquid, and so-called liquid sintering.
The natures of these processes and the qualitative laws governIng them are different.
It

is

powders,

also necessary to distinguish sintering of pressformed

which possess a relatively large initial

and low porosity,

contact surface
loose-poured powders,

and sintering of unpressed,

where the average intergraln distance has the same order as the grain
diameter (see Ch.

4 §4) and porosity sometimes exceeds 90%.

Pressformed powders are used chiefly in

the chemical industry,

unpressformed powders are used chiefly in
adhesives technology,

and in

powder metallurgy, while
in

pyrometallurgy.

If.we consider the sintering process from the general premises
of thermodynamics,

reduction of the system's thermodynamic potential

should be regarded as its

motive force.

Since the resultant of the
directed toward the in-

forces acting on any superficial particle is
terior of the body (grain),

there will always be a tendency toward

reduction of surface area. The decrease in

the total grain surface

area during the sintering process results in
energy of the system, and,
is

expended in

consequently,

in

a decrease in
its

the surface

total energy (energy

overcoming internal-friction forces durixg the difTbslm

process).
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It

follows from the above that the mot.ve force of the sinter-

Ing process in a disperse solid will be larger the larger its surface
energy. Among other things, this can be cited to account for the
antibaticity of sintering to grain size in the heated material that
in observed in practice [121]: fine-grained powders sinter faster

"than coarse-grained powders.
Since the internal pores of the crystal form its

"internal sur-

face," their overgrowing process also results in a drop in the system's thermodynamic potential.
Since the specific surface area of a pore is inversely proportional
to its radius, the motive force of the overgrowing process of small
pores will be stronger than that for large pores when pores of different sizes are present in the solid. Accordingly,

small pores overgrow

more rapidly provided that the difference in the resistance to the
pore-reduction process for pores of various sizes (due,

for example,

to the varying increases in gas pressure inside them) does not affect
the pattern. Here,

It

is possible for the volume and number of small

pores to diminish at the expense of an increase in the volume of the
large pores (an effect frequently observed in practice [122]),

since

this also results in a drop in thermodynamic potential.
The groundwork for the development of a quantitative theory of
the solid-phase sintering process was laid some time ago in the studies of j'renkel'

[97].

According to Frenkel',

sintering of crystal-

line solids occurs as a result of their "viscous friction," which is
analogous to that observed in liquids; the mechanism of this flow Is
diffusive and can be reduced to directional displacement of "holes."
From the standpoint of Frenkel',

the sintering process can be

broken down into two stages in time:
1) coalescence of particles, which results in the disappearance
-
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I

)

of open pores (cavities) and t1ic formation of noncoruunicating closed

Spores

of one shape or another (spherical in

the simplest approximation)

and
2) a reduction in

the volume of closed pores under the influence

ot surface-tension forces.
The first

stage of the process unfolds at a constant rate, being

dependent only on the surface tension a and viscosity IL of the medium
surrounding the pore:
3 c

da

SEu
where a is

the pore radius and r is

face between the particles is

time.

(43)

70

4 p

The area of the contact sur-

proportional in

this stage to the time

of the process.
The time for total closing of the pores is

determined from the

equation
3

where a 0 is

the initial

"full coalescence"

4Pa.
•

(441)

radius of the pore at T

of two sperical particles is

0.

The time for

of the same order of

magnitude as the time for closing pores of the same radius.
In

the second stage,

the rate of the process diminishes

ously as a result of the Inhibitin

continu-

effect of the gas enclosed in

the pores.
When the gas pressure in

the pores,

which Is

ously In accordance with the equation P = PO(ao/a)
the decrease in
at P

-

Po(ao/a) 3

their volume,
-

is

Here,

3

as a result of

equal to the capillary pressure,

2c/a, where PO and P are the gas pressures in

pore at the start of the process at
question,

Increasing continu-

-t 0 and at the point in

i.e.,
the

timeIn

4

the process ceases.
the limiting (maxlmm) pore radius Is
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.

qP

S(45

SAccording to Frenkel', the second stage of the process may, in
-'actuality, occupy a very short time and result in almost complete
disappearance of the pores.
The Frenkel' theory, which has played an extremely important
role in the development of sintering theory, nevertheless disregards
the following circumstances observed in the unfolding of this process
in real powdered solids:
a) the considerable variety in their granulometric composition;
b) the presence within them of pores having various sizes and
shapes and the possibility of varying behavior from different pores
of the same solid;
c) the differences in the viscous flows of the crystalline and
liquid bodies.
As was shown by studies [83, 121-124 and others], the influence
of these factors on the sintering process is quite considerable. Among
other things, sintering takes different courses in powdered solids of
different granulometric compostions; the mechanism and kinetics of
"viscous flow" are not the same in solids and liquids, and so forth.
On the basis of the studies by Pines and other investigators, it
may be assumed at the present time that the sintering process in a
real powdered solid is effected chiefly as a result of volume diffusion
and partly as a result of surface diffusion.* The mechanism of "cold"
sintering, which takes place in the absence of a liquid phase, thus
reduces to redistribution of material in the solid by directional
self-diffusion.
An interesting question is that as to directional displacement
of atoms in the sintering of granules, which results in merging of
-914-

their pores, fusion of grains,
diffusion process is

the concentration difference (or, in

the chemica-potential difference),

sense,

displacement and,

that dlrectional

t

Since the motive force of the

etc.

it

natural to assume

is

consequently,

sintering take place

with different concentrations of the atoms or vacancies,
may be, at different points in
Actually,

a broader

as the case

the volume of the solid.

as noted by Pines [83],

the

"equilibrium vacancy con-

centration" cannot be uniform at different points in the volume of a
porous solid or in

a solid having internal surfaces,

or in

a continu-

ous uniform body of Irregular shpae whose surface does not correspond
to the free-energy -Inimm.
If,

for exmple, there is

pore of radius a

(<

R,

in

at the center of a body of radius R a

much the same way as occurs with the equili-

brium vapor pressares above surfaces of different radii, the equilibrium vacancy concentration Ca near the pore will be higher than the
equilibrium vacancy CO given by Equation (16)

at the surface of a

sufficiently large crystal, and by an amount
AC-

"C"

(46)

or

(47)

C. - C. (I +
Thus, a vacancy-concentration gradient in
and has as its

inevitable,

consequence that a diffusion flow from the internal pores

toward the outer surface of the body is
inated

the solid is

from the soUid through its

established; vacancies are elim-

external surface. From this stand-

sintering represents elimination of pores from the solid by

point,

self-diffusion.

Srvm
tv

at

these considerations,
• ,cgZe

Pines [83] indicated that

of the pore radius during the sintering process

"95"

)

may be expressed by the equation

r

S"

where 6 is a constant of the solid's crystal lattice.

,(48)
•:

According to this equation, the value of the rate Is smaller, by

(6/a) 2 than the rate according to Formula (43) as proposed by Prenkel',
who took the position that the relationship between the viscosity and
self-diffusion coefficients conforms to the equality

(49)
The total sintering time obtained from Equation (48) is

4sr

(50)

In the case of pores with a radius a 1 10- 3 -10-4 cm, the value of the
total sintering time according to this equation is 106 to 208 times
longer than according to Equation (44).
Pines [183, 126) showed that experimental data on the duration of
the sintering process for powders agreed considerably better with
Equation (48) than with Equation (43),

and that both sintering theories

(the diffusion theory of Pines and the viscous-flow theory after Frenkel') lead to equivalent results if,

instead of extending Relationship

(49), which is peculiar to liquids, to crystalline solids we regard
the following expression as holding for the latter: 1/.

-

Dg3 /kTa

2.

In connection with the occasionally encountered attempts to account for instantaneous or, more generally, very rapid reactions in
crystalline mixtures by intensive sintering of these mixtures "after.
Frenkel'," it

should be noted that the sintering time or coefficient

of diffusion as obtained from Equations (44) and (49) are on the low
side of the actual values by six or seven orders. Actually, the time
required for full sintering, for example, of a pressformed metal1le-
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copper powder with a pore radiugs a - I0-3 cm and t = 900 to 1000 de.

grees in several hours83).
Naturally, if

the pore radius varies linearly in time in accord-

ance with the Prenkel'

equation (43) (and the change In its volume

ti proportional to the cube root of the dýration of the process),

the

variation of pore volume over time is linear according to the Pines
equation (48).

Fig. 25. Diagram of sintering
of spherical particle to flat

Fig. 26. Diagram of sintering
of two spherical particles.

body.

TABLI 12
Change In Number of Pores (in 0.0293-cm2 section)
During Sintering of Copper Powder in Hydrogen
Medium
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1) Pore size in cm2 ; 2) temperature in dogrees;
3) sintering time in hours.

In fact, on manipulating Eq. (48),
afwca
i,
from which the pore volume Ino

r

ah

we obtain

V-

(51)
(pl

a

if sintering of a sphericalparticleof initial radius a with a
flat

body (Fig, 25) or with an identical particle (Fig. 26) takes

place, then, as was shown by Pines (833,

the radius of the *contact

circle" of the particle with the plane after a time r has elapsed
from the start

of the process will be
4

4

-

and the radius of the "contact circle" of one particle with the other
will be
Y=

S~(53)

C
z --K Y4

e
B Lx

.

In accordance with the above, the relative change In the volume
of a body containing N pores in

1 cm3 is

AV

(54')

D--4J

the sintering process of the body

Under practical conditions,

may be severely complicated by the presence and nonuniform overgrowing
of pores of different diameters.
The fact is
94),

that in accordance with what we said earlier (page

the vacancy concentration must be higher in

fine pores than near large pores.
tween pores,

this difference in

the vicinity of the

For relatively short distances be-

vacancy concentration sets up a flow.

of vacancies from small pores toward larger ones or,

in

other words,

a flow of atoms.in the reverse direction. The result must be an increase in

the volume of the large pores at the expense of overgrowth

of the small ones.

Here,

the average pore diameter naturally increases.

Experimental data are In good aeement with this proposition. Thus,

go8.

Rayns,

Birchenoll, and Yuz [sic] [1273 established that In sintering

of copper powder in a hydrogen medium, the number or fine pores with

rj-82

diameters of 9.10
increased (Table

cm

was reduced and the number oa

larger pores

22).

Naturally, overgrowing of pores may result In a reduction of
their number per unit volume "of material and a corresponding retardation of the sintering process as a whole.
The phenomenon described above is complicated considerably when
a gas Is present in the closed pores. In this case, the sintering
rate at any given moment of time is determined by the difference between the "negative" capillary pressure Pk = a/a drawing the pores
together and the excess gas pressure:

which acts in the opposite direction; here, P

and P. are the re-

spective gas pressures in the pores at the pressforming temperature
To and the sintering temperature T1 , which is higher than TO; the
pressure P0 In the pores is equal to the pressure outside the pores
during pressforming and sintering.
Obviously, three cases are possible in principle:
Pk ? Pl; Pk < P1 and Pk - P1
In accordance with which the process may go in the direction of reduced or increased pore volume or stop altogether.
It

follows from the equation given earlier that the expanding

effect of the gas in a closed pore will be more important the greater
the initial radius of the pore. In the process of heating a porous
solid, pores of relatively large initial diameter may even grow as
a result of gas pressure (if,

of course, the gas does not diffuse

from the pores into zones of lower pressure or it its diffusion has
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no substantial effect on the over-all picture).
It

was stated above that a vacancy-concentration difference re-

sults In an increased rate of overgrowth of fine pores as compared
with the large pores,

and that the small pores may

at the expense of an increase In
acts in

large-pore volume.

become smaller
This phenomenon

the direction of more intensive gas-pressure increase In the

fine pores as compared with the large ones.

The retarding effect of

this factor on the process of pore-volume reduction will obviously
be more strongly manifested for fine pores.
Thus, when closed pores of various diameters are present In the
solid, their overgrowth will be nonuniform and will depend on many
factors,

some of them acting In

opposite directions and having non-

uniform effects on various pores and in

various stages of the sinter-

ing process.'
The process In which the volume of pores that communicate with
one another and with the surface of the solid (which Is the case up
to a certain point In time in

sintering of loose-poured powders)

Is

reduced obviously takes place without the above complicating phenomena.
In

this case,

given a constant value of the diffusion coefficient,

the rate of the body's volume change is constant In time, and Its
order of magnitude and the duration of the sintering process may be
determined accordingly from Eqs.

(48) and (53).

Experimental data on the kinetics of sintering at constant temperature (Fig. 27)

indicate that in

solid during this process is

proportional to the square root of time.

As was shown by Pines [833, this is
self-diffusion coefficient in
(dlatcrsim-rzl1e.)

actuality, the shrinkage of the

the result of a change In

the

consequence of the above "relaxation"

process, which takes place simultaneously with

s1nter1-0.
-.
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SAs
I

we know,

like many other properties of crystalline solids,

the self-diffusion coefficlent depends on the degree to which their
crys tal lattices are distorted (Chapter
1, 53). It is therefore
natural 'that any change,
of such distortions in

and In particular any reduction or relief

the process of heating the body will affect

Its
rate of sintering. It should only be remembered that in the "reiaxation" process, the crystal lattice approaches an equilibrium
state, but nevertheless normally does not reach It
•

It

S:

In practice.

has been established by

research that the sintering rate of

:in a state far from equilibrium.

-

times even several orders) higher
than the sintering rate of crystals

11

;

with only minor distortions. Thus,

A

r, main
Fig. 27. Kinetics of isothermal
sintering of pressformed copper powder with initial
porosity of ~30% in specimen [83].
1) RelatIve linear shrinkage
nLt/L'IO3.
able distortion may be observed

according to Kukolev and Dudavskly
[128],

rapid sintering of a press-

formed MgO powder produced by decomposition of MgCO3 and having considerat a temperature of 6000, while 4gO

crystals without any essential crystal-lattice distortions sinter at
noticeable rates only at temperatures of 1400-1 5 000 .
The sintering rate depends on the perfection of the solid's
crystal structure,
refinement,

the uniformity and extent of its

the temperature of the process,

gaseous phase surrounding the grains,
pacting (pressforming) of the powder.
-
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particle-size

the composition of the

and the pressure of prior com-

A monodisperse (or nearly monodisperse) powder usually sinters
more slowly than a polydisperse powder; this is accounted for by
the shorter distance between grains and the larger surface area of
mutual contact between them in the polydisperse powder (see •
Chapter 1).
As the temperature is raised, the rate of the sintering process
naturally increases in accordance with the increased mobility of the
lattice structural elements and surface-tension forces.
The dependence of the rate of the process on the composition of
the

gaseous phase is

and others.* It

known from the work of many authors [129-1321

has been established that a reducing hydrogen medium

favors the sintering process of metallic copper, aluminum oxide (Fig.
28), and other powdered metals and oxides [129,

132],

that beryllium

powder sinters considerably more rapidly at a temperature of 12000
In an argon medium than in a medium of rarefied (residual pressure
5.10"

nun Hg) air [130], that a reduction of oxygen content in the

gaseous phase accelerates the sintering process of certain oxides"
of variable valency [131],

and so forth.

I

Fig. 28. Sintering of powdered 5-alumina
with an initial specimen porosity of
-0.3 cm3/g in media of air (1) and hydrogen (2) [132]. 1) Bulk shrinkage in cm'/g;
2) time in hours.
The mechanism by which the gaseous medium influences the sinter-
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TABIS 13
Specific Gravity of Molybdenum Produced

by Sintering for 3 hours
z
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1) Pressforming pressure in k&g/Cm; 2).
specific gravity In g/ci 3 after sintering at the following tomeratures .in
degrees.
ing process may be different in different cases. In general, this
influence apparently reduces for the most part to effects on the composition and properties of the superficial grain layers and on the
conditions of the diffusion that governs sintering.
A change in the composition of the gaseous phase (e.g.,
gen content in it)

may affect the number of vacant (in

the oxy-

this example,

oxygen) points in the lattice of the solid being heated; this will
alter the conditions of its diffusion considerably and,

consequently,

those of sintering as well.
Another pattern of the effect under consideration is also possible.
Suppose, for example, that a grain of the material to be sintered Is
covered with a film of substance B that has arisen on heating or was
there at the outset, the composition of substance B differing from
that of the grain material A. Then, depending on the differences between the properties of substances A and B and the properties of the
gaseous phase, the latter may Influence the sintering process In one
direction or another. Thus, if

the lattice of substance B possesses

an energy higher than that of the lattice of substance A, a gaseous
phase that contributes to elimination of B by, for exaule, Its conversion into A, will favor the sintering process. In the contrary case
-
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(when the elements of the substance-B lattice are more mobile than
those of substance A),

sintering will be promoted by a gaseous medium

that promotes the formation of B. Other, more complex cases are also

possible, for example, as a result of the system A+B having properties
that differ essentially from those of either of Its components.
Numerous Investigations have established an essential intensification (in

the majority of cases) of the powder-sintering process as

a result of prior compacting of the powders.
Characteristic In this respect are the data of Grube and Schlecht
[133] concernirg the porosity attained In molybdenum on sintering in
hydrogen after preliminary compacting of the molybdenum powder under
various pressures (Table 13).
Under real conditions,

the sintering process may be complicated

considerably by Its nonuniform progress at various distances from the
surface of the solid, by an impurity content in the powder, or by
other factors.
More rapid sintering takes place near the surface (here the
vacancies diffuse through first). This is why we observe In masses
of sufficiently large dimensions a thickening of the layer of sintered
material from the surface toward the interior of the solid during the
sintering process.
Depending on their properties and the temperature,
and surface impurities in particular, may,

impurities,

in accordance with the

above, change the diffusion rate to different degrees in the two directions; this will naturally affect the sintering rate In the solid
phases. The formation of dense, solid films of impurities on the grain
surfaces may retard this process.
The appearance of all types of lattice defects In the presence
of impurities promotes the progress of sintering.
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44.

When reactions are effected In crystalline mixtures In industrial and research practice, we are frequently dealing with the type
of liquid sintering noted above, which takes place in the presence
and with the participation of a liquid phase.,
This process, to which studies by Baykov [134],

Belyankin [1351,

"Budnikov [136], Berezhnoy [137], Kukolev [138-140] and many other
investigators have been devoted, may include as Important stages - in
addition to the phenomenon described earlier, which are characteristic
for "cold," "dry" sintering - phenomena In which the crystals dissolve
in the liquid phase and the latter crystallizes.
Since solution and crystallization processes are diffusive, an
understanding of the nature of and laws governing liquid sintering
and judicious selection of the conditions for this process require
analysis of the diffusive aspect of this process and consideration of
its. general qualitative laws.
As we know [146, 141-144],

the solubilities of solid particles

of different sizes are different. Large crystals placed in a liquid
phase may grow as a result of solution of finer crystals in them [141,
145]; this results in a decrease In the system's thermodynamic potential. This decrease is particularly marked in cases where the fine
crystals or crystalline aggregates are produced by grinding and, as
a result, contain more of the various types of defecto than large
crystals. Such a recrystallizatlon phenomenon may be of great importance in the process of liquid sintering. This effect may have as its
result growth of large crystals or their being overgrown by small
crystals - processes that are frequently unjustifiedly regarded as
simple sintering of the "cold" type with a wetting or "cementing" eft*9t at the iqntM puse. Sintering in the presence of a liquid phase
mat=Kf7 depends cm the latter's properties (which are primarily deter-
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mined by its structure) and relative quantity.
The investigations of Berezhnoy [137] and Kukolev [138-140, 146,
147) showed a dependence of the rate of the liquid-sinterIng process
on the viscosity and wetting ability of the melt: other conditions
the same, the process will proceed more rapidly the lower the viscosity
and the greater the wetting ability of the liquid phase.
In a study of the sintering of alumina in various systems,
et al. [139,
melt Is

Kukolev

146] arrived at the conclusion that the structure of the

of particularly great importance here: intensive crystalliza-

tion and sintering take place, in accordance with the well-known argument of Danilov [148],

under conditions in which the cibotaxic groups

existing in the melt correspond to the short-range ordeiing of the
crystallizing phase.
The phenomenon of liquid sintering still

requires additional in-

vestigation. The influence of, concentration (and supersaturation) of
the liquid phase and the influence of the external pressure and other
conditions of this process on its intensity should, among other things,
be the subject of circumstantial study.*

Let us consider, as briefly as possible, the recrystallization
process of solids. As we know,

it

consists in the formation of certain

grains of the solid at the expense of others and takes place particularly rapidly in plastically deformed solids. Its external manifestation is a change In the sizes and number of the crystals. The nature
of this process, which has a considerable influence on the properties
of crystalline solids and reactions in mixtures of them, depends on
conditions."'
We distinguish between two forms or limiting cases of recryxt3LXIzation: 1) recrystallization proper or primary or true recryatalllzatlon,
-
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which Is

*

also known as work Ter:rystallization,

and 2) selective or

secondary recrystallization.
The first

of these forms develops from definite centers In plas-

tically deformed solids. As it

proceede,

new,

differently oriented

grains arise at the positions of the original grains.
The second form,

on the other hand,

formation of the solids,

i.e.,

it

deformed or undeformed lattIcs.

has no relation to prior de-

may take place in

solids with either

In this case, the process reduces to

coarsening of the grains by displacement of their boundaries,
by grain coalescence,

{

as is

the case, for example,

plastically deformed solids,

IIn

but not

In sintering.

selective recrystallization most

frequently takes place after mechanically-Induced recrystallization.
However, both of these phenomena may also proceed independently of
one another and,
There exist

in certain cases,

simultaneously.

various conceptions as to the motive force and

physical nature of the recrystallization processes.
A reduction of the solid's thermodynamic potential as a result
of either a reduction of the total boundary area between grains or
relief of distortions and stresses In the lattices or both of these
effects simultaneously should be regarded as their motive force.
relative importances of these effects in

different cases and in

The
dif-

ferent stages of the given process may not be the same.
It
in

would be useful to evaluate the magnitude of the energy change

the processes under consideration.

[149],

-0.5 to 1 kal/g Is

for copper,

liberated in

According to experimental data
annealing of a deformed metal;

this comes to 30 kal/g-atom.

This energy is

during recovery and partly during recrystallization.
accompanied by a relatively small (in
fect.

liberated partly

Grain growth is

order of magnitude)

heat ef-

Assuming that the grains represent close-packed cubes,
-
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)

[150] r ound that the surface energy of the grain boundaries is

'This signifies that the surface energy at the boundaries of
-3-cm copper grains is

.

-0.21 kal/g-aton. When the grain size is

increased by a factor of 1O, about 0.19 kal/g-atom is
Is
j.

It

released.

interesting to compare this quantity with the heat of fusion of

copper, which is
In

3100 kal/g-atom.

the majority of cases, work recrystallization is

effected in

a deformed material by formation and subsequent growth of seeds of
unstressed material. This growth of grains with undistorted lattices
takes place as a result of migration of particles of the solid (atoms,
etc.) from distorted to undistorted crystals.

Thus,

as a result of

work recrystallization, we obtain crystals or, more precisely,
that are more or less free of distortions and,
stable than the initial
In
in
*

In any event,

granules

more

crystals.

accordance with the mechanism of this process,

common with phase transformations,

by the use of the quantities n and c,

which has much

Its kinetics may be described
which characterize the rate of

formation of the centers and the linear growth rate of the new crystals.
The values of these quantities depemd,
investigations [46,
the degree of its

as has been shown by numerous

primarily on the purity of the solid,

151-157),

deformation,

and its

grain size, as well as on the

temperature of the process.
It

has been established that pure substances recrystallize at a

particularly rapid rate. Small quantities of impurities (sometimes
< 0.01%) may lower the recrystallization rate. by several orders,
that the so-called recrystallization temperature is

so

increased by

hundreds of degrees [46, 151-1531.
The Inftuence of dissolved

•iWurItles
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Is particularly Important.

By changing the forces and en-ergy of Interatomic Interaction in the
solid, soluble impurities simultaneously affect the activation energy
of the diffusion effects and,

consequently, the recrystallization

process. Here, an impurity that increases the energy of Interatomic
interaction (as is the case in the overwhelming majority of cases)
naturally reduces the mobility of the atoms and retards diffusion and

recrystallization [153].
Preliminary deformation of a solid (an increase in its degree of

I

deformation) influences the values of c and n (the latter in particular) .
in the majority of cases to accelerate recrystallization..

In a polydisperse solid, the large grains, which possess a lower
surface energy, grow with particular rapidity in primary recrystallization.
Both the rate of seeding and the rate of crystal growth are extremely sensitive functions of temperature.

At a certain degree of

deformation of the solid, the dependence of growth rate on temperature
may be expressed approximately by the formula

where Qc is the activation energy for crystal growth..
The value of n varies as a function of temperature in the same
manner; here, we know that Qn

(< 5%) is % >

Qc; only for small deformations

c.

Finally, it has been established that at constant temperature,
the seeding rate n of the crystal centers increases considerably as,
the process advances, while the average growth rate c shows virtually
no variation in time in the majority of cases [1 5 4-1

5 7 ].

We frequently speak of the recrystallization or Initial-recrystal'lization temperature that is

characteristic for a given substance.
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t
These term refer to the temperature at which the process under consideratior

attains an appreciable rate (i.e., an abrupt,

rise in this rate),

stepwise

which, as will be clear from the above, depends

on many factor••, including the degree of deformation of the material
being heated. As the latter Increases,

the recrystallization tempera-

ture drops.
According to Bochvar, the amplitude of vibration necessary to
effect the process of recrystallization Is,
(pages 116, 117),

as in the case of fusion

a certain fraction of the crystal-lattice ctistant

(a smaller fraction for crystallization, naturally, than for fusion).
Proceeding from this, Bochvar [158,

159] arrived at the conclusion

that if we disregard complicating factors, the recrystallization
temperatures of the various metals should constitute the same fraction of their melting points. Actually,

as Bochvar established on the

basis of experimental data and as has been confirmed by Limpt [160]
by theoretical calculation, Trekr Z (0.35 to o.4o)Tp1 .
The conditions and mechanism of seed formation may vary. Since
the motive force of this process is the difference between the system's
thermodynamic potentials, we may readily imagine that the preferential
points of seed formation should be points at which "order and disorder" arise, i.e., microvolumes with undistorted crystal lattice in
a mass possessing a defect structure. Obviously,

the motive force of

the seeding process will be the higher the greater the difference in
the degrees of ordering in the solid's lattice and, consequently,

the

greater the nonuniformity with which stresses are distributed in its
volume.
Naturally, the rate of the process must depend here on the distm

betwem

points having different degrees of ordering. Conse-

qizt3y, ITx w=l2 be helpful to introduce the concept of a conventional
-
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distortion gradient in order to characterize the motive force of the
process and to understand certain of the qualitative laws governing
it:

where H1 and H2 are the respective degrees of disturbance of the littice In the first and second compared points of the solid and Lo2 Is*
the distance between them.
To a certain degree,

this gradient Is analogous to the tempera-

ture and concentration gradients with which we work in the theory of
heat- and mass transfer.
Making use of such a gradient, we may write that the intensity
I of the seeding process at the given temperature must be In first
approximation proportional to VH and to the number n of disturbances
per unit volume of the solid:
£-

Kvxfn.

-

(55)

where the minus sign indicates that the process is going in the
direction of reduced distortion.
Experimental evaluation of the true or average value of the distortion gradient would probably make it

possible in many practical

cases to account quantitatively for the intensity of recrystallization seeding In the regions (more precisely,

near the regions) of

large lattice distortions.
The mechanisms of the seeding and growth processes of crystals
are apparently highly similar. Certain authors even assume that seedIng is essentially growth of centers that already exist (subgrains)
in the solid. However, energy comparisons of these processes indicate that in actuality,

the activation energy of seeding (the proc-

ess involved in the emergence of a new surface) at relatively low
-
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deformations is greater than the activation energy of grain growth.
At any given temperature, the seed growth rate is

higher than

the formation rate. As the degree of deformation rises, the rate of
formation increases more rapidly than the growth rate. As a result,
the average grain size Is

smaller toward the end of primary recrystal-

1lization the higher the degree of deformation.
The number of disturbances per unit volume of a solid, the
value of the average differential (or gradient) of the disturbances,
and the degrees of their nonuniformity, which affect the kinetics of
recrystallization (chiefly the seeding rate) depend on the size of
the original grains: the smaller the grain size, the larger will be
their number and the steeper will be the distortion gradient (the
distortions being particularly marked at the grain boundaries) and,
consequently, the larger will be the number of seeding centers for
a given temperature.
Since regions with increasingly low degrees of distortion become seeding centers as the temperature rises, the result will be an
increase in the number of zones that may act as seeding centers. Consequently, the relatively quick recrystallization that occurs at
higher temperatures results in the formation of smaller grains.
The use of these and certain other points makes It

possible to

regulate the grain size of the solid that results from recrystallization.
The motive force of the secondary (selective)-recrystallizatIon
process is the surface tension of the grain boundaries, so that the
process advances in either the presence or absence of prior deforma.tion. The action of surface-tension forces is what accounts for [83,
125] the direction of the previously mentioned displacement of the
boundaries between the grains in the secondary-recrystallization process:
-
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c

the boundary moves from a crystal that is

under thnslon by the forces

of interphase surface tension toward an adjacent crystal that Is
pressed by the same forces (normally,
sized crystals).

com-

large crystals "eat up* smaller

This results in a reduction of the system's Internal

surface energy..The kinetics of the process described here is similar as regards
Its

basic features to that of primary crystallization.

However, the

rate of secondary recrystallization Increases with diminishing size of
the original grains. Here,

the growth rate Is

considerably lower than

In primary recrystallization.
Using theoretical analysis as a basis for comparing the possible
rates of recrystallization and sintering for a given order of grain
and pore sizes, Pines [83] arrived at the conclusion that the first
of these processes must take place considerably more rapidly than the
second,

so that in practice, recrystallization precedes sintering in

polycrystalline solids with distorted lattices,
place in

I.e.,

sintering takes

a recrystallized solid.

However,

this proposition requires further detailed experimental

investigation.

53. FUSION. HETEROGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM
Understanding of the essential nature of and laws governing the
fusion process naturally requires a conception of the similarities
and dissimilarities in the structure and properties of solids and
liquids.
Until comparatively recently,

It

was believed that the structure

of fluids lacks any form of regularity even at temperatures close to
the crystallization temperatures,

I.e.,

that in the sense of the ar-

rangement of Its particles (atoms, Ions, molecules), liquids are as
amorphous as gases.
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This conception, which was reinforced by the close association
between the liquid and gaseous states as established by the van der
Waals theory, was essentially an idealization of the liquids, and
one which approximated reality only at very high (near-critical) tem-

peratures and large Volumes. In actuality, the so-called "long-range
order" in the arrangement of the molecules or atoms of a liquid Is
lacking, in contrast to the situation in crystals. However, there is
a "short-range order," i.e., a regularity in their arrangement in the
immediate vicinity of any given atom (or molecule),

which drops off

rapidly with increasing distance. At not particularly high temperatures, the liquid is crystal-like in structure and reminiscent of a
microcrystalline solid. The regularity in the structure of liquids,
or their degree of crystal-similitude, increases as we approach the
crystallization temperature and differs only slightly from the regularity
of the solid's structure near this temperature.
This is confirmed by the results

'
:I

of many investigations.

Itis known

formation of crystallization

*that

centers, takes place in supercooled
/

"A
1 •
40o,

zs.' \/r,..liquids.

4 5 46 4t7 AS

,4which

These crystallization centers,
are particularly distinct in

complex liquids with extremely large
Fig. 29. Variation of intensity
distribution in water as a
molecules, are obviously submicrofunction of scattering angle
(results of x-ray investigation scopic crystals.
of water). 1) First maximum at
3.2T A; 2) second maximum at
Further, it has been possible as
2.27 A; .3) third maximum at
1.45 A. A) Relative intensity. a result of x-ray and electron-diffraction examination of many liquids, including water, mercury, and fused
silicates, to establish that their structure is nearly crystalline

[161-163].
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X-ray diffraction patterns of liquid mercury indicate that the
first few layers of atoms surrounding any arbitrarily selected atom
are arrayed about It

preferentially at the same distances as In the

airgle crystal. Thus, the "short-range ordering" is basically retained
In the arrangement of the atoms. Here we observe a certain scattering
of the atom about the positions that might be expected in the case
of an Ideal crystalline structure for mercury. The value of the average
displacement of the atoms (wlth respect to their ideal positions) increases in proportion to the square root of distance, so that there
is no "long-range ordering" In the structure of liquid mercury.
Let us note that the quasi-crystalline structure of a liquid sometimes differs from the crystalline structure of the same substance.
Thus, in the solid state, mercury crystallizes In the form or a
rhombohedral lattice, while in the liquid state it

makes an approach

to a close-packed hexagonal lattice; ice has a crystal structure
similar to that of tridymite, while water resembles quartz in this
respect.
The distinction between the structure of water and that of ice
has been exactly established by x-ray Investigation (see Fig. 29,
which has been borrowed from the work of Bernal and Fauler [164]),

and

has been confirmed by comparison of their physical properties (e.g.,
density) and energy calculations [145].
The temperature of a liquid naturally affects the rate and nature
of the vibrations of its particles. As the temperature rises, we may

"observe a series of transitions In the thermal-agitation pattern of
the liquid particles from vibrations about the virtually unchanging
(or very seldom changing) equilibrium positions characteristic for the
.01 to the e=ceedngly Intense translational motion of particles

SIni 1.

aracterizstlc for a gas and disturbed only collisions between
-
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To form a Judgement as to the nature of thermal agitati3n in
liquids, it is interesting to compare their heat capacities with
those of the corresponding solids. It

is known that the heat capacity

of liquids, particularly such simple liquids as fused metals,

are

always higher than the heat capacities of the corresponding solids
near their crystallization temperatures.

Thus,

of mercury, tin, and lead in pure form are 4,

the heat capacities
13,

and 28% higher, re-

spectively, than in the solid form. This heat-capacity increase corresponds to the energy of amorphization of the solid, which begins on
fusion; amorphization of a solid is frequently detected in the form
of its latent heat of fusion.
The heat capacities of many simple solids such as metals and the
inert elements undergo virtually no change on fusion, remaining very
close to 6 kal/g-atom, i.e., to a value corresponding to Dulong and
Petit!s law. We obtain this value if

we use as our point of departure

a conception of the oscillatory motion of the atoms about certain
mean equiliUrium positions. The absence of any essential difference
between the heat capacities of a given substance in the solid and-liquid
states suggests that the nature of particle thermal agitation undergoes
no essential change on fusion: at temperatures close to the melting
point, this motion reduces to oscillation of the particles about certain equilibrium positions.
Proceeding from these concepts,
Frenkel'

[44, 45],

which were developed chiefly by

we must conclude that fusion is-not a transition

of the substance from the crystalline state into an amorphous state,
but simply partial amorphization of the solid resulting from disturbances to "long-range ordering" with retention of "short-range order*
in its structure. In many respects, fusion is analogous to transitin
-
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rTo

of the substance Into another modification.
bring a solid into the liquid state, i.e.,
partial amorphization to take place, It

expend

for the above

is, of course, necessary to

energy to overcome, the forces operating between. the elements

of its lattice: fusion intervenes when the average energy'of latticeelement vibration is sufficiently large to achieve a certain disturbance of the bonds between them. According to Lindeman (165],
linear oscillation amplitude a

the

of the atoms of the solid at which

they are torn from the. crystal lattice in the fusion process constia certain fraction of the average interatomic distance 6:

tutes

where 1/m is a fraction of the average interatomic distance that depends on the structure of the solid and is determined experimentally.
It

is therefore natural that the solid's heat of fusion Q should do-

pend on the composition, structure,

shape, and relative positions of

the structural units in the crystals,
ions, or molecules.

which are built from atoms,

The value of Q in cal/mole varies over a wide

range for various classes of substances - metals and inorganic and
organic compounds - as has been shown by experiment.
The melting point of a crystalline solid must depend on its lattice
energy, which is determined by its basic parameters (see pages 19-22).
As we know,

each solid has a certain exactly reproducible (at a given

pressure) melting point,* at which many of its properties change
abruptly. We are speaking, of course,
-pro.erties

of structure-sensitive properties

that depend essentially on the retention or disruption

of "lo.,g-rango order" in the structure of the solid. Here, structureInsens:,tive properties, which depend only on "short-range order" in
the so2Ld's structure, undergo no. essential changes,
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in much the same

way as occurs on transition from a single crystal to a microcrystal-

line aggregate.*
The melting point of a solid must, In general, depend on external
conditions, and in particular on pressure. In accordance with the
laws of thermodynamics, a pressure increase gives rise to an increase

in the material's melting point, if (as is usually the case) fusion
of the substance is accompanied by an increase in its volume.
A drop in pressure leads to the converse result and, by applying
a sufficiently large "negative pressure" to a solid from all sides,
it will be possible to "melt" it,

i.e., bring it

into the liquid (quasi-

crystalline) state at any temperature from absolute zero to the meltIng point of this solid at atmospheric pressure. Theoretically, such
fusion is quite possible.
In actuality, the melting points of substances depend only very
Insignificantly on pressure. It is known, for example, that a 130-atm
change in the pressure over ice changes its melting point by only
10.
For this reason, and part.icularly because reactions in solid
mixtures are usually conducted under atmospheric pressure (or a pressure close to atmospheric),

we" may disregard the change in melting

point of the mixture components as a function of pressure in the overwhelming majority of the cases that are of practical interest to us.
However, this change must be taken into consideration in cases
where the reaction is conducted under a pressure that differs considerably from atmospheric (as was the case, for example, in certain
experiments of Spring [166]).

\iTo

investigate the conditions under which reactions proceed be-

tweer.i solid substances and to account for their behavior under these
-
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conditions,

it Is first of all necessary to have available informa-

tion concerning the various heterogeneous equilibria that prevail
at high temperatures.

Physicochemical analysis of the corresponding

equilibrium systems is therefore a necessary element in

mnalysis of

any nonsteady process in a solid mixture.
We can distinguish three interrelated important trends In physico-1
chemical-analytical investigation:
topology, or qualitative study of the general geometrical properties of the diagram of state (Gibbs,

Rozebom, KurnakoV and his

school);
metrics, i.e., quantitative study of the relationships between
the quantities characterizing the processes that take place In the
system and the elements of the diagram of state (Stepanov,

Storonkin);

study of the cause for the relationship between the topological
and metric characteristics of the equilibrium diagram on the one hand
with the structure and properties of the system components on the
other (Pines, Danilov, Kamenetskaya,

Kravchenko; and others).

Recently, a topoanalytical method for study of equilibrium systems
has been developed in the work of Palatnik and other authors and
successfully applied; this combined the geometrical and analytical
methods of investigation.
Let us first pause to discuss topology. As we know, the phaserule-governed relationship between the number of phases and the number
.of components in the system may vary with changes in the prevailing
external conditions. The conditions under which a state change occurs
in the system are related to the phase composition. For a given set
of external conditions,

the phase composition will depend on the thermo-a

dynamic properties of the components. The most specific and convenient form for expressing these interrelationships consists in
-
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graphic characterization of the heterogeneous equilibrium by means of
concentration-temperature diagrams,

the so-called diagrams of state.

The [Soviet] [167-170 and others] and foreign [171,

172 and others]

literatures containextensive collections of these diagrams.
Assuming that the reader is familiar both with the principle
on which such diagrams are constructed from experimental data and,
specifically, from solution (melt)-cooling curves, and with the reasons
for the differences between the most Important forms of these diagrams
(Fig. 30), we recall that the plane of the diagram of the system A-B
e.g., that shown in Fig. 30a,

Is divided by the curves of the Initial-

crystallization temperatures TAE and TBE and the horizontal eutectic
line PC into four regions.

/

L

Lr

SLos

I

a

VI

A

4
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e
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4I

f

Fig.

30. Basic forms of diagrams of state for twocomponent systems, a) Simple eutectic (full solubility
in liquitd phase and absence of solubility
In solid phases); b) chemical compound; c) limited
solubility in liquid form; d) limited solubility
In solid form; e) polymorphic transformations;
f) sever-al chemical compounds.
Wtlthtn the limits of regJ1on I,
]Llv
cdr

sftt

•,

thr

which Is bounded below by the

In only a single liquid phase,

the composition

va-aen from A to B. Between the liguldus curves and the
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eutectic horizontal we have two two-phased regions II

Z

and III, within

which a variable-composition liquid phase Is in equilibrium with a
single solid phase of constant composition: A in region Il and B In
region III. Finally, below the eutectIc horizontal we have region
IV, in which two solid phases of constant composltion - crystals of
A and B - coexist.
AccordinL, to the phase rule, the liquids of region I have two
degrees of freedom, while the liquid-solid systems of regions II and
III have one degree of freedom, as do the solid systems of region IV.
Like the possibility and direction of spontaneous advance of any processes in the system, its equilibrium conditions are governed by general
thermodynamic relationships.
If a certain system exists in two states simultaneously at a
given temperature and pressure, e.g.,

In the crystalline and liquid

states, In the form of a solution and a mechanical mixture, and.so
forth, then that one of its states in which the thermodynamic potential of the system is lower will be the stable one. Thus, crystals of
any substance possess higher thermodynamic potentials at temperatures
above its melting point than does a melt of this substance,
they are unstable. Thus, if

so that

the thermodynamic potential of a system

in the form of a solution is larger than the energy In the mechanicalmixture form, the solution will be less stable than the mixture, and
it

will go spontaneously into the mixture state. In the contrary case,

the reverse transformation will also take place spontaneously..
The thermodynamic potential of a mixture of components at the
bame temperature and pressure is an additive quantity. It

depends on

the mass of the materials forming the system.
'!The specific thermodynamic potential of the system (that Perereed

to 1 g or to 1 mole of the material). consisting of &ny pbases is a
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linear function of the weight (or mole)

fractions of the components

and may be computed by the displacement rule
ZJoEoAXA+ZSXS+".+Z

whee ZA,
S

"
...

E,

#X

zn are the specific thermodynamic potentials of the

mixture components and XA,

XB,

...

Xn are their

,

weight (or mole) frae-

tions in the mixture.
Obviously,

the specific thermodynamic potential of a nonuniform

binary mixture will be expressed by a straight line,
uniform binary

and that of a

mixture (solid or liquid solution, gaseous mixture

of two components) by a curve. Here,
the thermodynamic-potential

according to what we said above,

curve of a stable uniform mixture such as

a solution will lie below the corresponding straight line computed
by the additive rule over its

entire length.

As was shown as long ago as 1899 by Rozebom [173],

we may obtain

"the shape and establish the type of diagram of state for a heterogeneous
system by applying the phase rule and the thermodynamic-potential curves.
The principle of such reasoning reduces to examination of a series
of isotherms of the system's specific thermodynamic potentials,
tablishment of the phases in

es-

equilibrium at each selected temperature,

and construction of a diagram showing the phase-transition temperatures
as functions of the system's composition.
It

will be easiest to reproduce the sequence followed in

soning by reference to the example in

this rea-

which the diagram of state of

a binary system characterized by full solubility In the liquid state
and zero solubility in
eutectic,

is

the solid state,

i.e.,

a diagram with a simple

derived.

The isothermal curves of specific thermodynamic potential are
hown at the top In Fig. 31 for such a system at six different tem-

peratures, while the bottom of the figure shows the diagram of state
-
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obtained for the system from these curves.

t

The points At,

It

Bta Ash and Bab express the

values of the specific t

d

c potentials

of the components A and B of' the systemS,
S.AaIn the solid and liquid states, respectively.
At a tenperature t 1 in excess of the melting

*, ,u A.
a,

*,*.*

*

point of the higher-melting component A, the

A

points At and Bt ar

Ag

than the points A

naturally situated higher
and- BEs

(diagram 1).

As the temperature is lowered., the point At

£7

approaches the point Azh, and point Bt approaches
Bzh.

S-a,

When the system's temperature t

2

is equal to

the melting point of component A (diagram II),
'A

the points At and Azh coincide; then the point
Bt is

a,7%melted.
F

above point Bzh,

since component B has

On further depression of the temperature,
point At lies below Azh.
€ Its

4

In

this case,

we may

draw from point At a tangent to the curve ot
specific thermodynamic potential,

indicating

equilibrium of the solid component A with a certain solution whose composition is

Fig. 31. Iso-

thermnic curves
of specific
thermodynamic
potential of
system with
simple eutectli.
I - liquid;
T - solid.

given by the

point of tangency.
If

the temperature t

3

is

equal to the melting

point of component B, points Bt and Bzh will coincide (diagram III). Let us pass a tangent to the
curve from At and a vertical line through the point

S

toftangency D.
Noting the temperature t3 en the diagram of state, we draw the
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isothermal line FD'

corresponding to it;

the point D'

of Intersection

of this line with the above vertical line indicates the temperature
at which crystallization begins in

a system of the composition char-'

acterized by point D". We also mark the melting points C and F of the
components A and B on the diagram. When the system has been cooled to
the temperature t4, which is
gram IV),

lower than the melting point of B (dia-

the points At and Bt will lie below the temperature t3 .

Let us pass tangents to the curve from these points.

The points of

tangency 0 and H give the compositions of solutions that are in
librium at the temperature t

equi-

with the respective solid components A

4

and B. As before, we use diagram IV to obtain points G' and H' on
the diagram of state.
A further decrease in the system's temperature is accompanied by
a shift of points 0 and H toward one another and, finally, the two
tangents merge into a single straight line at the eutectic temperature
t

5

(diagram V); here, both solid components are in equilibrium with

the same solution, the composition of which is expressed by point E.
Transferring this point to the diagram of state gives the eutectic E'.
Cooling of the system to temperatures below t

5

results in diagram

VI. Here, mechanical mixtures of the solid components A and B are in
steady-state equilibrium: the specific thermodynamic potential of such
mixtures is lower than that of mixtures of solid A and B with the
solutions in equilibrium with them (the latter equilibria are unstable
under the given conditions).
Connecting the points obtained in
we obtain the curves FH'E'
tion temperatures,

and CD'0'B'

this way on the diagram of state,
for the initial-recrystalliza-

which correspond to separation of the respective

components B and A into the solid phase.
Condensed-state diagrams of other types of systems can be derived
-
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In

the same way. Here,

jstate

Just as in the construction of the diagram of
each point in constructed from

from the cooling-heating curve,
experimental data.
Until comparatively recently,

this principle wad the only one

for constructing diagrams of state. Only certain general thermoabove.
However, an equilibrium diagram can be constructed by thermodynamic methods exclusively and analytical expressions obtained for
the curves. (or surfaces) separating the existence regions of mixtures
of the different phases, as well as the curves expressing the mutual
The form of these analytical

solubility of the system components.

expressions and the shape of the curves (or surfaces)

corresponding

to them are determined by the potential energy of the system, which
depends on physical factors. Here,

the diagrams of real systems

usually differ essentially from those of Ideal systems; this is

con-

sistent with the differences In the properties of different systems.
are different for different types of

The idealness criteria
phase equilibrium, e.g.,

for eutectic-type systems and system3 with

continuous solid solutions [174, 175].
A liquid solution Is

said to be Ideal when reciprocal substitu-

tion of molecules of the components forming It

does not affect the

molecular force field. An Important conclusion expressed for the
first

time in

1890 by Schroeder,

solutions (176],

the founder of the theory of Ideal

proceeds from this property: "When a solution Is

subject to Raoul's law In a definite temperature region,
of solution of the solid Is
...

T

the -t

equal to Its

the heat

heat of fusion."

oerte Interval between the melting points of

the C=W=6=ts amd the eutectic poInt of the system as the boundaries
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of the "definite temperature region," we may extend Schroeder's proposition to the entire field of phase equilibria between liquids (melts)
and crystals in the condensed system.
According to Schroeder's equation [176],
x (of satuiraticn) of the component in

the molar concentration

the solution of such an ideal

system at a temperature T 1 depends only on the melting point T and
molar heat of fusion Q of this component:

(56)
where R is the gas constant and T and T1 are absolute temperatures.
Obviously, the shape of the T:ln x or T:x curves described by
this equation Is determined by the value of the fusion entropy of the
component in question, S - Q/T.
Given identical melting points of the components, the eutectic
temperature will be lower, and the descent of the liquidus curves will
be steeper the smaller the entropy (it will be recalled that the
average fusion-entropy values of the majority of elements S - 2-3,
those for inorganic compounds S = 5-7, and those for organic compounds s - 9-12).
Solving equations of type (56) simultaneously, Kravchenko [177]
proposed the following equation for computing the composition of the
two-component eutectic mixture of an ideal system:
X,+ 4-tsusO0.(57)

where K

. a.l0o

as in Eq. (56),

4

,

the values of x, Q, and T are the same

and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities refer-

ring to the first and second components, respectively.
Many qualitative laws of ideal condensed systems, and Eqs. (56),
(57) in particular, are found to be invalid for real systems in the
overwhelming majority of cases. Knowledge of such relationships is,
-
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however, as correctly noted by Kravchenko [175],

also necessary for

lpractical purposes, Just as knowledge of the ideal gas laws is necessary In dealing with real gases. In real systems,

internolecular forces

we in operation, and these determine the shape of the curves (or
surfaces) of the diagrams of state.
Numerous attempts to compute diagrams

of state to take the ac-

tion at these forces Into account have been reported. One at the
many fcrms of equilibrium was examined by Becker. Becker [178, 1791
showed that the decay curve of a binary solid solution may, when the
decay takes place without lattice modifications (lattices oa both
components identical), be expressed by the equation

/IT

(58)

1-2s

where z Is the coordination number, x Is the concentration, and U
Is the so-called displacement energy (see below).
In being the first to adopt a consistent standpoint in theoretical
investigation of the various phase transformations that take place
with heat effects, Pines [180, 181] demonstrated the dependence of
the diagrams of state on the nature of the Intermolecular bonds and
derived approximate equations for the equilibrium curves of a number
of simple binary systems. Here, like Becker, Pines did not take Into
account the dependence of bonding energy on concentration, and assumed
that the solutions mix without undergoing changes in volume. The conditions formulated by Pines do not exhaust all possible cases in
which various diagram of state originate. Moreover, in his analysis
of the eutectic and peritectic diagrams of state, Pines Identified
the triple point with the critical point In decay (stratification) of
the solid solution.
Subsequently, a more extensive and rigorous investigation of the
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Influence of Intermolecular Interaction between the components on
phese equilibrium in binary system was carried out in the .work of

Dan lov and Kamenetskaya [182 184).
.. centl,

-as a result of the studies of the above Investigators

and those of Livahits,

Stepanov, Storonkin, Flnkel'shteyn, and other

authors, It has become possible in many cases to make rather a*curate quantitative calculations of the diagrams of state or real

systems.
The type of the diagram

of state and its

characteristc are

determined In general by the magnitude of the bonding energies 'between
like and unlike molecules in

the coexisting phases of the system.

This energy may be regarded as the work required to break the bonds
between the corresponding molecules,
Let UAA,

UEB,

taken with the minus asin.*

and UAB express the respective bonding energies

between the different molecule pairs formed by components A and B.
Then the total bonding energy will be equal to the sun of the bonding
energies of all

molecular pairs of the types AA,

3,

and AB formed

by the components:

E=NIx( where N is

x)U+Q
-X)UA

+xUI-

(59)

the total number of molecules In the mixture, x Is

fraction of component-A molecules,

the

UA and U are the energies attribut-

able to one molecule of the corresponding component and U Is the displacement energy,

which represents the diff, rence between the bond-

ing energies of like and unlike molecules (cr, in
(UAA + Ut)/2.

substances, atoms): U - UAB It

is

obvious that U

molecules is

-

the case of simple

0 when the bonding energy between unlike

equal to the arithmetic-mean bonding energy between like

molecules (or atoms); U > 0 when the bond between like molecules is
stronger than that between unlike molecules and U < 0 when the bond
-
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between unlike molecule3 is
If

zronger than that between like molecules.,

we characterize the tendency of unlike molecules or atoms to

combine in

this manner (the smaller U, the stronger will be this

tendency),

the value of U is

extremely Important in

deterzl4i

g the

nature of the diagram of state.
Let U'

and U" be the "displacement energies" in

liquid phases,
If

the solid and

respectively.

In the temperature Interval under consideration,

ponents do not undergo any transformations and U'

the. pure con-

a U" > 0, i.e.,

like molecules are bonded more strongly than unlike molecules,

If
the

solid solution decays.
If

U'

U"

-

cules (atoms)

-

0, i.e.,

if

the bonds between like and unlike mole-

are the same in

both phases and a phase transformation

accompanied by a heat effect (e.g.,
components,

fusion) takes place in

the pure

we obtain a "cigar-type" diagram for the solid solution

(see Fig. 30).
If

U'

i U" and a phase transformation takes place in

ture range under consideration,

but there is

the tempera-

no stratification or de-

cay, the equilibrium curves have a common point (maximum or minimum).
Here,

in

cases where U'

> U",

i.e.,

to combine Is more distinct in

when the tendency of unlike atoms

the solid solution than in

solution, we obtain a diagram with a maximum,
in

the liquid

while a minimum appears

the contrary case.
If

U'

=

U" and TA - TB,

crystallization takes place at constant

temperature.
Suppose there is

no solubility in

the solid phase. This occurs

at very large values of the displacement energy U" in

the second

(solid) phase. This gives the following equation for the left
of the licluidus for y

-

0 (pure component A in
-
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part

the solid phase):

+ hqA(r.,U1'

)

(60)

r7)+ ,rmnO -X)-o

and for y - 1 (pure component B in the solid phase),

the following

equation for the right part of the liquiduss

are the differences

where k Is Boltzmann's constant and qAnd

between the entropies of phases I and II at the phase-traalition
point for the corresponding components, referred to one molecule
(Atom) oa the mixture:

6=
(62.)

q-- sz,- s;

i•

A`NA

The right and left parts of the curve intersect at the eutectic point,
the coordinates of which are xe and Te. At U' - 0, these equations
become Schroeder's equations for "Ideal" solutions:
W(-

A' -(63)

-

and

lux=7).(64~)t
where QA

-

RqATA and Q. - RqBTB are the heats of fusion of the corre-

sponding components.
Thus, the terms x2 U' and (I
Eqs.

-

x 2 )U' of

(60) and (61) characterize the devia-

tion of the solution from the ideal. Figure
F 3
.Relative
positions of solubillty curves for
different values of
"displacement energy."

32 gives a schematic representation of the
taken by the
influence of U' on the direction
solubility curves: with U' > 0, the curve
lies above that for U1 - 0, while with
"U' < 0, Its lies below it.

This means that If the bonding between like molecules (atom)

is

stronger thin thit between unlike components, crystallization of the
solid solvaumt beg~ms earlier as the solution cools, i.e.,
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at a higher

temperature (in

C)

reality, the bonding of unlike molecules is frequently

stronger than that of like molecules).
Thus,, the type of diagram of state is determined by the sign
and relative magnitude of the displacement energies of the two phases,
and,

in some cases, by the relative amount by which the melting point

of component A exceeds that of component B.
The above considerations and formulas, and the system ot equations (60),

(61)

in particular, enable us to determine the concentra-

tions of the coexisting (equilibrium) phases in the simplest binary
systems for each temperature and thus to characterize their equilibrium
diagrams with the aid of a few constants related to the intermolecular

interaction (TA,

TB, U', U",

and q) that have simple physical sigTB) are generally known, while others

nificance, some of which (TA,
(U',

U",

and q) are easy to determine.

If,

for example,

experimental values of x. and Te are known, it

is easy to determine the value of the displacement energy U.
Further, knowing qA and q

we may use Eqs.

(60) and (61) to

compute both branches of the liquidus curve.
Thus, determination of the phase-diagram curves reduces to findIng a few constants. Experimental investigations naturally form the
validity criteria for such calculations.

Such investigations have been

carried out by Danilov and Kamenetskaya,

Pines, and Geguzin, and cer-

tain other authors.
Danilov and Kamenetskaya (182]

obtained satisfactory agreement

between the results of calculation and experiment for four binary
systems possessing a eutectic point with total insolubility in the

solid phases.
Pines and Geguzin [185] made a comparison of the calculated and
experimental data for twenty binary systems with three different types
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of equilibrium diagrams (1
point and 3-

2 - with an equal-concentration

-"cigar,"

with a eutectic point) and also obtained satisfactory

agreement between the two types of data.
In another report [1861,

these same authors used the relation-

ship found by Pines between the displacement energy and the heats
of formation of the alloys and the heat capacity in the stratification region to determine the first-mentioned quantity. Investigation
of five binary metallic systems produced satisfactory first-approximation agreement between the calculated data, which were constructed
on the basis of thermal measurements,

and the result of direct experi-

mental determination of the equilibrium diagrams.
The possibility of approximate calculation of the diagrams does
not, of course, make it

possible to dispense completely with experl-

mental determinations, but it

may simplify the problem of the experi-

menter considerably and, in any event, make it

possible to fix quan-

titative differences between diagrams of the same type and different
types in simple form.
Determination of the displacement energies in different phases may
be of

interest in ascertaining changes in the nature of the atomic

interaction in different systems on passage from the liquid phase Into
one of the solid phases or when certain atoms are replaced by others
In the system. Information obtained in this way may,
found useful for many purposes,

in general, be

and for development of a quantum-

mechanical theory of alloys in particular.
In a number of cases, the results of the type of calculations
described above may, however, depart from reality. Here we have in
mind the fact that some of the studies described above (those of Pines)
do not take into consideration the dependence of bonding energy on the
distance between particles, which is a function of the concentration
-
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of the solution, and assume t>,at the solutions mix without undergolng
any volume changes.

Proceeding in general from the same approximation#

the authors of other studies (Danilov and Kamenetskaya) take into
account only the difference in the entropy Jump that occurs on fuslon
...

of

the components.

In all of the studies cited, the Internal energy

of the system and its entropy are computed on the assumption of perfect mixing of the two species of atoms,

I.e.,

assuming that the Inter-

action between atoms exerts no Influence on their positioning at the
points of the crystal lattice. This corresponds to the approximation
in the theory of regular solutions usually associated with the name
of Hildebrand.
In reality, the residence of two atoms at ajacent points of the
lattice does not represent two statistically independent events, as

is the case in the approximation of regular-solution theory. As a result, the thermodynamic considerations and formulas set forth above
are capable of providing an adequate description of the liquid solution's behavior only at moderately high displacement-energy values.
The experimental stratification curves of liquids come close to
the theoretical in a region of temperatures that does not extend too
far from the critical temperature. When the temperature Is sharply
depressed, the difference between the experimental and theoretical
curves testifies to the inadequacy of the approximation described above.
Calculation of the free energy of a binary system In subsequent
approximations taking into account the influence exerted by atomic interaction on the positions of the atoms In the crystal lattice Is a matter
that presents essential difficulties. Finkel'shteyn [187] recently
showed that this influence is manifested in a decrease In entropy and
internal system energy irrespective of the sign of the displacement
energy; here, the free energy of the system (e.g., alaoy) Is reduced
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in the final analysis. Livshits (188)

succeeded at one point in ob-.

talning an approximate expression for &F that was valid under certain
limited conditions. Using his derivations as a point of departure, we
may (187] obtain refined expressions for the so-called activity coetficients, which enable us to characterize the thermodynamic behavior.
at the system. However, exhaustive quantitative calculation of the
equilibrium diagrams by mearns of these coefficients is

limited by the

fact that Livshits' reasoning Is inapplicable In the low-temperature
region. This explains the importance of adequately precise experimental
determination of the activity coefficients for the system components.
Determination of these coefficients from vapor pressures measured with
tagged atoms offers great promise in this respect.
Obviously, further development of

heterogeneous-equilibrium theory and,
In particular,
T

_T

elimination of the above

restrictions on Its theoretical calculation, combined with improvement
of methods for determining it experimentally, should provide researchers

Fig. 33. Diagram of state of
two-component system with
simple eutectic (illustrating
lever rule).

with a simple and highly effective tool
for the study of processes taking place

In mixtures of crystalline solids.
At the present time, equilibrium diagrams are being used to study
and compute crystallization processes, primarily the sequence in which
the crystalline phases are liberated and the changes in the properties
of the liquid phase on cooling and heating. Using such diagrams,

It

is

easy to ascertain not only the temperature at which the liquid phase
appears, but also the quantity of it

at different temperatures; this

,is highly important for analysis of processes taking place in mixtures
-
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of cr'ystalline solids.
The comnnecng-line and lever rules are used for this purpose.
As It

applies to binary systems, the connecting-line rule runs

as followss if a system splits Into two complexes at a certain tempr•a-

ture' tho points corresponding to the composition of the system and
those of these complexes should all lie on the same straight line.
According to the lever rule, the ratio of the quantities of the
component complexes should then be equal to the reciprocal of the
ratio between the lengths of the segments from the point corresponding
to the system composition to the points corresponding to the component
complexes.

(Pig.S

The lever rule proceeds from the following considerations

33).
Suppose that at a temperature T 1 a system of general composition

D consists of crystals of component A and a liquid phase of component
F.

If

the amount of A crystals per unit weight of the system is

x,

the weight of the remaining liquid phase at the temperature T1 will
be 1-

x.
The quantity of component B in

quantity of it

in

the system l-AD is

the residual liquid phase:
I -AD.(I- x)A.

equal to the

(65)

from which
I

AP

AP- AD

(66)

AD.

(67)

and
AP

Solving Eqs. (66) and (67) simultaneously, we obtain a mathematical formulation of the lever rule that expresses the ratio of the
quantity of liquid phase to the quantity of crystals at the selected

(68)
-
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:En Reference [189],

of-gavity" rule siilar
phased systems,

which was devoted to a generalized *center-.

to the phase rule described above for two-

Palatnik extended the considerations developed for

heterogeneous system to the case of n-component,

r-phased systems.

For r < n, the mathematical formulation of the generalized "center-ofgravity" rule takes the form
X18 ... 1. J1X
X
2
]X"'"-X. J-.
, ,IX,,

1+1 ..X

."
. .. .x,.. .
+ "''
[
J+1
...
* X

I 1**"

(69)

XSXO- • .ra,,
,8frt

J,-1,

...

l",

x.....

I

where X is the total mass of the entire heterogeneous system, ma
the mass of its

is

th
t phase, and X. and xii are the respective con-

centrations of the ith component in the entire heterogeneous system
and In its jth phase.
Formula (69) enables us to give the quantitative characterization
of multicomponent heterogeneous systems that is of Importance in solution of many problems. For the case of monovariant, n-component,

r-

phased systems with r = n + 1, the relationships of the generalized
"center-of-gravity" rule assume the following form [189, 190]:
S&,,M1

S 2 g ... :M

=,amL'
A,

s...

A.: AL,

(70)

where

•,x,,1..x.l

1711

X ,, . X 1. 1-, X ,LX ,. 1 #1
... X 1
A

6m

j

,

X2.._21
1-1j LIX. ,+1...

2"g

is a finite increment in the mass of the

in the monovariant process and

6 m'L

(
(72)

th phase participating

is the finite increment in the mass
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of

the (n + l)th

phase (liquid phase) with respect to which we are

determining the congruence or Incongruence of the transformations
taklng place in the system In question.
The relationships (70) of the generalized *center--of-grsvity
rule enable us to determine the congruence or incongruence or the
process taking place In the corresponding monovariant, n-component,
•-phased system and to predict a possible outcome for it

[190].

The use of a topoanalytical method based on the generalized

S"center~of-gravity"

rule opens possibilities for further" Investigation

of multicomponent heterogeneous systems and study and construction of
their diagrams [191-1931.
On the basis of this rule, Palatnik and Landau proposed, among
other things, a method for determining the phase composition of ncomponent,

r-phased systems with r - n, n + 1, n + 2 without isolation

and chemical analysis of these phases [191].
supposes only knowledge of the masses in,

Use of the method pre-

m 2 , ... m. of the phases

In question as obtained by r independent experiments with fixed pressure P and temperature T and various over-all component compositions
over the entire corresponding heterogeneous system. As a result, the
unknown concentrations X., of the phases in the system In question are
determined by the following formula:
,

"-.. a4

.

1....
..

.

X11'..

(73)

where X(k) is the concentration of the Ith component throughout the
system under consideration in the kth experiment and m(k) is the mass
kt

of the jth phase as determined in the kth experiment.
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Combining the geometrical and analytical methods of investigating
multicomponent systems in their work, and developing a generalized
"*center-of-gravity" rule, the above investigators went further and
derived a rule of bordering regions of state (of the boundaries between regions of coexisting phases); this was formulated in the follow-

Ing form [192]:

R, -.Rz-D-- D+>M
o

(74)

Here, R is the dimension of the equilibrium diagram itself or of Its
regular section, R1 is that of the boundary between two adjacent regions of state on the equilibrium diagram in question or on Its regular
section, and D7 and D+ are the respective numbers of phases that
vanish and reappear on transition of the system's figurative point
through the boundary under consideration,

from one region of state

into the other. The rule of bordering regions of state is

valid for

all equilibrium diagrams of multicomponent systems and for their
regular sections (provided that degeneration of the corresponding regions of state is eliminated).

This rule may serve as a criterion for

topological analysis of the equilibrium diagrams of multiccmponent
heterogeneous systems and for ascertaining their geometrical structure, and also to a certain extent as an auxiliary In interpreting
experimentally obtained equilibrium diagrams of real multicomponent
systems.
The use of this rule to solve such problems as those of ascertaining qualitative relationships governing the geometrical structure of
the equilibrium diagrams of multicomponent heterogeneous systems and
their regular and nonregular sections, determining the rules for placement of the phases in the regions of state on these diagrams,

etc., is

highly effective, as will be seen from the reports of Palatnik and

Landau (191,

193].
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The results described In the work of Palatnik and Landau, as well
as the generalized formulations of the Gibbs phase rule and inequality
(r I n + 2) that they proposed and the generalized conception of
nonvariant and monovariant states of thermodynamic system that they
Introduced [193] are all of great theoretical interest; they also
considerably facilitate experimental investigation of multiconponant
hetergeneous systems, which is necessary for understanding of many
complex processes that compo3e or accompany reactions in mixtures of
crystalline solids.

Sublimation or evaporation of a crystal represents the total
dismemberment of its

lattice into its component elements as a result

of the energy of thermal agitation. As we know, atomic and metallic
crystals usually form monatomic vapor, ionic crystals produce molecules of the ionic type in the vapor, and molecular lattices evaporate
in the form of molecules.
The mechanism of the evaporation process of a crystalline solid
reduces to certain atoms of the superficial layer being torn away from
their neighbors and carried away into the surrounding space. The
possibility and even the inevitability of such dislodgement proceeds
from the general principles of statistical mechanics,

and in particular

from the Maxwellian velocity-distribution law, which is valid for
solids at high temperatures [194].

If

the velocity component of some

surface atom in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the
crystalline solid Is directed outward and Is sufficiently large, then
the forces attracting this atom to other atoms of the substance are
unable to hold it

to the surface and it flies off into, the surrounding

space.
The probability that an atom will be dislodged in this manner and
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Fig. 34. Vapor pressiues of certain
oxides as as functioris of temperature.

1) mm g.

removed into the gaseous phase is a function of the
_•
--

Fig. 35. Positions of various
atoms in crystal
with cubic lat-

tice.

frequency and amplitude of its vibrations and, as
a result,
the body.

naturally depends on the temperature of
The vapor pressure of the body increases

sharply as its

temperature rises (Fig. 34).

one degree or another,

To

however, vaporization (sub-

limation) of crystals takes place under any temperature conditions.

At any given temperature, different atoms on the surface of a
crystal are dislodged from it at different times.* The reason for
this becomes obvious when we consider the process by which an ideal
crystal evaporates, using an elementary model of this crystal. The
model that we shall use for this purpose (Fig. 35) has a simple cubic
lattice (the atoms are represented in
The energy (strength)
crystal depends,

the form of cubes in

the figure).

of the bonds between various atoms of the

as we know,

on their positions.

the interaction of each atom with its

If

we consider only

nearest neighbors and denote

by U the energy of interaction with each of them,

then with acoor-

dination nmia of 6 the bonding energy of an atom in

the interior of

the c7zta:l vin obviously be 6U. The energy of atom xxx (Fig. 35),
-
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which in at the base, is

5U, while that of xx on the edge is 4U, that

of atom x on an edge that has lost some of its atoms is the same as
that of atom +, which is situated at a corner of the cube (3U),. that
of the last atom o left after evaporation of a row is

2U and. fnallys,

that of a single atom situated at the face (not shown on Fig. 35), is
U.

In the evaporation (sublimation) process of a cubic crystal, the

+ atoms, which are more weakly bound to the crystal than the others,
will be dislodged first
Then the x atoms In

from their positions at the corners of cubes.

the row that has been affected by evaporation,

which possess the same bonding energy 3U, will go into the gaseous
phase. When all

atoms of the row have evaporated,

venes and continues until the end atom in
the crystal,

a "pause" inter-

the next row is

torn from

and so forth.

The vaporization process of a real crystal will obviously differ
from the process described above due to the distortions of its

struc-

ture.
Proceeding from the fact that the sublimation products are the
same particles (e.g.,
it
-

atoms) that make up the initial

crystalline solid,

may be assumed that the heat of sublimation expresses the difference
averaged over the entire volume of the solids - between the energy.

of the crystal and the energy of isolated structural elements,
the atoms of its

lattice,

or, in

other words,

e.g.,

the averaged bonding

energy of the solid's structural elements.
However, the concepts of averaged bonding energy as expressed by
the heat of sublimation, and the actual bond strength (that of the
interatomic bonds in particular) are not identical.

A solid's heat

of sublimation may not correspond to the true strength of its
atomic bonds, which is
points in

anisotropic in

the solid.
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inter-

nature and different at various

Like the heat of evaporation of liquids, the heat of sublimation

of crystals diminishes with increasing temperature. At the melting
point, the heat of sublimation of crystals Is naturally larger than
the heat of evaporation of liquids by an amount equal to the heat of
fusion.
Let us devote brief consideration to the kinetics of the sublimation process.*
The rate of evaporation or uubliuiation of a spherical particle
without restriction as regards influx of heat may be (see 1196,

197])

expressed by the equation
U =4?rD-I

P"

(75)

where r is the particle radius, D Is the coefficient of diffusion,
P is the total gas pressure above the particle, PO is the partial
vapor pressure of the particle substance at a certain distance from

its surface, and Pn is

the saturation vapor pressure of this sub-

stance at the vaporization temperature (pressure at surface of evaporation).

If the process takes place at constant temperature and pressure,
all terms of Eq. (75) except the radius r and the pressure Pn will
be constant. Expressing the quantity of evaporated material G in
fractions of unity, we may write that
= (1..-(76)
where R is

the initial

radius of the particle.

The saturation vapor pressure Pn of a spherical particle is,

as

we know, a function of its radius. From the standpoint of the moleLA,•'

cular-kinetic theory, this is

accounted for by the increase in the

work of moving a molecule from the condensed phae into the gaseous
phase as the radius of curvature of a convex interface increases.
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This relationship proceeds [5] from the equation

P. -P.4, +(77)
where P

no

Is the equilibrium vapor pressure at a temprture T above

a flat surface of a substance of molecular weight -

and density 4,

Pn Is the same pressure above a particle ot this substance having a
radius r,

R

Is the gas constant and a is the surface tenslon.

This equation Is equally valid for vaporization from the surface
of a liquid droplet [1983 and for sublimation from the surface of a

spherical solid particle [199-201].
In theory, therefore, as the radius r of the particle decreases,
the pressure Pn of the vapor above its surface must Increase. The
practical significance of this increase In Pn with diminishing r
may be inferred from the following data.
The dependence of Pn on r Is perceptible at very small values of
1'

(of the order of 10-6 cm), while In real powder mixtures we deal

with radii of the order of 10-2 to 0-3 ca.
For water at room temperature and with a drop radius r
p.--p..(+

o0ol..31.•u-Fi7)2

-

0.1 uma,

..t +10'

(here a - 73 dynes/cm at 180 and R - 8.31.107 ergs).
In exactly the same way, we find that with r equal to 0.001 and
0.0001 umm,
the respective ratios Pn:Pno are 1.001 and 1.01. In other
words, as the radius of the water droplets changes from 10-

to 10-5 cm,

i.e., by a factor of 10, the pressure Pn changes by approximately 1%

(see also [60]). Thus, the change In Pn is extremely small even for

a large change In r.
Since the ratio r:R is equal or proportional to the cube root of.
the relative amount of residual (mevap

ted) material, we find, for

example, for 98% sublimation of the spherleal grain, r - 0.272R, i.e.,
-
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the radius changes by a factor of less than four as compared with the

original value.
should be noted that in Eq. (75),

it

To supplement the above,

the pressure Pn appears in a fraction after the natural logarithm

symbol.
It

follows from the above that for ordinary powder mixtures, the

dependence of Pn on the grain radius is negligibly small in the overwhelming majority of cases. On this basis, Eq.
is

(75) may be rewritten

follows for constant temperature and total pressure:

U=

f_(r)= ,.

'(78)

d,

where 0 is

the quantity of evaporated material, or, in other words,

applying Eq.

(76),

in the form

"-

K'R(

-0)

(79)

The rate of evaporation or sublimation of matter from a mass of

grains of initial radius R is proportional to their number N per unit
weight Of this mass:
I

"d' -R(I-0)TS

(80)

d*1

where 01 and G are the absolute (for example,
(in

in grams) and relative

fractions of unity) quantities of the evaporated material, re-

spectively,

-

is the proportionality sign and
4

if

y is the apparent specific gravity of the grain (material).
Finally, the rate of evaporation or sublimation of a mass of

spherical particles Isn
K 'R-2(, -o7 -

--•

-
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(81)

or, after substituting

-.U
-

:(O

Obviously, as 0 -" O, the rate of sublimation do/dr•-

(81,)
K• i.e.,

with small relative quantities of evaporated (sublimated) matter, the
time variation of the evaporation (sublimation) rate may be practicall
unnoticeable.
Integration of Eqs. (PI) and (81a) with the initial conditions
0 - 0 and r - 0 results in the respective equations
(82)
F(o),.I- (I- 0)T- Kt.

(83)

Equation (82) characterizes the relative quantity of evaporated
matter as a function of the initial particle radius for varying
process times. In the case of evaporation from a flat surface (e.g.,
from the surface of a tablet), the values of all terms In Expression

(75) tor the rate of the process undergo no change under Isothermal
conditions, and accordingly the rate of the process remains virtually
constant over a long span of time:
•K.
=
Strictly speaking, a gradual change in the rate of the process
may take place In the case of tablet evaporation as a result of the
gradual decrease in the evaporation surface.
S5. BASIC TYPES OF TRANSFOWTIONS IN SOLID SUBSTANCES. POLYMORPHISM
The chemical ccomosition of the phases that arise in the process
in which crystalline substances are transformed may differ from the
composition of the initial phases or be Identical with It.

Since this

likeness o un'Umkis bas a considerable effect on the qualitative
laws govemrIng tie ecnespondlng processes, we distinguish between
-145

two types of transformations in solids:
1) those that take place without changes In the chemical composition of the phases,
.2) those accompanied by the appearance of phases with modified
chemical composition.
Processes of the former type amount to changes in

the crystal

structure of the material only, so that the appearance and growth of
seeds of a new phase are considerably easier in them., An important
stage in processes of the second type is diffusion of at least one
of the system's components in a layer of the initial phases or new
formations. This is the chief factor behind the differences in the
qualitative laws governing the two types of processes.
Nevertheless, literature characterizations of processes of the
first

type as nondiffusive to distinguish them from the "diffusive"

processes of the second type are not sufficiently rigorous, since
diffusion of crystal-lattice elements may, as we know, take place and
even become a major factor, even in those cases where the chemical
composition of the material does not change in the process of Its
transformation#
Processes of the first type include polymorphic transformations
and the phenomena of ordering and disordering of solid solutions. Some
of these processes take place at such high rates - which are occasionally difficult to measure - that they were at one time incorrectly
regarded as "seedless."
All other transformations of crystalline substances,

including,

of course, chemical reactions in mixtures of them, are processes of
the second type.
Among the processes that take place without changes in the chemical composition of the original phases, two types of phase transitions
-
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should, according to Erenfest,* be distinguished.

in transitions of the first kind, a change In the solid's crystalline structure and in the first derivatives of its thermodynamic
potential with respbot to temperature and pressure;. I.e.,

IS
-

Stakes

--

Z/(T and volume V-

the entz'opy

bZ/4p and, consequently"' the energy 9.

place abruptly at a certain temperature and is accompanied by
a marked heat effect. Here,

the change in the thermodynamic potential

- - R - TS + pV obviously rerains continuous.
A certain temperature curve of thermodynamic potential Is
peculiar to each modification of the substance. At a certain temperature, the thermodynamic-potential curves of the initial and new phases
intersect, just as do the curves of their vapor pressures (Fig. 36):
the thermodynamic potentials of the two phases are the same and the
phases are at equilibrium. Above a certain temperature,
tion Is stable, and below It

the other modification is

At a given pressure, therefore,

one modificastable.**

each modification of the material

1s stable in a certain temperature range. Transition of the substance
into another modification takes place at the boundary of this temperature range of stable existence for each of the various modifications
(normally known as the transformation point).***
In phase transformations of the second kind, the object of basic
researches by Landau and Livshits [5, 202, 203), the thermodynamic
potential Z and its first derivatives (entropy and volume) change continuously, while the second derivatives of Z with respect to temperature and pressure change discontinuously.
Due to the continuity of the entropy variation in the transition
process, no liberation of or absorption of heat takes place. Due to
the stepwise change in the second derivatives of Z with respect to

£and T, however, the quantities expressed by these derivatives, such
-
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Fig. 36. Vapor
of temperature
transformation
formation (b).

15

I ' g3

pressure as a function
in cases of enantlotrople
(a) and monotropic transtpr)temperature of the

transformation Into the other modification; tp,) melting point; the broken limne
indicate unstable states. 1) Vapor pressure; 2) liquid; 3) tpr; i) tpl.j;
5) tpl.a.

as heat capacity,

coefficient of thermal expansion and com

sibilty

coefficient also change stepwise (naturally, they can also change
stepwise In transitions of the first
In

kind).

transformations of the second kind, the solid

(lattlce).

moves from one modification to another during heating by a series of
small stepwise changes that take place over a certain Interval of
temperatures.

Thus,

pie retained in

although discontinuity of the process is In princi-

this case, the solid moves progressively Into its

new state, so that at temperatures near the transition point the
new modification differs negligibly from the old modification. At the
transition point,
other words, all

the compositions of the two phases coincide or, in
of the material Is

in

the same state. In this respect,

.phase transitions of the second kind are, for all

practical purposes,

continuous.

(_)

The transformation of barium titamote this type of transition. At high tempezatures,
-

14.8

-

serve as an examle of
BaTIO

3

has a cubic

W-. 0-'.

:

s-i

Fig. '37. Crystal lattice of barium titanate.

1) JBa 2 +

2) C0; 3) T14+.

lattice with the cell shown in Fig. 37. On cooling of such barium
titanate below a certain temperature,

the Ti and 0 atoms begin to

shift with respect to the Ba atoms, moving toward one of the edges
of the cube. This displacement is

effected continuously, but even a

small shift of this type results in a change in the symmetry of the

lattice. Actually, as soon a3 such a shift begins, the lattice symmetry changes Immediately from cubic to tetragonal. Here, there Is
no discontinuity in the change of the solid's state.
Since the states of the two phases at the point of such a transition are the same, the symnetry of the solid in this state contains
all elements of symmetry of both phases, although one of them Is
always higher than the other in phase transitions of the second kind.
In contrast to transitions of the first kind, we do not have to speak
here of a minimum or of equality of the phase thermodynamic potentials.
A corollary

of the special properties of transitions of the

second kind is the impossibility of supercooling or superheating of
the solid during them, as Is frequently observed In processes of the

first kind.
As was shown by Landau [202],

a phase transition of the second

kind is Impossible between a liquid and a crystalline solid.
'I

-
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3:n practice, however , we frequently encounter phase transitions
at both the first

(see, for example, below on the polymorphic trans-

fomations of silica) and the second kind (many processes of orderLng
and disordering In solid solutions [203 and others]) on heating of
crystalline solids.
All of these processes,

and transitions of the second kind in

particular, have as yet been the subject of little

theoretical or

experimental study.

Certain substances have the ability to crystallize in different
lattices under different conditions.
This phenomenon,
tablished for carbon,

which is known as polymorphism,

has been es-

sulfur, iron, tin, zinc sulfide, aluminum oxide,

silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide,

calcium carbonate and many other

substances.
Since the properties of a substance are determined to a considerable degree by the nature of Its crystal structure, the various crystalline modifications of a substance having a given chemical composition possess different properties.
The differences In the properties of two well-known modifications
of carbon (graphite and diamond) may serve as an extremely simple and
clear example of this proposition. Graphite belongs to the hexagonal
syngony, Is opaque, black In color, and soft, and has a specific gravity
of 2.22 and Is an excellent conductor of electric current. Diamond
beloags -to the cubic syngony,
10,,

is transparent,

specific gravity of 3.51, and is

has a Moha hardness of

a dielectric.

The crystal structures of polymorphic modifications may be dis-_
tifnuisbhe

ftm =mw anoth

coc'.-iai•xmi*•erscdr

b7 their coordination numbers (e.g., the

- and *'-Iron are 8 and 12, respectively),
-
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by

)

the type of closest packing it)the case of identical coordination
numbers (e.g., cubic in TiO2 -anatase,

hexagonal in TiO 2 -rutile, and

four-layered in TiO2 -brookite), by the placement of the atoms of one
ofrthe elements (columbite and mossite), by the angles formed by
strctural groups (the Si-0-SI angle Is 1800 In cristoballte and
1660 in quartz) and, finally, by the angles of rotation of molecules
or radicals in the lattices (paraffins).
As was noted above, atoms- (molecules, ions)-of a substance always
tend to form a stable lattice possessing the smallest free-energy
reserve.
Since this free-energy reserve depends on certain conditions,

one

modification may be stable under one set of conditions and another
modification under another set.
in

temperature or pressure,

lattice,

i.e.,

in

A change in

may result in

a change in

the crystal

a transition of the substance from one crystalline

modification into another that is

stable under the new conditions.

Greater practical importance is
esses

conditions, principally

of transformation in

generally ascribed to those proc-

crystalline solids that take place at con-

stant (atmospheric) pressure.
The process in
is

similar in

which one modification is

transformed Into another

many respects to the process of transition from the

solid state into the liquid state or vice versa.
sists

in

the fact that in

fusion, for example,

of particles in the crystal lattice is
arrangement in

the melt,

while in

the ordered arrangement

supplanted by a less ordered

a polymorphic transformation one

rigorous ordering of the particles is
In

The difference con-

replaced by another.

this replacement of one order by another, the atoms do not

change positions,: but are simply shifted with respect to one another
by distances not In

excess of the Interatomic distance. Hoever,
:

-
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these

displacements and changes In the relative positions of the material's
particles naturally involve expenditure or evolution (liberation) of
a certain amount of. energy.
This gives rise to the concept of the heat of a polymorphic
transformation - the quantity of heat absorbed or liberated on transformation of a unit. mass of substance. The value of this heat depends
on the structure and cohesive forces of the particles forming the
Initial

and final crystals,

and varies over a wide range for different

transformations.
To execute a transition from a state with a larger free energy
to a state with a smaller free energy in

a polymorphic transformation,

the atoms must pass through intermediate states with elevated energies,
I.e.,

they must overcome certain energy barriers.

To do this, they

must obviously possess an energy adequate to overcome such barriers.
The availability of this additional energy is

conditioned by the non-

uniformity with which the energy of thermal agitation of the atoms is
distributed. The probability of such an event is

determined by the

ratio of the height of the barrier to the average vibration energy.
When a solid goes from one lattice to another,

some layer of

atoms belongs Jointly to the old and new lattices. Thus,

there is

an

elastic relationship between them. As a result, enormous shearing
stresses and the corresponding elastic deformations arise.
Under any given set of conditions,

the energy of the new modifica-

tion will be smaller than that of the initial

modification:

as was

noted atove, the process goes toward a reduction of the system's free
energy.
In-the case of the so-called directional migration of atoms with
reten~lon of the bonds between the old and new lattices,

continuous

trans.'tion of the solid into the new modification may result In
-
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the

appearance of a pai-clcularl,

1,rge elastic-deformation energy. The

result may be either plastic deformation of the system as a result
of attainment of the elastic 1.niit or stoppage of the transformation
process,

since further progress In It

system's free energy, make it

would involve a rise In the

necessary to overcome higher energy

barriers, and require a larger energy of activation and a larger
thermal-agitation energy.
Two forms of polymorrphic transformation exist: enantiotropic or
reversible processes,

which go In either direction at the temperature

of transition, and monotropic or irreversible transformations,

which

proceed only in one direction.
The former are characterized by the presence and the latter by
the absence of a rigorously determined temperature for the process
(transformation point).

The p-quartz * u-quartz and a-quartz

Cga-

tridymite transformations may serve as an example of the enantlotropic type, and the transition of diamond into graphite as an example
of the monotropic type. At enantiotropic points, the process by which
the substance is converted into another modification is,

in accordance

with Le Chatelier's principle, accompanied by absorption of heat If
it

takes place on heating (like melting) and by evolution of heat if

it

takes place on cooling (like crystallization from the melt).
The monotropic transformation of a low-temperature modification

into a high-temperature modification may be accompanied by the evolution of heat.
To a greater or lesser degree,

the crystalline modifications of

a substance may be distinguished from one another on the basis of
their structures and physical properties.
The varieties of silica are broken down into two categories on
the basis cf this criterion: ffrmt-order varletles - quartz, tridymite
153-
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and cristobalite, which differ sharply from one another, and those
of the second order -the

a-, A- and y-forms of the above varieties.

Within the limits of a given variety, the structural and property
differences between these forms are relatively minor. Accordingly,
the heat effect of second-order transformations .(of. one form into
another within the limits of the same variety,) is r4latively small
as compared with the corresponding figures for transformations of
the first order.
As a result of changes in the properties of the substance in
polymorphic transformations,

these processes are reflected in the

temperature curves of the substance's volume,

optical constants,

heat capacity and vapor pressure. Among other things, a lower vapor
pressure (and a higher melting point) naturally corresponds to the
modification that is more stable at the temperature in question, i.e.,
that which possesses the smaller free energy, in accordance with the
second law of thermodynamics.

Curves of this type (temperature-versus-

property) are presented below in our des-

cription of single-component systems (Si02 ,

Al2 0 3 and others). It is clear from what

/we

said above that we may observe a break
"and even a horizontal plateau on the heat-

Fig. 38. Cooling and
heating in enantiotropic transformations.

1) Temperature; 2) time.

Ing curve of a substance at its transformation point (Fig.

38).

The little-studied question as to the
rate of polymorphic transformations is important.

It

is known that the

energy-absorbing processes (of the first order), which involve an essential ýhange in the crystalline structure, proceed at lower speeds
than prc-esses of the second order. Sometimes,
temperat'.res,

the transformation rate is
-
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particularly at low

so low that the high-tempera-

4

)

ture modification can be greatly supercooled (in much the same way an
liquids are supercooled),
superheated
.a

(in

or the low-temperature modification may be

contrast to the virtually impossible superheating of

solid above its

melting point) with respect to the transition point

without the transition taking place. In these cases, both modifications
may exist at the same temperature,

but,

like a supercooled liquid, the

solid is in a thermodynamically unstable, so-called metastable state.
It may arise in the same way as the intermediate stage in the process
in which the substance goes from the unstable to the stable state. As
we know, tranrAormation of an unstable system into a stable system
takes place progressively, by degrees (Ostwald's rule). The metastable
state may be disturbed by introducing a primer into the solid; these
are particles of the modification that Is stable at the temperature
in question. Apparently, other substances can also perform the function
of such a primer. It is known that a small crystal of a substance that
is isomorphic with the substance in supersaturated solution may seed
crystallization of this dissolved material. It may be assumed in analogy with this that in cases of polymorphic transformation, a substance
that is isomorphic to the stable modification may excite (or accelerate) the transition of the unstable modification into the stable modification. However, such excitation or acceleration of the process with
the aid of primer is observed in far from all cases (see pages 187,
188).
Addition of insignificant quantities of certain substances to .a
substance that is

undergoing a polymorphic transformation delays this

process. These process-delaying materials thus act as stabilizers for
the initial

modifications.

Investigation of the kinetics of polymorphic transformation pro-

cesses must obviously be based on analysis of their essential physical
-
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nature. Like any other process in which a crystalline phase appears,
each such process consists of two phenomena: seeding of crystalliza-

tion centers and the growth of crystals of the new phase. The transformation rate here is a function of these two factors, which vary
differently in accordance with the temperature, duration and other conditions of the process. From an energy standpoint, growth of the crystal should proceed more easily than seeding, which requires the work
of interface formation. The activation energy of seeding is usually
somewhat higher than the activation energy of growth.

The number of grains of the new phase will naturally be proportional to the rate at which they are seeded; their size will depend
on the growth rate. In this connection, It is essential to note two
circumstances:

1) the higher the degree of superheating or supercooling, the
smaller will be the critical seed size and the larger the number of
seeds;
2) at sufficiently high temperatures (at any given temperature),
the growth rate will be higher than that of seeding.
Obviously, polymorphic transformation processes are of great Industrial significance in connection with the stepwise change that occurs in the properties of substances on such transformations and the
large and often repeated changes in temperature of many (e.g.,

refrac-

tory) materials in their practical applications.
Manuscript
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[Footnotes]

70

*Z1 and %2 are usually expressed In cal/mole.

75

*To avoid the need to deal with very small numbers the values of D are often expressed In cm2 /day.
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9

3

84

*The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient
Is "thrown out" only in the case of self-diffusion.

94

* Much is as yet unclear concerning the role taken by surface diffusion in the sintering process. Indications of a
considerable importance for it can be found in the literature. However, analysis of voluminou$ xperimental data indicates that surface diffusion Is reilly subordinate in Importance: it may make itself felt to: a certain degree In
the sintering process only in its early stages and at very
small a (83, 125].

102

*See,

for example,

the paper by F. Sauerwald,

Aktuelle Prob-

leme Phys. (Pressing Problems of Physics] (Pub. E. Thilo),
Berlin, 1953; F. Wolf and H. Ritzmann, Chemle-Ing. Technik
[Chemical Engr.-Technician], No. 8, 516 (1958) and the references cited in this paper.

106

*Concerning sintering in the presence of a liquid phase,
see Kingery, W.D., Ceramic Fabrication Processes, New York,

1958, page 131.
117

*The Frenkel' theory 144, 45] explains why a solid does not
melt in some appreciable temperature range.

128

*Assuming for simplicity that mixture formation and phase
transformations are not accompanied by a change in volume,
we may use the free energy in first approximation instead
of the thermodynamic potential.

140

*Stranskiy (195] made a detailed study of this problem.

142

*This problem was considered in 1952-1954 by one of the
present authors in References [231, 398 and others]. The
recently published report of N.A. Fuks entitled Isparenlye
i rost kapel' v gazoobraznoy srede [Evaporation and growth
of drops in a gaseous medium] (Acad. Sci. USSR Press, 1958),
which casts light on the results of the most important research into both of these processes, is of great interest to
study of this problem.

147

*P. Erenfest, Proc. kon. Akad.
36, 153 (1933).

[Proc. Roy.

147

**Strictly speaking, all this is correct when the diffusion
processes are "blocked," i.e., do not occur, and only rebuilding of the lattice without changes in the concentration of the solid solution can proceed.

147

***The conditions and laws of several such transitions are
considered in §1 of Chapter 9.

[List of Transliterated Symbols]
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a - v - vakansiya - vacancy
y = u - uzel - lattice point
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pl - plavleniye - melting
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Chapter 3
MECHANISM OF REACTIONS IN MIXTURES OF SOLIDS
~

§.

GENERAL PREMISES.

"EEI'4ENTARY" PROCESSES

As we know, a chemical reaction in a mixture of crystalline reagents has a number of important special properties: it

takes place

at the interface between coexisting phases, i.e., it is heterogeneous
in nature; like any topochemical reaction, it depends on the spatial
positions of the masses of the reacting components and results in
the appearance of phases of a new (modified) chemical composition,
i.e., is,

in the final analysis, a transformation of the second type

(page 146); it

consists of a series of elementary processes, which may

also include transformations of the first type.
To ascertain the nature and sequence of these processes, Huetting
[204, 205] once undertook a circumstantial investigation of reactions
in mixtures of powdered oxides of various metals as the temperature
was progressively raised. He observed a change in the composition and
properties of the mixtures on x-ray diffraction patterns, on the basis
of dye and water-vapor sorption, the catalytic action of the mixture
on certain reactions, its magnetic susceptibility and fluorescence,
and with the aid of certain other methods. Particularly detailed study
was devoted to the reaction of zinc oxide with ferric oxide.
On the basis of his investigation, Huetting concluded that the
process in which the reagents react in

the above mixture and in

other crystalline mixtures may be broken down into six periods:
a)

coating;
-
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b) activation as a result of "quasi-molecule" formation and form.
*

ation of superficial molecular filme;

-

c) deactivation of the molecular surface tilmsj

d) activation as a result or Internal (bulk) diffusion;
e) formation of a crystalline reaction product and
f) correction of defects In the crystal lattice of the compound

Sthat

has been formed.
coating period is characterized by contact between the sur-

21•:The

faces of the materials; this is

accomplished as soon as they are mixed

and becomes more extensive on heating. The dye-adsorption
acity (curve 1, Fig. 39 )

cep-

dimtnishes during this stage, am it does in

the subsequent course of the process.

By using a dye that adsorbs

selectively, we may establish that one of the reacting components
"coats" the other. The subst.nce hav'ng the lower melting temperature
is usually the "coating" component.
Period of activation as a

A n~iwe.e~mw

"Iu'I

I'

I'•

"sult
2/ "--#
..

te-

of "quasi-molecule" formation
and formation of superficial
mole-

Ina4 IT

cular films. In the case of a mixS"ture

tq

of zinc oxide with ferric oxide, this period (30O°-400°) Is
characterized by an increase In

Fig. 39. Change In properties of
ZnO + Fe 2 0 3 mixture in process
of heating. I) Absorption of
dye; 2) catalytic effect on reaction 2C0 + 02 - 2C02; 3) rate
of water-vapor sorption; 4) catalytic- effect
on reaction
S2)20
2N2 + 02;
5) color (on.
21120
s
0
) color
0atwald scale); 6) densityr;
.
8)
now"e2tyba;
magnetic
T)
7) tunetc1
maseptiblltne; 8)

"intdnsty or aah 2p41 12 "ns on2
x-riy ifract•rmEpatterns;
•
9)

fluorescence. A) Periods of re-

the catalytic action of the mixture
(curve 2) on the reaction 2C0 + 0
2
- 2C02 (at a temperature of 2509),
the rate of water-vapor sorption
(curve 3) and the catalytic effect
on the reaction 21N20

2112 + 02 at

2
a temperature of 5100 (curve 4),

action.
2 58-

9_)

and by a change in color on .he Ostwald scale (curve 5).
Period of deactivation of suerfictal molecular films. For a
mixture of zinc oxide with ferric oxide, this period occurs at 400500.O It is accompanied by an increase in the bonding strength in the
superficial film with the result that the activity of the reacting
mixture diminishes. In certain mixtures, e.g., magnesium oxide and
ferric oxide,

this period is not observed.

Period of activation

a result of internal (bulk) diffusion.

(or onset of general transposition).

Here,

the particles of one com-

ponent may begin to change places within their own lattice and diffuse
into the crystal lattice of the other component.
zinc oxide and ferric

For the mixture of

oxide, this period intervenes at a temperature

of 500-6200 and is characterized by an increase in the catalytic effect, first on the oxidation reaction of carbon dioxide, and then on
the decomposition of nitrous oxide. Here, the density (curve 6, Fig.

39) begins to diminish while the magnetic susceptibility (curve 7)
increases. However, no distinct lines of the new compound are as yet
discernible on the powder-diffraction pattern.
The period of formation of the crystalline reaction product occurs in cases where, as a result of continued diffusion, the concentration of the solid solution (more precisely, the disordered mixed
phase) of one component in the other attains such a magnitude that it
becomes possible to isolate crystals of a new compound. For the mixture under consideration, thes period intervenes at a temperature between 6200 and 7500. Thereupon the catalytic effect of the reaction
mixture increases. The first lines of the reaction (zinc ferrite) make
their appearance on the powder diagram; their intensity (curve 8, Fig.
39) increases steadily in exactly the same fashion as the difference
between the fluorescence intensities (curve 9) of the pure zinc oxide
-
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and the reaction mixture (given identical thermal processing).
/

Period of correction of structural defect* in crystal lattice of
newly formed compound. At first, the crystals of the new compound stil
possess structural defects, but these disappear for the most part as
the temperature is

raised further and the x-my diffraction patterns

of this compound become normal. A further Increase In temperature results in collective recrystallization of the compound that has formed.
Heating to very high temperatures does not exclude the possibility of
decomposition of the newly formed compound (this phenomenon occurs,
for example, when tricalcium silicate is heated to temperatures above
19000).

In view of the considerable difficulty encountered in experithe general qualitative laws governing

ments at very high temperatures,

such processes have not yet been adequately studied.
It has been established by numerous investigations carried out
since the work of Huetting described above that the process of physicochemical transformation in a solid mixture,

which takes place not

only under the conditions of gradual heating, but also at constant. relatively high temperature,

is usually rather complex. It

may incorpor-

ate the following basic "elementary" processes or ptages:
1) the appearance of defects and "softening" of the crystal lattices;
2) reconstruction of the lattices as a result of polymorphic
transformation;
3) formation and decay of solid solutions;
4) diffusion (external, internal,
5) sintering,
6) fusion,

superficial);

"relaxation," recrystallization;

solution of system components in melt;-

7) crystallization from the liquid phase;
8) sublimation;
-
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9)dissociation;
10) the chemical reaction proper.6

I

Some of these "elementery" processes* are Inevitably Interrelated
(e.g., 5. 7 and 8 with 4) while others (e.g., 3 and 4).may, in .pn al,

~be encountered "in pure form" Ii.e.,

some

independently.,

"element

a

,.

processes (such as 4, 10) are necessary stages of
any reaction In a,
solid mixture, while others (e.g., 2, 3, and 8) may also accompman
It
as parallel processes or not occur at all in the course of the reaction
It

is clear, however,

that to understand the essential nature of-

the reactions taking place on heating of mixtures of crystall2ze reagents and the qualitative laws governing them it

will be necessary to

study the mechanism and laws of all the "elementary" processes listed
above and their interrelationships under practical conditions.

It is therefore essential to note that, as was indicated above
(Chap. 2), each such process is in itself a combination of a number of
simpler phenomena and that certain "elementary" processes, such as,
for example, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, are complex and have been the subject
of far from adequate study. However, as a result of the labors of Fol'm
Kurnakov, Tammann, Frenkel', Bochvar, Danilov and other investigators,
the most important qualitative laws governing them have now been established (to a certain extent in approximate form),

so that there is

.a possibility of more or less purposive control of the these processes
and the reactions that they compose in crystalline mixtures, and of
studying the mechanism of such reactions successfully.
One of the basic problems encountered in this suudy is that of
ascertaining the physical state of the initial reagents, Impurities,
intermediate compounds, and final products in the reaction process. In

the literature, the reactions of which we are speaking here are most
frequently referred to as solid-phase reactions. In the strict sense
-
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of the word, "solid-phase" implies a reaction, accomplished due to direct interaction between the grains of crystalline reagents

(i.e., one

that takes place in the solid phases) without any participation of 11quid or gaseous phases.
In actuality, many processes in which crystalline mixtures aretransformed under conditions that are of technical interest take place
with the participation of gases and liquids. When crystalline mixtures
are heated, processes of this type may also accompany the strictly
solid-phase reactions, unfolding simultaneously with them or before or
after them. Here, the detection of small quantities of liquid and
gaseous phases and determining their role in the reactions under consideration is sometimes a matter of considerable difficulty. As a result,

the question as to the role of liquid and gaseous phases in the

mechanism

of certain reactions has not yet been definitely ascertained.

In general, a reaction between two crystalline substances may
take place both by direct interaction between them in the absence of
liquid and gaseous phases and with participation of these phases.
Here, it

is also possible for substances in one or two, or, finally,

three physical states to participate in the process simultaneously.
If under certain definite conditions the reaction may take place
either with or without participation of liquid or gaseous phases, it
will proceed preferentially along the second path in the overwhelming
majority of cases.
It

can obviously be stated that a process is

taking place with

the participation of substances present in only one physical state if
it has been proven that substances present in other physical states
are not facfors in this process. As a consequence, proof of the possibility or even of the distinct importance of, for example,

-
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direct in-

)

teraction between the solid zubstances in a given process (to which
many investigations were at one time devoted) is

not sufficient to

negate the essential importance of other phases in this process.
To understand the true mechanism of the reactions under consideration, we should proceed from the basic possibility of participation

in them of substances present in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases
in evaluating their importance in these reactions on the basis of detailed analysis. In such analy:;is, the basic physicochemical proper-

ties of the reactions under consideration, as noted above, and the
special features of the physical situation in which they unfold in
various specific cases must be taken into account.
In view of the heterogeneous nature of these reactions, the most
important quantity determining, among other quantities, their rate
'and, accordingly, the yield of product, is the area of the reaction
surface between the reagents.
In this connection, we note that the area of direct contact between the grains of a loose-poured powder is reckoned in millionths
and even ten-millionths of their total surface (page 51).
of this, it

Irrespective

is possible in the majority of cases for the grain sur-

faces of each of the reagents to be fully exposed and accessible to
attack by the other reagent or reagents only at the very beginning of
the process (at T = 0). As the process advances, the grains of one
(most frequently) of the reagents are covered by a more or less dense
layer of reaction product, the thickness of which increases continuously in the course of the reaction.
We may distinguish two groups of processes related to the forma-

tion of this lower.
-fe r=t of these includes processes in which the reaction product bas a volue waller than that of the reacted reagent, on the
- 163 -

grains of which the layer in question grows.

In this case,

the layer

of product is porous and loose and does not offer any particular re.
sistance to penetration of the second reagent into the reaction zone.
The second group includes proceszes in which the volume of the
product that forms is larger than the volume of the reacted "coated"
reagent so that the layer of product is dense and free of microscopic
pores, and the subsequent course of the procczs involves diffusion of
one reagent to the other through this layer.
Obviously, the rate of processes of the second group is

limited

tO a considerably greater degree by the resistance of the product lay-

er and should be considerably lower than that in processes of the
first group, although this rate naturally diminishes with time in all
cases.
The essential difference between these two groups of processes
that we are considering was noted as early as 1923 [206].
The nature of the layer's resistance is readily estimated mathematically in first approximation.
Thus, If Gr and G are, respectively, the weights of the reagent
r p
and that of the product obtained from it (in accordance with the equation of the reaction), and yr and Tt are the specific gravities of
the reagent and the product, then given a reagent volume Gr/rr, the
volume of the product will be 0p/Tp.
Obviously, if G/yp > Gr/Tr, the layer is dense, while it

is por-

ous if Gp/'Yp < 0/yr. Deviations from this rule are sometimes observed
in practice. A theoretical explanation for these deviations has been
given by Prank and van der Merve [207], according to whose reasoning
the newly formed layer has the lattice parameters of the initial substance only when the difference between their molar volumes is < 15%.
If this difference exceeds 15%, the newly formed product may peel
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ji

from the surface of the Initial

*U

solid, and this will naturally re-

suit in porosity.
Inferences an to the nature of the layer directly from the relationships between the densities of the product and the Initial,
ial,

which are frequently encountered in

gorous and well-based,

although in

the literature,

individual cases,

mater-

are less ri-

e.g.,

in

evalu-

ating the properties of oxide films on certain metals [89* 208], such
inferences result in
52.

correct

TANMANN-K1DVAL THEORY.

conclusions.
KURNAKOV THEORY

Systematic study of the mechanism of reactions in

mixtures of

solids was begun approximately thirty years ago by the work of Khed-

val [209, 210], Tammann [211-213] and their colleagues. Recording the
heating curves of the initial mixtures and the final products (Fig.
40), Khedval and Kheyberger [209] observed the so-called exchange reactions of acid radicals, which take place between crystalline metal
oxides and salts of oxygen-containing acids in accordance with the
-reaction
MWO

M."RO,3

-.

Using the same method, Tammann

M.t I-O + Me'O.

et al. [211, 212] investigated

numerous reactions of acidic oxides with basic oxides, reactions of
metals with sulfates, nitrates, sulfides and metals, and those of salts
with metals.
On the basis of their investigations, Tammann [211] and Khedval
[214] formulated a series of fundamental conclusions concerning the
mechanism and specific qualitative laws of reactions in

crystalline

mixtures.
These conclusions can summed up as follows:
1.

Reactions that arise in

mixtures of crystalline solids, such

as salts of oxygen-containing acids, and oxides, basic and acidic ox- 165 -

Ides, metals and oxides,

sulfides and metals, sulfides and oxides,

and

Sa forth* take place on heating by direct Interaction between the
grains of these solids.. Any essential participation of liquid and gaseous substances in these reactions is

excluded.

Reactions between solids take place with evolution of heat. In
other words, only exothermic reactions are possible between solids.
Attainment of equilibrium in systems that do not contain solid
solutions is

practically impossible.

In the absence of eolid solutions,

the equilibrium state can intervene as such reactions untold only at
certain values of the process temperature and provided that the heat

of reaction is very small, while the sum of the heat capacit.es of
the initial substances and the reaction products must differ considerably (the probability of which is very low).
The temperature at which the reaction begins corresponds to the
temperature at which the crystal lattice elements of the reagents exchange places at a high rate and to their sintering temperature (is
identical to this temperature). The temperature at which a reaction
begins between an oxide and a salt ("acid-radical exchange reaction")
then is determined by the mobility of the oxide's crystal-lattice elements.
In the case of polymorphic transformation of the mixture components at a relatively low tmmperature (a temperature lower than that of
the reaction in the absence of such a transformation),

chemical reac-

t.on begins and progresses rapidly at the point of this polymorphlc
transformation.
When crystalline solids are heated, liquid may appear as a result
of melting and gas chiefly as a result of sublimation and dissociation
of the solids. These phenomena

are not essentlal factors in strictly

solid-phase reactions, w*.-'ch, are acccmPlahebby dIrect interaction
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iibetween

the crystalline solids.
3. According to Tammann and Khedval, the following may serve as proofs

IA

of the decisive role taken by direct

*

reaction between the solid phases In
the mechanism of chemical transforma-

C-

Bgp.v

tion of solid mixtures:

Fig. 40. Heating and cooling curves in an exothermic
reaction in solid mixture.
1) Heating of initial mixture; 2) cooling of reaction product. tr is the
re

1) the occurrence of a reaction
between the dry reagents;
2) the occurrence of the reaction

reaction temperature.

at temperatures lower than the melting

SA) Temperature;B) time.

points of the initial reagents and

those of the eutectics possible for the system;
3) the impossibility of spontaneous heating (and the resulting
fusion) of the reagents by the heat of reaction before the reaction
begins;
4) the occurrence of the reaction at temperatures at which the
formation of gas by decomposition or sublimation of any reagent is
virtually unnoticeable or takes place at a negligible rate;
5) the practical constancy of the reaction temperature of a given
oxide with different salts, and salts of oxygen-containing acids in
particular;
6) the absence of a link between the temperature of "considerable
rate" of the dissociation of a given salt and the "noticeable rate"
temperature of its reaction with an oxide;
7) the insignificance and, in many cases, absence of influence
exerted by the gas pressure above the solid mixture on its transformation rate;

8) the possibility of describing the reaction rate in mixtures of
-
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crystalline solids by the diffusion-kinetics equation derived by Yander
from a conception of these reactions as taking place strictly in the
solid phase.
The premises set forth above,

which form the basis of the Tammann-

Khedval doctrine of solid-phase processes, were,

in their time, of

great assistance in the study of reactions between solids. The TammannKhedval theory [2151 and the results of their work in this field have
been an Important stage in the development of our knowledge of crystalline-mixture reactions and served competently as a basis for further
research into them.
Vagner [216, 217], Yost [2181, KhyuttLng [204], Yander [219-222],
Yagich [223, 224] and other investigators [see,

for example, 225 and

2261 essentially supplimented and developed certain of the premises of
the Tammann-Khedval theory.
On the basis of the work done by these investigators, it

was the

custom for a long time to extend the conclusions of Tammann and Khedval
(and,

later, even those of Yander) concerning the mechanism and quali-

tative laws of reactions between solids to all chemical reactions in
which the initial reagents and the final products were in the crystalline state.

On the other hand, the work of Baykov [227, 228], Balarev [39, 229]
and many other investigators, including the authors of the present monograph [57, 120, 230, 231], introduced certain changes and'refinements
into the initial conceptions of the range of validity of certain propositions of the Tammann-Khedval theory.
Tk.e possibility of equilibrium being established in the course of
reactic.as between solids in cases of both I the formation and nonformatics on
W w
of

soUtim was among the points demonstrated in a number

•mestlgations 1219, 232, 233). It
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was also established that in many
-
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cases, the temperature of the "onset" (noticeable rate) of a reaction
does not coincide with the sintering temperature of the reaction mixture (57,, 230, 234].

It

was shown that the temperature of noticeable

reaction between certain salts and oxides Is determined by the nature
(dissociation vapor pressure) of the salt [235-237].

Finally, the im-

portant part taken by gaseous and liquid phases in many reactions that
take place on heating of mixtures of crystalline solids was revealed
[120, 137, 227, 228, 230, 238-2L42].* In this connection,

it

will be

advisable to devote brief consideration to the justification for the
propositions of Tammann and Khedval that were presented above.
Let us first stress again the following circumstance,
frequently overlooked: in any case,

there is

regarding a process as strictly solid-phase if

which is

sufficient evidence for
simultaneous absence

of significant participation of liquid and gaseous phases has been established in the mechanism of this process.
As we know, very many of the investigations of Tammann and Khedval were concerned with reactions between barium and strontium oxides
and various reagents: Balarev [39, 229, 2353 at one time drew attention
to the possibility of H2 0 being contained in these oxides and the hydrates melting in the experiments of Tammann and Khedval. Many years
ago, this objection of Balarev was confirmed experimentally by the
exact researches of Yagich, who established that it

is practically im-

possible to free barium and stontium oxides from their water contents
by ordinary methods [223].
To confirm the second of the arguments presented above in

connec-

tion with the progress of reactions at temperatures lower than that at
which the liquid phase appears in the system, Tammann carried out a
special investigation. He compared the temperature at which the liquid
phase appears in mixtures of certain oxides with the temperature of the
-
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reaction between them. Here,

the temperature at which the liquid phase

appeared was judged from the sharp drop in the resistivity of the system that It

produced.

Temperature of "Onset" of Reaction Between Oxldes,
Spontaneous Heating of oxide Mixtures# and Sharp
Drop in Resistivity, According to Tamuann

1a

FWK81

T

Ten.y

coo-IMOO,
c.oo4
WO.

615
&JO

No02-

Poo M+
.BoO + WO,

320
30W

8W
50o

44

PCO"WO

Pbo

'480

700

425

600
S0600
700

250--0M

610--= ,.

65

0. W300
*a
-425
Me%
460.

Noma"

34C

WTJ'iaging 310".
1) Reagents; 2) temperature In degrees; 3) begining of reaction, tl; 4) maximum attained as a
result of heating, t 2 ; 5) sharp drop in system
resistivity, t 3 .

In all

of the cases that Tammann studied in

this connection,

the

reaction mixture was heated spontaneously by the heat of the reaction.
On the basis of the data that he obtained,
the temperature t

1

Tammann concluded that since

at which the reaction begins is

In no way relatell

to the temperature t3 at which the liquid phase appears in

the. systems,

then the latter
is not an essential factor in the reactions of crystalV
line solids and that these processes are solid-phase (Table 14).
iIt should be noted in
liited In

this connection that in

the table (CuO + MoO 3 and CuO + W03 ),

after the liquid phase has appeared in
cEses,

the reactio.n-onset temperature
-
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the first

two cases

the reaction begins

the system; in

the next four

coincides with the temperature
-

at which the liquid phase appears. Thus, half or the results lsted
above are In disagreement,

jatthe

drawn

even at first glance, with the conclusion'

from the tabulated data. In almost '!,"aes a

ti

one exception) t,

>t

3

'(with

i.e., the reactions studied actually took place

at a temperature t2 exceeding the temperature t3 at which the liquid
phase appears in the system, even though the start of the reaction was
associated with a t 1 <

t 3 . Finally, and this Is particularly laportant

molybdenum oxide and tungsten oxide, which were used as reagents In
studying the reactions listed in Table 14, are capable of sublimating
under the temperature conditions at which Tanmann observed the progress
of these reactions [243-245].

Thus the data of Table 14 do not confirm

the idea that the reactions listed there are strictly solid-phase in
nature.
With his third argument, Tammann intended to show that the premise that the material melts in a process of this type as a result ofthe temperature increase due to the heat of reaction Inevitably. results
in a logical Impasse.

Tamnmann stated that liberation of this heat would

require preliminary heating of the reagents.
In actuality, escape from this impasse Is quite simple. It

consists

In acknowledging the basic possibility of direct reaction between solids in the process of their transformation, but not necessarily their
(quantitatively) preferential importance.

If the reaction Is exothermic

all that liberation of the heat requires is that as small a rnmber as
you please of solid particles of the Initial reagents be reacted with
one another. Obviously, the amount of this heat may be adequate to
raise the mixture temperature locally to the melting point of at least
one of the reagents (or a eutectic) and convert a certain very small
quantity of it

to the liquid phase. Then this quantity of reagent, en.

tering the liquid state, reacts Intensive37 wmth the second reagent,
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and, reacts intensively with the second reagent,

and this results in

further evolution of reaction heat and melting of a new amount of the
as we noted above,

first reagent and so forth. Here,

the reaction goes

preferentially through the liquid phase.
This is

the situation with the first three argwnents,

the object

of which was to refute the essential importance of the liquid phase

in the reaction mechanism for reactions taking place when crystalline
mixtures are heated.
The fourth of the arguments of Tammann presented above has as its
purpose to show the lack of Justification for ascribing any essential
role in the mechanism of these reactions to the gaseous phase. It is
important to note in this connection

that, all other conditions the

same, the rate of dissociation or sublimation of a solid is proportional to the difference between its equilibrium dissociation or sublimation vapor pressure and the actual pressure in the gaseous medium of
this solid. The "actual vapor pressure" Is naturally lower in the
presence of an agent that binds a substance entering the gaseous phase
chemically into the solid product.

In actuality, this drop in the "ac-

tual vapor pressure" and corresponding increase in the rate of the process under the conditions being considered is determined by the difference between the equilibrium vapor pressures of this substance over two
crystalline phases: the initial phase and the final phase for the process in question. Consequently, the progress of the reaction, with a
noticeable or relatively high rate at the temperatures at which dissociation or sublimation of a reagent taken separately is unnoticeable
or proceeds with a relatively low rate cannot serve as a basis for negating the importance of the gaseous phase in this process.
Usually, the following data are presented to confirm the fifth of
the arguments listed above (Table 15).
-
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TALIZ 15
Temperature of Noticeable Rate of Reaction Bo..
tween
Certain
to Tanuann
and Oxides
Khedvaland Sulfates,

• .

2

ve',,,lype ."wuas- P-~ma 0, "a.) e tm.4s"N

3703

MgO...........-I--"
CI.c......
SO ......

. ...

Accordin

41

3069

3

441

431

540

5231

1
424

M

4
416

W

1) Oxides; 2) temperature of reaction "onset"
(in degrees) with sulfate of; 3) strontium; 4)
calcium; 5) magnesium; 6) cobalt; 7) zinc;
8) copper.
On the basis of these and certain other (similar) data, Tazan
and Khedval asserted that since the temperature of the reaction is in
no way related to the type of salt reacting with the oxide in question,
the dissociation vapor pressure and, In general, the dissociation of
the salt do not represent factors that are in any way significant in
these reactions. The reaction is governed by the vibrations of the
oxide lattice elements and Is strictly solid-phase.
It should be noted in this connection that data concerning the
reaction of salts with CaO and MgO do not, even on first inspection,
support such a conclusion, since the temperatures of the reactions between each of these oxides and the various salts differ widely. More
recent investigations [236, 237] have shown that the difference between the noticeable-reaction temperatures for the various sulfates
with a given oxide may be reckoned in tens and hundreds of degrees.
Thus, the "temperatures of marked reaction rate" between MgO and 'r04**_
ZnSO4 and Fe2 (s04)3 are, respectively, 660, 575, 550.and 539'; corresponding temperatures for C&O 18SO, 14nSO04, FeS04, ZnSO4 , CUS04, Ve2 (SO4
and Ag 28rO

a",

iespectlvell,

700, 610, 58o, 540, 520, 444, 420°, etc,

A pattern that Is, at first glance, more or less surprising Is
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obtained for reactions of BaO and SrO with various salts. Here, how.

ever, it must be remembered that it
appear due to melting of Ba(OH)

2

is possible for a liquid phase to

and Sr(OH) 2 or eutectic mixtures of

these 'sbstances with others. It is known that the melting point of
Ba(OH) 2 is about 3870, while that of Sr(OH) 2 is about 4950; mixtures
of these substances with others may, of course, melt at lower temperatures.
The sixth argument of Tammann and Khedval had as its
support the proposition formulated in
ter is

intention to

their fourth argument.

The mat-

not as simple as the reaction between the salt and the oxide

taking place under the temperature conditions at which dissociation
or the salt taken alone proceeds extremely slowly,
val [210]: there is

as assumed by Khed-

no type of relationship between the temperature at

which the oxide reacts with the salt and the temperature of the later's noticeable dissociation rate.
Khedval applied the term "temperature of onset of dissociation
at noticeable rate" of, e.g.,

a sulfate, to the temperature at which

he observed that a barium nitrate solution trapped, in a certain interval of time, large quantities of SO3 in a medium of inert gas passed over the heated sulfate. However, on comparing the dissociation
vapor pressures at the temperature given by Khedval as that of marked
decomposition for these sulfates (Table 16), we see at once that Khedval's definition of the "onset of dissociation at noticeable rate" was
not sufficiently rigorous; for strontium and barium sulfates, for example, it

is observed at a dissociation vapor pressure reckoned in

fractions of a millimeter of mercury, while for cobalt and copper sulfates the value is tens of millimeters and for zinc sulfate hundreds
of millimeters of mercury.
The values found for Khedval for temperatures of marked decompos-
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4

ition of the salts apparently depends on his experimental conditions,,
which were not always uniform. For this reason, the abbence of a link
between these values and those obtained on the basis of similar deter.
minations of the temperatures of marked rate of reaction of the salts

TAML 16
76Tperature of Marked Decomposition of Pure
Sulfates According to Xhedval and Their DLssociation Vapor Pressures at This Teperature
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A-"cording to Vanyakov (see [2416]),

[247] and others [248).

Mostovich

1) Sulfate; 2) temperature of marked decompo-

sition of sulfate; 3) dissociatlon vapor pressure of sulfate at temperature t in = Hg. *
with oxides does not form an adequate basis for inferences as to its
mechanim.
Also inadequate for such inferences is

the establishment of a

weak dependence of the rates of certain reactions between solids on
the gas pressure over them.
The view Is widely held that the rate of reaction between solids
with participation of a gaseous phase (which appears,

for example, as

a result of dissociation), must be proportional to the gas pressure
above these materials. However, this standpoint cannot be given a rigorous theoretical Justification.

If the process consists, for example, of a dissociation reaction
of one of the components in the initial mixture
T1 c T2 '+ Gas
and a reaction of the gas that has been liberated with the second corn-175-

)

ponent of the mixture with formation of a solid product:

Oas + T sT T
4'
3
the
system
may shift both the equilithe change in gas pressure in
brium and the rates of these reactions in opposite directions.
It is clear from this that in the general case, we may not speak
of any direct or indirect proportionality of the over-all process. rate
with participation of a gaseous phase to the gas pressure. Under real
conditions, depending on the nature of the limiting stage (the limiting "elementary" process), of the reaction and the factors determining its rate, the latter may change slightly in either direction as
the pressure changes in a given direction, and this change may be virtually imperceptible.
The question as to the mechanism of the process cannot be definitely resolved even by establishing the validity of one diffusionkinetics equation or another: in principle, the change of the rate of
the process limited by diffusion may be described by an equation of
diffusion kinetics (in particular, by the Yuder equation in a definite
stage of the process) irrespective of the physical state of the diffusIng substance

-

solid, liquid or gaseous. It is known [2493

that the

equation

x = KY
(where x is the thickness of the layer of material, K is a constant
and T is time), which is analogous to the Yander equation, is valid
even for simple filtration of a liquid or gas through the pores in
the layer of solid material being grown in this process.
The above analysis of Tammann and Khedval's reasoning, the basiL
points of which appeared in the literature of the day [57, 230, "234,9
236], and the numerous experimental data concerning the reactions that
take place when the crystalline mixtures are heated, lead us to infer
-
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limited validity ot certain premises
It

V

of the Tammann-Qedval theory.

does not, of course, follow from this that chemical reaction

processes between the grains of crystalline solids cannot take place
~or are nots"t13ally encountered. The point is that onl~y some at the.
real processes that take place in mixtures of crystalline solids when
they are heated can be classified as strictly solid-phase.
Many of the processes to which Investigators have occasionally

*

attempted to extend the Tammann-Khedval theory actually failed to confo~M to it,

partly because of the Inadequate rgor of sowe oa

lts

pre-

mises and partly (chiefly) because these processes actually take
place with participation of 3ases and llquid phases.
These processes do, however, belong to the chemistry of solids
to the extent

that It

is actually concerned with study of reactions

companied by the widest imaginable

variety of physLcoohemical

changes to the Initial mixtures of crystalline reagents.

Conceptions of the mechanism of reactions taking place when cry-

"stallLne solids are heated were developed considerably and rendered
concrete as a result of the studies of Vagner.
In the nineteen-thirties, Vagner and Schottke developed a thermodynamic theory of solids that takes lattice distortions and Impurities
into account (250,

2511.

Subsequent studies of Vagner [252, 2531 de-

voted to the theory of diffusion In solids and the mechanism of new
formations in them are based on this theory.
The conceptions formulated and justified in these studies were
primarily concerned with the process of metal oxidation at high temperatures, but they were subsequently used successfully to account for
many diffusion processes in salts, silicates, and other substances.
According to Vagner,

diffusion and, consequently,
-
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reactions in

solids are effected chiefly by the mobility of the Ions and electrons,
which Is governed by the nonequilibrium state of the lattice. There
Is no diffusion through pores and along grain boundaries, and the rate
of displacement of electrically neutral molecules and atombIs negligibly small. Different lattice ions migrate at dLfferent rates Inside
the solid; in particular, the mobility of anions is neglIibly small In
the overwhelming majority of cases as compared with the mobilay of
cations, so that diffusion and, accordingly,

reactions in solids :re

most frequently effected by cation migration. Here,

diffusion of cer-

tain (like) cations may occur in one direction, or we may have counterdiffusion of unlike cations, e.g.,

magnesium ions in one direction

and aluminum Ions in the other, opposite direction. In the latter case,
both the charges and the rates of displacement of the unlike ions diffusing counter to one another may differ.
Here, Just as in the case of unidirectional motion of ions, the
electrical neutrality of the body is
Thus, motion of each M

retained by movement of electrons.

ion
i
in a certain direction, which is not

compensated by countermigration of a cation, corresponds to the displacement of two electrons in the opposite direction. The motion of

the ions and electrons is accomplished by substitution of ionic and
electron vacancies,

respectively.

Naturally, the mobilities of unlike ions in a system cannot,
principle, be strictly identical. Thus,

in

the mobilities of silver and

copper ions, with whose motion the reaction

AgI + CuI -. (AgCu)I
Is assooiated, differ by approximately 50%.
However, in the case of such a mobility difference in the differ-

ent Ion In the system, there arises a diffusion potential that regulates the rate of migration. Here, the migration rate of the more
- 178 -
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mobile Ions diminishes, while that of the less mobile Ions Is

Increased.

As a result, we may speak of some average, approximately uniform rate
of migration of the unlike ions. The average rate of Ion and electron
displacement and the rate of the entire reaction In the crystalline
*

phases, which it

determines,

can be computed following Vagner, on the

basis of the electron and ion mobilities and the transfer numbers.
Obviously, directional diffusion of Ions is

possible only In an

electric field or when there is a chemical-potential gradient due to
the presence of a concentration gradient in the system. In the absence
of an electrical or chemical potential, the ions migrate In a disordered fashion, equally, on the average, in all directions, in mach the
same way as particles In Brownian movement :n colloidal solutions.
Vagner confirmed his reasoning experimentally for a number of
system; they agree with the experimental data of Tubandt [254-256]
and certain other investigators.
Using a special apparatus (Fig. 41), Vagner 1252] demonstrated the
mechanism by which silver reacts with sulfur. In this apparatus, a sliver plate was isolated from the molten sulfur
Cos
I1"'2

Shour,

by two identical layers of a-Ag2 S. It was established that when the entire system .was heated, e.g.,

to a temperature above 2200,

for one

the weight of the silver diminished by

Fig. 413. Diagram .
of Vagner's experimental apparatus.
1) Sulfur,2) silvez•.

108 mg, while layer'l of Ag 2 S Increased In
weight by 2 mg and layer II gained 126 mg.
The stoichlometric weight of Ag2 S as computed
assuming complete reaction of all the silver

lost by the metallic plate with sulfur should be 224 amg.
Thus, It

was shown that the reaction product forms only in layer

II and that the reaction actually takes place at the (Ag 2 S)ln/
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phase

boundary, i.e., at the boundary between the liquid sulfur and layer II
of A

3. This means that the silver is transferred through the silver-

sulfide layers to the Interphase between the (Age) and the sulfur,
while the sulfur

does not pass through them. Vagner cccounted for the

mechanism of mass transfer in the reaction described by referring to
these data and the fact that the Conductivity of Ag2 S at the temperatures studied Is mixed and is accomplished by simultaneous transfer of
ions and electrons.

As a result of diffusion in the Ag2

layers, a con-

centration gradient of excess Ag+ ions is established and, as Is

re-

quired for conservation of electrical neutrality, migration of elecV
trorn

takes place. At the contact boundary between the Ag2 S and the

sulfur,

the electrons convert

sulfur atoms adsorbed onto the Ag 2 S

surface into ions, which then occupy the corresponding positions in
anion

lattice. Reaching the interface,

the

the Ag+ ions occupy the places

of newly created holes in the cation lattice. It

is for this reason

that the Ag2S/S interface displaces toward the sulfur

as the reaction

proceeds. Diffusion of Ag+ through the Ag2 S is the process that limits
the rate at which this reaction proceeds.
Tubandt [255, 256] showed that, for example,

in silver halides,

only the Ag+ ions are, for practical purposes, mobile.
The press-cylinder

method proposed by Tubandt made It

possible

to connect the kinetics of certain reactions with .the physical characterization of the ions forming the initial reagents.
It

was established that in the formation, for example, of spinels

by the reaction
MgO + A1308
0, MgAIO,
mass transfer is

effected by the small Ng2+ (0.74A) and Al3+ (0.57 A)

ions, whilel'the larger oxygen ions (1.36A) remain in their positions.
On th1o basis, the process may be represented by the following
-
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1) Ionic diffuuiofi; 2) reaction at phas~e boundAccording to Vagner,, this scheme is In full agreement with data
on the structure of the spinal lattice,, which consists of an ordered
oxygen fraimework and cations with a distribution

that In somewhat2

disordered [257, 2581.,

Certain reactions In silicate systems may be represented In a
similar manner, e-g.:
040 + MASO 8 -Mgisioo.

In this case, we proceed from the assumption that the diffusing Ions
* S4
are Mg2+ and~
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1) Ionic diffusion; 2) reaction at phase boundaxles; 3) -product.
*

2!Me scheme of the reaction between silver and mercury Iodides,,

as based on the ionic-diffusion conception, reduces to the followinag:
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1) Ionic diffusion; 2) reaction at phase boundaries; 3) product. J = iodine.
When the process Is effected in accordance with this scheme,

the

low-mobility, iodine ions remain in position for all practical purposes.
The scheme of the process in which mixed (AgCu)I crystals are
formd fran silver and copper Iodides is

just as simple.

The differing probabilities that ions of different sizes will mi-

grate is a familiar fact in crystal chemistry and the theory of solids,,
and one which was briefly touched upon above. Here, it

should be stress-

ed that in an ordered lattice, migration of even relatively small ions
that do not possess large charges (for example, A13 + and Si4+) is high-

ly improbable.
In certain cases, e.g.,

in reactions with carbonates, when migra-

tion of C4+ ions represents a highly improbable phenomenon, displacement of oxygen ions in the lattice is regarded as possible.
It is important to note that the Vagner theory, which, in its day,
prompted numerous objections, has turned out to be quite fruitful: It
makes it possible to account for certain diffusion and chemical proaceases

in solids and to establish, for example, a relationship between

the diffusion of ions and ionic conductivity (a detailed expression of
the problems concerned here was given by Khaufe [259, 260].

However, as follows from the Frenkell theory [44, 45] and Is indicated by exact investigations using the tagged-atom method 1223, 2611,
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the actual pattern of the diffusion process accompanying a reaction
in a solid mixture does not necessarily correspond to the Vagner conception and does so in far from all cases.

In many cases, we deal with

diffusion of uncharged particles - atoms and molecules.

S3. ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF SEEDS OF NEW PHASE. ROLE OF I1TERPHASE SURFACE
It

has been established by investigation of various processes

in which new phases form that an important and frequently observable
stage in many of them (Including certain reactions in solids) is

the

appearance and growth of seeds of the crystalline product.
This stage has been observed in

thermal-decomposition reactions

of many solidssuch as crystal hydrates (262-2641, oxalates [265,
2661, barium azide [266, 2671,amnonium bichromate [268] and the like.
Reactions of this type incorporate processes in which initial reaction
centers are formed, subsequent development of stable nuclei of the
product from these, and three-dimensional growth of the latter with
formation of a boundary between the old and the new phases.
In the presence of the [boundary], the process in which seeds of
the new phase originate is localized preferentially or even completely
at this boundary.
This proposition, which is difficult to prove experimentally by
any form of direct measurement,

has been given numerous indirect and

quite convincing confirmations.

These include data on the kinetics of

certain reactions.
The fact is that acknowledging localization of the process at the
interphase surface is
nature; It

equivalent to acknowledgfitg its autocatalytic

has been established experimentally by various authors

(263-270) far BO

00ms.

An iuterestlxg method for demonstrating the catalysis of certain
-
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reactions by their solid products was employed by
osinovik [266]. Studying the thermal-decomposition

a#

Sreactions

of certain compounds, he showed that

i-

preliminary creation of an initial-substance/product interphase surface by, for example, partial

pig. t42.erA-e-

mum thermal-de-

Illumination of silver-oxalate preparations and
bombardment of barium azide and mercury oxalate

composmtton rate
of mercury oxa-

preparations

tion of area of

erates their thermal decomposition considerably

prepofareationfre
preparation
prdviously bombard-

(Fig. 42). As was shown by Osinovik, breakdown of

ed by electrons
at a temperature
21
)and

the phase boundary between the initial substance
the reaction product by, for example, mechani-

with monoenergetic electrons accel-

".1 rubbing of a partially illuminated silver oxalate preparation, results in a decrease In
the rate of thermal decomposition of this
p4
reparation (Fig. 43).
In both the formation and the disappearance of a crystalline phase, the migration
of the particles florming it

does not take

place in a statistically random fashion, but

in definite directions, which depend on the

_

*

-

Fig. 143.Thermal-decomposition of silver
oxalate. Kinetics ot
process at "1200. 1)
Unilluminated. speci- I
men; 2) Illuminated.
unrubbed specimen; .
3)
ituminated
speciiien.:
AP/At rubbed
inHg/mX1. A) Time in

crystallographic form of the initial phase.
As we know, the growth of a heteropolar
crystal from a vapor or solution takes place
by deposition of particles first at the
points or on the edges of the regular cry7tal, and then by successive laying-on of
particles around a row of elements that have

minutes.

already been secUred. This procedure is

*. --
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re-

4)

peated In the growth of each successive layer of the crystal. Here,,
the geometrical complex that arises is similar, as shown in Fig. 44,
to the initial .complex.
It

the planes of the lattice shown in Fig. 44 are In contact. with

a supersaturated solution of the substance of which the lattice Is constructed, a new layer of the lattice will be arranged In accordance
with Figure a. The difficulty and rate of formation and development of
the various geometrical complicxes of the crystal vary, and this makes
it

anisotropic (page 11).

a-

b

c

t-

Fig. 44. Probable (a) and improbable (b and c)
arrangement of geometrical complexes of ions
separated out during crystallization of substance on (001) face of NaCI-type lattice.
lj First-layer cations; 2) first-layer anions;
second-layer cations; ) second-layer anions.
Such is the tentative scheme of the elementary crystallization
process. It

is

also the actual process for other more complex cases of

crystallization, including crystallization from vapor and from the
melt,

crystallization accompanying the decomposition of solids, reduc-

tion of metals from the oxides,

formation of oxide,

halide, sulfide

and other films on metals, polymorphic transformations (pages 145-156),
and so forth. The unfolding of a crystallization process in accordance
with the orientational scheme may be illustrated by reference to the
example of formation of the oxide y-Fe 2 0 3 on pure (Armco)

According to Dankov [271, 272] and Nel'son [273],

iron.

the (111) plane

in the Iron lat*ice is parallel to the (210) plane in the lattice of
"-185 -

the oxide y-Fe 2 0 3 formed on the surface

"of iron. Here, these lattices are cona

with one another by planes of

'jugated

cubes whose sides are turned through

a 450 angle with respect to one another (Fig. 45).

The dimensions of the

limited-simtlarity geometrical complexes through which these lattices
are conjugated differ from one an-

b!

other (see Fig. 45) by approximately
2.6%. All of this is In agreement
Fig: 45. Correspondence between crystal lattices of
c-iron (a) and y-Fee2 0 3 (b).

with electron diffraction data ob-

the surface
Only
at (0s1010,100)faces
theon 010,
0or' theatoms
100) faces
(001,
are shown in the Iron lat-

and with observations made during re-

tained in oxidation of iron [271-273]

304 [274).
On the basis of theoretical con-

tices; only the superficial
iron atom are shown in the
elementary y-Pe 2 03 cell.

siderations and voluminous experi-

mental data similar to those presented above, Dankov [275, 2763 formulated, in his time, the important principle of orientatIonal and dimensional correspondence between crystalline structures, which determines the direction of chemical transformations at the boundary between
two phases. According to this principle, the chemical transformation at
the surface or the solid develops in such a way that the configuration
of the atoms of the initial solid phase will be retained (or almost retained) in the new solid phase as well. The new-phase lattice that
arises in this crystallization process Is conjugated with the crystal
latticecof the initial phase by similar crystal planes whose parameters
differ from one another only slightly.
In'accordance with this principle, the emergence of a new crys-
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talline phase at the boundary with the existing phase during thermal
decomposition of a solid takes place with the formation of a forced,
unstable crystalline structure in which the atoms are arranged In a
.definite correspondence with the positions of the same atoms in the
initial lattice of the substance.

This unstable structure then goes

over into the normal structure that is stable under the conditions in-

"volved.
It

should be noted that In certain cases, the process of new-phase

formation may take place independently of the orienting forces of the
initial phase. Here, the seeds of the new phase acquire a random
orientation with respect to the initial crystalline surface and there
is no orientation correspondence.

Strictly speaking,

the phase trans-

formation at the surface of the solid goes in the direction of formation of a new crystal lattice that is in orientational and dimensional
correspondence with the crystal lattice of the initial surface in cases
where the deformation energy E of the two-dimensional lattice of the
new phase is smaller than the work of formation A of the seed. On the
other hand,

if

E > A, the process goes in the direction that does not

depend on the structure of the Initial-phase surface [276].
In connection with the above statements concerning the role of
the interphase surface,

it will be advisable to touch upon the possi-

bility of accelerating the reaction by addition of its product to the
initial substance. In many cases, attempts at such acceleration produce no effects, a circumstance that may be accounted for on the basis
of the orientational-correspondence

principle.

The product introduced from without may not be related to the

(initial

substance energetically and sterically to the same degree as
the product that is

formed in the reaction process.

Energetically and

structurally, these reaction products are not identical. Naturally, the
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product introduced from without cannot have the same effect on the reaction as the emerging primary crystalline phase, whose structural elements are In definite spatial crystalline correspondence with the
structural elements of the Initial

phase

[266].

S4. PART TAKEN BY OASEOUS AND LIQUID PHASES
Participation of liquid and gaseous phases in reactions between
solids has an important influence on the conditions of the process, and
chiefly on the size of the reaction-surface area between the reagents.
If the process is taking place in the presence of a gas or liquid,
they will wash the grains,

so that the area of the reaction surface

will be equal or closely similar to the grain area of one of the reagents.
If

the process Is taking place by direct interaction between

solid particles, the size of the reaction-surface area may be of a
totally different order. With the usual grain sizes in the real granular masses (1 to 10-3 cm),
grains (page 46ff),

the average distance between neighboring

which is reckoned in millimeters or microns,

is 105

to l07 times the effective radii cf the atomic and other forces linking
the structural elements of the crystal lattice, which are reckoned In
angstroms.

When the part taken by surface diffusion in such masses is

insignificant,

their reaction surface comes to only 10-7 to l1J of the

total grain area. Under these conditions, the area of chemical reaction, which Is effected by direct contact between solid particles, Is
smaller by a factor of 104 to 107 (normally about 106) than In a reaction effected through a gaseous or liquid phase. The value of the
direct-intergranular-contact area for a grain size R - 1 to 10-3 cm
may be reckoned as being of the order of 10-4 to 10-6 cm2 per 1 cm3 of
reacting NaN

(see Mbee 10).

For a ra-ction to prDceed by direct Interaction between granules
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of the crystalline reagents,

ails transfer of at least one of them

through a solid layer of product to particles of the other.1s necessary. In

cases where a dense layer of product Is

takes place by internal diffusion. As we know,

formed,

mass transfer

the values of the dif-".

fusion coefficient D of solid into solid lie In the range from l10.to
.10-12 cm2 /sec

[88,

89],

while the specific gravity of crystalline

g/cm3 ) and'the motive force of the process (expressed

solids (in

mensionless form) are reckoned
If

in di-

!n units.

we take these data into account,

we may conclude on the basis

of a simple calculation that when surface diffusion takes a negligible
role,

the extent of conversion of solids after 1 hour, when it

-8

stricted to diffusion by the above mechanism, amounts to 10
pending on the values of R in
However,

cm and D in

re-

to 1%, de-

cm2 /sec.

the actual rate of many of the reactions that take place

when mixtures of solids are heated is
more often,

is

at least two orders and,

much

four orders higher than the rate obtained by a calculation

of this type.

In industry, practically complete chemical transforma-

tion of crystalline mixtures is

obtained after 15-20 minutes of heating

or less. According to Khedval [210],

many of the reactions in

mixtures that he studied go almost to completion in

solid

a few seconds or

even fractions of a second.
Under the conditions described,

therefore,

of mass transfer through contact zones in

the theoretical rate

a powdered solid is

times smaller than the rate of mass transfer that is
served in
It

(

frequently ob-

actuality when powdered solids react..

follows from this that in

quently in

many

practice,

or mass transfer is

these cases,

which are observed fre-

either surface diffusion plays an essential role
effected not through the usual contact zones in

the free-poured powder, but preferentially or almost completely by
-
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other paths. In other words, there occurs In these cases either the
first or the second of the previously discussed (page 88) variance of
4itf

ion between the grains of a powdered solid. Combination& of

these variants are, of course, also possible. On realixation of either
Of them* the entire grain surface of the powder mixture may participate in the mass-transfer process, and this will ensure a high reaction
rate.
In principle, the first

variant does not require conversion of the

reagent to the liquid or gaseous state.
If

the second variant Is realized,

the process leaves the range

of conditions restricted by the action of the bonds between the cryselements,

tal-lattice
*

i.e.,

it

requires that the solid be converted

from the crystalline into the liquid or gaseous state.
Indeed,

it

liquid phase In

is

sufficient to allow participation of a gaseous or

the reaction to account for intensive mass transfer

from one reagent to the other during the process of a reaction between
crystalline solids.
If,

for example,

solids A and B react with one another to form a

solid product AB according to the scheme

SA,-.•

A ý

+ 8, - A8,.

S.4Am

then particles of reagent A, undergoing sublimation in this process,
come into contact with the entire surface area of the B grains and,
after forming a layer of the product AB on them, diffuse through the
latter's
in

entire surface at the rate "characteristic of gas diffusion

a solid.

In

this case,

rapid unfolding of the process is

ensured

by the large areas of the reaction surface and the cross section of
the diffusion flow,

as well as by the frequently .high value of the

diffusion coefficient.
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In general,

many other vr'lants of the reaction mechanism in

a

solid mixture are possible with participation of gases and liquids.
However,

the difference between the theoretical and actual reaction

rates for any of these variants when there is
distance between the grains of the initial
small contact surface between them is
ligible.

It

is

a rather large average

reagents and a negligibly

for all

practical purposes neg-

clear from this that the part taken by gaseous and

liquid phases in

reactions bý ..
een solids may be highly significant.

An indication of the importance of this role of liquid and
gaseous phases In many such reactions is

the practically uniform par-

ticipation of the entire surface area of the grains ot the Initial
mixtures in

them. As we know [118,

277 and others],

the presence and rate of surface diffusion,

irrespective of

formation of the product

in many such reactions takes place uniformly from beginning to end
of the process over the entire surface of the grains of'the "coated"
reagent,

different zones of which nave differing distances from the

points of contact with the grains of the other reagent(s).

This' can

be accounted for only by the action of liquid or gaseous substances
on the surface of the grains of the "coated" reagent.
Assuming that the role taken by gaseou6 and liquid phases in
processes of chemical conversion of a solid mixture is
portance for characterization of their mechanism,

the

of great im-

we can classify

these processes into the following groups:
1) processes of direct reaction between grains of the solids;
2) processes taking place with participation of a gaseous phase;
3) processes taking place with participation of a liquid phase;
4) processes taking place with simultaneous participation of
gaseous and liquid phases.
The mechanism of processes in
-

which a Eolid mixture Is converted
191
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with participation of gaseous and liquid phases admits of rather do-.
tailed analysis and description [234] taking into account the essential nature and sequence of the basic physicochemical transformations
making'up these processes. Reactions taking place between solids in the
presence of a gaseous phase may represent various combinations of the
following simple transformation types:
sublimation of a solid;

-

dissociation of a solid;
reaction of a solid with a gas to form a solid, i.e., the reverse
of the preceding process;
reaction between two gases to form a gas.
Conversions taking place In a solid mixture with participation of
a liquid phase may represent various combinations of the following
phenomena:
fusion of a solid;
reaction of a solid with a liquid to form a solid;
reaction between liquids to form a solid product that crystallizes from the liquid phase.
Investigation of the so-called solid-phase reactions In which
solid, liquid and gaseous phases coexist and participate may be reduced for practical purposes to analysis of the reactions of a liquid
with a gas in the presence of a solid and of a solid with a gas In the
presence of a liquid.
Let us devote brief consideration to the basic variance of the
possible mechanism of solid-mixture reactions taking place with participation of gaseous and liquid phases.
It

is convenient to adopt the following designations.for this

purpose:
A, B, C, etc.

-

the substances forming the initial or final com-
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pounds In the process in question*,

e.g.,

CaO,

SO,

SiO 2 , etc.

AB, AC, BD, etc. - combination products of substances A, B, C,
etc., e.g., CaSO,

2CaO*SiO2 , etc.

The subscripts t,

*

zh, g [solid, liquid, gas) - the physical states

'-.-of the substances.
To characterize the mechanism of. processes taking place with participation of a gaseous phase, It

is necessary to ascertain the possi-

ble ways In which substances A, B, and so forth, can be converted into
the gaseous phase before or during chemical reaction between the
initial reagents. Here it must be remembered that a reaction In
the presence of a gaseous phase requires only that one of the initial
reagents or a substance split off from It be converted to that phase
in one form or another; hence the second reagent can be left solid and
chemically unchanged until the gas formed from the first component begins to act upon it.
Taking this into consideration, we may reduce the possible states

of a reagent In processes taking place with participation of a gaseous
phase to the following:
a) the unmodifled (in the above sense of the word) state;
b) sublimation, e.g.,

In accordance with At -- Ag;

c) dissociation, for example in accordance with ABt - A + B
d) conversion into a gaseous product by reaction with a third
(gaseous) component present In the system, e.g., in accordance with
At + C -oAC .
The reaction between substances that are the result of states
b, c and d of one component and a, b and c of another component of
the initial mixture may be represented as in Table 17.
The most~sportant of the processes enumerated in the table

I,

I1l,

-

IV, Ilia, V7, V7g, VII, Vila, IX and IXa - take place in ac- 193 -

TANI 17
Schemes of Reactions Taking Place with Par
tielpatlon of Gaseous Phase
4 60. ,.a,
I

l

do Aot+ INW-

f )Ar +.•r.-

s
IV

A,+ BeA-^

111 0) A,+--.AC

1 ) AN+2-A
)A,+
bran
Ac
£-a

e.

, -*I

a 0.,A0
VO

I

VIi

.

NSUUYS
A

a)AC) +AN'.

ArA4-BD,-AB

Vs...),,-FZ).,
Vx dU))Ar4

V&a

Am-+C,-.AC

VI r

VIab ofA+D,-AD,
+pD,n-ADn
r
V16cn) Ato+Cpo-enAC,

tAat
IX+
su)A4
IX
A)ate
IX;

V18r08)A,+D,.A0 1

6b
3 d

*

+

IVrM.)A,+C.-.C,
IV6

S.d

s 4.....
*ro..

81+C4-68

Ar+4-.AC,

1) No.; 2) state b of first component + states
a, b and c of sec&6nd Component; 3) state c at

Y'lrlt component + states a, b and c of second
component; 4) state d of MTirt component plus
states a, b and c of'second component.
cordance with the following schemes:
2

I

A, .-.--

"IV AB,-'- -+
We

AB,-4A+-,
- +

Vir

A,.±

A~proumewuud

T,+T,

To

T

T+r

,

To+ To

T.+T.

,+T2,
A

To+,r

T-+T
T,+ Ts

To+ To

VII~C~5

T1 +Ts(+I

Ta

Vita

T1 --T,(4r.r)

To +r.

AY+ý-.AC,
V-4+BDw A84+D,4
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)

q

I/

.....

-

A D +.

""

I
A
I•T(+rs
,+r,

1) Initial reagents; 2) physical state; 3)
initial reagents; 4

final products.

To characterize the mechanism of processes taking place with participation of a liquid phase, we present the possible paths of conversion of the components into the liquid phase in a manner similar to
the above. This transition may take place by melting of either the
pure reagent or a more or less low-melting mixture formed by two reagents or one of them with the reaction product,

or by one of them

with an inert substance I present in the initial mixture,

and so forth.

The possible states (before the beginning of chemical conversion)
of the reagent in reactions between two substances that take place
with participation of a liquid phase can be reduced basically to the
following:
a) the unmodified physical state;
b) fusion of the pure reagent;
c) fusion of a mixture of reagent 1 plus reagent 2;
d) fusion of a mixture of reagent with product;
e) fusion of a mixture of a reagent with an inert substance;
f)

fusion of a mixture of reagent 1, reagent 2 and an inert sub-

stance;
g) fusion of a mixture of reagent 1, reagent 2 and the product;
h) fusion of a mixture of a reagent, the product, and an inert
substance.
Excluding the states that can'be eliminated logically in analyzing
-
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we may compile the following

the combined behavior of two reagents,
list

of basic variants of the mechanism of such processes:

j3
j:.~

~

~

X

•,-A

X

A~ -A

XF

At +

A.,-..

.-.

..

(A

x ..

+- +MI

+

18

f+T1

To

T.+T.(+To)

T.(+Ts)

To+'
+

A5 +At
An + f,--AS.

[

To+sT

Tt-+TA(+T,)

"'

To,.
Tg +T

Ax +8,r-AD
1) Initial
reagents* 2) physical state; 3)
initial
reagents; 45 final products.

It

Is

important to note that in

all

of the processes of chemical

conversion of solids described above as taking place with participation of a gaseous phase,
solid product.

we begin with solid reagents and obtain a

Nevertheless,

In some of these processes,

takes place between the solids and a gas, while in

a reaction

others the solid

as such does hot enter into reaction at all with other substances, and
in

no such process is

there direct interaction between solids.

As concerns the processes of chemical transformation of a solid
mixture that take place with participation of a liquid phase,
of them Is

none

there anry significant reaction between solid and solid, al-

though superficially,
sub•stances

In

on the basis of the physical state of the initial

and the final products,

these processes again show no dif-

ferences from the strictly solid-phase processes in
-
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the overwhelming

majority of cases.
It

will be helpful to give a brief description of the processes

enumerated above and to illustrate some of them with examples.

In this process, sublimation of solid reagent A takes place first,
followed by reaction of gaseous A with solid B.
As examples of this type of process, we may cite, on the basis of
*

experimental data obtained by various authors [223, 278, 279],

the re-

action between zinc and aluminum oxides to form spinel:
ZnO + A6:Oa- ZnAI), 4 :

ZnO-.- ZnO,.,

and the combination of silver iodide with mercuric iodide:
SHgJ2
S~HgJ2

+ 2AgJ -s Ag2HgJ4:
-" HCJ*,.

HgJu- + 2AgJ - Ag2HgJ 4.

The process by which silicon monoxide is reduced in formation of
silicon carbide from silica and carbon proceeds by the same route

[280, 281]:
•

~~SIO, -- SiO,,,W
SIOn,+

2C-SiC+Co.

Here, silicon monoxide is formed by dissociation of the dioxide:

2S10,±2SiO + 03
or by the reaction between it and elementary silicon, which is present
In liquid form [280, 282 and others] In the reaction zone:
SA + S1 4-§S).
None of this excludes the possibility of reduction of the silica also
by the carbon monoxide formed In the course of the process. Either
way, there is actually no direct interaction between solids in the
reaction 310 2 + 3C

SiC + 2C0, even though the initial reagents were
-197-

4H

[

()

solid.

II
11L

,

A,; Dr.,

At. + Cý Ai + C,- ACJ

In this process+. As In the preceding process, sublimation of the
takes place. The solid BC dissociates and the solid residue-'
solid A
(product)

otf Its

dissociation interacts with the gaseous A.

On theibasis of data on the volatility of molybdenum oxide [243245],

we may state that,

carbonate takes place in

for example,

the reaction of MoO3 with calcium

this way:

CACO + Mo03
C-ICO,

-

C~~e4 + CN.
CO, + CAM~
CAMeO.

N1oO,.
+ CAO

IV. (AB.,-.+,: A,4-A.Ac,..
Here, dissociation of one of the couponftts of the initial
ture and bonding of the gas evolved in

the process by its

mix-

second com.

ponent take place.
We may assume on the basis of the conception of continuous
dissociation of salts of oxygen-contalning acids (sulfuric, phosphoric,
carbonic,

and others) and oxides of metals under any temperature con-

ditions that reaction processes between such salts and oxides of
metals take place by this route,

as, for example,

CuSO, + PbO - CuO + PbSO:

CuSO4 - SO&+ CuO,

SO + PbO - PbSO

•

"

as do reactions between metal oxides and metals,

as,

for example,

CUO+ Mg-. MgO+ C,:
++' - o,+ 2CA.
The validity of the last scheme, which represents the mechanism dt"..
reaction between a metal oxide and a metal,

has been established by a

series of Investigatinns eonucteG by Soviet scientists in the field
-198
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of the theory of metallurgical processes (227,

283, 284).

AC)
.--.
Iv. (A8, -. A+,;.A, +,
This process differs from the preceding in the formation of a

gasea product AC in the reaction of one of the solid reagents with'
the gaseous product A9 of dissociation of the other solid reagent.
the processes in which metals are re-

According to Tammann [285],

duced from their oxides by solid carbon, which are highly Important
for Industry, take place preferF-ntially in accordance with this scheme:
2MeO .2Me + O
2C+O, - 2C)
or
C+ 0O--CO•.

CO2 + C-1. 2CO.
2Co + 0o -. 2C,.
In actuality, the part taken by this scheme in processes in which
carbon Is used to reduce metallic oxides Is quite limited.
ivb. (AC..A,+AB,+AC,; A,+BD,-- ARO;

ABD -wA, + A8, +AD,.
In this case, one of the gaseous dissociation products of the

solid ABC (not Indicated in Table 17) reacts with solid BD. The product
ABD of this reaction dissociates, forming a solid AD and, in much the
same way as the dissociating ABC,- gaseous A and AB.
One variant of this process is the case in which an Initial mixture contains BC - a compound of some of the elements that form its
second component ABC - instead of BD.

It may be assumed on the basis of the work done by a number of
investigators [236, 237, 248, 286*, 541] that the mechanism by which
sulfates react with sulfides corresponds to this scheme.
In the particular case when the initial mixture consists of a
sulfate (ABC)

of the same metal, e.g., zinc, the

and a sulfide (BC)

reaction between them
-
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redue~s to, the, reatio

sO+D.Z
ZnSO6,

.+S

ZnO+S0

-20j+ZUS.ZnSO4 etc':tL
In the general case, oxides of two metals may be present In the
solid products of the process.
VI. (A4,-+A, +,;

CD,-,C,+D,; A,+D,-.ADJ.).

Dissociation of the Initial components AB and CD and chemical
reaction of the gaseous dissociation product of one or these congo-.
nents with .the solid dissociation product of the other take place in
this process.
The reaction between copper sulfate and calcium carbonate may obviously serve as an example of such a process:

CUSO
+CaCO.-.
CaSO4 +COO+CC.%;

VU. (A,+

S,).
,--AC4 A4,+B,- ABC

In the present case, one of the components of the solid mixture
reacts with the gas C present in the reaction zone with formation of a
gaseous product AC, which then reacts with the second component of the
initial mixture, forming a solid product.

Vile. (A, +

.. AC,; AC, + .BD,-. ,A8c, + Dj.

Here, on reaction of the. gaseous substance AC that has formed as
indicated earlier with the solid component BD of the initial mixture,
solid and gaseous products are formed.
The processes in which metal oxides are reduced by carbon, for

example, NaO + CO

Me + C02 0 take place in such a manner:
MeO+CO-,Mt+CO*
-200
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q[I
as does reduction of the sulfates of certain metals, e.g.,

"

NS0o + 4C + 20o*-. Bs + 4CoS
S

2C + 0,-.-200

4CO + BaSO.
IX. (A,+D,

AD,;

BC,.. 8+C,;

4CO, + BhS.

AD,+C,-ACD,.

This process differs from the preceding in

that the gaseous AD,.

which has been produced by tie same route as AC in process VII,
with the solid dissociation -roduct of the second component in

reacts
the

mixture.
Certain processes whose apparent mechanism corresponds to the
scheme VIIa may,
scheme.
X. (A, - A.;

in

A. + B,

actuality,

take place in

accordance with the above

Am,).

This scheme provides conditions under which one of the components
of the initial

mixture 1

mel

Ad in

the pure state, after which it

re-

acts with the second mixture component.

The reaction of silver with sulfur at temperatures above 1130,**
i.e.,

the case in

which the sulfur melts: 2Ag + S

-

Ag2 S, may serve as

an example of such a process:
S,*-S
In

S, +2Ag

-.

AgS.

this case, the quantity of liquid phase,

the start of the reaction,
Xa. [A,-A.;

Am+B,-*AB,;

which is

diminishes continuously as it

maximal at
proceeds.

AB,+8B,-(AB+B),; A.+-B---PABJ.

Here we refer to the case in

which a product AB formed by scheme

I forms with reagent B mixtures that melt under the conditions with
which the process is

run (at a temperature lower than the melting

point of the pure B and AB).
of the product AB,

On the appearance of the first

quantities

a quantity of B that corresponds to the composition

of such a mixture goes into the liquid phase wJ.

-201-

reacts with the

liquid A. As the process unfolds, the quantity of B that goes over in-."
to the liquid state and reacts with A per unit time Increases until
its increase is limited by a deficiency of B or A. On attainment of
certain proportions between the product AB and the reagent Bin the
system, corresponding to the composition of the mixture (AB *+ B) that
melts at the temperature in question, all of reagent B goes over Into
the liquid state and from this moment on the quantity of liquid reagent B diminishes; this is

accompanied by a rapid drop In the rate of

the over-all process.

A.5AXL [A. +,+8,.(A+8).:
In

this case,

and B. Here,

I.

we have fusion of the mixed initial components A

one of them is

the second reagent in

always completely melted.

The quantity of

the liquid phase at various stages of the pro-

cess and at various process rates depends on the composition of the
mixture that melts at the temperature In

question and the proportional

quantities of A and B In the system..
X.I+K+M, - (A + M.. A. +'B,- Aj ].
Here,

component A of the initial

liquid state as a result of its
which does not participate in

mixture goes over into the

fusion In mixture with component 1,
the chemical reaction.

liquid A reacts with solid B as In

Thereafter,

the

scheme X.

The constant-temperature rate of the process at each given point
in time depends on the quantity of liquid reagent A present.
latter

is

governed by the composition of the A + I mixture that melts

at the temperature in

question and the proportion between the sub-

stances.A and I In the system.
than is
tity

The-

required to convert all

If

the quantity of I Is

much smaller

of A to the liquid phase,

the quan-

of liquid A remains constant during the process until there is

enough A in

the system to maintain a1
-202-

of the I in

the liquid state.

)

Here,

as A is

converted into AB, a corresponding quantity of A goes

over into the liquid. Beginning from this point in

time, the quantity

of liquid A diminishes continuously as the process advances, and this
inevitably affects the rate of the reaction.
If

the quantity of substance I in

vert all
Cesa,

th* system is

adequate to con,.

of A Into the liquid phase at the very beginning of the pro-

the rate of the process,

which is

at first

In accordance with the continuous reduction In

high, drops rapidly
the amount of liquid

A In the system from the beginning to the end of the process.
At a teoperatur

below the melting point of substance 1, its

dis-

tribution (like that of reagent A) between the solid and liquid phases
at each moment Is

determined by the prevailing IzA ratio in

the system

and by the composition of the mixture that melts at this temperature.
As the quantity of A diminishes during the process, I may crystallize
progressively from the melt; as A

0,, the entire mass of component I

becomes solid.
At a temperature of .500&,
barium sulfate in

the reaction of calcium chloride with

the presence of sodium chloride should take place

according to scheme XU.

As we know,
melts at t

calcium chloride and sodium chloride form a eutectic that
-

000.

The melting points of all

other combinations of the

Initial components of this reaction mixture are at least 5000. As a
result# the process may consist preferentially of the following transformations at this temperature during the initial
.+N•.

cac....
.,-c 1

Q+

COC6+ N&%
Sltf

period of the pro-

a,,

cso+NIc4,..

3W-MIt2UM mifture Of the three chlorides - those o:

-

I,

*

03-

calclum,

sodium and barium - may go over into the' liquid phase.

X1IA. +A,+
,+,,--(A+5+in.;

A.+B.-A8.I.

Tis process Is characterized by formation or tern*iy mixtures
(A + B + I) that are lower-melting :than A,

B and I taken s4arately.
V

As a-result, substances A and B go over into the liquid phas\ and react thereafter in

the liquid state.

Since Ba$n 4 dissolves

in liquid calcium chloride,

occurrence\•of

this reaction' In the presence of NaCi at temperatures from 500 to
by scheme XII1

XIV. [A,+5,-

as well Is

600O

not excluded.

AB,; AB,+A,- (AB+A).; A.+B,-.AB, .

Here the reaction first

takes place between the solid reagents A

and B. yielding a certain quantity of a product AB.

The latter

forms a

system with A that Is lower-melting than A and B. As a result, A goes
into the liquid phase in
of the (AB + A)
to the initial

a quantity corresponding to the compo~tton

system that melts at the temperature In question and
quantity of AB,

and thereafter reacts with the solid B.

The technically important reaction between sodium oxide and silicon
dioxide In

a mixture of soda with silica takes this path In

the tem-

perature range from -790 to 8400:
NajCOa
+ 2SIOg -o NO. 2SNO# + CO.

NaIC01 -PNasO + CON.

Na,0, + 2SIi, -oNa3O.2$1Og

N,,O. 2SIO, + SIO.-.(NaO. 2SO, + SK
NoO, + SiO,. -* Na•)O.2SOS,
This temperature range is

etc.

limited at one end by the melting

point of the sodium orthosilicate/silica eutectic (7890) and'by that
Iof the metasilloate/sodium orthosilicate
eutectic (8370).
As we know,

the pure sodium silicates and silicon dioxide melt

)at higher temIperatures.
./

The reaction between sodium silicate and carbon
~2014

j

3Z

Na2SO4- 2C-.NarS

2CO,.

which Is of great practical importance and has been studied by Mlnayev
Chirkov [289] and other Investi-

Budnikov and Nekrich [288],

[2873,

gators, may, to some extent, take place by a similar route in the
temperature range from 710 to 8800..
that of Na2 S Is above

Since the melting point of Na2 S04 Is -8800,
10000,

and that of their eutectic mixture Is 740 0 , all of the sodium

sulfate Is in the crystalline

-tate in this temperature range before

the first Na2 S particles appear. However, as soon as the first Na2 SO4
particles react with carbon to form Na2 S, transition of the sulfate
Na 2 SO4 Into the liquid phase begins, and thereafter proceeds with increasing intensity.
The process may be represented by the following scheme:

NarSO4 ,+ 2C --o NIar+

Na2SO,- + Na2S

-.

2C0S..

(Na2SO 4 + NaS).,

NaSOa.+2C-.NarS+2CO, etc.

This does not exclude the possibility that the carbon may reduce
a large (apparently, the major) part of the sodium sulfate to the
sulfide with participation of the gaseous phase ( 2 3 4 ].

xv. 1 +B,-

AD,; AB, +]A, + B, *..(AB+ A + B).; A. + Ba.- AB,.

In this process,

after a certain quantity of the initial re-

agents A and B has reacted In the solid state,

the three-component

system formed by the reagents and the product goes over into the liquid
phase. Thereafter, A and B react for the most part in the liquid state,
forming more and more of the product AB, which accordingly binds new
quantities of A and B Into the liquid phase. This goes on until the
quantities of A and B in the system are adequate to maintain all of
the product AB in the liquid state. The compound AB crystallizes when
this moment is reached.
-
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V

xV.

IA+ , ,AB
a,

A+

,N+H,-.
+ M+ A,(AAB+,

L

A. +S. .. AA,J

This process differs from the foregoing In that one of the reagents, the product and an Inert material present in the initial mixture form a relatively low-melting three-component 'system.,_,
It will be appropriate here to touch upon yet another 'solidphase" process,

even though it

does not fit

any of schemes I-XVI.

Ve

refer to the important industrial reaction used to produce calcium
carbide from solid calcium oxide and carbon, which takes place at

1900-2000 .
The melting point of CaO is 25700,

and that of CaC2 is

Even at considerably higher temperatures,

23000.

the carbon remains In the

solid state.
However, according to the data of 11 [290],

which have also been

confirmed by other authors, the CaO-CaC 2 system has a compound CaO-CaC2
with a melting point of 19800 ana two eutectics with the compoeltlns

69 and 3% (by weight) of CaC2 and melting points of 1750 and 18000,
respectively.
Consequently,

when this process takes place under industrial can-

ditions (at a temperature of 1900-20009),

the appearance of the first

quantities of calcium carbide Is followed by rapid conversion of Its
oxide Into the liquid phase. This may be followed by a reaction between the liquid calcium oxide and the solid carbon (scheme XIV) or,
to a certain extent, with its higher oxide, vaporization of the calclum oxide and Its reduction in the gaseous phase, some dissociation
of calcium oxide and binding by the carbon of the oxygen formed during
th$s process [291].
I
In all of the processes that we have considered and similar procoeues,

the initial reagents react with one another with participaticn of the liquid or gaseous phases (or both) declsive.
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Such are the basic paths of chemical conversion of a solid mixture taking place with participation of a guseous or liquid phase. It
is neither possible nor necessary here to devote detailed analysis to
all of the theoretically conceivable variants of the mechanism of the
so-called solid-phase reactions actually taking place with participation of gaseous and liquid phases or, in particular, to concern ourselves with reactions in which solids, gases and liquids coexist and
participate simultaneously.

Ti.is problem is

tail in earlier published papers [230,

considered in greater de-

234).

The above exposition touches upon the basic points of this problem and covers the mechanism of reactions having practical significance.
Under real conditions,

the mechanism of these reactions may,

naturally, be complicated by the formation of multicomponent,

relative-

ly low-melting mixtures in the system and the over-all process taking.
place in several stages, with the appearance of Intermediate products,
side reactions,

solid solutions,

temperature changes in the conversion

process and other phenomena.
None of this dispenses with the necessity or eliminates the
possibility of evaluating the parts taken by gases and liquids in
analyzing the mechanism of these reactions .(in the complex cases
noted,

the process can be broken down into a series of component

stages for analysis of the mechanism of each of them in Isolation).
Here it

is

important to remember two circumstances:

1) many technically important reactions that take place on
heating of a solid mixture are effected with participation of gases
or liquids or both simultaneously;
2) the mechanism of these reactions admits of detailed analysis,
which ascertains the essential nature,

sequence and importance of the

basic physicochemical transformations that compose these reactions.
-
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It the part taken by gases and liquids In the mechanism of these
ignored, our conceptions as to the physicochemical role-

reactions

Stionships controlling these reactions art frequently also found'to b
erronehius
Among other things, we frequently encounter in the literatures m-

-

justified negations of the.possibility of equilibrium in reactions
taking.place on heating of solid mixtures,
suits of Shpring [166] and Yander (219,

In contradiction to the re-

220, 243].

In actuality, it

is

not difficult to conceive of conditions under which such an equilibrium
might arise: this might occur in many of the reaction types described
above that involve formation of solid solutions, participation of
liquid phases, evolution of certain substances Into the gaseous phase,
and the like.
Obviously, the feasibility of the number of degrees of freedom
computed by the phase rule, the validity of the law of effective
masses and certain other laws for these reactions,

the correctness of

considerations concerning their limiting stage and kinetics, and, consequently,

the justification for selecting conditions for their prac-

tical realization depend on the objectiveness with which we understand
the mechanism of the various groups of reactions considered and evaluate the part taken by the gaseous and liquid phases In them.
It

is clear from this that in considering the basic problems of

solid-state chemistry,

studying the theory of the reactions associated

with solids, and solving problems In their practical realization, It
is necessary to bear in mind the Important role taken by gaseous and
liquid substances In many such reactions.

S5. SEQJJINC OF CIIUICAL TRANSFOMNTIONS
We cia c'awierez.-in general foram, .only certain aspects of this
problem that ae

earsetaristie feo
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a large number of the reactions of

interest to us.*
TABLE 18
Primary. Products of Chemical Reactions Between

.Verioui-Oxides

______

1-.116
3;5,3: I; 1a2; 1&6
I 6
3;2; 1; 1 ,2;
3;2; 1; 1,6
2; : 1%2
2;
3,
3. 1:2
2; 1
2: 1; 203; 1s2
1. 1.2
30.2
20 1

MgO -AIO

CQO-AIlso

SO--AIl
DaO--A ),O
CaO--FN)O,
MO- SK0
ciO - Sih
SuO- SKi
BoO--S1O
T%2;

PbO -- A'PbO-Wo0

MgO.A4I,0
CO.AI40
S& O4A4,0
BaO-AIQO_
2 CaO.Pe-A
2MgO•_.S•2 WOS0 8
2SO.SiO
2BaO.SiO,
MgTiO

2; 1

V:O
PbO.
Mo%
PbO.WOO

1) System; 2) molecular proportions of oxides
in compounds formed in system; 3) primary product of reaction between oxides.

As we know,

the direction of a chemical process in a crystalline

mixture may not be the same as the direction that It
solution. Thus,

aqueous

the reaction
BaCO 3 + Nai2SO,

4

BaSO, + NaCO,

goes to the right In aqueous solution, while it
direction at high temperatures
It is

takes in

goes in

in a crystalline mixture.

assumed that the direction of a reaction,

mined by the solubility product for a solution,
the reaction heat effect in

the opposite

which Is

deter-

depends on the sign of

the case of a crystalline mixture.

The direction and probability of a given reaction in

a solid

mixture are determined more rigorously by calculations based on the

general premises of thermodynamics (see Chapter 4).
A distinctive property of many reactions in
is

that they take place in

crystalline mixtures

stages: while various compounds may be

formed by the reaction between the reagents,

the process In which the

final product forms passes through a series of stages or steps.
-209-

It has been established by the studies of Veyer [118], Yander
[219, 220, 243], Berezhnoy [292], Bubenin [293], Toropov [119, 277] and
other authors that the sequence in which the intermediate products form
does not depend on the proportions between the reagents in the initial
mixture. Irrespective of the value of this proportion, the primary reaction product in a given reagent mixture Is a definite compound (see,
for examples Table 18) that it usually distinguished from the other
I

possible compounds of the system by having the highest crystallization
temperature. This compound reacts further with one of the starting components, perhaps with formation of subsequent intermediate products,
which sometimes react with the first compound or with one another, and,
finally, the target product Is formed.
The number of stages may naturally be different for different
systems.
It

Is interesting that even in the simplest binary systems,

such

as CaO + SiC2 , . gO + 3i0 2 , BaO + S10 2 , Cao + Fe 2 0 3 , CaO + Al 2 0 3 and
the like, the process passes through a number of stages at constant
temperature.
Thus,

in the reaction between calcium oxide and silicon dioxide

taken in 1:1 proportions, calcium orthosilicate forms first and is
subsequently Joined by 3CaO02S10

2

. Vigorous formation of the metasili-

cate CaO-SiO 2 , the composition of which corresponds to the proportions
of the components in the initial mixture (Figs. 46 and 47),
only In subsequent stages [118,

begins

219, 220, 243).

A somewhat similar pattern is also observed in the reaction of
silicon dioxide with magnesium oxide (Fig. 418) and barium oxide (Fig.

Accortding to Bubenin [293],

who studied chemical reactions in the

MgDO-SiO2 system at temperatures from 1100-1170O,
-210 -

-)

Mg0O- biu, [MgO -. 2MgO.SIO,;
2MgO. SiO3 + So, -_. 2 (MgO- SiOl).
MgO +÷103-.MgO.S1O.
the rate of the first of these reactions is highest. It Is for this'
reason that at the beginning of the process we observe preferential
formation of the orthosilicate; the metasilicate,

which appears,

for

example, by the third reaction, is converted almost Immediately into

2IgO -sio2 .
Only later, as the MgO lb.comes bound,

does the remaining silicon

dioxide react with the orthosilicate to form MgO-SiO 2 .
The primary product of the reaction between calcium oxide and
ferric oxide, according to Toropov and Dyuko [277], is bicalcium ferrite.
Its reaction with the unreacted ferric oxide then continues with formation of other calcium ferrites.
The mechanism of chemical reactions in multicomponent systems is
more complex.

Among these, the three-component systems CaO-Al

2 0 3 -SiO2

and CaO-MgO-SiO 2 merit brief consideration. The former is of great importance in the production of Portland cements,

slag cements,

slag

wools and ceramic articles, while the latter is

important for refrac-

tory production.
Two congruently melting three-component compounds are known in
the CaO-A1 2 0 3 -S1O 2 system: helenite 2CaO-A1 2 0 3 .Si0 2 and anorthite
CaO-A1 2 0 3 "2SiO2 .
According to the observations of Ginzberg and Lygina 1294],

the

process by which anorthite is synthesized from the oxides at temperatures from 1100 to 12000 takes place as follows. First to form as
intermediate products are an aluminate of the composition mCaO-nAl 2 0 3
(12:7'),bicalcium silicate 0-2Ca&OSI0 2 and calcium metaaluminate and
metasilleate

-
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S...

S__;,,

4 IV
S

. ,..

Fig. 417. Sequence of
formation of compounds
mixture of 2CaO +
nS1 2 at temperature of

_
*

_____in

12000. 1) Ca2 SiO; 2)
"OA CaSi0 3 ; 3) Ca 3 St 2 0 7 A) Time in hours.
Fig. 46. Basic stages
in process of formation
of monocalclum silicate
in reaction of CaO with

S102*

Fig. 48. Curves of reaction
of NgO with Si0 2 (1:1) at

temperature of 11700. 1)
M2S'O4, 2) MgSiO 3 . A) Yield
of silicate in %; B) time In
minutes.

A spesn. I Nec

b.of

reaction
Fig. 49. Curves of(1:1)
at
BaO with S102
temperature of 10100.

1) _

Ba2SiOo4 ; 2) BaSiO 3 ; 3) BaO.
A) Time In hours.
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:

J.@

$

MCaO +nl..O
.
-,. MCaO wAl2O (124),

OCSO- SIO, -- P2CaO. SOS

or

amCaO.AIO -J-,•0Ij

+ CaO.AI(,.

-•*•-2CaO.SiOs

F"2Cao.S1 +AIO,

-

CaO.AIsi-CaO.Sl;

then the calcium metaalumlnate and metasilicate react with one another
to. foru helenite:
CaO. AL.

3

+ CaO.Si,-.-2CaO. AI,•.S
15'

and, finally, the' reaction between the helenite and the remaining
silicon dioxide yields anorthite

2CaO.A4,OSiO,+2SKO-. CaO-AIO. 2S10,+CaO.SiO.
Thus,

helenite is

by which anorthite is

one of the intermediate products in the process
formed from the oxides.

A scheme of the processes Involved In producing helenite and
anorthite from the oxides that differs somewhat from that described
above but is

also multistaged was described at one time on the basis

of the experimental research of Yander and Petri [295J.
According to the observations, of Berezhnoy (292],
which three-component compounds are produced in
-

the process.by

the CaO-MgO-SiO 2 system

monticellite CaO.MgO-SiO 2 and mervinite 3CaO-MgO-2SiO 2 - also con-

sists of a number of stages,

the first

of which is formation of 2CaO.

"0si2o
The stages in

•A1 2 03.Fe 2 0 3 ,

the synthesis reactions for braunmillerite 4CaO-

cordierite 20g-2Al 2 0 3 -5iO

2,

celsian BaO-A1 2 03.2SiO2

and many other practically Important minerals from crystalline oxides
have recently been studied,
sion in

as well as the-extent of chemical conver-

complex charges encountered in

tain ceramics,

the production of glasses, cer-

and other materials [296, 297).

-
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[(Footnotesj

Mana.

script

Page
No.
161
169

The majority of the elementary processes are Individually
considered in Chapter 2.
See also the work described in [1203 and (230).

193

A, B, C, etc. must be understood to represent: a) initial
reagents which are not decomposed during the course of the
process and b) substances to which the Initial compounds
decompose under the conditions of the process.

199

Certain considerations and conclusions cited in Rsferetce
[2861 correspond almost word for word with those published
during the same period in References [57, 120, 234, et al. ].

201

*In the presence of oxygen in less-than-excess quantittr

201
209

**At this temperature a portion of the sulfur can also react
with the silver, being In the vapor state.
Mhe specific mechanism underlying definite chemical processee in various crystalline mixtures are explained In detail in Chapter 9.

script

[List of Transliterated Symbols)

Page
Noe
193

T -

t - tverdoye telo - solid

193

x - zh - zhidkost'

193

r - g =ga

gas
a

liquid
(also raz)

-
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Chapter 4
THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF REACTIONS
Thermodynamics enables us to establish the extent of a system's
stability and the fundamental possibility'of accomplishing a given
process in it,

as well as to formulate the thermodynamic probability of

various reactions taking place in the system.
These important singularities of the thermodynamic method for investigating the processes has not as yet been adequately exploited by
solid-state chemistry. Since the first reports of Tammann [211] on the
thermodynamics of reactions in crystalline mixtures were published,
relatively few papers have appeared in this field (only beginning
with the nineteen-fifties do we observe a certain shift in this direction).

This is

to be accounted for in part by the limited volume of

exact data available on the thermal properties of the solids at the
high temperatures characteristic for many reactions in

solid mixtures.*

As we have already noted, a process goes spontaneously in the direction that reduces the thermodynamic potential Z of the system to a
certain value that is minimal for the prevailing conditions. Of the
series of processes that may take place in the system, the thermodynamically most probable is

that one which is

accompanied by the largest

drop in Z. The thermodynamic-potential reduction AZ expresses the
maximum work of the process at a constant pressure A =-AZ and charp
acterizes the so-called "chemical affinity" between the substances,
i.e.,

their tendency to react chemically with one another.
Since Z is the isobaric (strictly speaking, isobaric-isothermal)
-
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thermodynamic potential oT the system, I.e., characterizes Its state
at p

-

const,

it

incorporates the work of expansion ot the system

Z-U-TS+,V

)

....

or
Zm.H-TS,.(8la)
where U and TS are, respectively,
the system,
while H-

if

T Is

(U + pV)

the internal and bound energies oa

the absolute temperature and S Is

the entropy,

Is the enthalpy.

We may frequently Judge the thermodynamic probability of a process on the basis of the change in

free energy F as determined from

F-U- TS.
Actually,

(85)

the maximum work of a reversible isothermal process at

constant volume Is

equal to the loss of free energy

We may also operate with this value in
volume change Is

for all

all cases in

practical purposes nonessential,

which the
when AF 2

- AZ. We observe this situation during the course of many reactions In
crystalline mixtures.

However,

if

the process is

siderable change In the volume of the solid,
example,

in

as is

certain polymorphic transformations

characterizing it

the case,

.ar

(51 of Chapter 9),

thermodynamically will require calculation of &Z.

In the case of polymorphic transformation,
bility

accompanied by a con-

the thermodynamic sta-

condition of a given modification and a given temperature Is

attainment of the minimum of Z (or F),
(84a .and 85).

Here,

as determined from Equations

the entropy S may be regarded as a quantity char-

acttrizing the extent to which the crystalline structure of the solid
deviates from ideal order.

Since the role of the entropy term in

Equation (85) acquires greater signifticance with increasing teers•ture, the modification with the greater internal energy nsmy possess a
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j

smaller free energy,

i.e., It

nmay become more stable; as a result, the

body goes Into the new modification.*
As for chemical reactions In the crystalline phases,

even van't

hoff [298] succeeded In showing that strictly solid-phase reactions
reach equilibrium only when mixed crystals are formed.

Subsequently,

Tanmann [211] applied this rule to various types of reactions taking
place during heating of mixtures of crystalline solids.
4

According to Tammann,

si.2- reactions go in the direction of heat

evolution until one of the reagents Is exhausted; equilibrium can intervene only under certain, rather improbable conditions (page 166).
Actually, it

is clear from the equation of variation of the iso-

baric thermodynamic potential
Z -. H - TAS

(86)

that AZ may approach zero only in the following cases:
1) when the heat of formation of the reaction product Is extremely
small: here, AH is a small quantity, and the difference (A
2) when mutual solubility of the phases,
tals, glasses, etc.,

- TA3) -

0;

formation of mixed crys-

are possible; all of these processes result in an

increase in 6S;
3) when there is

a considerable difference between the sum of the

heat capacities of the initial reagents and the reaction products:
this may have a noticeable influence on the entropy since S,--tdr;
4) when gases or liquids take part in the reaction: here, AS may
reach rather large values and it
temperatures,
It

for TbS - AH,

is possible, particularly at high

i.e.,

(Al - TAS) -. 0.

is normally assumed that the liberation of a heat q > 1 kcal/

g-atom Is sufficient for a reaction to take place between solid phases.
In actuality, the heat of formation of the products of many reactions
-
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in crystalline mixtures reach much higher values. For .example, the
hast Is reckoned in tons and hundreds of kilocalories per pole for the

majority of silicate systems. From the thermodynamic standpoint,. there..fore, these reactions can and should go to completion with evolution at
heat, provided that gaseous and liquid substances do not participate In
them (in

practlce,

the possibility of completion of the process may be

severely limited by kinetic factors).
In eases where a process taking place on heating of a crystalline
mixture Is accompanied by the appearance of liquid or gaseous bodies
or by the emergence of crystal-structure defects, i.e., by phenomena
that Increase the disorder In the system, It

Is distinguished by es-

sential peculiar features.
On transition of a system Into a more disordered state, Its entropy naturally increases.

For this reason, the term of Equation (84a)

containing the entropy always operates in such a way that an increase
In temperature "encourages" the reaction direction associated with an
increase in the quantity of liquid or gaseous phase.
For example,

this accounts for the fact that combustion of car-

bon at high temperatures takes place preferentially In accordance
with the equation

I"2C ()
+

"*

2CO.

although under any temperature conditions the reaction

is accompanied by a considerably greater heat effect than the first.
For the same reason, the reaction C + 002
the right at temp'eratures above 700-750

0

2C0 goes spontaneously to
despite the fact that this

involves a considerable endothermic effect.
The increase In entropy with increasing number of gaseous molecules In the system Is generally so essential that the value of the
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product TAS exceeds the heat elfect of the reaction. It

is precisely

this reason
Sfor that the van't Hoff rule, which states that only exothermic reactions take place in solids, loses Its validity when gaseous
and liquid substances participate In the reaction.
In cases where gaseous substancesaparticlpate at high temperatures, the process most often goes In the reverse direction. When
dissolved substances participate In the process, It

is generally diffi-

cult to speak of any relationsýip whatsoever between the direction'of
the reaction and the sign of Its heat effect, since the change In entropy on solution:bf the substance may be either positive or negative.
SRig'orous solution of the basic problems In thermodynamic investigation of high-temperature processes In solid mixtures requires,
noted by Mchedlov-Petrosyan [299, 300],

as

among others, careful account-

Ing for: a) the influence of pressure on the processes that are accompanied by an essential change in phase volume (if

the process Is

being run under a pressure that differs considerably from atmospheric),
b) phase transformations of the components In the temperature range of
the process and c) the change in entropy and heat capacity with
temperature.
The new methods of computing entropy that have been developed by
Kireyev (301],

Kapustinskiy and Yatsimirskiy [302] and other investl-

gators, the entropy method of calculating the heat capacities of Inorganic solids at high temperatures that was proposed by Landia [303],
and the isoatome method of Shchukarev [304] for determining the enthalpy of formation of compounds have opened wide possibilities for thermodynamic analysis of reactions In mixtures of crystalline substances.
Also worthy of attention Is the so-called "exact practical"

K._

method of computing the equilibrium constants that was proposed by
Vladimirov [329•.
-219
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Here we can only give a brief description of the methods cited
above.
In view of'the Imperfection and limitedapplicability' o

methods

for computing heat capacity that are based on a model of an elastic
continuum consisting or harmonic oscillators, Landia proposed [303] '
that the heat capacitlo '
from their entropies.

inorganic solid compounds be computed

-

According to quantum theory, entropy and heat capacity are functions of a single argument
tic temperature,"

O/T,

where a Is the so-called "characteris-

which is proportional to the natural-vibration kre.-

quency (which depends on the-kind of solid), and T Is the absolute
temperature.
TABLE 19
Calculated and Experimental Values of Heat
Capacities for Certain Compounds

I~~~

_____ _______

....
T

.

MK61573

clp%
SNIT10 , .. "....

. .I

4
1373
,7
173................
!
3,5
31.7
33M
177

01 I 31A,4
,49.7
1573
I3
1773
44,4
low
340
32.1
3aV
40)
44.9

a

__"M__

47,.

3,3
32.4
34.0

31,8
1.4
4•
4s9
a. 9
45.8

5.7

5.5
3.

3.0
UO.0
7,.95
I .3 .0"
5.2
50.6

I

1) Compound; 2) temperature in degrees K; 3)
heat capacity C, in cal/mole-degree; 4) experimental; 5) calculated after Landau; 6)
of oxides.
Earlier, the Lindemann formula, which Is applicable only for
simple polar compounds, was most frequently used In calculating values
of 6. In a departure from this, Landia proposed that the averaged
frequency be computed from the known value of the compound's entropy
-
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Asp.

or the value computed using sufficiently

I,

w

exact methods [301, 3302).

T
,

MNIO

The advantagies of this calculation method

lowr

proceed from the facts that a) the. entropy

*weuvalue

can be found easily by the methods noted
and b) the entropy, which is a function of

C

the same argument as heat capacity,

is

more

representative of the factors Influencing heat
capaci ty tan are othr constants of te comnpound.
"DIUW

lS•The

Landia method gives heat-capacity
values that are closer to the experimental than .

Fig. 50. Change in
free energy on formation of calcium
silicates. A) AP,
cal.

those obtained by other calculations.

The data

on the heat capacities of certain silicates

[3053

and titanates that are listed in Table 19
provide a clear Illustration of this.
The Shchukarev isoatome method [3043 is
in

general form,

compounds in

based on consideration,

of the relationship between the composition of the

a system of two components and the values of their en-

thalpies of formation.
It

Is shown that If

we refer the formation-enthalpy value of the

compounds to a single averaged gram-atom (i.e.,

divide the AHobr per

gram-formula by the number of atoms n In the formula),

this quantity

varies smoothly as we pass from one compound to another within the
limits of a certain pleiad of binary compounds.

Consequently,

structing a diagram of formation-enthalpy variation in
compounds in

in

con-

the system of

the coordinates AHobZn versus molar composition, we ob-

tain a smooth curve

-

the isoatome.

tonic nature of the isoatome is

According to Shchukarev,

the mono-

accounted for by the smooth variation
-
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of the fraction of bonds between atoms of different elements and the
traction of bonds between atoms of a given element.
perty of the isoatome is

that,: as a rule,. it

An important pro-

possesses an extramu.,

The nature of the Isoatomes permits their use to find the formation enthalples of the compounds by interpolation,

and sometimes even

by extrapolation.
Using the Landia method,
*

Mchedlov-Petrosyan made a series of

calculations at one time for the MgO-SIO2
A1 2 0 3 -310 2 ,

[306],

CaO-SiO2 [3073,

CaO-A1 2 0 3 [308] systems and others.

The calculations pertaining to the MgO-SiO 2 system, which provide
a basis for the known fact of primary formation therein of magnesium
orthosilicate [293, 294,

309],

the appearance of the metasilicate In

the presence of IgO at temperatures above 1160o [310,
other phenomena,
Is

311] and certain

would appear to require certain modifications: this

Indicated by the direction taken by the Individual curves on the

diagram in Reference [306].
(Table 20, Fig. 50),

Later,

using more reliable calculations

a thermodynamic basis was indicated for primary

formation of the orthosilicate in

the CaO-SI0 2 system [307],

the Im-

possibility of formation of 3Ca0.SI0 2 due to solid-phase reactions
was established, the Improbability of the appearance of sillimanite
rather than mullite In the reaction of A1 2 0 3 with Si0 2 [308] and the
highest probability of formation of mullite from dehydrated kaolinite
were indicated,

and so forth.

Table 20 pre'ents data on the change in
8I02 system in

free energy In the CaO-

the course of the following reactions:

CAO + S1o,.0.
-SIo.s,•
3
2CaO + SIO -.2C

OSg.,

(2)
(2)

3CaO + 2S1O01- 3CaO.2St10,(3
3CaO + SIO,-3Ces oSA,
-222-

( 4)

(5)

-COOS,+CAo.2CO.oSIo.

(6)

" aO*S+.•-3(0.aO•o,,
-

(7).

2COs4+Cao..c, o.sgq..

3(2Cao.SIO)+ S

-. 2(3Co2S.

.2CaO.-SCaO+Siso.-.3C-

CO.Si% + 29W

aco

"

(10)

2Sco.s.

(11)

psao

'(12)

TAB
•Z20.
Change In Free EnerUy of CaO-3i0 2 System
During Various
Reactions Taking Place In It
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(307]

_
"°_ _ 4oi~
_

2
S
4
6

5

2an3rn-m"m,su a2Ia 1m"uaw
,u now
I.I ~mwpiP
, t I._U r"&a .,NJ

I

I+

-

s

10
it

+
-4

.12

-24565
-2
-25
--25
-4190.
- -O-35
-34
-3=210
29
-356
-31XG
-16
-18 01-199
-nows
+y
- 201 +
+15M
+- a
+1
is
16
t7 728
-3470
-4
-47
-2860o
-279
- 25
022
+44
+54
-A01
ma+t5 +34
+6
-66
-2
1I
+2
-20
-3
--26
-15
- 4

20
-3
-3
-28
-14
-6

au

1) Reaction No
temperature of

a

_

-10390

937

2) value of aZ in cal/mole at
degrees K).

A detailed thermodynamic analysis of reactions in the CaS04-Si0 2
system was made by Tshebatovskly et al. [312]. The authors computed
the change in thermodynamic potential In the temperature range from
1100 to 1700°K for -nineteen reactions that may occur in this system:

2CSo.s

+SAo -. aso. + 290 + o.
+ CN+
.

.i•,SO,+ 2S1%-, C,,&si + 3So, + I Q,
3Ca S,+ S4-.

(2)

(3)
(4)

+aO,,+,'o,.
2
-223w

(1)

.

TAKl
21,
Change In Thermodynamic Potential or CaSO4S102 System During Course of Various Reactions

In It (31211
2
1

1*

a as.@J
ape Yeaiwep.9,a a WPa. K

+53
+4035 +27541
4
+25481 + 19402 ±13434+--73
+33+6475NO
46491
+10218+83495 -615 +46837
-+48
+43005= +37500 +321

2
3

6

2
9
- 1
-3
+-2850
11 -4
39
+12
.
+22l

-20M
- SM
-282W
leo.
lt
178

/4-28 I 1- +2111,51+1410 1- 71641+S271--11..
I4.-765811 -- 64 106+ t-51
+-t--39294I
+I-27511 +-16.• +I 5626
-258 +162•22
-512) -4738
+1I-I39771
+ 8528 -+-2771--23797.-23
6.0
--13611 -30M
-- 20561
63-6711622 - 5848i- 56905,
5329
-IS-89
--18 7111 - 18 484 -- 18252 -180
I$a-1781
-.;176,5
+ s5082,500 - 9070! *.-1738 1-245771-31 •1-53624
1-436071 -- 455101 --4,7 47•?' -- 4950 --515471 -- 53,1 -- 55677

9
10

_-

6
12
13
14

IS
7I?

19

r.

-'

+-32304 -.
+259841 +-1961 + 134271 -+ 7,564

j+43~ +388

1) Reaction No.

+308i +24• +i1921

--

2054 "- 3355

+13m + ,6

2) value, or AZ in cal at

temperature of (degrees K).

ca,,Io, + CO -.CasIoA + so, +'o0,.12.4
+13
casio,
-17105c0
18+ -844 -. Ci,2s
18
-18 6-o2
"

(6).
(17
(7)
1

-o,

aSO -~fl~1'~I"

a

*1CaSO~
J2

+

&1.SJO

17)

10o
Ca,SiO, -t- SO2
2
O -24Ca S240+85O, -8CaSIO,
,
1794+296
t 2
+966
1327 +
2U
Ca7Si0
1+ Ca3SO
-5O 9 --2CaSiO
9
+2 SO,
1 +
0+,,
CaSIO0
+ 62
CaSO4

(0)

::i,
-1792-0Ml,.-C ,I O.

(9)

-.

±.

35
3

O
(19)

6Ca1SIO,CaIO
+ IC,,-. C(n)0
3Ca-SO-,
5
+620,
1
1 Ca4SiO
5 02CaSO
+
50

Ca5Si0O + SO-+4-301,-

CaSiO1 +SO
250

1

47

i

:

C5-

4aSI7,4
- Ca,9500
-51
CaSIO,,

~~~~CaSO-. CaO +SO:,
~The results o1f the calculations,
and Fi.

Sdirrerent

51,

enable
421 us to tabulate

reactions

(X2

Ca=SiO;,

-

(18)

3

+-0T,.`11
which are presented in
the probabilities

Table

of the

in the region o2 relatively low temperatures
-,22•& -

•

(100-1500

01

or -800 to 12000). and relatively high temperatures (1500-

170001 or -20oo1o400 0 )•

mow A

.4v

'too

00,,

Fig. 51. Variation of thermodynamic
potential during reactions In the
CaS04 + 8102 system. A) -6Z, kcal.
It

is clear that among the primary processes (1-4) In which oil-

icates appear in the region of relatively low temperatures,

the most

probable from the thermodynamic standpoint Is formation of CaSiO3 by
reaction (2),

which involves the lowest value of AZ,

formation of Ca2 S104 by reaction (1),

followed by the

which Is characterized by a

larger temperature coefficient of AZ. Unlike Ca2 Si04, which reacts

with quartz by reaction (5) and Ca3 Si20 7 , which can decompose into

O

104
i• and CaSiO3 by reaction (18) and react with S102 to form

CaSIO3 b7 reaction (18) and react with S102 to form CaSiO3 by reac-
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tion (12)o

the sillcate of composition CaSiO3

is

thermodynamically

stable over this entire temperature range,.
In the region of higher temperatures,

reacttion'(i),

in which

Ca2 pSi04 forms, becomes most probable from an energy standpoint'
probability that It

Thef"

will vanish In accordance with ('5)in.th'i region

is greatly reduced. CaSIO3 is unstable: reaction (9)
I

converts It

to

Ca 2 SiO4 . The probability of formation of Ca 3 St 2 0 7 by (3)

becomes con-

siderable only at a temperature of about 14000,

It

at lower temperatures It
(11).

Moreover,

above,

is

since If

converted into Ca 2 SIO4

appears

In accordance with

the Ca 3 Si20 7 that has appeared decomposes,

as noted

into the ortho- and metasilicates In accordance with (18).

Certain of these conclusions enable us to refine and supplement
our thermodynamic characterization
silicates form,

as it

of the processes In which calcium

was given earlier by other investigators.

The thermodynamic conditions of formation of barium silicate

(305,

313] and strontium silicate [305] have been studied on a number of
occasions.

The most detailed and rigorous thermodynamic investigation

of the BaO-SIO2 and SrO-SiO2 systems was made by Glushkova [305].

The

author compiled the enthalpies of formation of the silicates of
barium and strontium - partly from literature data and partly from
estimates using the Isoatome method - and the heat capacities of certain compounds belonging to these systems,
method,

as computed by the Landia

and used these data as a basis for deriving equations for the

temperature dependence of the free-energy change for the following
twenty-nine reactions:

NaO + SiO,-. BASIO,,
2Bao +SIO.- BaS10j.

(1)
(2)

+ sio, -B BaSiO,.

(3)

BaO + 2SiO2-SSA.

(4)

3BaO
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'0

e,,+ss-o,.

+

(6)

-. Ba•,Slo 4++o,.

28A+ S
3BA +S

-,-BB.aS`

(7)

(8)

+ -L

NaO + 2S•4 BaSIo, +

Q,

('

BaO. + BaSiO,. -Ba.S1O0 + TO,

(10)

,acoS + slot -"Ras oS +Cos.

(12)

2Baco3 s ~t- B,2sO, + 2Co,.
3BaCO
+ S•. BBa3sJO, + 3COS.
BaCO, + 91,SIO, Ba-,SK, +co,.
2BaCO, + BS0O, BaSIO +2C:O.

(13)
(12)

BaCO, +

s•o1,
-

(15)
(16)

171

BaSo, + coV

BaCO, + BSIO,-, B,,l0S0 + CO,.
4BaCO, +SiO%
I-..
Ba,SlO, 4- 4C% 1.

(1)

1 19

2BaSiO, + S10,., 3BaSIO,.

(20)

SrCO, - SrO + co,.
SrCo, + S1o, -. SrSIO, + co,
2SrCO, + s•10,

(21)
(22)

SrSiO, + 2Co

(23)

3SrCO, + SiO

Sr,3So, + a
SrCb, + ,srso, -. Sr,s10, + Co,.

Sro, - sro, +

(24)

(25)

(26)

.

2

SrO + S10 --. SrSiO,

(27)

2SrO + SAO, -o Sr,S1o0,
3SrO + SlO, -- SrSIO,.

(28)

(29)

The values of the free-energy changes according to reactions
(1-29)

are presented in

Figs. 52 and 53 as computed In Reference

[305).

Examination of these diagram enables us to compile the thermodynamic
probabilities of the various reactions and,
bilities

of formation of the various compounds in
Among other things,

below

accordingly,

it

the proba-

the system studied.

follows from Fig. 52 that at temperatures

700-7500, only barium metasilicates can form in mixtures or

silicon dioxide with barium carbonate in
-
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a carbon-dioxide medium or,

)

30

Fig. 52. Change in free energy on
formation of barium silicates.
"9

-dF

2?

N

0-

Change in free energy on.

F~ie.

i

formation or stront ium silicatea.

Sin
Stures

53.

l

t h. ca me

of a la

. ~e

a s of s ilicon d ioxide, • S~i 2 0 5.J At te~ iera-

aboe 7!500. barum•orthosilicate may form
ML28

simultaneously with

the metasillcate (curve 13), while at temperatures abovc 8000, formstion of B328S1O4 is

thermodynamically more probable than that of Ba3103.

At these temperatures,

the metasilicate present In the system may

interact with the unreacted BaCO
Consequently,

3 and

as long as there is

be converted to the orthosllicate.

barium carbonate on the interface,

barium orthosilicate forms preferentially.
In mixtures rich In barium carbonate,
tion of tribarlum silicate,
reaction of BaCO

3.with

At temperatures above 9000

there Is

a possibility of forma-

eltit.r from the initial

the barium meta-

components or by

and orthosilicates (see Fig.

52, curves 14-16).
In SiO2 -rich mixtures,

reactions with the excess of silicon di-

oxide should take place after complete bonding of the barium Into the
ortho- and tribarium silicates and result in

the formation of the meta-

silicate.
A similar pattern should be observed in

synthesis of barium sili-

cates from barium peroxide and silicon dioxide: at relatively low
temperatures,

BaSIO 3and Ba2S1308 form preferentially,

while at high

temperatures we see preferential formation of barium orthosilicate and
tribarium silicate (see Fig. 52, curves 6-10).
Examination of the characteristics of the free-energy change that
takes place in

formation of the various strontium silicates (Fig.

53)

enables us to evaluate the probability of their formation at various
temperatures in
It

just as detailed a manner.

should be noted that the results of the experimental investi-

gations of Keler and Glushkova [314] fully confirm reasoning concernIng the reactions in

the systems examined above that proceeds from

thermodynamic calculations based on estimates of the compound-formation enthalpies by the isoatome method.

On the basis of the calculations that he undertook, Matveyev [315]
-229
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gave a thermodynamic characterization of the reactions In the CaOA12 0 3 system, Here he considered four primary reactions In which the
basic compounds possible In the system are formed from the oxides:
3CaO + AIOj, 3CaO AI1O0,
12CaO + 7A.-0
1-2WCaO.7A-M1 20
3
CaO- - A1203 -. CaO.A120l.
CaO - 2AI,20 -. CaO 2AI3 O0
and "derivative" reactions of the type
(mq -np)CaO + n(pCtO. qA12O,)

-*

q(inCaO.nAI2 O3)

and
(np - mq)A1203 -l-,-(pCaO. qA.I2 O) -- p (mCaO.nAA20 3 .
On compiling the AZ-values that he had calculated,

Matveyev

arrived at the following conclusions: From the thermodynamic standpoint,

formation of the compounds 3CaOAl 2 03 and 12CaO.7A1 2 03 is most probable
In the system (this is in agreement with data on the actual composition
of Portland cement) [316]; this does not exclude the formation of the

compounds CaO.A1 2 03 and CaO.2A1 2 03 from the oxides; in the presence of
free calcium oxide, compounds with large aluminum-oxide contents will
be converted into compounds with smaller contents; the reverse conversion is improbable from a thermodynamic standpoint; In a mixture of
CaO with y-A1 2 0 3 , this sequence of compound formation Is quite probable:
CaO.2AI 203-+ CaO.A120 3 - 12Ca0.7A1,0 3 - - 3CaO.A1•O,.
The author notes correctly that the stoichiometric proportions
and the kinetic factors governed by the structural peculiarities of
the reagents may play a certain part in the formation of the various
compounds in

this system.

In a paper published in

1958,

Matveyev [315] expounds a method

of approximate calculation of certain properties of compounds belongIng to systems of the type MeO-RO 2 and MeO-R 2 0 3 ; this method is based
on application of structural principles to thermodynamic phenomena.
-230-

Thermodynamic investigation of high-temperature processes in
oxide-carbon, sulfate-carbon and other similar systemss

of great

interest; this applies particularly to the CaSO4 + C system, which is
of great industrial importance [317-3213.
The reaction in a mixture of calcium sulfate with carbon my canOsist of many reactions, which are accompanied by formation of various
products [317-319]. There exist a wide variety of conceptions as to
the'essential nature and seq.uc:kce of these reactions, and concerning
their relative importance in the mechanism of the over-all decomsil-

tion process of the above mixture [317-319, 322, 323]. For this reason,
the possibility of clearing up these problems by thermodynamic analysis is extremely attractive.
Such analysis was carried out In greatest detail by Volkov [3241
in a study carried out under the supervision of one of the authors.
Volkov computed the change in the Isobaric-isothermal potential In the
temperature range from 700 to 11000 for ten reactions of this system:
(1)

.CaSO, + 2C -• CaS + 2CO(
CaSO, + 4C -. CaS +4Co,
C&So 4+ 4CO -*CaS +4CO,.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

CaS + 3CaSO, --. 4C + 4so
3CaS + CaSO, -. 4CaO + 2S,
2CaS + SO, -1-2CaO + U,,%

CaS + 2SO - CSO,+ S,,.

(T)

4CaO + 6So -1 4CaSO, + S2 .
2So, + 4C-. 4c0 + S,
2SO, + 4CO - 4Co,+ ,.

(8)
(9)
(10)

The calculations were carried out In accordance with the equation

.hZ

A,

•
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r,

T
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,AN., 22
In Thermodynamic Potential During
Change
Various Reactions In CaS04 + C System
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S
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7.o•32

4927
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9421
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3--61 449
-49016-43592 -412-73--3641--3391

11644

13786

5905
- 4208
%W2
-- 909514
48
9
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1) Reaction No.; 2) values of AZ In cal at
temperatures (in degrees).
Here, the thermochemical data (values of AH

and S298) neces-

sary for computing AZt were taken from References [325-327],

the

values of the integrals from the tables of Shvartsman and Temkin [328],
and the values of the coefficients AaO,

&a, and so forth were found

from sufficiently exact equations for the temperature dependence of
the heat capacities of the corresponding solids [325-327].
Table 22 shows the results of these calculations.
The data of Table 22 and Fig. 54 enable us to draw certain conclusions concerning the course taken by individual reactions in the
CaSO4 + C system.
It Is

clear, for example,

that in the temperature range studied,

reactions (4-6) are thermodynamically improbable; nor can reaction
(7) take place above 8000. Reduction of calcium sulfate by carbon at
temperatures above 8000 should take place preferentially by reaction
(2),

with formation of carbon monoxide; this is

in agreement with the

data of Oofman and Mostovich [247].
Of the reactions in which sulfur forms by reduction of S02 by
carbor

and its monoxide, reaction (9)

Is thermodynamically most

probat-.e. When these reducers are present in inadequate quantities
-
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*ii,'A

so-

Fig. 54. Change In thermodynamic
potential during reactions in
CaSO4 + C system. A) kcal.
for the reaction to take place at temperatures lower than 10700,

sul-

fur may also be formed by reaction (8).
The data obtained in the calculation not only account for certain
experimentally established phenomena (e.g., the observed higher consumption of calcium sulfide than that necessary for reaction (4) [323),
but also facilitate selection of process conditions in conformity with
the purpose of the pno

.

The irntu-mee:t tf ecditions prevailing In the reactions on
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their course has been established In a similar fashion for many other

)

reactions in mixtures of crystalline solids.*
What is

essential Is

that correct comparative characterization of

the probabilities of the'various reactions in a system on the basis of
calculations similar to those described above is
solid-phase reactions.

Ideal case of strictly

quantities of gaseous or liquid phases in

possible only for the-

Participation of small

the chemical-conversion

process of the reaction mixture may radically change the pattern of
the process (see S4, Chapter 3).
It

is

no less important that thermodynamic considerations and

calculations may,

in

general,

be found inadequate as a basis for Judg-

ments to the effect that a reaction must necessarily proceed in
given direction if

the conditions that determine its

a

kinetics are not

taken into consideration.
large grain size and small con-

A high activation-energy value,
tact area between the reagents and,

finally,

a high diffusion resis-

tance to the process may make the unfolding of a thermodynamically
probable reaction practically impossible.
reactions in

This applies particularly to

crystalline mixtures.

For this reason,

correct conclusions as to the course taken by

such reactions are possible only as a result of complex thermodynamic
and kinetic investigation of these reactions.

.34
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[Footnottes]

No.-

215

217

A lare amount of information on the thermochemica~l data of
the silicates will be found In the monograph of V. Bytel',
Wimmokhimiya silikatov (Silicate ThermocheimstryTJ Prom-.
stroylzdat, 1957.
This problem is Illuminated in greater detail in §5 of,"""
Chapter 2.
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The line expressing the change in Az in accordance with
reaction (15), which is not shown in Fig. 51, is situated
much higher than ;Ane 16, as will be seen from the tabulated data.

234

The calculation 1s simplified considerably by the previously
mentioned Vladlmlrov method [329], which is based on use of
the additive property of the equilibrium constants of complex reactions and preliminary tabulation of a number of
functions related to them. Use of the auxiliary table compiled by the author makes it possible to obtain easily the
value of the equilibrium-constant logarithm for any complex heterogeneous reaction. Here, the accuracy of the
calculation corresponds to the third Ulikh approximation
and to the Temkin-Shvartsman method.
[List of Transliterated Symbols]

script
Pape
No.
221

o~p

obr = obrazovaniye = formation

-
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5

KINET'ICS

51. HISTORY OF STUDY OF THE PROBLEM
The kinetics of reactions In crystalline mixtures Is one of the
most important and complex problems of their theory. At the same time,
relatively few students have been concerned until recently with the
relationships controlling the rates of these reactions.
The first attempts to establish relationships in this field were
undertaken by Tammann.
Studying the reactions between thin plates of copper and tungsten
oxides, Tammann [211] established that the rate of this process may be
expressed by the equation
dx,

-

(88)

or

x-K•,nt+C,

(89)

where x is the thickness of the product layer, T Is the time, and K is
a constant that depends on the properties of the reagents and the conditions of the process.
Some time later, proceeding from the fact that the limiting stage
of the solid-phase process Is diffusion of a reagent through the product layer and arbitrarily regarding the diffusion layers on the surfaces, of the powdered-reagent granules as flat and using the familiar
relationship of Fik for the diffusion rate through flat layers, Yander

S[221, 330] showed that under isothermal conditions, the rate of such
-
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a process must be subject to the equation

Kr

Hereo,.

K-

(92)

K' is a constant that depends on the properties of the reagents
where
0
and the process conditions, CO is the concentration of the diffusing
reagent at the external surface of the diffusion layer of product,

D

is the diffusion coefficient of this reagent in this layer and R. is
the initial grain radius of the reagent that becomes coated by the
product layer in the reaction process.
It

SS0"

4ft
2

(91) was derived earlier by Tammann

-

.

-

-/

1KW1

400--

_-

-

copper and lead plates in

an air medium containing halogens.

e

J•e
voe
WBpfa*A

"*

[331, 332] for the rate of conversion
of silver,

--

4J

should be noted that Equation

s

In view of the difficulty of ex-

Pig. 55. Kinetics of reaction CaCO3 + Mo00 -. CaMo04 +
+ C02 (after Yander). A)

perimental determination of the thickness x of the product layer in powder

Time in minutes.

mixtures, Yander expressed it

in terms

of the degree of chemical conversion of
the reagent coated by the product layer in the reaction process. This
gave rise to the equation

where

Z

expresses the extent of conversion of this reagent to the

product in

%.

Yander verified the validity of Equation (93)
- 237-

experimentally for

4M,)

Fig. 56. Kinetics of reaction

BaC03 + s1c2 - BaSiO3 + C02 (after Yander).

A) Time in minutes.

the reactions of barium carbonate and calcium carbonate with silicon
monoxide, as well as that of calcium carbonate with molybdenum oxide.
In Yander's experiments,

the acidic oxide was taken in a 10-fold

stoichlometric excess over the carbonate, and the values of the func0-

tion (

were computed from the degree of the latter's con-

version. Thus, the validity of Yander's Equation (93) was confirmed
experimentally,

as shown by Figs. 55 and 56, which have been borrowed

from his work.
It

should be noted that in the study under consideration, Yander

verified the validity of his equation preferentially for small degrees
of conversion of the reagents: in many of his experiments,

the extent

of conversion of the carbonate was below 25%, In the overwhelming
majority of the experiments it was in the 40% range, and not once did
it

exceed 80%. Furthermore,

the method used by Yander to process the

experimental data cannot be theoretically justified.

It

Is not admis-

sible to proceed in all calculations from the degree of conversion of
one of the reagents (for example,

the carbonate, as was done in the

report being described) Irrespective of which reagent produces the
more mobile particles. The fact of the matter ts that Equation (93)
describes the change in the process rate an a function of the extent
to which the reagent that is

"coated" by the diffusion layer and not
-
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the diffusing reagent Is converted. However,

the difference between the

conversion figures for the former and the latter may be (and,

incident-

ally, was in Yander's experiments) exceedingly large.
It

follows from Equation (92) that for a given value of R3 and -a

constant or linearly varying concentration Cot the value of the co.
efficient K of Equation (93) should be proportional to the diffusion
coefficient D.
Since the temperature dependence of the latter takes the form

then, according to Yander, the arbitrary rate constant of the reaction

where C' - K'DCo/R•,

E is the so-called "softening" energy of the

crystal lattice, R is the gas constant,

and T is

the absolute tempera-

ture.
Equation (93) presupposes an isothermal process.
To describe the kinetics of the exothermic reactions, which are
accompanied by a change in temperature during the process, Yander

[333] proposed the approximate equation

(i-1

~

exp [-R1
too

-Kc

!V~
to P,

where C depends on the heat effect of the reaction and K
is the coefficient in Equation (93)
in

(941)
Kn/R
y

2

if

written for the initial time

point of the reaction.*
The experimental verification of this equation undertaken by
Yander on the reactions of barium carbonate with tungsten oxide and
silver sulfate with lead oxide showed an insignificant disagreement
between the data of calculations by Equation (94) and those from experiments.

In a subsequent report [334], Yander noted that the rate

of the reaction depends not only on the grain size of the reagents,
-
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but also on the composition of the mixture, the method used in preparlng It, the structure of the initial substances,
the reaction products,

and the structure of

so that no definite numerical value of the co.-

efficient K In Equation (93),can, in general,

characterize a given re.

action in different experiments.
Since Equation (93) had been verified only in mixtures characterized by a single constant proportion between the reagents, Yander

noted In the same paper that, on the basis of study of the reactions of
calcium carbonate with molybdenum oxide and barium carbonate with
silicon oxide, the equation indicated remains valid for various relationships between the reagents In the initial mixture.
A significant number of papers by other authors who studied the
kinetics of reactions in mixtures of solids are based on the Idea that
these reactions are all of the same type and,

consequently,

that their

kinetic relationships can be described by a single equation. Here,
equations used most frequently were Yander's Equation (91)

the

or Equation

(93).
The authors of papers that followed this approach attempted to
establish correspondence between the kinetics of the process that they
were studyig and Equation (91)

or (93) or at least to find correction

factors for them that would characterize the special nature of the
process In question. Certain other investigators proceeded from the
idea that It

was possible to describe fully the kinetics of a given
"solid-phase" chemical reaction over its entire course by an equation
peculiar to this chemical reaction,
for homogeneous systems. Here,

in much the same way as is done

efforts were made to ascertain.a. cor-

respondence between the kinetics of the process being studied andK
equations of monomolecular, bimolecular or autocatalytic reaction In
their usual form, or to obtain empirically a new equation that de-
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scribed the kinetics ol' the reaction In question.
Examples of research in the first trend are the reports of Mamykin
and Zlatkin [335], Zhuravlev et &l. 13363,
01l'sern and Rlsel'berg (3383,

Pal'

and Teylor [3373, and

while research in the second trend

is.

exemplified by the work of Khouers, Maskill and Terner [339] "and the
numerous studies of Yagich [223, 340 and others].
All of these Investigations and many others, while they-permitted
us to establish certain important relationships pertaining to the
problem under consideration, nevertheless left room for vagueness and
contradiction on certain Important points.
Thus,

Equation (88) of Tammann was confirmed by the experiments

of Tanmann et al. [211, 331],

Khedval and Yagich [1340],

Gil'sen and

Risel'berg [338] and other authors.
On the other hand, on the basis of the experimental data that
they obtained, many Investigators Indicated that Expression (88) was
unsatisfactory for this purpose and that Equations (91) of Tammann
and (93) of Yander were valid. In addition to Yander, Fishbek [341),
Pol'

and Teylor [337],

Mamykin and Zlatkin [3351],

Bishof [3421 and

others arrived at the same conclusion as a result of their work.

Pal' and Teylor studied the reaction kinetics at 700-7600 of
soda mixed with quartz In 1:2 molar proportions and that of soda
mixed with mullite with molar proportions of 1:3 and 1:1. The maximum
degree of conversion reached 11% for the first reaction and 33% for
the second reaction. In both cases, the authors observed an almost
linear relationship between the values of the function

-

of the extent of conversion of the soda and the time of the process at
various temperatures. On this basis, they concluded the validity of
Equation (ý3) for description of the kinetics of reactions of this
type.
-2141-
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Namxykin and Zlatkin [335] Investigated the kinetics of silicate
formation in the system Cao-i02 at temperatures of 800, 1200 and 1400
On the basis of results obtained In roasting a mixture of these oxides
. 25%, the authors computed values

at 1200° with a molar ratio SiO2 /CaO

of the Yander function (Table 23) and concluded that the increase In
the thickness of the reaction layer Is proportional to the square
root of time In accordance with Equation (93).

TABLE 23
Kinetics of Formation of Silicates in CaO-SIO2 .
System (after Mamykin and Zlatkin)
2

S

o

*,4Z
0.5
1
3

3

Am.aw

Brpews

I SU"

-1o"

"

3.5

95,2

0.3

94,5

0.4

6

*

0

0

96.5

1.5
1.1
1.0
0.8

I

56.29
65.7

-

5.&1.10"
9.0 •i-

0.93O1014,71.1"

70.0

94,6

76.57

25:6.10-'

88.0

94,5

.91.4

31.23.10-'

1) Time in hours; 2) analysis In.%; 3) "per
cent reaction."

In connection with the last two papers,

it

is necessary to stress

again that in studying the diffusion kinetics of a reaction in a solid
mixture, we should employ in the calculations the values of the conversion ratio of the "coated"

(and not of the diffusing) reagent. With

a molar ratio of 2 between the silicon dioxide and the soda In the
mixture, they react with one another, as shown by the data of Toropov

[119], Lileyev [343] and one of the present authors [231],
tion of sodium metasilicate,

with forma-

i.e., in 1:1 proportions. For this

reason, the degree of conversion of the $i0 2 in this mixture is always
Na C0. Since the diffusion layer of reaction product
1/2 tht'of

1/2
tat o NaC

3.

forms on the silicon dioxide granules in this case, values of the degree of conversion of this reagent should be substituted in the equa-,
-
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tion for the reaction kinetics.

0

When mullite reacts with soda, the "coated" reagent Is the mullite,
the extent of whose conversion into the product may not coincide with
that of the soda with various proportions between the reagents In
Initial miixture.

The maximum "per cent reaction" (yield of product)

according to estimates by Pci'
dicated In their report,
properly, about 5.5),

and Teylor was always about 11,

when the first

while for the second process It

the first,

these reagents [118,

as in-

process takes place (more

When calcium oxide reacts with silicon dioxide,
component is

the

Is

about 33.

the diffusing

and the "coated" component Is the second of

119, 277, 344). Here, the layer of product

formed on the silicon-dioxide grains offers resistance to diffusion,
so that values of the extent of conversion of the S10 2 must be substituted into Equation (93)

in

verifying the relationships of interest to

us In the present case. Since,

according to Mamykin and Zlatkin,

the

molar proportions between the S10 2 and CaO were 25% and their reaction
product was for the most part a silicate of the composition 3Ca0-2SIO2
in

the system that they studied,

the degree of conversion of S1O2

the study indicated was 1/37.5 that of the CaO.

For example,

In

conversion

of only 1.5% of the SiO2 corresponded to 56% conversion of the cao,
while the highest degree of conversion of St02 obtained In the experiments was below 2.5%.
According to this, all

values of the Yander function that served

as a basis for the derivations of Reference [335] will obviously
* change.
The above naturally restricts
sults of References [221,

330-341] for generalizing conclusions as

to the reaction kinetics in
In

the possibility of using the re-

mixtures of solids.

contrsaictIon to the emncltuslons of
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fander, Fishbek, Pol'

and

and Zlatkin,
Mamykin
Indicate
3$36] and investigations
other authors of
et experimental
al.
Zhuravlev the
erezhnoy
[2, 2921,
I Teylor,

the highly relative accuracy of Equations (91)

and (93) and the

necessity of Introducing correction factors into them in many cases
that differ for different processes.
On the basis of a detailed Investigation of reactions In

mixtures

containing chalcedony, Berezhnoy [2921 concluded that Yander's Equation (93) is actually only approximate. Varying the gra!n size of
magnesium and silicon oxides in an equimolar mixture of them, the
author obtained various values for the extent of conversion oŽ the
MgO in different experiments lasting the same time (see Table 34). On

this basis, he Indicated that Yander's Equation (93) Is applicable
only for fine-grained mixtures with grains of approximately the same
size.

Avgustinik andKurdevanidze (3451 studied the kinetics of the

polymorphic transformation of silica and its reactions with calcium
oxide (which was admittedly added in quantities of about 2% of the
S10

so that the degree of conversion of the latter into calcium

silicate could have only negligible values) at temperatures between
1200 and 15000 and showed the inapplicability of Equation (93) for
both of these processes.
Zhuravlev et al. 1336] arrived in their time at the conclusion

that Yander's Equation (93) was invalid for the process that they
studied -- that of formation of calcium aluminates at temperatures
from 700 to 1380°. Apparently assuming that the concentration of the
diffusing reagent on the outer surface of the diffusion layer of
product varies in proportion to the extent of conversion of the second,
"coated" reagent during the course of reactions in mixtures of solids,
the authors of Reference (336] wrote as follows: "If
-
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we take Into con-

I

sideration the influence of the changing concentration ot the diffusing
component,

the basic differential equation of yander assumes the

following form:

From this, after expressing xin terms of R and y and Integrating,

It follows that
100--I

-t0w

(95)

This equation, which was derived on the basis of the assumption
Indicated, was found, according to the authors, to be more accurate In
the case that they studied than Yander's Equation (93), but It nevertheless led to a considerable discrepancy between theory and experiMent.
An attempt to use Equation (95) to- describe the kinetics of the
process In which magnesium silicates form, as reported later by
Kutateladze and Luteenko [311], was unsuccessful. The reason for this
may consist in the lack of justification for assuming a direct dependence between the concentration of the diffusing component on the outside surface of the diffusion layer and the extent of conversion at
the reagents. In a tremendous number of cases, this concentration may

be regarded as constant, following Yander, over most of the process.
In cases where it varies, It may be symbatic but not proportional to
the extent of conversion of the "coated" reagent.
Thehreasoning of Poll and Teylor [337] on the kinetics of reactions In solids are worthy of mention.
These authors assume that the kinetics of only "solid-phase" reactions can be described by Equation (91), while that of others (whose
products do not accelerate or Inhibit the reaction) can be described
by the equation i
-2145

0
(96)
while a third

group (autocatalytic reactions) can be described by

the equation

-:-,Ky.O)
Actually, as will be shown below, each of these equations is
valid only in certain particular cases that lie within very narrow
ranges of the process conditions,

and these three equations are far

from adequate for a generalized description of the kinetics of reactions in mixtures of solids.
Yagich also uses Formula (96) to describe the kinetics of a number
of "solid-phase" reactions that he studied. In his work, which was done
from 1942 to 1947 and in part referred to above, Yagich investigated
the rate of reaction of silver sulfate and phosphate with magnesium
oxide in a mixture of monodisperse powders of the reagents with the
molar proportions between the MgO and the silver salt equal to 100.
Then he studied the kinetics of the same reactions in polydisperse mixtures containing a stoichiometric excess of the silver salt.
Thereafter, Yagich investigated the rate of the reaction between
tableted magnesium oxide and magnesium pyrophosphate:
M90 + Mg 2P2O7 -" Mg34POJ2,
as well as that between lead oxide and lead silicates:
PbO + PbO. S10

2 --

2PbO. SiO,

2PbO + 2PbO. SiO2 - 4PbO. S1%O
And,

finally, Yagich studied the kinetics of the reaction in

which spinel forms from the oxides of zinc and aluminum, also prepared.
in tablet form.
It

was found as a result of these Investigations that:

the rate of the reactions between powdered silver sulfate (or
phosphate) and magnesium oxide is subject to Equation (96) when the
-
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as is the reaction between tableted

latter Is present in large excess,

magnesium oxide and magnesium pyrophosphate;
the rate of reactions between tableted PbO and lead silicates,

as well as those between tablets of ZnO and A12 0 3 may be expressed by'

Equation (93)1
the kinetics of the conversion of a polydisperse mixture of WgO
with silver salts with the latter present In excess may be described

by-Equation (89).
Yagich reserves detailed explanations of this difference in the
kinetics of the processes that he studied and their departures from
the kinetics of "solid-phase" processes studied by other authors.
Nevertheless,

the results of his experimental studies are of great

Interest.
As will be seen from the above exposition, much Iniormation on
the kinetics of reactions between solids is indeed full of contradictions and leaves many problems unclarified.
As was noted in References [230,

3 46],

the chief reasons for this

type of unclarity and contradiction reduced to the unjustified tendency
to extend the kinetic laws prevailing under certain conditions in one
stage of a reaction to the entire reaction, to reactions similar to it,
and even to all so-called solid-phase processes. in general.

S2. GEVERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In acc,:rdance with the above,

the process of physicochemical

change in a solid mixture may consist of several simple physical and
chemical ",ilementary" processes (phenomena,

stages) of movement by

particles C. the material and changes in its structure, physical state
and chemical composition.
Among .hese phenomena (stages),

chemical reaction, diffusion,

sublimatic,, or evaporation, fusion, crystallization and certain others
-
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may be of essential Importance.
The rate of each such stage may, In the majority of practical
cases,

be expressed as a rather simple function of the relationship be-

tween the motive force of the process and the resistance to It dirng

"this stage:
d¶L

(98)
(98a)
1G

*W,*

dO,
W.
-F

_

On are the degrees of conversion of the material in

where G1 , 02...,
the first,

(98b)

second and later stages,

respectively,

T is

the time,

F 1 , F 2 ... , Fn are the areas of the contact surfaces between the phases
in

the first,

second and later stages,

respectively, W1 , W2 ...

the resistances to the stages and AC1 , AC 2 ... ,
forces of the stages expressed in

, W. are

ACn are the motive

terms of the concentration drop of

one of the reagents on various segments of Its path toward the other
reagent.
The process as a whole takes place,

in

general form, under ex-

tremely complex conditions capable of variation over the widest
imaginable range.
First of all,

one of the phenomena listed above serves as a

mandatory part of each reaction in

a mixture of solids,, while the

others take essential roles in the majority of such reactions,
still

others may or may not, with equal probability, take place at all

(see page 161 ).

Further, the Initial reagents may be represented in

form of anlsotropic solids.

mixture my wary3 aw

the

The shape and size of the initial-reagent

grains may be widely variable.
initial

while

w prqpwrtiona between them In the
a wSA.
•

am-. Jts

transfer may be ac-

o

complished during the reaction by motion of particles of only one reagent or particles of both reagents.

When two pure reagents react with one another, we may distinguish
one, or two, or several Intermediate layers arising in the reaction
process, depending on conditions. If,

for example,

the rate of such a

reaction Is restricted simultaneously by the rates of sublimation of
reagent A, the rate of Its diffusion toward reagent B, and the reaction between them, we have the following layers:

I

1) solid reagent A;
2) a gaseous phase consisting of an inert gas I and sublimated
A, the medium in which the process takes place;
3) the reaction product AB;
4) the product AB + unreacted reagent B;
5) reagent B.
During such a process,

the values of the motive forces and re-

sistances associated with the stages forming this process also vary
over a wide range and In a rather complex manner, as do the areas of
the reaction surface. To form an impression of the complexity of the
relationships that arise here,

it

is sufficient to note that the

diffusion rate varies as a result of the progressive change in the
cross-sectional area and the thickness of the diffusion layer during
the reaction process.

If a corresponding change In the rate of the

reaction proper does not take place when this happens,
obviously becomes nonsteady. Otherwise, obviously,

the process

the concentration

of reagent A will change at the product AB/(AB + B) interface and in
the bulk (AB + B).

If the initial reagents contain significant quan-

tities of impurities or counterdiffusion of both reagents through
their reaction product occurs, the picture becomes further complicated.
In view of the above, description of the kinetics of a process
-
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In Its general form by some generalizing equation becomes an extremely
complex problem and can hardly result in any useful solution without
sweeping stmplificationsr
t% naught

Hence It

that reduce the sense of the generalization

is usually expedient at the very outset to-restrlct

the .prbolem--byý the following simple conditions, which are

mostfr&.

quently encountered in practical accomplishment of reactions in mix-°.,
tures of solids:

1) the possible anisotropy of the components of the reaction mix-.
ture has no essential effect on the kinetics of the process;
2) the grain shapes of both reagents are close to regular; the
grains of each reagent may be regarded as having practically the same
size as a result of classification;

3) the rate of the process is not limited by the rate of heat
exchange between the reacting substances and the medium surrounding
them and, accordingly, is independent of the rate of melting or crystallization;*
4) by virtue of a large difference between the mobilities of the
reagent particles, It may be assumed that mass transfer Is accomplished
by movement of the particles of only one reagent;

5) in the course of a relatively short time from the start of the
reaction, there is a layer of reaction product AB that is sharply demarcated from the other layers and by comparison with which the layer
of (AB + B) has a negligibly small thickness;
6) the process may be regarded as quasistationary, since at any
moment It Is self-regulating when the rate of all of the stages composong It depends on the rate of the slowest of them).
Solution of a problem limited by these conaitions nevertheless
reliains quite complex and can be carried out,•:only approximately with

j

C.rtain further silplifications. The results of such solution naturally
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depend on the nature of these simplifications (or assumptions) or, in

Oother words,

on the approach to the problem.

Let us investigate one of these methods 1346).
We note that the motive force of the reaction itself Is proportlonal in general to the product of certain powers of the concentrations of
the.reagents A and B at the surface at which they interact:
AC - (CAY4 (C#)*.

If

the process takes place by diffusion of reagent A through a

growing layer of product AB toward the surface of reagent B (with a
thickness of the AB + B layer nearly zero),

the concentration of the

latter at the reaction surface may be regarded as constant. We may
accordingly write
j1
dO,

K CA-r.,P.

(99)

where K is a constant coefficient that incorporates the concentration
of reagent B at the B-AB interface.
For an extremely large number of reactions, m - 1. Given sufficient purity of B, the value of its molar concentratiorn at the B-AB
interface may be regarded as equal to 1. Then the motive force of the
reaction proper (a reaction of the first order with F = const) will be
expressed by the value of the concentration Ca of reagent A at the
B-AB interface:
AC MCA.

It

follows from Equations (98)-(98b) that
Ac, .W,

WL

ACamS d,
L.!. P

• •

=.

d.

WO.

(100)
(looa)

(1 00b)

The condition of the quasistationary process may be written 3n
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1

the form of the expression

d ..

d•o ,.

Sdi

l )

do(

.

(101)

which indicates that In the course of each given Infinitesimal time
period taken at various stages of the process, the same quantity of
material undergoes transformation (the values of dG/dt are naturally
different for different G).
On adding Equations (100-100b),

we obtain an expression for the

motive force of the entire process,

which consists of n stages:

-,

(102)

From this, the approximate rate of this process will be
#O

Obviously, If

!r

yf

__

___

_____

A,, +,+A,+...+ ,+...+"

-A.*

(103)

any of the quantities A1 , A2 and so forth Is In-

commensurately smaller than other quantities of this series, then
these incommensurately smaller quantities can be excluded from
Equation (103) without incurring any essential error.
§3. PROCESSES LIMITING THE RATE OF CHEMICAL REACTION (THE FIELD OF
CHEMICAL KINETICS)
Under conditions in which physical phenomena (such as internal
diffusion, sublimation, etc.) have virtually no effect on the rate of
the conversion process of the solids, this rate may be limited by the
rate of any of the following chemical phenomena.
1) a first-order reaction;
2) a second-order reaction;
3) a reaction at constant concentration of the reagents, as well
as a zeroth-order reaction;
4) an autocatalytic reaction;
5) several successive reactions.
-
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For a homogeneous medium, the kinetics of these phenomena are
described,

as we know, by the following respective equations:

- (a - y•"

(104)

*(96)
de
-

(106)

(for an autocatalytic reaction of the first

,

order),

,o.'(107)

(for two successive first-order reactions),
where a and b are the Initial quantities of the reagents per unit
volume, j

Is

the quantity of reagents (in

have been converted by the point in

the same unit-volume) that

time 1, and K, ][

and K2 are con-

stants that depend on the properties of the reagents and the conditions of the process.
The applicability of Equations (96) and (104-107)

to express

directly the kinetics of various conversion processes In mixtures of
solids is

severely restricted and In many cases impossible.

Primarily, this Is
tions,

a matter of the fact that all

which were derived for homogeneous reactions,

of these equacan be valid for

reactions taking place In heterogeneous systems only when the contactsurface area between the reagents is

constant. On the other hand,

con-

tinuous changes (reduction) of the contact area between the reagents
takes place In reactions that occur In mixtures of crystalline solids.
For this reason,

It

would be more correct to write the following

for a process In a solid mixture In the case,
"first-order" reaction:

AL. kP"a--,

for example,

of a

where 7 i8 the contact surface between the reagents.
As we know,
variable.

the grain shape of real powdered substances may be

In practice, however, these grains may be regarded In the

majority of cases as spherical or cubic without Incurring any essential
error. In the analysis to follow,
Reference (346],

which was published previously In

we shall regard them as being also approximately

equal in size.
In this case, given an Initial average value R of the radius or
half-edge of the grain and a thickness x of the-spherical or, respectively, cubic layer on these grains that has been converted Into the
product, the extent 0 of their conversion may be expressed as follows
in fractions of unity:

Rt

(108)

From this, the value of the radius or half-edge of the unreacted
part of the grain after a certain time has elapsed since the beginning
of the reaction will be

S.e-x- R(t--o)'.

(109)

In accordance with this, the dependence of the reaction-surface
area of a spherical or cubic grain on the extent of conversion will
take the form
(110)

A'i

where 0 is the extent to which the material whose surface limits the
rate of the process is

converted and

A = 4-R 2 (sphere)

or A - 241R 22R(cube)

To this we must add that the possibility of generalizing description of the kinetics of autocatalytic reactions in solid mixtures by
Equation (97)

is

obviously excluded,

because It

can apply only for a

definite, invariably quite improbable combination of conditions (rate
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of reaction does not depend on concentration of reagents and contact
surface between them and is zero at the beginning of the process, when

y.0).
A more general expression for the rate of such reactions would
obviously be the equation
•

ii

which, with B - 0 and m - n - 1,

i.e., only in a single particular

case, can be transformed into Equation (106).
However, even this equation is
?S

in a position to describe the

kinetics of autocatalytic reactions in solids only in a highly general
and approximate form (see §2 of this chapter).
In the general case, the rate of the heterogeneous interaction
between the two substances,

which is

what limits the reaction proper,

can be expressed by the equation

,,o
which,

(112)

for a second-order reaction, assumes the form

__KCaCgF.

(113)

where C1 and C 2 are the respective concentrations of the first
second reagents at the interaction surface, F is
surface and K is

and

the area of this

a constant that characterizes the properties of the

reagents and the conditions of the process.
Depending on the mechanism and conditions of a reaction between
two substances,

the concentration of each of them at the surface of.

contact and the area of contact may remain practically constant or.
vary essentially during the course of the reaction.

Accordingly,

the

dependence of the process rate on degree of conversion of the initial
substances may take a wide variety of forms. Thus,

if

the concentra-

tion of the two reagents does not change during the course of the
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reaction, then obviously with a constant contact area between the re.
agents (tablet reaction),
Equatio• .(96), while if

the rate of the process may be expressed by

the contact area changes,

as It

does in a

powdered mixture,

3.-.,',L
02

In the case, for example,

of a direct, reaction-rate-limiting

reaction between two solids in accordance with the scheme
A, + B,-- AB,.

or a solid and a liquid according to the scheme
A, + B. -. AB,,

or a solid and a gas formed by sublimation, according to the scheme
A.-.A,

~A,IB,',AB,,

!

the concentration of the two reagents at the surface of contact between
them remains constant over the course of the reaction.
Here, Equation (114)

will obviously be in force for a powdered

mixture of reagents consisting of spherical or cubic grains.
Let us consider a process having a different mechanism. Suppose
that the concentration of one of the reagents at the surface of contact between them changes continuously,

while that of the second re-

mains constant during the course of the reaction. It

is easily seen

that such conditions might occur in reality.
Thus, in the case of interaction in a mixture of reagents with
participation of a liquid phase,

in accordance with the scheme

A, + A.
r

~~A.+

B,

-

AS"qq

AS,+A-..(A+iA).

etc.-

,

the concentration of reagent B at the B-(AB + A)interface Is

constant,

while the concentration of A, which depends on the quantity of AB
present in the reaction mixture,

is a function of degree of conversion:
-
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)

C, -- conas,
C,- K(I - ,O.
where a and a0 are, respectively,

the degrees of conversion of sub-

stances B and A and a -'n/m is the composition coefficient ot the mix.
ture, it n Is

the stoichlometric reaction coefficient,

which expresses

the number of moles of reagent A reacting with one mole of reagent B,
the molar ratio between the quantities of A and B In the

and m Is

Initial mixture.
Here,

the rate of the reaction

d- KC
where aGc

=-K(l -- )•T --

,

(115)

1.

The rather complex solution of Equation (115)

leads to the equa-

tion
I

U

1,75arc t

T
x_IT(

-

where A,--.

r

l

aIJT
X
-

1,75arc tgi,17(A-

1)-,K,

.

With stoichiometric composition of the mixture (i.e.,
and a - 1),

(116)

when n -

Equation (115) assumes the form
So~l.(117)
di

If the products ot such a reaction accelerate it (autocatalytic
reaction),

It

is

its

rate equation assumes the form

necessary to dwell briefly on derivation of the kinetic

equation of successive reactions in

mixtures of solids.
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We may Imagine a series of combinations of successive reactions

of the same or different orders. However,
reasoning applied to these reactions,

to characterize briefly our

It will be sufficient to limit

ourselves to consideration of one such combination.
Suppose that the conversion proceeds In accordance with the last
scheme (page 256).
[A,-A.;

A.+B,-AB,;

MS,+A-.-(AB+A)

*tj .

and consists of the t~io successive reactions
1.

1 --* II

and 2.

11I--v 1l1,

whose rates, which conform to Equation (117)

are commensurate with one

another. Then, in accordance with Equation (117),
(117a)
and

where G' and G" are the degrees or conversion of I to II and II to III,
respectively (in

fractions of unity), and 1. and 12 are constants char-

acterizing the rates of the first and second reactions,

respectively.

Integrating Equation (117a), we obtain

+
o, -, - (I+K;,--T.
In analogy to Equation (117a),

(119)

we may write
P--+ K)- T.

(120)

Substitution of Equations (1191 and (120) Into Expression (117b) gives
dG"

•

"-91 = K2 ((I + K;:)7 Tj-(I

+ K4'-

I

TD-Ft.

(121)

In this case, the over-all degree of conversion of Initial substance I Into the final product I1I Is

.0-0!r*(122)
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where 0' and 0" are determined from Equations (119)

and (120).

To this we should add that In the particular case of successive
reactions In which their rates are not commensurate with one another,
ihe over-all rate and kinetic laws of the process, which Is limited

,,ýby-chemical efrects, are determined respectively by the rate and
kinetics of the slowest reaction and can be expressed, for example, by
one of Equations (114-118).
Finally, the case of charng

in the concentrations of both reagents

at the reaction surface with a simultaneous change in the latter's area
Is also possible.
If

in this case the degrees of conversion of each of the two re-

agents Into the product, expressed In fractions of unity, amount re,.spectively to 0 and 01 and the surface area of the first of them,
which is converted by the fraction 0 of unity (as might occur when the
change In the area of the first reagent in the course of the process
Is considerable,

while that of the second Is quite negligible), Is the

factor limiting the rate of the process,

then the rate of the reaction

in a mixture consisting of spherical or cubic grains may be expressed
by the equation

do

(• o)~s~o•
•-:

(123)

The value of the coefficient K In Equations (114-118) and (123)
depends on the initial concentration of the reacting substances.

Since

the factor limiting the rate of the process is the area of the reagent
converted by a fraction 0 of unity, it

is obvious that 0 > 01 given

identical grain sizes and densities in the reagents.
When the proportions of the reagents In the system and in the
stoichiometric equation of the reaction are such that 01

0 at a

"sufficiently large value of 0, Equation (123) is naturally converted
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into squation (117).
A highly essential point is that when 0 << 1 or, In other words,
when G

0.(and, accordingly, 01-

0),

each of Equations (114, 115,

117, 118) and (100) assumes the form of Equation (96),

i.e.,p that the

rate of all reactions Is practically constant under thhe'• conditions.
The function (1 - o) In Equations (114)-(118),and (123) characterizes the concentration Car of the reacting substance in bulk, while
the rate of the heterogeneous reaction between the two substances in
the field of chemical kinetics is,

strictly speaking, a funoro1n of

the concentration C1 of one of them at the surface of the particles of
the other:

'
do

For the cases considered, however,
in which the rate of diffusion is Incommensurately higher than the rate of
-10
/
S-

--

the reaction proper, C1 W Car and,
consequently, the reaction rate may be.
regarded as a function of the reagent

concentration In bulk.
The above enables us to Judge the
Fig. 57. Kinetics of reaction of soda with silicon
dioxide in the presence of
NaCl with [Si02]: [Na 2 CO3 ]=
1 t - 7400 and a reagent
1,
size r = 0.036 mm
reaction limits). 1) Time
in minutes.

?rain

dependence of the rate of the limited
reactions of so-called solid-phase
processes on the initial grain size
of the original mixture.
Thus, for a reaction accompanied

by a change in the concentration of one of the reagents atothe surface
F on which they react and being of the first order for a constant
valu,. of the area F, we have
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TABLE 24

:'L

' . ." . •:•
;
"

1•

Kinetics oa Reaction of Soda With Silicon
Dioxide in the Presence of NaCl 0 (With
[Sio2 :[Na 2 co3 ] =1, Reagent Grain Size
0.036

r

7400) .r'+•+•"'

'mand t:

0,239
0.23
0.307
0,341

3o03
3.4
2,2

I2
10
too

0, IM2
0, it*3
0.423

3.6

21s
131
&

0.464
0:477
0.492

•4
507.6
0.:
17

'

4.5

0,362

Its

3.5

411

0,441:11

.414
S.o3

6,:1

1,50.51

167,5
175.5
IO4
197.5
•0•.8
214
25
20375

i250

4.4

0mm5
0.519
0.574
0.567
0.6
0.615

6.1
6.3
6.41
6,3
6.45
G.o
1.a..
8145

0.627

0.64

0.655
0.67

263.5
275
291
307
325
344.5

0:35

0.683
0.696
0.71
0742
0.737
300.751

Ila
11.44
12,16
12.63
13.5.
14.4
15.

''+''"

++1

4.1

4.1

4.7.1
4.0
4

41

.4.1
4.1

'4.1
43
4;
4.2
4
4:3
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.3
4,3
4.2

4.2
4.12
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2

-Reaction limits.

1) r, minutes.

dO

•-,m
where A' -

&iR 2

'(1 -m'A(,.-roT',

(1.241)

for a single spherical grain.

The amount of the material in an ensemble of grains of initial
radius R that has been converted is proportional to the product of the
extent of conversion of one grain by the number of grains N in a unit
weight .of such a mass:

e

A'N,

whe21e
.
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(125)

N

(126)
if

e__

.'

y Is the apparent specific gravity of the graln.
In view of this, the final rate of a reaction at this kind will

.!be

'

.-.-

',

Integration of Equation (127)
and

.

-)T. :(i27)
with the initial

condition 0

-

0

0 results In the equation
H(.O)-

(I -- 0T

3

- !-AKR';

(128)

which enables us to characterize the rate of the process as a function
of the particle radius In the initial
Equations (127)

and (128)

mixture.

It

is

readily seen that

are also valid for cubic grains if

R char-

acterizet their average size.
Substituting IM- 1 = K'

in

Equation (128),
S

we may write

H(O)=(1 OfT)Ink.
The validity of Equation (128a)

(128a)

under conditions in which the

process rate is limited by the rate of the reaction itself

has been

confirmed experimentally by Ginstling and Fradkina (2313 on the example
furnished by the reaction of soda with silicon dioxide at a temperature of 7400 (Table 24,

Fig. 57).

process was limited .here by its

The diffusion resistance of the

taking place in a finely dispersed

mixture of the reagents In the presence of sodium chloride as a flux.
It

is

important to note that calculation of the rate of a given

process subject to any of the equations given above may give varying
results,

depending on the relationship between the grain sizes of the

-reagents.
Further, the form of the kinetic relationships changes considerably if

the reaction takes place not In a powdered mixture consisting
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of particles that approach the spherical or cubic more or less closely,
but between reagents taking the form of tablets and in contact with
*one another at flat

phaso" processes,

surfaces.

In

this case, the rate of the "solid-

which are limited by chemical interaction, must,

obviously be subject to Equations (96),
although,

(104),

(105),

as follows from the equations given above,

(107) and (111),
dy/dT-

K here

too as y -. 0..
Thuss, the microkinetics (the

0hemical kinetics proper) of differ--

ent "solid-phase" reactions may assume different natures depending on
the conditions under which they are run and differing from the nature
of the homogeneous reactions,
metric equations,

which,

In accordance with the stoichio-

are characterized by the same respective numbers of

reacting molecules.
§4.

PROCESSES LIMITED BY THE RATE OF FORMATION OF SEEDS
These processes are autocatalytic

(page 183).

Investigators have

proposed various equations at various times for description of their
kinetics.
L'yuis and later Tsentnershver and Bryuss and Makdonal'd and
Khinshel'vud tried unsuccessfully to extend the kinetic equations of
homogeneous and,

in

particular, homogeneous autocatalytic reactions

to these processes.
Assuming that 1) the rate of a solid-phase reaction that passes
through the emergence and growth of nuclei of..
is

crystalline product

proportional to the interphase surface on which the process is

localized and that 2)

the area of this surface is

product of the surface areas of the Initial
and,

further, that S -V

phase volume),

(where S is

Roginskiy and Shul ts

proportional to the

substance and the product
the surface area and V is

1269) obtained the following ex-

pression to describe the kinetics oT this reaction:
-263.

the

W

KG3(I

-

(129)

)1.

where 0 is the fraction of the material that has reacted.
The validity of Equation (129) was confirmed fQr the processes
of decomposition of KMnO 4 [269],

CaCO 3 *6H2 0 (349],

zinc oxalate (350]

and certain other substances. The tact of localization of processes of
this type at an interface was thus confirmed,
It

was subsequently shown by Yerofeyev [351] that Equation (129)

is not universal and valid for all reactions passing through stages of
formation and growth of solid-product nuclei.
To describe the kinetics of such reactions, Yerofeyev [270, 351,
352] proposed the equation
0-I-u-",

(130)

which can also be expressed approximately in the form

.(131)

(

-

These equations were derived on the assumption that the process
in which the initial centers of the reaction arise may be multistaged,
i.e., that the process of this emergence may depend on time (to the
extent that the concentration of the reacting substance does not remain constant during the reaction process).
In expanded form, Equation (130)
a=°l-11

reads as follows:
4

.I

(130a)

where vi is the number of potential points at which initial reaction
centers may arise, o is

the number of intermediate stages in the

process of Initial-center formation, U is the linear rate of reactionnucleus growth and K1 , K2 ... , K are constants characterizing the
kinetic orders of the intermediate stages In the formation of the
initial reaction centers.
This equation was proposed as a description of the kinetics of
-
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formation and growth of spherical nuclei.

Equation (130a)

shapes,

centers have linear and flat

In cases where the initial
accordingly

assumes the form

(130b),

S*W

a
Thus,

1

according to Yerofeyev,

pends on the presence of initi
on the form of the nuclei,

(1300
the value of n in

1. reaction centers In the body at T -O,

the number of intermediate stages in

process of initial-center formation,
here,

Equation (130)8de-

the

and on certain other factors;

the value of n may vary from unity to any integer.

1,0

41

47

04

Fig. 58. Rate of conversion of
NH 4 NO3 III

IV as a function of

-,077 at
the quantity 005 (1
temperature of 1) 341.02 ; 2) 34550;

3) 35.75.
Equation (130)

has been confirmed experimentally on the example

furnished by thermal decomposition of a number of oxides and carbonates [265, 353-356],
nitrate (Figs.
However,

the polymorphic transf6rmation of ammonium

58 and 59) [352] and on certain other reactions.
in

addition to the assumption explained above,

the

derivation of this equation also assumes that from the time at which
the reaction nuclei merge with one another the rate of the reaction

diminishes In p.oportion to the percentage of material that has not
-

265-

reacted. Actually, as was correct-

ly noted by Bel'kevlch [268, 3573,
assunption is not always Jus"

0rthis

tified. The decline In

r

reaction

rate after its nuclei have intercepted one another may take place
•41

4

more rapidly than the decrease In.
the proportion of material unre-

pig. 59. Rate of conversion of

a function
NH
3 III-* IV as
4 NO
of the quantity 00.5 (1 - 0)O77
at tSmperature of 1) 30.50; 2)
31.1 -

acted. This would be expected par-

ticularly in those cases where
the appearance of the Initial
centers takes place not over the

entire volume of the crystal, but chiefly on certain elements of Its
surface. If the reaction nuclei form, for example, preferentially at
the polyhedral vertices of crystals or on speciric points of their
surfaces, the probability that the nuclei will intercept one another
increases more and more rapidly as the nuclei penetrate into the interior or the particle (grain), because interception may take place
not only with nearby nuclei, but also with nuclei that have formed
or. more remote surfaces or the crystal.
Essential mathematical difficulties arose in theoretical analysis
:) '.he kinetics of reactions *of this type,

tiaular cases pertaining to this analysis

so that only isolated par-

usually the beginning or

ond of the process - were treated in the studies by Bredli, Kolvin

and Yum [358], Roginskiy [269, 359], Izmaylov [360] and Yerofeyev [270,
351, 352, 3613.

SThe most general and rigorous solution of the problem was given
in the reports by Todes and Bogutskiy [362] and Todes [363, 36".
Applying special probability methods, these investigators consideree
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(taking into account the Interý;Lctions o" the reaction zones as they
move forward) the propagation, by a topochemical reaction of the type
described,

of particles of limited size and regular (spherical) and

arbitriry shape into the interior o" a particle of infinitely large
dimensions (the curvature of which may be disregarded)..
The differential expressions obtained as a result for reaction
rate are not Integrated in their final form. Nevertheless,
studils resulted in important

-nclusions

these

as to the kinetics of the

reactions considered.
The authors showed, among other things,

that in the general case

the rate o01such reactions passes through a maximum during their progress. The position and magnitude of the maximum were found for the
"plane" case. The rapidity with which this maximum was attained and
the rapidity or the subsequent drop in reaction rate was established
for spherical particles as a function of the parameter a), which expresses the ratio of the average time necessary for a reaction zone
proceeding from one Initial center to reach the nearest Initial center to the time taken by the reaction in advancing from the surface
to the geometrical center of the particle (Fig. 60).

It

was shown

that with o < 0.001, the rate of conversion attained Its maximum almost instantaneously after onset of the reaction, at a negligibly
small degree of conversion or the initial material.

In this case, the.

zones of conversion from the various Initial reaction centers fuse at
the very beginning and form a unified, practically spherical front that
presoes on uniformly into the interior of the particle. With o - 1, no
sinEl.e front forms at all, since the conversion zones from the

ndi-

vidual initial centers may "overgrow" the entire par ticle-before formation of the next center on the remaining free surface.
Figure 61 shows the position of the rate maximum (with respect to
-267
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,• wm•
•q ~ -• •
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....-

-

-

. .

(1).

• J

--

Fig. 60. K-netics of reaction
ceeding via formation of Initial

centers. Propagation of reaction

in

spherical particle. A) Rate of conversion; B) percent conveziv1a.
_T I

II

II

I
SI Odegree

of conversion) as a function of w.
Todes [3641] showed that the nature or
Ithe kinetic curves depends only slightly
on

A

the grain shape of the Initial material, but
is determined essentially by its grain sizes.
In the case of continuous formation of cons

FI

centers at the particle surface, an

Iversion

optimum of conversion rate with respect to
Aa

particle refinement should exist. Otherwise,
when the Initial centers arise at the parti-

Fig. 61. Position of
reaction-rate maximum
for reaction proceeding through formation
of initial centers
for various degrees
of conversion as a
function-of w. A) Percent conversion; B)
position of rate max-

Mazmpel'

[1365

cle surface before the process begins,

we

should observe Incoplete conversion to a
greater extent as the particle size became
smaller.
It Is interesting to note that almost
8slinitm
i ulth !odes and Bogutskiy,

arrived by a 'aunzwet MTXiaei& route at results similar

to those obtained in Referercs [362, 363].*

SAccording

to Bel'kevich,

It

may be assumed In connection with

the remark made earlier (page 265 ) that the rate of a reaction o01the
type under. consideratlon drops off as a result of Intersection of
nuclei In direct proportion to the quantity (1 - 0),
Thus,

'Bellkevich [268,

3571 obtained the equation

(-0?
where

where a > 2.

-

,(132)

- S- 1.
Experimental investigation of the thermal decomposition of cadmium

and magnesium carbonates and the oxalates
as well as certain other substances,

showed the inadequacy of Equation

(130) and the validity o1" Equation (132)
62 and 63).

of silver, lead and nickel,

for these processes (Figs.

Here, the value of the quantity S, the physical signifi-

cance of which has not as yet been figured out, varied from 2 to 5 as
a function of the specific reaction involved.
The rate or a reaction subject to Equation (132)

is

expressed as

follows:

(133)
It

I

follows from Equation (133) that this rate Is

0 - 0 and G = 1,

i.e.,

it.passes through a maximum.

zero for both

This maximum, the

presence of which has been confirmed experimentally (Fig. 64 [366]),
occurs theoretically at

here is
The maximum rate
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j

(dG\

[

a

("+p) a

e

T

(135)

Pot,*

On the other hand, the rate value is proportional to the interface

area between the initial and final solid phases:

or

(136)
where T-1 is the rate referred to a unit interface area and F is

the

size of this entire area.

r..

Oleo
-o

,

29
,0

*.o

'49

49

Fig. 62. Kinetics of thermal decomposition of magnesium carbonate at
various temperatures (diagram arbitrarily condensed). A) log T.

If we now compare Equations (133) and (136),

we may conclude

[366) that in reactions proceeding via formation and growth of nuclei
of a solid product,

the size of the interface area must also pass

through a maximum (Fig. 65).
It

has not as yet been possible to confirm this statement ex-

perimentally by any type of direct measurement.

-
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JW

r

I

I

A
• 'I.

Fig. 63. Kinetics or0 thermal decomposition
of lead oxalate at various temperatures
(diagram arbitrarily condensed). A) log v.
*1

b)

AP

4w

*

A

Fig. 64. Kinetics of thermal decomposition of a) MgCO3-3H 20; b) MgCO 3 •4H2 0. Curves computed from Equation
(132) and experimental points. A)
Average % decomposed.

0.2

I

65. Change in Interface

.Fig.

area during thermal decompo-

4•

sition .of a crystalline
solid.

2T1

55. PROCESSES LIMITED BY THE RATE OF DIFFUSION (DIFFUSION REGION)
The rate of the majority of reactions between solids Is limited by
diffusion of the reagent through a layer of product.
In the general type of these reactions, a substance A reacts with

a substance B to form a product AB (Fig. 66) the thickness of whose
layer increases continuously during the course of the process. Here,
substance A (or a product of its decomposition) diffuses toward the
surfaqe or substance B through a layer of product AB at a rate that Is
immeasurably lower than the rate of the chemical reaction between
substances A and B, so that diffusion determines the kinetics of the
process completely.
Since the external resistance to diffusion

"*1

.o*0
*C*c

is considerably smaller than the diffusion resistance o" the product AB, the concentration
of substance A in the surface separating it
from AB is practically constant. At the sur-

Fig. 66. Diagram of
process limited by
rate of internal
diffusion,

face separating AB and B, the concentration of
substance A is constant at zero due to the
very high (as compared with the diffusion

rate) rate o' the chemical reaction of A with B.
As was indicated earlier, Yander, investigating the kinetics of
the type of reaction described, proceeded from the Fik differential
equation for the rate of diffusion through a flat diffusion layer.
Having thus derived Equations (91) and (93),

Yander extended them to

reactions in powdered mixtures consisting of spherical, cubic and
similar "bulky" particles.
It

Is obvious,

however, that these equations can be applied to

spherical, cubic and similar particles only at small values of x/R,
where x Is the thickness of the diffusion layer of the product AB and
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R is

the initial grain radius of the "coated" reagent,

I.e.,

only In

cases where the degree o01conversion or substance B into the product

Is small. The overwhelming majority of Yander's emperimental data-perýtain to precisely this case.
With high degrees of conversion of substance B and, accordingly,
large x/R, Equations (91) and (93),

which were derived for the "plane"

case, are inapplicable to the case, for example,

of a sphere.

As a result of this, and Lcause the relationships derived by
Yander have been*widely used In applications to the widest. range of
degrees of conversion, it

was expedient to derive corresponding re-

lationships for spherical grains. This problem was solved by Ginstling
and Braunstein [367).
To examine this problem, let us introduce the additional symbols:
C - the concentration of substance A in the layer of product AB;
Cl - the concentration of A at the A-AB interface;
D - the diffusion coefficient of A in AB;
r - the distance from the A-AB interface to a certain arbitrary
spherical surface In the direction of diffusion;
e = pn*/Ai - a proportionality coefficient (here p is the specific
gravity and

iL

the molecular weight of AB; n is the stoichlometric co-

efficient of the reaction, which expresses the number of moles of substance A that react with one mole of B).
By virtue of spherical symmetry, the concentration C of substance
A in the product layer AB Is a function only of the distance r from
the center of the sphere. C(r) may be found by solution of the Pik
equation, which takes the form of Expression (32)

for the case of

spherical symmetry and In spherical coordinates.
In the case under comsaldezmtIn, the boundamy and Initial conditions may be formulated In the t=
-273-

Sr,

r•(137)
-

- ,

"(138)

i

(139)

i ..

+,i- . + ,(140)

.

We shall regard the process as stationary If at a given x a given
constant quantity of substance A diffuses per unit time through any
cross section o1 the layer of product AB. Obviously, when this condition is

not observed, the process will be nonstationary.

Accordingly,

we shall distinguish between the "stationary" and

"nonstationary" problems.
It

has been shown [367] that in the case o' diffusion through a

plane layer, the solution of the "nonstationary" problem

ac

a*9

for boundary and initial conditions similar to conditions (137)-(140)
results In the same Equation (91) as does solution of the equation
analogous to (138)

for the "stationary" problem, In which the concen-

tration or substance A at the interface between A and AB has a certain
value C•instead of C1 .
Let us assume that In the case o" diffusion through a spherical
layer, we have a similar result, i.e., that solution for the nonstationary "spherical" case may reduce to solution of the equivalent
"stationary" problem.
Let us denote the concentration of substance A at the, surface of
the sphere in the equivalent problem by Ci and the quantity of substance A that diffuses per unit time through any cross section of the
pro+uct layer 4B by M(x) (remembering that M(x) is different for different x).
-
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For a given constant x and variable r we have

:

from whl.et ..

Let us now determine M(x).
limits r - R - x and r -R,

co.,.:(..4,

.. ,

.....

Integrating Equation (141) between the

we shall have
laD

4rD

R(R-a4

from which

(142)
Substituting Expression (142)

in Equation (141),

we shall have

*cC'R(4-x)

Ar
and,

substituting Equation (143)

XA(1143)

into Equation (139),

we obtain an

equation that expresses the rate of thickening of the product layer
AB in a spherical particle:
X-R--

)

(144)

where
C**S

Integrating Expression (144) with application o01 the initial condition (140)

results in the equation

(1345)

3 R)

where

K', 2K,.
Obviously, when x << R, Equation (145)

(

turns into (91),

KC'-K'..
To determine K, we Introduce the notation
-
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so that

As was shown in the above-mentioned Reference [367], we may, by
transforming the familiar equations of Vulis [77],

obtain the follow-

Ing expression for calculation of Z:
OR*()

0Z

.(1416)

where 0 is the error-integral symbol.
With s/C 1 > 7.5, we may, with a certain degree of accuracy, use
the expression
S(1 47)
and, if

e/C

1

< 0.17, the approximate equation

Z

/in _c, -•

(148)

For 7.5 > s/C 1 > 0.17, the values of Z are determined from the
curve of Fig. 67, which corresponds to Equation (146).
Knowing the values of e and C. for a given process, we may employ
the above expressions and diagram to compute values of the constant K
from theknown value of the diffusion coefficient D or, conversely,
the value of D from an experimental value of K.
It

is interesting to determine the change in rate dx/dT of thick-

ening of the product layer AB as a function of the ratio x/R.
Designating x/R = i,

we have from Equation (144)

•,o"(149) ,

-

dx/dr has a minimum at i - 0.5, i.ea,

As was shown earlier [367],

at x = R/2. Yesin and Gel'd [368] drew attention to this fact.
The data presented below characterize the rate of thickening of
the product layer as a function of the ratio x/R.

-
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PIg. 6?. Z as a function of the ratio
Equation (146)].
eA/C
1 [according to

I

1:

1

The quantity (l/K)(dx/dr)

11.4J41614.0 1
114 2.
1i.;L~
is also shown In Fig. 68 as a function

of 1.
It will be seen from the diagram that the rate dx/dr of thickening of the layer of product AB diminishes continuously as the quantity
ix/R varies from 0 to 0.5 and then rises symmetrically from the minimum
to infinity as x/R varies from 0.5 to 1.
In estimating the rate of the process, it is only necessary to
remember that at the limiting values of _I, I.e., when x/R-. 0 and
x/R-

1, the rate of thickening of the product AB layer Is not Infinite,

since in these cases the value of dx/dT is determined by the rate of
the chemical reaction and not by diffusion.
The equations derived express the thickness of the product layer
as a function or-time.
In practice, it is of considerably greater interest to derive
equations for calculation of the degree of conversion of the material.
For this purpose, let us express the thickness of the product
layer in terms of the degree of conversion 0 of the "coated" reagent.
-
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We have from Equation (103)

--R( -

Substituting Expression (150) In-

-to

to (145),
S8--

we obtain an equation ex-

pressing the extent of conversion as

-

"-

(150)

a

-

-

LA I "
0

4

function o" process time and particle

radius:
-1

.. 1

-= ,r,,.(151)

Fig. 68. Rate of thickening
of product layer as a func-

If,

tion of the ratio x/R.

after Yander, we substituted

Equation (150) into Expression (93),

we should have
.(G)

1

2(1-_-o)T

_

.(152)

Substituting Formula (150) into Expression (144),

we obtain an

equation for the conversion rate:

(153)
to which we may impart the form
do

(I-_)_

(153a)
According to Yander, the rate of conversion would be determined
by the formula
'

' ....

40

-

3 '- 3- '

()T,
(154)

or

--.

(154a)

0o-

-

-

-

48

-

Fig. 69. Ratio of process rates
computed from Equations (153) and
154) as a function ot 0. A) Ya
[Yander].
TAMS 25
Relationship Between Process Rates Computed
By
(153) and (154) With Equal. Valdes
a
of Equations
0l

at

1-0~

0.I
03
0.4
0,27
0,3
0.4
0.6
0.7
0,8

S0,9
0.96
Ole
0.995
.0,

0.9

06,65

0.8

1,045

0.287

0.76
0.73
0,7

0.906
0,N
Of
0.887M•4'

0.6
0,4
'0.3
0.2

0.8436
0,7364
o.666
0,346

0.1
0.05
0.0•
005
00

04642
0.3OK6
6.216
0.171
0.100

-1

-.

,

1.07I :
3.370
.,
17.
1,3.
3.48
1,7

2.3S
2,73
4.6
5

-0
,00.6

1) Ya [Yander].
Obviously, the ratio between the conversion rates as computed by
Equations (153) and (154) is expressed by a quantity
(o

-

O-.

It will be seen from the data o1' Table 25 and Fig. 69, which
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represent the dependence of the ratio between these rates as afun-

tion of the quantity 0, that at degrees of conversion of 27,

50 and

95% and higher, the conversion rates computed from Equations (153) and
(154) differ from one another by factors of 1.1, 1.2, 2.73 and more,
respectively.

x-'

It is no less important to establish the difference in the theoretical process duration necessary to reach a given value of 0 as
computed by Equations (151)

and (152).

The data of Table 26 and Fig.

70 characterize the scales of this difference.
Let us note that the ratio between the value- of the necessary
conversion time as computed after Yander and by Equation (151) is most
easily obtained by dividing Yander's expression x2 = Kr by Equation
(145) and substituting x in the quotient by its value from Expression
(150).
We obtain as the result

As will be seen from the data of Table 26 and Fig. 70, e.g., for
the 90% conversion, the calculation following Yander leads to a value
of the necessary process time that is 56% larger than that according
to Equation (151).

The time necessary for 100% conversion of substance

B is 3 times as long according to Yander than according to Equation-

(151).
The possibility of describing the kinetics of reactions in various
powdered mixtures by the approximate equation (151) for the diffusion
kinetics of reactions in spherical particles has been checked experlmentally and confirmed in the work of many authors (here we can present
only some of the data that they obtained).
SThus, Ginstling and Fradkina [2313 showed that the experimental
-
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TALI 26

Ratio ry,/-r for Various Values of 0
I'
"'-,

*

"0

SI

*.6113

0.35

0.0005

0.3
6041
o04
0 .5

Glo.w5
0.04216
G0loa
O,0gist0042
0.005

0.

0.1247

S0.7
0.9
0.,5
1.0

0,0115

5

6.00515

.I04

~ CoaO

0.1846
0.23.3
"0,3

5.0435
0.14104

I.
3
I.1
1
5.31.
11

*.IT"4

1.30

0.8

I'm

$.*a.
I's

2.11

1) According to Equation (151); 2) according
to Equation (152); 3) Tya/T.

data on the reaction kinetics of calcium
carbide with molybdenum oxide (Table 27,
Fig. 71)

and soda with silicon dioxide

(Table 28,
•---

Figs. 72 and 73) correspond

to this equation.
Toropov and other Investigators

9

4:

44

(3691

48

0

rya:r as a function of degree of conver-

Fig. 70.

"sion.
)
s l on .
A)

established the same correspond-

once for the process in

r/
y a - .0

which bicalcium

silicate forms from calcium carbonate
and silica at 13500 and Fadeyeva [370]

demonstrated it

for the process in which sodium ferrite Is produced

from soda and ferric' oxide at temperatures of 720 and 8200.

Luginina

(371] demonstrated the possibility or describing the kinetics of silicate formation in the CaCO3 -Si0 2 -CaF

2

system at a temperature of 12000

by the use or Equation (151).
Averbukh et al.

(372]

obtained satisfactory agreement between

their experimental data and calculations by Equation (151)
process in

for the

which Cr20 3 Is oxidized In chromite charges at temperatures
-
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TAL3 27
Kinetics of Reaction Between Calcium Carbon-

ate and Molybdenum Oxide* (with [CaCO3 ]:[MoO3 J =
1
6
S...
, grain sizes rCCaCO.,
0.153
r600. ~o .03
mm, rN
0,5 mm0
and t

M

--

¶',W1.

3,5
7

10

13
15.5
44
47.5

51,5

600 )

0.0453
0.0909
0.1354

60

0.5635
0,581
0.6

64.5

0,618

69
74
8O

0.635
).6545
0.6725

0.68
1.33

0.29
1.07

3.98
6.38
41.5
45.3

3.06
4.12
9.45
9.55

4.21
6.75
46,6
52,6

2,1

48.93
52.63
57.1

2.29

0.63
1.33
2.29

3.24
4,35
11.06
11.15

9.5
9.55
9,55

5165
63.4
63,4

11.81

61.5

9.55

75.4

11.67

66.18
60.57
76.67

9.58
9.54
9.55
9.5

81.65
89.7
96.4

104.88

11.81
12
12

88.23

9,5

113.7

12,2

82.25

0.691

0,709

45

I

10, ic

lP. K"

0.24
0.93

2.1

0.1819
0.2272
0. 52r)5
0.546

&5

86.5

Ir , 1O-I

I

•

I1.3

11.53

12.12

99.5
106.5
113.5

0.727
0,7455
0,764

94.49
101.4
108.77

9.5
9,55
9.55

123.44
134.1
145.9

12.4
12,6

130.5

08

124.67

9.55

133.55

172,4

13.2

9.52

185

13,35

122
140

0,782
0.818

9.55

116,47

1561.6

s2.76
Ia

T-TMh 0 > 0.5, the process Is limited by diffusion.

1) T, minutes; 2) 10 3 .Iya; 3) 104"Kya.

of 900 and 10000.
Finally,

Chishmaru [373,

374), who made a detailed study of re-

actions in the CaSO4 -SiO2 system at high temperatures,
Equation (151)

found that

exopresses the kinetics of these reactions most accu-:

rately.
The linear nature of the dependence of I(G) on the time T of the
*process was established experimentally in References [23l, 369, 371,
373] for a very long time during which the rate of the process Is
limited by internal diffusion; the same sources also show the Inadequacy of Equation (152)

for description of the kinetics of diffusion

processes in powdered crystalline mixtures.
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In all of these studies,

Equation (152),

-

which was obtained by

transforming Tander's FbrmOla (93) In
J

accordance with the theoretical con.

/

"sideratlons presented above, was found
valid only for very small-.degrees of
conversion of the "coated" reagent.
would, of course, be of Inter-

"It

A

eat to describe the diffusion kinetics

Fig. 71. Kinetics of chemical transformation of equlmolar mixture of calcium
carbonote with molybdenum
oxide with grain size
3

-0.036

of reactions in solids using a generalIzed expresslon that is valid for

-a and tem-

particles of any shape. Here, we may
proceed from-the following considers-

peratures or 580 and 6000.
0.13 -, t =
1) r
013ma
CaCO3
2) rCaCO - 0.153
aO3
=
t
6060; 3) r

tions

S600;
yin,

(3731.
Let a particle of reagent B, which

0
0.13
-, t = 580°. A?
Time In minutes.

form a product AB on reacting with
reagent A, have the volumes V1 and V,
I?,

r'

rI
Na
00
2I

, --

--

"

,
2

-egn•gansi

59--t

-

Fig. 72. Kinetics of reaction of soda
with silicon dioxide with [81023:
[=Na 2 C0•] = 2, reagent grain size r =

i

1 ~

o3m--

d t eq~mewure

of 1)

,820; 2) 800"'. A) TIm Imimutes.w
the masses Vlp an Vp• and Urn umTc areas .• and P at1 the initila

-

,,,o ......-

I

40
00-

-

Fig. 73. Kinetics of reaction
of soda with silicon dioxide

with [SiO2 ]:[Na 2 CO3 ] - 1, re-

agent grain size r

=

0.036 mm

and t = 8200. A) Time in

minutes.
TABLE 28

Reaction Kinetics of' Soda With Silicon Dioxide*
With [SiO2 ]:[Na 2 CO3 ] 1= , Reagent Grain Size
r = 0.036 mm and t - 8200

41.5
49
58
67
77
84.5
92
99.5
108.5
118
127
137
146.5
157
168
I8O
193

206
12)20
23.
248
263.5
280

"

2

296
312
332

T-

0,2458
0.266
0.2876
0.307
0.328
0:3416
0.355
0, 3686
0,382
0.396
0,409
0,424
0,4.W
0,450
0,464
0.4776
0.492

0.505
0,5196

0.5322
0,546
0.50
0,574

0,3s76
0.601
0.615.
0 > 0.24,

7.56
8.96
10.6
12.23
14.13
15.46
16.83
18.22
19.83
21.5
23.14
25.03
26.73
28.7
30.81
33
35,3

1,83
1.83
'.83
1,82
1
1:83
1.83
1.83
1,82
1,82
1.82
1,82
1.82
1.82
1.83
1,83
I.83

37.58
40.2

3.82
1.83

12.36
45.3
48.16
51,14

1.83
1,83
!,83
1.83

54,26
57.34
60.8

1.,3
3,83
3.83

7.49
9.6'
11.39
13.3
1.4
16.8
18.5
20.2
21.9
23.9
25.9
.2
30.4
32.7
35.25
37.9
40,9

.43,65
47 49.9
3,6
57.3
61.4

65.8
09.6
74.4

1
I.:
1."6
1,96
2
1."
2.02
2,.0
2.08
2.9
2.04
2.06
2,01
2.05
2.1
2,1
2.1!

2,32
2:14

2,14
2,13
2.18
2,19

2.2
2.24
2.25

the process Is limited by dirfusion.

1) 1, minutes; 2) 10 3 .1ya; 3) lO'Kya.
-
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point In time and after the lapse or a certain time from the beginning

3•

of the reaction, respectively.
If during a time dr. the reaction has passed through 'a thickness
dx of the plane of B corresponding to the mass dVp, then
dVp - Pr

"-

or

P(V1-V)uhuiIPAL

FProm thes.

and

dY-FdXa
V.1 - Vi.- P dx"

The extent of conversion of reagent B In fractions of unity may
be expressed as
V

-V

(155)

V,

Differentiating Equation (155),

we obtain
F•&.
V,

O

Multiplying the right member of this equation by P/F1 , we obtain
dtV2

Fe E.*

(156)

where F1/V 1 Is the initial specific surface area of the particle and
F/7

1

is its relative surface area (which depends on the nature and

relative thickness of the layer of product AB and varies during the
reaction) and both are graln-shape factors, and dx/dr expresses the

rate of thickening of the product AB.
P/3- Is a function of the degree of conversion of reagent B:
-28.5-

The explicit form of this function differs for different geometrical shapes.
Thus,

for a sphere T(O)
4

oT r

(1

-

-

0)2/3 and

4

3 (R --XP

. ..

(157)

For a solid cylinder, 9(G) = (1 - G)l/2 and so forth.
The ratio F1 /VI may also be expressed as follows:
V,

"

where * Is the shape factor (which Is 1/3 for a sphere, 1/6 for a
cube, and so forth) and 1 is the least thickness of the grain.
If we designate dx/d¶ = a, Equation (156) may be written in the
form
do

and,

further, introducing the notation

/41 - X, we may obtain a

generalized expression for the diffusion kinetics of a reaction in a
solid mixture:
do

which,

XOM,

-(158)

depending on the expressions determining the reaction-rate

factor X and the grain shape factor T(a), may assume the formof

Equations (153),
It

(153a) and others.

will be appropriate here to touch upon the problem of the

pseudomicrokinetics of reactions in mixtures of solids.
The situation here is that quite often, without a sufficiently
clear conception of the reaction mechanism, an experimentally established kinetic law for a reaction leads to an erroneous conclusion

as to its liniting stage.
-
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A characteristic example of this phenomenon is the pseudomonomolecular reaction, the kinetic equation at which is governed by a
special case of the diffusion kinetics of the process.

""As

L

we .know, the rate oF certait'%,rocesses pertaining to thE di!-

fusion region, i.e., processes that take place with a diffusion layer
of constant thickness, can be expressed by the equation of a firstorder reaction.

If a solid substance A reacts with a liquid substance 3 to
Thuse
1
produce a solid product AB that forms with reagent B a mixture that
melts at the temperature of the process, then the diffusion layer of
the product AB grows continuously on the A side and goes over Into the
liquid phase on the B side.
In this case, the thickness of the product AB diffusion layer may
have a practically constant very small value over a considerable
period of time.
The reaction product AB,

which goes over into the liquid phase,

forms a more or less homogeneous mixture (melt,

solution) with reagent

B, In which the concentration of B falls off continuously as the
process advances.
Since the diffusion resistance of the solid product AB Is considerably higher than that of the liquid, the concentration of reagent
B at the boundary between the layers ABt and ("B + B)zh is practically
equal to its concentration In the liquid (AB + B).

Thus,

this concen-

tration of B at the outer surface of the product layer ABt also changes
continuously as the process advances.
The concentration of B at the AB-A boundary is equal to or close
to zero, since the rate of chemical reaction is

incommensurately high-

er than the diffusion rate.
In view o1 the above, the process rate in the diffusion region
S287

d

as

5

D*C

can be expressed with a high degree of approximation for this .case as
:
.'0 __KCF.
And since for a stoichiometric mixture of the reagents,

the con-

'centration of substance B at the boundary between ABt and (AB + B)zh
is
C KT -o)
and the cross-sectional area of the diffusion flow (or the surface ABt)
Is

F=K(!--0)•i

then the diffusion rate and the rate of the entire process as a whole
vary in this case in accordance with the change In concentration of
the unreacted substance B in the (AB + B)zh mixture and the crosssectional area of the diffusion flow after Equation (117).
In the particular case In which F - const over the entire course
of the process (reaction between tablets),

the variation of its iate

takes place following a law corresponding to monomolecular reaction:
do

K(I-)

6." PROCESSES LIMITED BY ADSORPTION, SUBLIMATION AND OTHER PNOMMNA.
CHANGE IN REACTION KINETICS DURING ITS PROGRESS.
REGION

TRANSITIONAL

Under practical conditions, the kinetics of a process may be do-.
fined not only by the rate of the chemical reaction itself (03), seed
formation (§4)

or internal diffusion (05),

but also by other phenomena.

When the slowest stage in a chemical reaction taking place In a
solid mixture is sintering, recrystallization, adsorption or-some
other "elementary" process, the laws governing the variation of Its
rate will naturally determine the kinetics of the entire reaction.
Thus,

if

it

Is lliited by adscra-tlc
-288-

(of px.tleles of ene reagent

onto the grain surfaces of the other), then
'0
1
KPAtI: 7 .

(159)

where PA is the partial pressure of the adsorbed reagent over the ad-

sorbent and bA is a constant$

ir it Is limited by sublimation of one of the reagents, then,
according to what was said In S4 of Chapter 2 (see also [231,

3461)v

the kinetics of the process may be described by Equations (81a) and
(83)s in which 0 will express the extent to which the sublimating sub.
stance is converted into the product;
If

the reaction is limited by sintering, the intensity of the

process may depend on the average radius of the "contact circle" between grains, which was defined by Equation (53),
It

and so forth.

Is clear from the above (SS2-5) that the value of the motive

forceR and resistances in the individual stages of the reaction and,
consequently, the relationship between the possible rates of its
various stages may change during the reaction process. As a result,
a fundamental change in the reaction kinetics may take place as a
function of time. It

is possible, for example,

that in the initial

period of the reaction, with a negligibly small diffusion resistance
of the product layer, its rate may be limited by the rate of the
actual chemical reaction at the phase boundary,

and later, after the

[product] layer has thickened considerably, by the rate of diffusion
of the reagents in it.

Here, as in other similar cases,

the reaction

kinetics during the various stages must be described by different
equations.

in accordance with the transitions of the process from one

region, e.g., from the region of chemical kinetics,
e.g.,

into another

-

into the diffusion region.
Such transitions of the process from one region into another may

-289

TABLI 29
Kinetics of Reaction Between Calcium Carbonate
and Molybdenum Oxide* With [MoO3 ]:[CaCO3 J ,,
-

0.13 mm, rMO33

3, grain sizes rCaCO

- 0.064 mm and t
'I,.

580.o
./e

01* .
O

26

0.1061

50.9
61,53
72.07

32.5

0.1303

88.9.

Is

0.0757
0.909

W.AJ

W.#

2.82

2.73

W. I

0.1213

82.6

2.75

-----

-

-

35
38.5
62.5

0,1392
0.1485
0.581

95.1-

2.74
2.64

-

-

66.5

0.6

22
30

0.618
0.6355

71.5
76,5
81.5

0.6545
0,6725

88,5
96

2.78
2.75

101,63
-

--

61.5
66.06

66
8.N
84,6

76-67

8.

57.1

--

-

-

70.57

-

82.25

8.66

-

94.49
101.4"
I 0- ,77

-

116.47
124,67
133,'5

8.65
8.65
8.0•
8.64
8.64
8.06
8.63
8.64
8.6

102
109
117
126

0.641
0.709
0.717
0.7455
0.764

135
144,5
155
166

0.782
0.8
0o818
0.836

-

-

143.07

178,5

0.855

-

--

15395
165.

0.873

192

- --

----

8.65

88.23

8.65

T-W-e process Is limited first by sublimation
and then by diffusion.
** For T < 38.5, 0 expresses the extent of conversion oT the MoO3 , and subsequently that of
CaCO3

1) r, minutes.

X

X

-

s No

W

Fig. 74. Kinetics of reaction between
calcium carbonate and molybdenum oxide
with [HoO3 ):[CaCO 3 ] l 3; rCC0 = 0.13,
0 3
r•o 0 = 0.064 and t - 5800. 1) Time In
minutes.
-
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0-

'SI

!

-.---

I

60

M

Kinetics of reaction of soda
Fig.
silicon dioxide In the presence
with 75.
oa NaCi with [Si02 ):[Na 2 COI - 1; r -0.036 mm and t - 7500.
minutes.
be observed in

practice.

Thus,

Time in

1i

Ginstling and Fradkina [231] established

that when molybdenum oxide reacts under certain conditions with callcum carbonate,

the rate of the process is

limited first

tion of the molybdenum oxide and subsequently by its

by sublima-

diffusion through

a layer of calcium molybdate that forms as a result of the reaction.
In

accordance with this, the process kinetics is

Equation (82a)

and later by Equation (151)

by

expressed first

(Table 29 and Fig. 74).

The same authors [231] demonstrated transition of the process
from the region of the actual chemical kinetics into the diffusion
region in

the reaction of silicon dioxide (quartz)

this reaction at a temperature of 7500 in
may.observe a radical change in

with soda.

Running

the presence of NaC1,

we

the reaction kinetics over time

(Table 30, Pig. 75).
Luginina [371) noted such a change for the process in
calcium silicate is

produced from silicon dioxide (quartz)

which
and CaCO3.

The actual transition of the process from one region (e.g.,
reaction at the interface) to another (e.g.,

diffusion in

the bulk of

the phases) 'May, depending on the conditions of the process,

-291-

the

occupy

TABLE 30
Kinetics of Reaction Between Soda and Silicon
Dioxide* in the Presence of NaCi With [SiO2 ]:
1, r
0 .036 mm and t
750°
2 Co3 ]

S[Na

1.5
3

4,5
67.5
78
89

* .5
96
104
114.5
121.5
130,5
140.5

1.51

163
175
189
%
219,5

232
251
268

282

296
313
330

---

0,0341
0.0683
0.

-

--

-M-

0.3113

3.22

476-

0,376
0.409
0.430
0.450
0,4775
0.492
0.5115

3.7
4.21
4.55
4.9
5:43
5.7
6.15
6.63
7J12
7.7

4.75
4.74
4.72
4.71
4.76
4.70
4.71
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.72
4.71
--

0,5325
0.5525
0,574
0..%94
0.6145

8.25

8.9"

0,635

-

0.649
0.662
0.6835
0.6:6
0.710
0.724

-

-

--

0.737
0.751

--

-3
-

-

--

-

.
-

-

65.37
69.73
73.57
78.43

83.9
8.57
93.43
96.17
103.53

3.19
3.17
3.16
3.12
3.14
3.14
3.14
3,14

3.14

process is limited first by the reaction
and then by diffusion.
1) 1, minutes.

'TF

a longer or shorter span of time.
In reactions between crystalline solids, it

is frequently neces-

sary to deal with a transitional region in which the rate of the
over-all process Is limited and determined by the rate of two or
more phenomena simultaneously; sometimes a transitional region occuples the entire time span during which observations are conducted.
At any rate, it merits the attention of investigators, the more so
because study of "mixed" kinetics in the reactions under consideration has thus far not produced simple and exact expressions for many
practical cases.*
/

..

'.

Using the so-called quasistationary method or the method of the

equal-access surface, we may obtain an approximate but quite general
-292-

solution to the mixed-kinetics problem 178).
We shall regard the reaction surfaces or the grains to be
equally accessible (or diffusion and the diffusion conditions as Independent o01whether or not a reaction take. place on this surface.
Let the reaction rate at the surface, which depends on the concentration of the reacting substance at this surface, be f(C9).
In the stationary or quasistationary state, the reaction rate Is
equal to the quantity of materiil diffusing toward the reaction surface, and is expressed by the formula

S/(C' = P(c - c1

(160)

where P is the rate constant of diffusion and C is the concentration
of the diffusion substance at the external surface of the diffusion
layer.
The diffusion rate constant S Is analogous to the heat-transfer
coefficient and may be determined from the equation of specific diffusion flux:

•_•

-- AC.

(161)
Since q has the dimensionsof moles/cm2-sec (or g/
AC is given In moles/cm3 (or g/cm3 ),
Solving Equation (160)

.2-sec),while

the dimensions of P are cm/sec.

for any explicit form of f(CS), we may

obtain CI as a function of C and then the value of the reaction rate
in the mixed region.
In the simplest case,

in which F = const (tablet reaction) and

the reaction at the surface is

of the first order.
f()-

A0,.

Equation (160) assumes the form
p(c- c')from which

293.

.

(162)

(163)

C-C
Here,

the reaction rate for the quasistationary process Is

;70
+ ..
Since in
first

(164)

this case the macroscopic reaction rate also follows the

order, we may write

•K'C,

(165)

k+P

(166)

where

Considering,

instead of the rate constants of reaction and dif-

fusion, their reciprocals,

we obtain in
I :

k
i.e.,

this simplest case
I"

(167)

-k

the diffusion and chemical resistances to the process simply

add.
Obviously,

the equation will be greatly simplified if

of the quantities k and A are not comparable,

i.e.,

the values

when the process

does not belong essentially to the transitional region.
Thus,

with k >> P,we find that K* - 0 and the rate of the process

Is determined by the diffusion rate; in

this case,

the process rate

will naturally be independent of the chemical reaction mechanism.
With k <<A, we get K* -Z k~and C' M C and the rate of the over-all
process will depend wholly on the rate of the actual chemical reaction.
Let,

as before,

the reaction process between A and B (see page

185) consist of sublimation of reagent A, Its diffusion toward reagent B,

and reaction between them to form a product AB.

Let us adopt the following notation for our analysis ol' this
process:

-29*4

WWvs Wr and Wd: the resistances to sublimation, reaction and diffusion, respectively; CO, C1 and C2 : the respective concentrations of
the sublimating reagent at the surface of Its own grains, at the outer
surface of thiproduct diffusion layer, and at the reaction surface
of the second ("coated") reagent; CB: the concentration of the second
P2 and F3: the respective areas of

reagent at the PB-B Interface; P.1

the reaction surface- the smallest cross section of the diffusion
flux, and the sublimation suri~ce.
Obviously, the over-all concentration gradient, which expresses
the motive force of the process

Ac-fc.' c,,c2. c'N)-(4c.-,+
+ (C - C) 4(c,.c,) ,C,-c,(1

(168)

-C.

With CB = 1, the motive force of the process Is nothing else but
the concentration of the sublimating reagent at the surface of its
grains: AC - CO and, under Isothermal conditions, is a practically constand quantity.
If the process consists solely of sublimation and reaction or
of diffusion and reaction, we have,

respectively,

SIc-CC.
and
1'

C1.

In all of these cases, AC - const, so that Equation (103) may be
rewritten in the form

"I69)
With Pl " KX I
case, for example,

2

" "'"

" Ki

In
-

...

-

2- 1n, i.e., in the

of a stoichlometric mixture, Equation (103) assumes

the form
d,

J,,

W'.+IW,+Ka ,
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(170)

In its general form, this approximate equation expresses the
rate of aprocess of the type described as a function of the basic
factors determining it. Obviously,

the problem consists In finding

Wr - •(o) and U4 - i(O), which

the form or the functions Wv -(O),

r

reflect the laws governing the variation of the principal resistances
to processes of this type as they unfold.
Numerous attempts to describe mixed reaction kinetics in crystalline mixtures have become known. For the reasons indicated above,
they usually either involve significant simplifications of the'probtrend) or (second

lem (first

trend) result in

complex expressions

thajt are more exact but less easily handled for practical purposes.
The work of Fishbek [78]
trend.

the first

is

worthy of mention among the studies of

His reasoning as to the kinetics of solid-phase re-

actions In the transitional region may be reduced to the following.
Let two substances react with one another wlth formation of a
diffusion layer of their compound in

such a way that the rate of the

actual reaction and the rate of diffusion are comparable with one
another.

This may occur,

for example,

in

cases where the concentra-

tion gradient AC'/x of the diffusing agent in
sents a considerable quantity,

the product layer repre-

with very small values of the

i.e.,

thickness x of this layer,
In these cases,

the total concentration gradient of the diffus-

ing reagent is

ACMAC,+AC%.
where AC' is

the concentration gradient of this reagent in

layer and AC" is

the product

the same gradient at the boundary between the product-

)

pnd second-reagent phases.
It is

(171)

obvious that on the one hand

296

acc-A

(172)

while on the other
X. -fCo.

(173)

In view of the above, we may, in a simple (and quite coarse) approximatlon, regard AC" as proportional to AC'/x, i.e.,
A0'
x•-•,•

(174)

On the basis of Equation (171),
AC-E-

(175)

and
AC,

-C-A'-A
(176)
X+g,"
On this basis, regarding the diffusion layers of the product as
flat and remembering that

applies for such layers, Fishbek obtains the equation
dfx

`

KC-t-L+XT,

(177)

which, after separation of variables and integration, assumes the
form

X Kx -A"
a+

(178)
or
x + 22K, - E-K, ,--K

(179)

which differs in form from Yander's Equation (91).
With x < K1 , Expression (179) is easily reduced to the form

from which
-
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x-A
If,
n

(InK'- InuK+1n,*

(180)

following Fishbek, we now disregard the quantities in Ki and

as small by comparison with In 1, we may easily obtain the

xrs

sion

or, otherwise expressed
dx

K

which is consistent with Tammann's Equation (88).
It

therefore follows from the above that Equation (88) may serve

for highly approximate description of the kinetics of these pro-.-,
ceases in the transitional region.
Nevertheless,

the validity of Fishbek's reasoning and conclusions

Is relative. Their Inadequacy is due to the author's use of simplified
conceptions concerning the mechanism of reactions between solids, his
use of the unjustified assumptions noted earlier (specifically, the
assumption that the diffusion layers are planar) In his reasoning and
derivations, and the nonrigorous solution of certain equations.
It

is impossible in the present monograph to delineate the studies

that have been made in the second trend, which propose to describe
circumstantially and rigorously the kinetics of these reactions in
the transitional region.
(they include,
Mal'mberg (375])

It

for example,

is sufficient to note that these studies
the investigation of Stallkhane and

have not yet resulted In the derivation of equations

that can be used for direct description of the kinetics of real reactions in crystalline mixtures over any broad range of conditions (attention has been drawn to this by Yesin and Gel'd [368],

among others),-

and essentially represent simply various mathematical formulations of
the problem as applied to various paticular cases.

-
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Nanu-.
script
Pape

[Footnotes ]

No.

239

Equation (94) is considered In detail In S3 of Chapter 7.

250

Crystallization kinetics, a special study of which appeAM
In the well-known works of Fol'mer (347], Bochvar [308),
Frenkel' [44, 451, Danilov (1621, and certain other authors,
Is a separate and rather broad field and Is not considered
here. The reader will find an exposition of the contemporary theory of thin process In the second volume of the
book by Yesin and Gel'd (368).
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Equations (96) and (114) naturally also describe the kinetics of reactions whose rate is independent of the concentration of the reagents at the contact surface.
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The prelimlnay results of these works were reported at the
Conference on Heterogenous Catalysis in May 1940.
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When C is the molar concentration,
m
concentration by weight,
weight or A.
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3 = z = zerno

256

T

256

x - zh - zhidkost'

260

cp - or .- sredniy

278

x

295
295

. If C Is the
where IL
1 is the molecular

Certain premises concerning this were briefly touched
upon in V2 of this chapter.
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chapter 6
PRINCIPLES FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
.REACTIONS IN CRYSTALLINE MIXTUhR
The Important and quite complex problem oV. classifying reactions
that take place on heating of crystalline solids has been touched
upon In relatively raw studies. Yander, Myuller, Xhyutting, Yost,
Garner, Pozin and Ginstling, Khaufe and certain other investigators
have been concerned with It.
While they do not solve this problem completely, the work of these
investigators enables us to map out basic principles (or criteria) for
classifying reactions in solids that facilitate systematic study and
description of these reactions.
The first attempt at systematizing solid-phase reactions was undertaken about 30 years ago by Yander [376]. The basis for the classification that he proposed Is the nature of the chemical reaction between the solids. Accordingly, Yanler divides reactions between solids
into the following groups..
1. Reactions of a basic oxide with an acidic oxide; e.g., some
oxide such as BaO, CaO, SrO, MgO, ZnO, PbO, CdO, NIO, FeO, CoO, CuO,
etc., with some acidic oxide such as WO
3 , MoO3 , S10 2 , T0 2 , V2 05 ,
Fe203 , etc., in a reaction of the type
BRO + WO3

*

-'

BaWO4 .

2. Reaction of a salt of carbonic or sulfuric acid with a basic

oxide, accompanied by displacement o01 the acid anhydride toward the
oxide; for exanple, the reaction of strontium, calcium or magnesium
-299-

carbonate with oxides of barium, strontium, calcium and the sulfates
of Ca, Sr, Mg, Co, Ag, Pb, Cu with oxides of Ba,

Sr, Ca,

Pb, Mg,

etc.,

according to the type
AgSO, + PhO

-P I'bSO,

+ AgO.

3. Substitution of the CO2 in a Parbonate by a solid acidic
oxide; for example,
S0

2

the reaction between CaCO3 , SrCO3 , BaCO3 and

, MOO
3 , W03 , according to the type
CaCO3 + MoO3 -0 C MoOU
4 + C%
4. Substitution of the metal in salts, oxides or sulfides by

another metal, which takes place,

for example,

on heating of magnesium

with oxides of zinc,

tellurium, cadmium, copper, or nickel; on heating

of Zn with CuO, PbO,

or AgI; of Fe with PbO, CuO; Pb with CuO, and

so forth, for example
Mg + ZnO -. MgO+ Zn.
5. Exchange decomposition on reaction of a carbonate with a sulfate, according to the type
BaSO, + Na2CO3

-*

NaSO4 + BaCO8

This reaction grouping of Yander, which was unquestionably useful
to investigators in its time,

is now of historical rather than theo-

retical and applied importance.
Indeed, it

is not difficult to perceive that reactions of group

2, in which part of component A is separated from it

and combines

with component B, are similar to reactions of group 4, In'which the
same phenomenon occurs. From the standpoint of systematization of the
chemical reactions, the difference that exists in this case between
the chemical compositions of the part split off from A and the part
that moves toward B is nonessential, because its composition does
not determine the fundamental nature of the relationships governing
the procesa.

A large number of technically important reactions between
-
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solids, such as, for example, reactions In which metal sulfates are
reduced by carbon, the reactions between phosphates
oxides,

and others, do not fit

and metallic

into Yander's classification..

At the present time, when solid-phase processes are numbered in
the thousands,

such a classification, which takes note only of certain

general features (chiefly concerned with the chemical composition of
the initial components),

is

of limited value.

An attempt to classify chemical reactions from a technical standpoint was undertaken at one time by Nyuller.1377).
the fact that,

in general,

a solid, a liquid or a gas,
gas,

it

is

Taking Into account

possible for a solid to react with

f'or a liquid to react with a liquid or a

for a gas to react with a gas and for a solid to react simul-

taneously with a liquid and a gas, Nyuller accordingly classifies all
chemical reactions into seven classes. Further,
reaction of each pair of bodies (e.g.,

assuming that the

solid with solid) can give

seven different (as regards the combination of physical states)
products,
Thus,

he distinguishes seven types of reaction in

each class.

class 1 of Myuller's system (solid + solid) encompasses

the types:

i) T+T-.T+T;
2) T.+ T-e.T+.W;
3) T-+T-.T+)r;

T - t - solid
x - zh - liquid
r = g - gas

4) T + T-*)K +MC;

5) T-+T-•)K+

r;

5)
+ T -v,r + r;
6) T
T+T-+r+r;

7) T+T-T+)K•

r.

As a result, the total number of types over all

classes is

499.

Having for the most part practical objectives In mind for his
classification,

Nyuller admitted a number of simplified conceptions

of chemical processes in

it.

Thus,

for example,

he does not draw a

distinction between the concepts ol' "solid" (one)
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and "solid + solid"

()

(two) or, accordingly, between the processes:
a) solid -. solid + gas and
b) solid + solid-.* solid + gas
As a result of this, for example,

the reaction in which calcium

carbonate dissociates and the reaction in which it

Interacts with

kaolinite to form silicates and other calcium compounds with evolution
of CO2 , which have very little
Furthermore,

In common, fall Into the same type.

in assigning a reaction to one type or another,

Myuller uses as his guide only the initial and final physical states
of the system components,

but does not always follow this rule rigor-

ously.
As a result, for example,

he classifies the reaction

NaHSO, + NaC

-

Na9SO, +"HO

among those of the type T + T--* T + G, while NaHSO4 is
state at the temperatures at which It

In the liquid

reacts with NaCI..

For the same reason, the reaction
CuO + C -- Cu +0D
is regarded in this classification as proceeding by reaction of solid
with solid, while its progress preferentially through the gaseous
phase Is much more probable in this case; the scheme here would be
CO + CuO -' CO + CO2

CO, + C =2C.0
CuO +C-. CU + CO.
It

is precisely in this way that contemporary metallurgy (280,

283, 284,

378-380] treats the mechanism of processes In which metal

oxides are reduced by solid carbon.
Nor may we exclude in this case the possibility of dissociation
of copper oxide with subsequent binding of oxygen by the carbon.
Further, as a result of his sIltfied

characterization of the

processes on the basis of the above crlteria,
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Yjuller Incorrectly

classifies the Leblanc process, In accordance with its over-all equs.
+ COS + =o0

NticsOi + 4C + C4%-*N-.

which does not reflect the actual path taken by the Interaction ot
the reagents and intermediate products, among reactions of the type:
solid + solid-*solid + liquid + gas, and so forth.
Naturally, such a classification may be of service in certain
problems of a practical nature, but it

is

not capable of assisting in

a generalizing Investigation of solid-phase processes.
Yost [2181 breaks up reactions between solids into the following
classes.
A. Reaction between two elements (for practical purposes, according to Yost, we can speak In this case only of metals) with formation
of a compound of them, according to the type
A + Ar--omAr

or nN +aff-o..AM

B. Reaction between two compounds having one component (element,
ion or complex) In common, e.g.,
amZWX + xM'

or

-

(MXY)I(MfX%)

mM'X' + aM"X' -I (rX'.

(,M'XA.

C. Reaction between two compounds that do not have a common component,

such as
M'X' -+••*

M'X+.P-M'.

Then Yost divides each class into groups (subclasses) in accordanee with the possibility or formation of solid solutions In the system and their nature, e.g.:
1) the Initial substances and products (i.e.,

all components of

the system) form solid solutions with unlimited solubility, i.e., are
miscible with one another in all proportions;
2) the initial substances and the products form solid solutions
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with limited solubility;)
3) some of the system components, e.g., the initial substances,
do not form solid solutions;
4) neither the inItial substances nor the final products form
solid solutions.
Further, the reaction types are distinguished from one another in
accordance with this classification on the basis of the mobility
difference (difference between diffusion rates) between the elements
(complexes)

of the type M', M" and the type XI,

X".

Thus, we obtain the following pattern.
A. Reactions of M' with M".
1. a) M' and M" form solid solutions with unlimited solubility.
In this case, we have a diffusion process.
b) If M' and M" form solid solutions, but the rate of diffusion
of one component into the other, e.g., M" into M',

is extremely low,

then the final products will be a solid solution (M',

M")

and the

practically pure initial component N'.
2. Mt and M" form only solid solutions with limited solubility.
In this case, there will be two solid solutions formed in the final
reaction product.
3. The two components form an ordered solid phase M' MM"n without
mutual solution. In this case, the reaction continues until one of
the initial components has disappeared.

These reaction types are par-

ticularly common in metallic systems.
B. Reactions of M'X' with

n"X' (and also between M'X'

and M'X").

The same reaction types as in case A are also possible in this''case.
Table 31 shows the simplest types of reactions classified here. An X
must be assigned to each N, but the symbol has been dropped here to
abbreviate the notation. Reactions of the type M'X' with M'X" proceed
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)

in exactly the sa5e way.
C. Reactions of NIX' with NOX'.
1. All components (N1X'; NIX"; NmX"; WiXr)

torm solid solutions

with unlimited solubility; here we may distinguish two cases or kinds
of these processes:,

a) the mobilities of the anions and cations do not differ greatly;
b) the mobilities of the anions and cations differ greatly. Here,
the anions most frequently have mobilities lower than those of the
cations. In this case, an X'-phase and an X"-phase between which the
14 and NO are distributed are observed to form.
2. MIX' and N"X" do not form solid solutions,

as was the case

with MI4X' versus NOXV and MIX" versus 14"X". In this case, the roe-.
tion Is similar to that described above (B).
3. NIX' and M"X" do not form solid solutions and only one of the
reaction products forms a solid solution with one of the initial substances, for example, NO"X' with MIX'.

The process Is further dia-

tingulished by unlike mobilities of the various particles.
In cases where M' and 1N are more mobile (which Is most frequently the case), we have only minor distribution of 4' and N4" at first on
the boundary between the two phases; then 14" diffuses Into MIX' with
formation of a solid solution (MI'X") XI.

A thin layer of M'X" forms

between this solid solution and the compound NO"XV. When solution of
NO is complete, the reaction stops. The reaction's progress is represeated in. Table 31.
4. MIX' and MIX" and the reaction products form no solid solutions.
Here, either of'two cases may occur:
a) M' and N" are more mobile. In this case, the M' and 14" are distributed on the Interface surfaces, with a layer of N4"X' forming on
MIX' and a layer of MIX" forming on M"X". Thus, we obtain layers of
-
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[

WI',

N"XI,,

NIX" and N"X":

b) x' and X" are more mobile.
item a),

layers of M'X',

The process path in
bilitles,

which is

more complex.

MIX",

In

M"X'

this case, as described under

and M"X" form.

which both M and X possess significant mo-

rarely encountered in

practice,

The course of the processes listed Is

schematically in

Is considerably
represented

Table 31.

TABLE 31
Simple Cases of Interaction Between M1 and
4M"(qualitative representation)

I
1)nd
i'

400-

o

C

a N"

aA'u

M
diffusion WM M"v

AVor

If.

V.
08bi#0ltio
,wt

vr 1

o

rJ(ftMM
mops~ji7

H

rAwl

AO"WW

1) M' and M" form a solid solution with

unlimited solubility; a) rates-of diffusion into M4' and 14" closely similar; b)
rate or diffusion or M" Into K' very low;
2) M4' and 14" form solid solutions with
limited solubility; 3) MI and N" do not
form a solid solution but yield a compound W'mM"n. A) At start of reaction;
B) concentration distribution during reaction; C) final state; D) concentration;
E) solid solution (1',
M") of variable
composition; F) homogeneous solid solution (1', 1"); 0) nearly pure 1I + solid
solution (M', 1"); H) same as 1; I) solid
solution of I and II; J) solid solution
I4M") I and solid solution (K'", ") II
S(quantity of one phase may be_- 0; K)
three phases: M','M" and Mm'"n; L) pure
component MI + compound.
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5. Depending on how case B proceeds from case A, we may accord.

C

Ingly Indicate the scheme for *ases C in a more general form, going
over from MIX' + MwX" a MKX' + NIX* to the scheme M'X'O + M'X'O - NOX'O + MiX"O, and so forth.
Toot correctly regards it

as necessary to take the diagram of

state or a system into account In assigning it

to a given class.

However, as we conslder the classification tables of Yost [2183,
one of which is

shown here, we may note the following circumstances:

1) a considerable part of his classification Is devoted to proceases in which solid solutions form and Is not concerned with the
chemical reactions;
2) the difference between the mobilities of MI', +M

and

I, I',

which Yost takes into account, has no essential effect on the nature
of the process and the phenomena composing it.
The field of application of this classification Is limited chiefly to metallurgical processes. Oeneralization and more or less detailed subdivision of many other "solid-phase' processes on the basis
of this classification is

Impossible.

Roginskly [381], who studied topochemical reactions, proposed
that they be classified after the following sOcheme.
1. Reactions In which a crystalline solid decomposes into gaseous
products.
U.

Reactions In which crystals form from a homogeneous (gaseous

or liquid) phase.
inI. Topochemical reactions In the narrow sense of the -word,
which are characterized by the presence of solids in both the initial
components and in the reaction products.
In this scheme, the actual
of class

-imese' retions
rsoli
comprise those

I1, but reactions of classes I amn
-307"

=7 be c€cpet

parts

'.

in

class III processes.

As Roginskly points out,

reactions of class III

are widely diversified as regards their chemical nature. They
porate a broad range of processes,

ncor-

extending from allotropic trans-

formations and decay or formation of compounds of the crystal-hydrate
or ammoniate types (for which there is

no reason to expect the presence

Of a chemical heat of activation) to reactions of the type in

which

oxides and sulfides are reduced and salts with complex anions decompose,

i.e.,

to reactions accompanied by profound chemical transforma-

tions (for which we might expect the presence of a rather large true
heat of activation).
A characteristic property of this class of reactions is

the co-

existence of at least two solid phases.
The important classification principle delineated by Roginskly
has been used more than once by other,

later investigators.

Expanding Roginskiy's classification somewhat and supplementing
it,

Garner [23, 262] classifies reactions taking place with partici-

pation of solids in
1)

the following manner:

reactions that do not Involve reconstruction of a crystal

lattice, i.e.,

that take place without changes in

the solid phase,

in-

cluding
a)

reactions in

with an initial

which the product yielded forms a solid solution

reagent and

b) reactions of chemosorption at the surface of the solid;
2) reactionsthat incorporate a single crystallization step; these
include reactions of gases with formation of solids and formation of
solids by reactions in
)3)
"3

reactions in
place, e.g.,

solutions;

which destruction of a crystal lattice

the processes in

and t.e like decompose,

in

which mercuric oxide,

takes

potassium azide,.

which the solid phase vanishes completely,
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yielding gaseous products;
4) reactions In which both destruction and formation o•t a crystal

lattice take place; these reactions, which make up an extremely- exten.
siva class, include, an noted by Garner, the following types:

"a) At --

t +

0as,

e.g., the decomposltion oa photographic emulsion on exposure to

Xight;
b) -At

Ct,

e.g., decomposition of silver acetelide, and

c) At + 0t-ct,
e.g., the formation of spinel from an oxide mixture.
Type 04c" apparently implies a broad range of intersolld reactions that are greatly diversified as regards nature and mechanism.
At the same time, a detailed classification of precisely these reactions would naturally be of. great interest.
On the whole, this list
principle, but It

stakes out a rational classification

fails to Incorporate a number of transformations"

that take place in the region under consideration, such as At + B
ABg, At +

1 zh--At'

-*

and others.

According to Khyutting [3821, who published,

in 1941,

a general-

izing classification for chemical reactions, devoting considerable
space to transformations that take place with participation of solids,
these reactions are covered by five classes, each of which is divided
Into a large number of subclasses,

which, In turn, unify an exceeding-

ly large number of species and varieties (subspecies) of reactions.
The number of reaction species (which are further classified
Into subspecies) In certain -subclasses of Khyutting's classification
4Is

greater than 100. This last circumstance makes it

difficult to set

forth his classification In any detail and obliges us to restrict
-3•09-

ourselves to a brief characterization of some of Its feattoWe.
Khyutting selected the number of "component parts" In the reaction system as the basic starting criterion for classifying a procesi"

in a given blass.

SThus,
the soda-production

process, which is

expressed by the

over-all reaction
Na2SO4 + 4C + C4CO3- NaIC0 3 + CaS +4CO,.
is classified by Khyutting in class V of his systematization because
he discerns in this process five component parts:
I-Na, ll-

S, 111-0, IV-C it V*,-Ca

Khyutting assigns this process to the species represented by the
scheme
ABC,+ D +

DC, - ADC, + Ea, +DC

In actuality, the equation given above expresses only the overall result of a number of reactions that actually take place in the
process under consideration,

so that It

Is difficult to assign it

to

a given class on the basis of this equation. Actually, we have other
reactions here that should be classified.
Similar considerations arise In connection with assignment of the
majority of other processes to classes III, IV and V.
As concerns the reaction species (of reactions in which solids
participate) Khyutting's classification, which recognizes several
hundred of them, distinguishes them from one another by the physical
state of the initial components and the final reaction products.
For example, subspecies are characterized by different physical
states of the Intermediate reaction products.
It

should be noted that according to the classification principle)

adopted by Khyutting, processes that have only the same number of
"component parts" In their over-all equations in common are assigned
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to the same class. This Is what restricts the author In subsequent
Thus subclass
sub
n eation
lasss
B
(substitution reactions) or class
Thus,
elassitication. classi
III In his classification encompasses 89 different reaction species,
such as the following:

I- AR, + C, -. AC,(example : CuSO, + BaO -. BSO, +CuO.
-

@'""O:

3.AAB,+C,-- AC,9+ 8,

.

13. A8, + C,-*,AC, + a,
(FeO+ C -*O+

Pe).

.* AD. + C, -6.AC, + a,
(H2SO,+2K -- KSO, + H, in the absence of water).
43. AS, + C, -. AC, + 8,
(Fe20•-+ H2 -. H,,Om,+ 2Fe1 ,).
51. AB. + C,., 4C. + 8.
(PbSp.1"... + Fe -o- FeS + Pb.
52. AB.+C.--.AC.+B,.
71. AB+C,-,AC-+-B

*

(CaJ,,,,,,.+ Ca -- CACU +,J).
Thus,

this subclass combines reactions that take place by com-

pletely different routes (e.g., reactions 1 and 52,
forth) and, as Is easily imagined,

3 and 71,

and so

are subject to different kinetic

laws.
Together with this, we may find reactions that are closely similar In nature assigned to different classes of this system, e.g.,
classes II, III

In

and IV.

We are indebted to Khyutting for a highly detailed list
broad generalization of all

and a

conceivable reaction varieties. However,

the above peculiarities of his classification limit the possibility
of applying It.
We have now set forth the basic studies toward classification of
reactions that take place with participation of solids.

It

is

readily

observed that these classifications differ greatly from one another.
This difference Is

due primarily to the different objectives that the

-
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various authors had in mind In their work.
Thus, Nyuller, pursuing technological objectives,
!

considered

that processes of a given type should have approximately the saw

Stechnological-apparatus formulation. Garner took It upon himself to
develop the fundamental ideas of Roginskly In application to solidphase processes, but did not go into a detailed classification thereof. Yander's objective was to group solid-phase reactions in accordance with similarities In chemical mechanism. Yost felt it necessary
to devote his basic attention to the presence and nature of solid
solutions in solid-phase systems. And,
to give an exhaustive list

finally, KhyuttIng attempted

of all possible reaction varieties, taking

into account primarily the number of "component parts" In the reaction mixture, then the physical state of the substances,

and so forth.

Each of the studies described above solves only certain particular problems connected with classification of reactions in solid mixtures. As a result, it will also be advisable to devote brief consideration to certain other classification principles for these reactions.
Thus, employing the conventional system of general chemistry,
we may classify reactions in solids primarily on the basis of the
chemical elements that form the crystalline reagents and products.
Here, It

is

obvious that the reactions of which we are speaking will

be broken up into groups in accordance with the formation of compounds
of alkali and alkaline-earth metals,
iron, aluminum cobalt,

copper, zinc, cadmium, lead, tin,

nickel, titanium and other metals. The reactions

of the oxides of the corresponding metals with other substances will
occupy a prime position here.
We may also distinguish between reactions in whleh such compounds
as oxides (metal + oxygen),

sulfides and su3_Thtes (uetal
-
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+ sulfur),

silicates (metal + silicon), and so forth, form and react with other

substances..

U

Approximately the same system is

used in the work of Dudnikov

and Dereshnoy [1],, and, to some extent, In the present monograph.
This+system may be supplemented by a classification of reactions
In

ol1ds on the basis of other criteria.
Thus, Khauffe [2601 classifies the reactions considered in his

monograph in the following manner:

A, -t,I
A +

4;
TT. solid
X = liquid

A,+B,-'C,+Dr
A, -. C, + D,.
It

should be noted that the agreement between the numbers of

reaction types of interest to us in the classifications of Khauffe
and Nyuller Is accidental: only certain types of Khauffe's classiflcation and class I of Nyuller's classification are identical.
Use of modern physicochemlcal conceptions as to heterogeneous
processes would be most useful in classification of reactions In
solid mixtures.
As we know, contemporary theory of heterogeneous chemical proceases tends to classify and generalize them on the basis of criteria
that determine the basic laws governing their progress.
From this standpoint, the most important thing Is to find criteria
for such physicochemical similarity or dissimilarity between specific"solid-phase" processes that would then enable us to give a more or
less exact description of their mechanism and kinetics In terms of
certain correspondingly general [similar) or dissimilar expressions.
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The reasoning set forth above (pages 188-193) may serve as a .
basis for such a generalization and differentiation of th*.reactlons
studied.
It

would appear expedient to classify the processes that take

place on heating of mixtures of crystalline reagents into the follow-.
ing.prime groups [2343:1) processes in which particles of the solid react directly with
one another;
2) processes that take place with participation of a gaseous
phase;
3) processes that take place with participation of liquid phases;
4) processes that take place with simultaneous participation of
gaseous and liquid phases.
Table 17 and the diagrams presented above (pages 194-196) may be
employed for subsequent classification of reactions that take place
on heating of mixed crystalline solids. Actually, it is easy to conceive of a fundamental difference,

for example, between the following

two reaction types that occur in solid mixtures and are represented
by these tables:
IV - reaction with the participation of a gaseous phase that
arises as a result of dissociation of one of the.reagents (page 197)
and
XII

-

reaction with participation of a liquid phase that arises

as a result of melting of one of the reagents in a mixture with an
inert material (page202)
In the former case, the process may be subject to the laws
governing dissociation, and in the second it

may depend on the type

of fusibility curve and the laws governing fusion of the reagent-andinert-material system.
-
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Let us turn our attention to the classification principle$ based
qon the criteria that.determlne the kinetics of these reactions (383).
As was shown earlier, the kinetics of such reactions may be expressed

by one or another relatively simple or complex equation that takes
into account the part taken by all phenomena ("elementary processes")
that determine the rate of the process.
A very large number of combinations of these phenomena Is theoretically conceivable. However,

the overwhelming majority of real

processes that take place on heating of crystalline mixtures and
present practical interest may be examined without incurring any essential error as relatively simple processes that are subject accordlngly to the laws governing the progress of some single simple phenomenon that limits the process or two such phenomena.
The latter may serve as a basis for description and classification of the processes under consideration on the basis of this criterion, since Its main task should be to generalize and classify reactions that are of practical importance. On this basis, we may map out
the four most important large classes of reactions taking place in
mixtures of solids:
1) those limited by the rate of the chemical reaction itself;
II)

those limited by the diffusion rate;

III) those limited by the rate of chemical reaction and diffusion simultaneously;
IV) those limited by the rate of vaporization or sublimation.
Many processes In which the part taken by physlcal phenomena is
Insignificant because of the low rate of the actual chemical reaction,
Insignificant thickness of the diffusion layer, high diffusioncoefficient values, and other similar causes belong to class I of this
list.
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1.

Any of the following five phenomena, which define, respectively,
five subclasses among processes of this class are possible among the

.,

reactions of class 1:
1) tirst-order reaction;
2) second-order reaction;
3). reaction of the reagents at constant concentration,

as well

as zeroth-order reaction;
4) autocatllytic reaction;
5) several successive reactions.
Subclass 1 of this class includes,

for example, the dissociation

reactions that are major factors In many processes that take place on
heating of crystalline reagents.
Subclass 2 includes,

In addition to .many other processes, reac-

tions between certain oxides that are of importance In silicate technolog.
Subclass 3 includes reactions between two solids and between a
solid and a liquid with the latter at constant concentration (as
governed,

for example, by the composition of the system that melts

at the process temperature),
Class II

and so forth.

encompasses the majority of the so-called solid-phase

processes, which involve the emergence of a rather significant diffusion layer of reaction product on the grains of a reagent. If,
the latter case,

in

the rates of the reaction proper and of diffusion

are comparable (sufficiently close to one another),

the process be-

longs to class III.
Class IV unifies certain processes in which spinels, sulfides
and other compounds form and which are limited by vaporization or sublimation of some substance. Many processes in which a basic oxide reacts with an acid oxide - those studied by Yander 1219-222] - would
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apparently belong to this olass, among others.
Thus, proceeding trfm the principle described, we may classify
all solid reactions that have practical significance.
Here, It

is necessary to remember that in accordance-with the

above, a given chemical transformation in

a mixture of solid sub-.

stances may be assigned to different classes of the above system at
different stages of its progress, depending on the relation between
the values or the various resistances to the process. Obviously, for
example, certain processes accompanied by the emergence of a diffusion
product layer and belonging to class I or IV in their initial stage
become class II or III processes when the diffusion resistance attains
a certain value.
This gives rise to certain difficulties when the classification"
principle set forth here is applied; this is what constitutes its
shortcoming.
Naturally,

certain difficulties may also arise in generalization

and differentiation of reactions on the basis of the criteria deter-.
mining their mechanisms: it

is much easier to indicate the number of

"component parts" or the chemical nature of the materials participatIng in a reaction than to characterize its mechanism or kinetics.
However, use of either of the last two criteria obliges the investigator to pay careful attention to the essential nature of the reaction in which he is interested and the laws governing it before assigning it

to a given class, or makes it possible, knowing the class

of the reaction, to form a judgment as to its mechanism and kinetics
and formulate the qualitative laws controlling this reaction. The
latter facilitates further study of the reaction and the factors that

Influence Its rate'and the composition of its products. Here Iles the
basic importance of reaction classification on the basis-ao
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the cr1-

teria that determine their mechanism and kinetics.,

socipt
Pa"s
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Chapter 7

INuNCz OF BASIC CONDITIONS OF PtOCESS FLOW ON ITS. RATE
i2. ORANULOMTIC COMPOSITION OF

N

M

The problem of the most efficient granulometric composition of
the Initial

charge,

or, In

other words,

the necessary uniformity (or
components must be ground,

nonunIformiiy) and the extent to which its
Is

one or the most ancient problems of the theory o0' solid-state reac-

tions and the technology of producing structural,
tain other materials.

In

addition to this, It

and will remain so for a long time to come,
correctness of its

is

refractory and cera pressing problem

since the methods and

solution determine the rate, economy and results of*

many industrial processes [49,

293,

296,

384-386 and others].

Examination of this problem is particularly appropriate at Just
this moment In connection with the broad prospects that are being
opened by the development of new, highly efficient methods for grindIng materials (vibration milling, etc.).
Without pretending that It

will represent an exhaustive illumina-

tion of this problem, the authors set out here to treat only certain
aspects of It.
A rather large list

of studies has been devoted to the granulo-

metric composition of crystalline solids In connection with processes
that take place when mixtures of them are heated. These papers examine
to one degree or thoroughness or another the Influence of grain cornposition in

the initial

comp•cmts on the rate of the process In

which they undergo chenicaa transfornsation (1, 231,
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346,

384 and many

others] and the influence of the heat-exchange process with the sur-

rounding medium (28,

387-390] on properties such as the porosity of

'products of roasting [49, 296] and the like.
The uniformity and fineness with which the crystalline reagents
are found influence the following parameters of "solid-phase" and
other processes:
1) the surface area and surface energy of the granules;
2) the temperature, heat of fusion, and heat of solution;
3) the intensity of heat exchange with the surrounding medium;
4) the rate of solution, sublimation, dissociation and chemical
reaction with the other reagents;
5) the thickness of the product layer that forms on the granules
during the chemical reaction and the rate of diffusion through it,
which is governed by this thickness;.
6) the properties of the crystalline reaction properties
physicomechanical,

-

thermal, electrical and others;

7) the behavior (effectiveness)

of reaction accelerators for

intersolid reactions;
8) the economics of the process.
The above list

is

sufficient to give an impression of the im-

portance ol' Judgment in selecting the granulometric composition of
solid mixtures for conversion processes to be carried out under practical conditions.*
Obviously, the kinetics of reactions in solids are determined
primarily by the first, fourth and fifth of the parameters listed
above.
It

is a generally known fact that, all other conditions the same,

the rate of a heterogeneous reaction between substances is proportional to the area of the contact surface between the reacting phases.
-
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Zn the case or reaction in
area Is

a mixture or crystalline reagents,

this

not necessarily Identical to the area or direct contact between

their granules. As was shown earlier (4
measured in'illionths

or, more often,

ofa

Chapter 1),

the latter

Is

In ten-millionths of their

total surface and accordingly represents a negligible quantity.

When

the process of a reaction between granules of crystalline reagents
takes place in

the presence of a liquid or gaseous phase - a situation

that we come up against repeatedly under industrial conditions (pages
188.208),

the reaction-surtace

area at the beginning of the reaction

Is equal to or nearly equal to the total grain-surface area of one of
the reagents and,

subsequently,

maintains a size of the same order at

degrees of conversion markedly lower than 100%.
process,

It

To accelerate such a

Is, of course, advisable to break up the total grain sur-

face of the appropriate reagent by reducing grain size.
In many cases,

reducing grain size also results in

an increase in

the process rate as a result of a change In the thickness of the reaction-product diffusion layer.
But what,

in

general,

Is the link between the rate or degree of

a physical, physicochemical,
mixture and the size of its

or chemical transformation of a solid
grains?

The nature of this connection depends on the kind,
kinetics of the conversion process.

mechanism and

This link may naturally be differ-

ent for processes of recrystallization,

sintering, sublimation, fusing

and chemical transformation.
It

was shown above that the kinetics of reactions In mixtures oa

solids Is rather complex and multi-faceted.

It

is

determined in

each

specific case by the laws governing the rate variation of the limiting
stage of the process and depends on the mechanism and conditions of
the reaction's progress.

In principle,
-
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stages whose rate limits the

the chemical reaction proper,

over-all process rate may be sublimation,

external and internal diffusion, ana others.

Since the relationship

between the values of the resistances

various stages may change

as the process advances,

to its

fundamental changes in

its

kinetics over time

are possible (page 288).
In

the overwhelming majority of practical cases,

reactions in

the rates of

solid mixtures are lim-ited by the rate of internal dif-

fusion of at least one of the reagents toward the reaction zone through
a layer of product formed on the grains of some reagent,
kinetics of the process is
Here,

for mixtures in

i.e.,

the

diffusional.
which the component

"coated" by product Is

monodisperse or nearly so,

the kinetics of the process may be de-

scribed by Equation [151),

in

the "coated" component and

T

which R is
is

the initial

grain radius of

time.

With small values of the fraction G of the "coated" component
that has reacted,

Equation (151)

assumes the form

R1(181)

9
or

A, %

R2
When G < 0.1,
Equations (151)
Thus,

(181a)"

the difference between the results of calculations by
and (181a)

does not exceed 5%.

the function I(G) of degree of conversion of the "coated"

reagent into the product is

inversely proportional to the square of

'the grain radius of this reagent.

However,

gree of conversion 0 on the grain size is

the dependence of its
more complex.

At the beginning of the diffusion region,

when 0 < 0.2, the de-

gree of conversion of the granules may be assumed in
!versely proportional to their radius.
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de-*

Using a dieagr

approximation inof Gegree of con-

version 0 vs. the logarithm of

5

-

the negative sign (Pig. 76) [391],.we

...

-

easily compute that, when the do-

-may
-

gre. of conversion of grains of ra4ius.:

"

-

.

-

R

-

-4

S-

t:I,

-

lI 20%, grains of radii2 , 3 and
are converted into the product to
6.8 and 5.2%, respectively,

-10,

--

- -to
Pig. 76. Logarithm of 4 as a

i.e.,

degrees smaller by factors of 2,

-

approximately 3 and 4. As the process

function of 0.

develops further, the situation

changes and, for example, at the point in time when the degree of conversion of grains of radius R - 1 reaches 100%, grains of radii 2, 3
and 4 have been converted -70,
It

50 and 40% into product,

respectively.

should be noted that at such relatively high degrees of conversion,

the thickness of the product diffusion layer makes up a relatively
small fraction of the grain radius of the "coated" reagent, and from
this standpoint the Indicated conversion-percentage values are relatively small. Let us use Rxpression (150)
that apply here. Using this expression,

to calculate the proportions

It

Is

easy to find the follow-

Ing values of x/R for various values of 0:

o 1a¶N
% ~WNU......0.1
-.
4
B%0:

I0.41 2000.51826.5
0.6

0.2
0,3
?I it'
I 1

..

...............

,

,,0.S

4,6 0,t
I

x a Is a

31..'2

14.15.,100.2
'1 °

t ,

1) G in fractions of unity; 2) zIn % of R.
Obviously, when 20-30% of the "coated" reagent has been con-
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the thickness of the product layer on Its, grains will amount

verted,

reaches 0.5R when the reaction has

It

to only -7-10% of their radius.

gone almost to 88%.
These data,
In

which correspond to the law of distribution of matter

spherical bodies (of which Strelkov [392] wrote in

able us to compare the values of x in

en-

his time),

the examples given above.

Thus,

when the thickness of product layer on a grain of unit radius reaches
l00%R, it

only about 20%R on a grain having a radius three times

is

larger.
This circumstance must be taken into account in
results of a process not only in

comparing probable

6,fferent reaction mixtures (mixtures

with the components ground fine to different degrees),

but also In

different fractions of a given mixture.
in grinding raw materia2

Indeed,

in

industry,

e.g.,

in

grinding

cement to screen residues of 0.2 to 0.5% on a screen with 900 boles
per I cm2 (No.
1 cm2

(No.

90),

200) and from 5 to*8% on a screen with 4900 holes per
the raw mixture contains grains with sizes ranging

from 1 to 200 p. Here,

approximately 50% of the mixture weight is

made up of grains having diameters over 50 4 and about 25% is

composed

of grains having diameters smaller than 20 p (to which accrues over
75% of the total grain area in
In

the mixture).

the light of these data,

kinetics in

the importance of analyzing process

polydisperse mixtures becomes obvious.

Such an analysis

may be constructed on the basis of the following simple considerations

[391, 393].
If
R2 ,...,

the "coated" reagent consists of grains of initial sizes R1,
Rn and the rate of the process, being limited by diffusion of

the second reagent through the "coating" layer (i.e.,
layer),

Is

the product

practically Independent of the rate of external diffusion
-
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toward the surface of this layer, then each traction of the *coatedo

*

reagent undergoes transformat-on Independently of the other fractions.
In this case, the conversion kinetics of the individual fractions
may be expressed by the equations
Is

I ,-0,--(I

--0a)T- KAV-r
S(I

. --(- 0.)T..KR%.4,

1. --where R,, R2 0

...

t Rn express the radii or spheres equivalent in

to the over-all average grain in
Clearly,

the fraction.

having determined the value II of some single fraction,

we may compute the
tions (to,

size

of any other nth fraction for the same condion

T and others) from the formula

The total fraction of reacted "coated" reagent after a time r
will obviously be

0o-yo,+ 7,0o + ...+7.0.,
where yl, y 2 # ...

, Yn are the weight fractions of grains of the re-

spective average sizes R 1 , R2 ,
reagent in

(183)

.*.,

Rn in

the total quantity of this

the mixture.

Solution of the problem as a whole now reduces to the following.
On the basis of experiments with grains of some given size (or of a
single narrow fraction),

we compute the value of the constant K for

specified conditions (temperature,

etc.) of the reaction.

From the known K and R and the assigned values of the process
time

r, we compute the values of the functions I from the expression

Further, using the semilogarithmic diagram of Fig. 76 (which
should be constructed on a large scale for this purpose),
-32!5

-

we find

0

01'

from the resulting values of If,

I2,

...

Finally, we use Equation (183) to find the total degree of conversion 0 of the coated reagent after a time T in the polydisperse
mixture.
Thus, a few operations enable us to find 0 as a function of - for
a mixture of any granulometric composition.
The accuracy of the results obtained depends,

of course, on the

range of grain sizes within the 2 mits of the individual fractions: it
will be the higher the narrower the fraction.
The above exposition equips us to dwell upon certain problems of
selecting efficient granulometric composition in crystalline mixtures
for practical purposes.
As we know,

the minimum porosity is reached with relatively large

surfaces of direct contact between granules when the range of grain
sizes in the mixture is

quite wide.

In accordance with this, and in

view of certain other considerations that carry weight in technology,
e.g., refiactory technology, wide grain-size ranges are deliberately
maintained.

Various experimentally based grain-composition recommenda-

tions for raw mixtures that have been based on this proposition have
come to light (see,

for example,

149, 296]).

The use of these recommendations is naturally limited to processes whose rate and results are independent of the rate of internal
diffusion.
The occasionally encountered extensions of such recommendations
to processes of chemical conversion in solid mixtures whose rates and
results depend on the rate of diffusion into the interior of granules
are usually unjustified for at least two reasons:
1) in the overwhelming majority of practical cases, the area of
tile surface of direct contact between granules and the rate of cx-
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ternal diffusion toward the surface or the "coated-reagent" granules
do not limit the rate oa the chemical reaction in the solid mixture;
.2) where there is an essential difference between the grain sizes
oft a single mixture, the difference in the degree of conversion ot
various grains (or fractions)

In it

may run to tens of percent; when

some (fine) grains have been converted 100% into the product,

other

grains (large ones) may be converted by¥only 10-15%; when the process
of conversion of the coarse grains subsequently goes to completion
over a relatively long span of time,
From this standpoint,

It

is

the fine grains act as ballast.

naturally advisable In

conducting

processes that are limited by internal diffusion to maintain a relatively narrow range of grain sizes by extracting rather fine fractions.
An Interesting property makes Its appearance In this case If
process takes place in

the presence of accelerating-additives which

act as fluxes. This problem is
ter, which is

the

considered In S2 of the present chap-

devoted to accelerators for these reactions.

Earlier In this section,

we have been cohcerned almost exclusive-

ly with the diffusion region of the reactlon and the grain size of
the reagent that becomes coated with the product as the reaction advances.

It

does not, of course, follow from this that the grain size

of another reagent or other reagents is

not of essential Importance.

The investigations of Budnikov [1, 384,

394], Berezhnoy [I93,

Ginstling [231],

3951,

Kaynarskiy [396] and many other authors indicate

that the reaction rate depends heavily In certain cases on the grain
size'of the diffusing component.
For example,

in

Investigating the reaction of-magnesium oxide

with quartz In the respective proportions of 60 and 40% In the mixture, at a temperature of 16200 and with a process tdi

Berezhnoy obtained the results shown In Table 32.
W
2

of 2 hours,

TABL

32

Influence of Grain Size of Quartz and PericlaseOI)

.. on the Rate of the Reaction Between Them [293,
397]
.

]

Psupiep.msaa

I

2
0+031

3

-,

cm.Mw

0+0.1

2+3
0-: 0.1

I

00.1
2+3-i

-rm

9

5.65
14,3

1) Grain size in nun; 2) quartz; 3) magnesium
oxide (periclase); 4) fraction of bound magnesium oxide In %.

r
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These results indicate quite con.

-

vincingly the influence exerted by
the

grain sizes of the two reagents on the
rate of the process under the conditions
studied by the author.
In

studying the reaction of molyb-

denum oxide with calcium carbonate
under various conditions, Ginstling and

Fig. 77. Kinetics of reac-

Fradkina [2313 observed a significant

tion between calcium carbonate (with grain size

dependence of the process rate on tht

rCaCO < 0.030 mm) and
molybdenum oxide with
[CaC03]:[Moo]
15 at a
3m3
0o
temperature of 620
Grain sizes of MoO 3 (in

grain size of the two reagents. With a
relatively large grain size of the
coated reagent (CaC0

3

) and a small

mm): 1) 0.052; 2) o.064;3
3) 0.119

.4)
0 13; 5)

0.153. A) Time in minutes.

grain size of the MoO3 ,

the rate of the

process was determined by internal diffusion (see Fig. 71)
conditions,

and depended on the CaCO3 grain size. Under other

when the kinetics of the over-all process was controlled

by sublimation of the molybdenum oxide (Fig. 77),

the reaction rate

was a function of the MoO 3 grain size.
Figure 78 and Table 33 show the results of the synthesis of
-
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gahnIte from zinc oxide (ZnO 99.841%) and alumina (A12 0 3 99.31%),

as

studied by Kaynarskiy and 3idorov (396] with 1:1 proportions between
then at temperatures of 800 and 12000.
These results also confirm the heavy dependence of the process

rate on the grain size of the diffusing (in this case, the sublimating)
reagent: when the zinc-oxide grain size Is approximately doubled (from
70-90 to 150-200 I1), the rate constant changes by a factor larger than

-6

-6

14 (for example, from 0.06710-6 to 0.015.10

). Here we are concerned

with a reaction between extremely fine-grained alumina and coarsegrained zinc oxide. Under these conditions, Just as in the experiments
noted earlier [231], the process rate Is obviously limited not by the
rate of internal diffusion of the zinc oxide through the very thin
layers of gahnite, but by the rate of its sublimation, or not only by
the rate of this diffusion, but also by the rate of sublimation.

"

Mto
in4

W j'

:

WI W•

Fig. 78. Reaction kinetics of zinc oxide with
aluminum oxide at temperatures of a) 8000. b).
1200 . Grain sizes of ZnO and A12 03 (in g4 respectively as follows: 1) 2 to 6, 2 to 6; 2)
.2 to 6, 70 to 90; 3) 2 to 6, 150 to 200; 4)
70 to 90, 2 to 6; 5) 70 to 90; 6) 150 to 200,
2 to 6. A) Quantity of gahnite In %; B) time
in minutes.
This makes clear the great importance of the ZnO grain size
under these conditions.
It Is difficult to go along with the other explanations offered
by Kaynarskiy and Sidorov for their observations, and, in particular,
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TABLE 33
Averaged Rate Constants of Reaction of Zinc
Oxide with Alumina

1 PAV 3s0.. 0.

X.we

SAIlA
70-90
2-4
2-6

70-go

'*'

ep.saup
rpa

0.002

70-90

0.047

*j150-200

o,oW

2-o
2-6

0,01

. a rpm.

4.95
24
15 3*6

O.oist

70-90

10-2U0

F

2

-

n1.54

•

1.2

.

culated by the Zhuravlev formula [336].

1) Grain size in p.; 2) at reaction temperature
in degrees.
the limitation of the part taken by

_with

the gaseous phase to the Initial period
of the reaction that they studied [396]:

j
7A

A

with a unit ratio ZnO:Al 2 0 3 in the mixture,

"

B

~psize
wm

Fig. 79. Nature of unit
costs as functions of
grain size. 1) Heating
of mixture; 2) grinding
of components; 3) sum
of costs. A) Unit costs;
B) grain size.

the considerable difference between

their specific gravities, a ZnO grain
that exceeds that of the A12 0 3 by
several hundred per cent, and the nonideal mixing makes it

inconceivable to

us that the reaction between them should
take place at the rates represented In

Fig. 78 without participation of a gaseous phase, i.e., without subl.imation of the ZnO.
Thus, in accordance with the general conceptions set forth in
Chapter 5 for the kinetics of reactions in solid mixtures, the rates
of these reactions may depend on the grain sizes of all initial components and any combination of them.
In isolated (extreme)

specific cases, the reaction rate may de-

pend on the grain size of some single component. Under practical conditionsi this component is most frequently the substance coated by the
-
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product layer during the reaction. However,

many examples that deviate

from this situation could be cited.
In conclusion, let us dwell for a moment on one con~ideration of

a practical nature.
Under industrial conditions, an increase in the area of a reac-

tion surface and a decrease in the average path of internal diffusion
or In grain size not only favorably affects the output of the apparatus (furnace) in which the mixture is being roasted and the quality
of the roasting product, but, as we know, also opens possibilities tar
lowerlng.the process temperature and the specific consumption of power
or fuel. On the other hand, reducing the grain size entails an Increase In the cost of grinding and frequently brings complications In
the matter of-dust control.
The question of the rational degree (rational limit) of grindirg
the raw mixture components arises In this connection. Resolution of
this question must apparently be achieved by technical-economic analysis.
The specific costs of producing a product of roasting are naturally a certain function of the degree to which the initial reagents
are ground fine. The minimum of this function, the form of which may
be found for each 'given process, will give the value of the economically optimal grain size.
A diagram of a simplified graphical solution of this problem Is
presented in Fig. 79. Assuming certain unit costs In first approximation (e.g., the cost of raw material per unit of product.) that do not
depend on the extent of grinding, we may envision the following pattern. The specific cost of heating the reaction mixture increases In

(

accordance with a definite law that is characteristic for the process
In question (curve 1), while the cost of grinding its components di- 331-

minishes (curve 2) with increasing grain size. The minimum on curve 3,
which expresses the sum of 'these costs for each grain size,

permits a

Judgment as to the economidally-most efficient degree of refinement.

S2. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE. ACCELERATORS
The rate of a reaction in'a solid mixture naturally depends on
Its

chemical composition or,

In other words,

agents and inert admixtures in
in

However,

it.

contrast to reactions in

we are not concerned in

on the content of re-

liquid phases and gases,

this case with the nature of the connection

between reaction rate and bulk concentration of reagents In
chemist's usual sense.

In

the case of a reaction in

mixture, the mechanism by which its
the kinetics of the process is
Let us first

a crystalline

chemical composition Influences

usually found to be much more complex.

consider the conditions that arise in

that do not contain chemically inert admixtures.
possible here,

the

mixtures

Various cases are

depending on the quantity of the compounds formed by

the mixture components,

the proportions between the average grain
their physical properties,

shape,

which only one compound AB is

formed

sizes of the various components,
surface properties,

and so forth.

In the simplest case,

in

between the components A and B.in a practically monodisperse mixture
of them, which would consist of grains of the same shape and strength
[sic],

a change in

the ratio A:B in the mixture changes the thickness

of the product diffusion layer that forms during the reaction process
(if

the

the specific gravities of components A and B are different),

reaction-surface area and the cross-sectional area of the diffusion
flux. Here,

an Increase in

the content of,

for example,

the "coated

compoilent In the mixture naturally reduces the total thleb
the prodit

diffusion layer and this affects the kiz1esa c
-
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at
tam

,

process accordingly
The experimental data of many authors [398-&00 and others) confirm!
this statement.
In cases where A and B have different grain sizes,

the rate of the

process may change variously with changes In the A:B ratio, depending
on the mobility difference between the components A and B or elements
of their lattices. If

component A is the "coated" component and its

grain size is larger than that of B, then an increase In the content
of A in the mixture will have a particularly sharp effect on the
process rate (an increase in the content of "coated" component In the
mixture will be reflected therein to a considerably lesser degree).
In the light of the above, it
countered (see,

for example,

becomes clear that the occasionally en-

[1400]) explanation for the process-

kinetics changes that arise In the case described here in terms of increased initial contact-surface area between granules is

inadequate,

since it does not take full account of the diffusion conditions.
Let us now turn to an analysis of the influence exerted by
natural impurities in crystalline reagents and accelerating additives
(the so-called mineralizers) introduced deliberately into their mixtures upon the reactions under consideration. In this case, we shall
be concerned with impurities and additives that are chemically inert
with respect to the reaction mixture,

i.e., that do not, for all prac-

tical purposes, participate In chemical reaction with the mixture's
initial components,

nor with its intermediate and final products,

under the conditions under which the process Is

being run.

The presence of each such impurity or additive changes the conditions of the reaction as compared with those prevailing when It
takes place in a mixture of absolutely pure reagents and, naturally,
influences the reaction, particularly Its rate and the properties of
-
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the product obtained.

Depending on the properties of the reagents and

the impurities (or additives) as well as on the conditions of the
process,

this, influence may take widely varying forms as regards both

nature and direction and Intensity.
D'arta [62] lists fifteen differenL ways In which mineraitzers act.ý
on reactions between solids and classifies all mineralizers Into three
large groups, those influencing
1) the formation of seeds (centers of crystallization);,
2) rate of crystallization (especially by changing the vis'osity
of the system and the dissipation of heat from It);.
3) the lattices and,

the-properties of the crystal..

accordingly,

line solids (including the so-called superficial,

structural and dif-

fusion mineralizers).
In evaluating the possible effects of impurities and artificial
additives on reactions In mixtures of solids,

It

must be remembered

that all of the "elementary" processes or stages making up these reactions, as enumerated earlier on pages 160 and 161, are objects of
this influence. The change in conditions brought about by an impurity
or additive may affect various "elementary" processes or stages of
the reaction in various directions (e.g.,

by promoting or Inhibiting

their progress) and to different degrees (for example,

It may affect

one process markedly and have practically no noticeable effect on
others).

The resultant effect of an additive (or impurity) on a re-

action, whether Its effects on individual stages work in the same direction or In different directions (are positive or negative),

depend:

a) on the relationship between the activation energies and between
the rates of the individual stages in the absence.of the mineralizer
(or impurity) and b) on the cmparative effectiveness of Its influence
on tihe various stages.

Tbls resultant action ir obviously determined
-
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primarily by the influence or the mineralizer (impurity)

on the limit-

l•g stage (the limiting "elementary" process) of the reaction.
I

in clear from the above that the over-all influence of a
"wmineralizer" on a given specific reaction in a solid mixture may be
It

understood and even predicted with high probability given understanding
of the direction, mechanism and comparative effectiveness of the action
of this mineralizer on the individual stages of the reaction.
Study of the mineralizer from this point of view (401,
others],

402 and

Investigation of the effectivezless and mechanism with which

the Impurity acts on the "elementary" diffusion processes 188,
110,

111),

135-140,

polymorphic transformation [403ý4053,

146,

406, 4073,

dissociation 1405),

103,

sintering [83, 132,

fusion,

way to theoretical generalization and the achievement

etc.,

open the

of worthwhile

practical results In this rield.
For example,

analysis of the mechanism by which fluxing additives

influence the diffusion stage of reactions between solids [402] enables us to account for the influence of small quantities of such
additives on these reactions,
the additive in
which it

the existence of an optimum content of

the mixture and a certain temperature interval In

acts effectively,

the varying behavior of the additive at

different degrees of conversion of the initial
product,

substances Into the

the link between the grain s'ze of the initial

mixture and

the effectiveness of the additive, and many other phenomena.
The presence of a substance that forms a more or less low melting
mixture with one or more of the charge components greatly increases
the contact area between the reagents,
(if

the rate of diffusion, and

the process is taking place In the diffusion region) the rate of

the over-all process.
If,

for example,

we add to a mixture of reagents A + B a flux
-
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together with which a certain (perhaps very small) quantity of reagent
A passes Into the. liquid phase at a given temperature,

then the latter

[reagent A] will diffuse at a high rate through the layer of the
product AB toward particles of the second reagent B and react intensively with them,

thereby Increasing the thickness of the layer of

reaction product AB.

To the extent that A, on reacting with B,

is

converted Into AB and thereby eliminated from the liquid phase,
corresponding quantity of It

quickly melts,

diffuses through AB,

acts with B, and so forth, until the quantity of A in
sufficient to maintain all

of the flux in

a
re-

the mixture Is

the liquid phase at the

temperature in question.
In this way,

i.e.,

.•

in

accordance with scheme XII (page 202),

a

very small quantity of flux may progressively convert a large quantity

of reagent to the liquid phase and assist In Intensifying the reaction.*
From the time at which the quantity of unreacted component A in
the mixture becomes sufficient to hold all of the flux In the liquid
phase,
in

the flux crystallizes progressively as the reaction advances

the diffusion layer of product AB and about It,

thereby inhibiting

the diffusion process.** The extent of this inhibition depends on the
content of flux in
Thus,

the mixture.

depending on the quantity of inert flux Introduced Into

the mixture,

the positive part that it

takes at the beginning of the

process may be nullified, and then become negative as the reaction
progresses;***
The acceptable amount of such a process accelerator may be computeid In approximation from the diagram of state of the system In-*
volked,

age•ts

as'a function of the desired degree of conversion of the reInto the product at the temperature in
-
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question.

The effectiveness of use of an accelerating additive of this
kind Is not the same under different conditions.
ture range of such an additive Is

The effective tempea-

limited on the one hand by the

temperature t1 at which some component (or components) of the reaction
mixture melt with the additive and,

on the other" hand, by the tempera-

ture t 2 at which a liquid phase appears In such a mixture In the absence of the additive (Fig. 80).
As a result, for example, the influence exerted by different additives to the reaction mixture upon a given process at a given specific temperature may differ widely.
The results of References (398,

408-411] (see Figs. 81-85) may

serve as an Illustration for the above statements.

It

was established

in these and many other studies that a content of 1-3% of a fluxing
additive in the crystalline mixture may be sufficient to intensify
many reactions greatly, and that the introduction of the additive Into
the mixture may,

In certain cases, first accelerate and then Inhibit

the process.
It

has been shown for a number of reactions that the range of

effectiveness of the additive is restricted to certain temperatures
(see, for example,

Fig. 81).

It

has been established, for example,

that under practical conditions, calcium fluoride greatly accelerates
the reaction in which the minerals of cement clinker form at temperatures below 13000 , i.e., before the liquid phase appears in the CaOA12 0 3 7Fe 2 0 3 -SiO2 system, which corresponds to the composition of the
raw-material mixtures used in the production of Portland cement.
Examination of the usual relative positions of the kinetic curves
of the process with and w~thout mineralizers (Fig. 86) shows that in
comparative study of the effect of various mineralizers on a Ipoess,

it

Is not admissible to restrict ourselves to any sln&1e veave of the
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Fig. 80. General nature
of effect of fluxing
mineralizer at various
temperatures. 1) With-

out mineralizers; 2) in
presence of mineralizer.

A) Degree of conversion
of reagents; B) temperature.

Fig. 81. Reaction of barium
sulfate with calcium chloride
(1:1). Yield of products after
58 minutes. 1) In absence of

NaCl; 2) with 3% content of
NaCi in initial mixture. A)

quantity of reacted BaSO4 and
CaC 2 in %; B) temperature In
2
degrees.

!Vi

Fig. .82. Rate of caustification of soda by ferric
oxide in the presence and
absence or NaCl in the mix-

Fig. 83. Degree of extraction
of aluminum oxide from sintering lime-nepheline charge
with various soda contents

[N2C3] ai
. at a
temperature of 7700. 1) In
the absence of NaCl; 2
wita~28%
onweghtof
Na2 CO3 . A) Degree of caus-A
fiticatlon ins; B) time in

absence of soda; 2) 3%; 3)
6%; J&) 10% of Na2 CO3 on •weight

ture, with the 1.
[Fe 2 5sintering
0 3:

[Na
rto=15a
~ ~
~2
~

and processfortemperatures;
60 m.
1) in

of nepheline.

A) Degree of

temperature in degrees.i
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reaction time in all experiments.
It

ourselves to data on the degree of

-.-

--

is obvious that in limiting

interaction of the reagents without
and with mineralizers for any given
A

value T of the reaction time, we may

Fig. 84. Degree of extraction of aluminum oxide from
lime-nepheline S harge being

sintered at 950

,

arrive at different conclusions, depending on the value of

T

selected.

with

This conclusion is not adequate as a
various soda contents: 1)
In the absence of soda; 2)
basis for Judgments concerning the
3) 6%Na CO on weight
3%;
of nephellne.2 A? Degree of
of the action of any one
of
of nephractine. A~gre Beffectiveness

Al 0 3 extraction, in %; B)
time in minutes.

of the mineralizers on the process,

and much less so for comparative characterization of the mineralizers.
This can be done only as the result of detailed study of the process
kinetics.
With the mechanism of the additive
! -effect

described above, the Intensification

S/of

the process will naturally be the greater the greater the extent to which its rate

I •is

limited by the diffusion rate; other
conditions the same,

the additive is

the effectiveness of

symbatic to the thickness

Fig. 85. Influence of
fluorides on the reaction process between
mixed calcium oxide
and silicon dioxide,
during 1 hour. 1) In
absence of fluorides;
2) with CaF2 ; 3) with
AlF3 ; 4) with MgFg; 5)

of the reaction-product diffusion layer and,

with NaF, each in quantity of 0.95% ? on mix.
ture. A) Fraction of
CaO bound in %; B) tem-.
perature in degrees.

less effect on the results of the process

naturally, to the grain size of the "coated"
reagent (see, for example, Table 34). Hence
the fineness and nonuniformity to which the
reaction-mixture components are ground has

in the presence of such an additive than in
Its absence.
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I

The Influence of additives on the
I

"

:

sintering process of crystalline solids Is

I

of great interest.

I

Study of this process

has established that it
"

'

I
•

BV,

C4u

)

is strongly in-

fluenced by the composition, structure and
properties of the liquid phase that arises
in

the system with participation of the

additive [137, 138).
Fig. 86. Typical rela-.
tive positions of kinetic
curves of process:
a) Without mineralizera; b, c, d) in presence of mineralizers,
A) Degree'of conversion of reagents; B)
reaction time.

conclusion that introduc-

We note in

tion of an additive (mineralizer)
reaction mixture may,
fluxing,

result in

into the

instead of causing

the formation of solid

solutions or a change in

the composition

TABLE 34
Reaction of Soda With Ferric Oxide With Various
Grain Sizes, With and Without Fluxing Additive

[398, 4.08]
1

2 C18emeb waym"taan c9.ua N

"

IS-9
1 0.-*. J___________

Doc.
ev
Natcoa

NAC1
at ffmee

-

0

$3.2

18.9.

9.2

0.8

88.6

Z6.8

22.5

2,2

8.6

73.8

60.1

1) Content of NaCl additive In mixture In % by
weight of Na 2 CO3 ; 2) degree of caustification
of soda in % for the-following ferric-oxide
grain sizes In mm.

of such solutions as a result of significant
crystal lattices (as is
interstitial

the case,

fogr. example,

"opening up" of the
with formation of

and subtractional solid'solutions).

This fact,

the sig-

nificance of which will depend on the ratio between the radii of the
,ions in

the system with the additive and their charges,
-34
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also has a

certain effect on the rates of certain "elementary" processes compos-

ID

ing the reaction, and, In particular, on the diffusion and aInterIng
rates.
In general, an impurity or additive In a crystalline mixture may
function either to stabilize its composition or the composition of the
products formed In It or as an accelerator or retarder of the processes that take place when such a mixture Is heated.

53. TWMAUR
Boltzmann's law, which describes the energy distribution of molecules In matter, permits us to establish, in general form, the nature
of the relationship between the rate of a physical or chemical process
and temperature:

where N is the total number of molecules, Ni is the number of molecules
with an energy Ei, k is Boltzmann's constant and z is the sum of
states, the distribution function.
The form of the equation for the energy distribution of the
molecules depends on the kind of problem, although the presence of
the factor e-Q

, which is known as Boltzmann's factor, is always

characteristic for this distribution. In accordance with this, the
rate constant of a reaction in a crystalline mixture is expressed by
the equation

Q

k

.(34a)

In which the quantities A and Q may take on different physical.senses
and values in accordance with the limiting stage (limiting "elementary"
process) of the reaction.
In cases where the process is limited by the actual chemical reaction, the preexponential factor A - Pz 0 , where P is the probability
-
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or steric factor, z0 Is the number of double (for a bimolecular reaction) collisions between the reacting particles,
tion energy for the chemical event,

and Q is

the activa-

which depends on the bonding

.forces, between the particles of each of the initial

substances and or'

the forces of repulsion between particles as they approach one another
(for heterogeneous processes, 'a group which includes reactions In
crystalline mixtures,
If
is

Q Is

the apparent energy of activation).

the process takes place in

the diffusion region,

limited by the coefficient of diffusion D

-

then its

rate

Ae-Q/RT , where the value

of A depends on the vibration frequency of the structural elements
atoms) of the crystal lattice and the average distance between

(e.g.,

their neighboring equilibrium positions and Q is

the "opening" energy

which depends on the bonding forces between Its

of the lattice,

structural elements (pages 18-22).
If

the "controlling" stage of the process Is
adsorption,

sublimation,

or the like,

recrystallization,

then A and Q depend accordingly

on other factors as well.
Taking logarithms in

Expreseion (34a),

we obtain the Arrhenlus

equation

inK-= InA --

(l8J)

AT

or, converting to common logarithms and assuming that A and Q do not
vary with temperature,

we obtain the equation of a #tifaight line,

IgK=b-..-'(l

(1aa

)

where b - log A and a = Q/2.303 R - Q/4.575.,
Using the experimental values of K for various temperatures to

plot a diagram of,, log K vs. l/T (Fig. 87) in which the slope of the
line is

a,

It

is

easy to determine the numerical value of the ap-

parent activation energy of the process.
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The most widely useO method

'

"for determining this energy also reduces to this.'
Table 35 lists values of Q for certain reactlons"in mixtures of crystalline solids. The

rate .changes of the corresponding reactions as
functions of temperature may be computed from

Sthe

data of this table.*

Fig. 87. Rate constant of reaction
as a function of
absolute temperature. 1) log K.

Actually, more rigorous analysis of this
problem indicates that for a number of reasons.
(see, for example, 11 of Chapter 2) the values
of a and b and,

In particular, the value of the

apparent activation energy Q, which determines the quantity b, In
Equation (184a) may change for reactions in crystalline mixtures as
the temperature changes,

and do so in some cases over a rather wide

range.
It

follows directly from Equation (34a) that the higher the ac-

tivation energy of this process, the more widely will the rate of
the process vary with temperature.

S~Numerical

characterization of,the reaction rate constant as a

function of temperature naturally involves the nature of the limiting
stage of the reaction. In the case of a diffusion process, which Is
usually characterized by a small activation energy, its rate changes
relatively slowly with temperature: by 10-40% as the temperature
changes through 100.

In cases where the process Is limited by the

actual chemical stage, on the other hand (a situation rarely encountered In intercrystalline reactions under practical conditions), the
temperature dependence of reaction rate according to the Arrhenius
equatior is quite pronounced: a 100 temperature increase increases
the reaction rate by a factor of 2-4 or more.
The considerations set forth above apply to an isothermal course
-33 -

TABLE 35
Values or Activation Energy for Certain Reactions in Solids

MgO i-AIA-MgO.A1aO 8
MgO+T1O8..MjO.T4

-

3.NigO+ 2AgPO4 - %19P0)AA- TIP etitponamuus nopoin-f4As-FO.
U006pasueaS CUM~
MgtO+AgSO,-MgSO,+ 2Ag+
7

To we

Mg'O+Mg 8P3O? -MgOPOO
CaO+AI1Oa.CaAI 2 O,

7 To

so

C&O+Sft%-.CaO-SftO3
CaCOs+ INIO3 -. C&IM.O'+ coo
flOpOMKOOGPa2l=a

CUMb

bcoo6pamuanum
CU

7 T@

OCO
S3
3+
+COs

PbO+-PbSIO&-.Pb.S10 4
PbO-j PLSIO3 -Pb2SIO,

8.0

P3tq
22

43.3

P6

54.0

12613

85.0
86.0

1569

31.4

12311

.56.0
0g2.5

12433
PM

44,

WA43

BuitmboAOCflcO

MewKAY

8 Tao.leBalmn

96.0

Ta~crspousassnanopow~1.

7 To xe

~

8

12241
21

61.3

1281)

Ta6.cTcamH

114.0

7 To we

130.0

12231
12231

w.ifcn

2PbO+I'h.:-ho. *l'u1SiO,

-12431~.
12433

.32.1

ZnO+AI.0 3 -. ZnAhI,0
PbO±SIO,-.

13.03

Taf.iemipoummena nopom.

DaC0a+TIO.-.
BaCO4+WO,,(1 11 )- BaWO4+

5-

61.0

Ta6.leulpowswva nope..
CyOOOP231180 CHO~h

13AC0 3+SIOI'.

P%"
1530

*61.0
m

C3O+S1O,-.

CaCO,+MOOI-QCaMOO 4,+CO,

41.1
41.1

%1temtY

1) Reaction;*2).conditions; 3) Q In kcal/mole;
4) slource; 5) powder mixture; 6) tableted
powder mixture; 7) same; 8) reaction between
tablets.
of the reaction. However, the exothermic nature of most reactions In
crystalline mixtures, combined with the relatively low heat capacity
and thermal con%.*XActivity of the latter, may resý.lt In considerable
-31414
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heating of the reaction mixture during the reaction. On the other hand,
an incxrase In the temperature of the reagents (which qulte pr.obably..,

:,differs from the temperature of the reaction apace) as the reaction
proceeds will naturally influence the reaction rate. Yander [333) atI tempted to take this into consideration on the basis of the. folloting
considerations in his description of the kinetics of the reaction
that he studied (see page 239).
Denoting by the subscripts n and k the Initial and final stages
of the reactions,

respectively, we may write

"0"
K.

and K..aA;-

Then the following equation will apply at ary moment during the
reaction:
OVv

(185)

Assuming that the difference Tn - T Is proportional to the thickness x of the product layer and that the product TnT Is

In first ap-

proximation constant, we find that the rate constant of -the reaction

If we now substitute this value of K in the ejuation

0 ý2K%(91a)
we find that

(186)
and since
3S

S(10
then

where
-
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K,
'"It should be noted in
spherical,

1

and e'-eR.

connection with this reasoninS that with

cubic and similar (nonlaminar) reagent-granule shapes,

difference'n -- T is
product layer, If

the

not a linear function of t•he thickness x of the

only for the reason that the value of x Is

Itself

nonlinearly related to the quantity of the materials that has reacted.,
Further, the heat radiation of the reaction mass, which is
according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law,

proportional,

to the difference between the

fourth powers of the temperatures of the more severely heated and less
severely heated solids, will also naturally affect the value of Tn - T.
Finally, according to what we said earlier (§6 of Chapter 5),
mental change in
even when its

the kinetics of the process during time is

progress is

isothermal; this is

a funda-

possible

the more likely to be.

the case when the temperature of the reaction mixture changes,

as dis-

cussed earlier.

a

tt

.b

&

a

Fig. 88. Nature of change in reaction rate as a
function of temperature under various conditions.
K is the rate constant of the reaction and t is
the temperature. a) Region of chemical kinetics;
b) diffusion region; c) progressive transition
from a to b; d) relatively sharp transition from
b to T.
These circumstances naturally limit the applicability of Equation (187)
case,

It

to a rather narrow range of conditions; in
is

j

highly appr-timate In nature.

iIn practice,
actions in

the general

and under Industrial conditions in

particular, re-

crystalline mixtures actually take place quite often with
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Fig. 89. Reaction

Fig. 90. Reaction

between PbO and
SI
2 at various
temperatures
[.102

of magnesium oxide
with zircon at *
various temperatures.
-2
hours. 1)
Fraction of bound NgO
in %; 2) maximum process temperature In
degrees.

1) Yeld o

In%

N.a
I

Fig. 91.

Reaction of

Fig. 92.

soda with ferric oxide
at various temperatures
[411]. 1) Degree or
caustitication in
2) temperature In degreen.

Reaction

of NIO (1) and
Co 3 04 (2) with
S 2 at va2ious
temperatures. A)
Fraction of bound
metal oxide In %;
B) temperature in
degrees.

a gradual increase In temperature. This situation is by no means peculla

to exothermic reactions; the reacting substances may gradually
-3417-
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become heated by an external source of heat.
Any of Equations (184-187) may be found inadequate to describe the
,

process rate changes that take place here.

On the basis of considerations of the possible transition .6f the
process as it proceeds from one region (e.g..,.rthat of chemical klnetlcs)
Into another (e.g., the diffusion region),

we must accordingly acknow-

ledge the possibility that the rate of a given process may'vary in a
different manner as a function of temperature in different temperature
ranges. Usually, the attention given to this question In the study of
solid-state reactions is

inadequate.

The nature of the connection between reaction rate and temperature
depends on the chemical and granulometric composition of the reaction
mixture.
In the simplest cases of chemical and diffusion kinetics, the
nature of this relationship is reflected by curves -a and b, respectively (Fig. 88).

In the case of a gradual transition of the process

with rising temperature from the region of chemical kinetics Into the
diffusion region, the reaction rate constant varies following curve c.
In the case of a relatively sharp transition of the process from the
diffusion region into the region of chemical kinetics. proper (such a
transition may occur, for example, when part of the system reaches

the melting point, with the resulting sharp drop In diffusion realstance),

the rate of the reaction as a function of temperature Is repreand so forth.

sented by curve d (see Fig. 88),

A large quantity of experimental data corresponding to these
curves is available.

Certain examples of various experimentally es-

tablished relationships for rate constant in crystalline mixtures
as a function or temperature are given in Figs. 89-92.

-
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.It

has been known since

the experiments of Shpring [1661, which"..',

Swsere conducted during the eighteen-nineties, that severe enough com"pression of a crystalline mixture wil3
between Its components.

affect the chemical reactiOn

Briquetting a mixture of barium sulfate with

soalum carbonate and other mixtures under a pressure of 6006 atmospheres,

ShprIng ran reactions in

them at room temperature.

At the present time, the strong influence exerted by pressure on
various processes In which powdered products (and mixtures In particular) undergo conversion Is a well-known fact and one extensively exploited in

industry. However,

the mechanism and effectiveness of this

actiop as a function of certain conditions that are of interest to
the production engineer have not been investigated in

many cases.

In considering this problem as related to reactions in
we may be concerned with: a)

preliminary squeezing (pi-ess forming) of

a powder mixture before the reaction Is initiated In
conduct of the reaction Itself

solids,

under pressure.

In

it

and b)

the

the former case,

the reaction kinetics may be affected by the shape change of the mixture granules and changes In
In the second case,

in

their relative spatial arrangements,

and

accordance with the Le Chatelier principle,

the

equilibrium of the reaction may also be shifted.
The basic changes that occur In a powdered solid when It

Is com-

pressed reduce to a change In the average distance between neighboring
granules, changes In

their shape,

and changes In

the totas

and con-

tact surface areas. The nature of these changes may vary *in accordance
with the initial
grains,

conditions: the mutual spatial arrangement of the

the ratio between their strengths,

tion of surface Impurities,

the. presence and distribu-

and the like (see §4 of Chapter 1).

Theoretical considerations indicate that regardless of the nature
-
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of certain of these changes, they may. act on.J

*L,"'••,

.. even push it

in

different ditr..onasAend.

In: on the mechanism and code io

•1:tVh:

"reaction. Thus, pressing a mixture 'to*increase the surface of direct contact between

*
•

•.•

,P .granules
In cases where the reaction takes
•place
with participation of liquid or gaseous
phases,

i.e.,

when the second of the mass-

Fig. 93. Differential
heating curves of
tures of CaCO3 with

transfer variants described above (S1 of
tdxor
Chapter 2) Is In effect, may have little

XgSO'•H
2 O. 1) 2:1 mixenot pressed; 2)

no effect because of the relatively low

saemixture
aminuxtu~es after
oftpes
five
minutes
of
press-

value of mass tranefer through the contact

ing at room tempera-

surface.

ture; 3) same, after
eight hours of pressIng at temperature of
300 ; 4) 1:10 mixture,

unpressed; -5)same
mixture
after
five a
mintuetesopresive
minutes
of pressing at
room temperature.

A change in

the reaction kinetics of a

powder mixture under pressure may €cour
chiefly as a result of its
influence on the
"elementary" processes of sintering, re-

crystallization and diffusion.

Pressure has a particularly pronounced

In

the opinion of many Investigators, de-

effect on sintering, which,

termines the "reaction capability" of such a mixture (we know that
Tammann [412],

Kordes [413) and others have Identified the "reaction-

onset" temperature of a powder with Its sintering temperature).
Presintering briquetting of powders under one pressure or another
is

a procedure that has long been successfully applied in

practice and

described on many occasions In the literature (see,.for example [148,
296, 414]). A relatively new process Is the one in

whiLh sintering Is

conducted under pressure, ubieb In also known as "hot" pressforuing.
In this case,

the powdered soli

(which has usually been briquetted
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Fig. 94. Differential heating curves of mixtures or

Fig. 95. Differential
heating curves of mix-

K2S04 with Na2S04. 1) Unpressed mixture; 2) same
mixture after five minutes
or pressing at room temperature; 3) same, after five
repetitions of crushing and
5 minutes of pressing at
room temperature.

tures of Na2 SO4 with
CaSO4"0.5H20. 1) Unpressed mixture; 2)

same-mixture after 5

minutes of pressing
at roomomtemperature;
at
prature;
3) same, after two
repetitions of crushIng and 5 minutes of
pressing at room
temperature; 4) same,
after two repetitions
of crushing and 6 hours
of pressing at room
temperature.

*

In advance) is subjected to the simultaneous effects of high temperature and pressure. References[ 415, 416] are devoted to the highly
underdeveloped theory of this process. Merrey et al. [416] made the
most detailed experimental Investigation. The authors subjected specimens of beryllium, magnesium, calcium, aluminum,

thorium and uranium

oxides to pressforming in molds made from dense electrographite under
a pressure up to 140 kg/cmo

at temperatures up to 2000. Here,

they

established the possibility of obtaining compacts of high density and
a very high rate of the s.intering process under the conditions of
"hot" pressforming.

Thus, using a pressure of 140 kg/cm2 and a press-

forming temperature of 15000, they obtained magnesium oxide with a
bulk weight of 3.4 g/cm3 , beryllium oxide of 2.98 g/cm3 at 17000, cal-
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clim oxide of 3.54 g/cm 3 at.18000 and zirconium dioxide or 5.7
at 20000. According to Merrey's calculations.[416],

/cm 3

the rate of cor-

pactlng during sinterlng at a pressure at *7 k&/cm2 "is-105 to 178 times
higher than In sintering under atmospheric pressure. Direct extension
of these figures to the kinetics'of the reactions in which we are interested, even In those cases where their limiting stage at atmospheric
pressure is sintering, cannot be Justified theoretically: any other of
the "elementary" processes composing the reaction may assume the role
of limiting stage when the sintering process is greatly intensified.
However, accelerating the sintering of crystalline mixtures under
pressure undoubtedly affects to some degree the conditions of diffusion in them and, in this way, the reaction rate as well.

02A~e•wv
400

8o0
'200 1600 cw0JmuD
1000 Iwo
i•oe8opume,•,'oco
CME-Da jcae'

Fig. 96. Influence of prior squeezing pressure applied to mixture of
copper sulfate and lead oxide on
rate of reaction between them [237).
1) Degree of conversion after 30
minutes, %; 2) pressure p eviously
applied to mixture, kg/cU.
The beneficial influence of pressure on the conversion processes
of solids has been described many times In the literature (see, for
example, [1, 48, 214, 218)).

One topic of description in these studies

is the intensifying influence of pressure on chemical reactions In
solids. An interesting investigation in this direction was carried out.
,
comparatvely recently by Berg et al. [1417]. The authors registered
thermograms of powdered salt mixtures, free-poured and presaed at
-
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TAhZ 36
Influence of Presatoralng Pressure on"yntheais

of Magnesium Spinel
meo"utma
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1
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1)

Description of specimen; 2)

sure in

I

2"

I 22.7
190.2

forming pres-

2

kg/cm ; 3) bulk weight of unfired speci-

mens in g/cm3 ; 4) content -of free MgO in speci5) yield of spinel
mens fired at 8060 ,in%;

after firing at 8000,%.

TABLE 37
Influence of Prior Squeezing Pressure Applied to.
Equimolar Mixture of Copper Sulfate and Lead
Oxide on Rate of Reaction Between Them*

1

31000
I 000
IlSo

2400

500

2c1

*m

4.0

3.0I
ag.0

OJbS?
eM U

44.5

43.7

2S.0
27.5
-

286
25.3
24.6

0 .2

33.3
26.7
25.6

44.4

3.0
3S.6

41.2
3 Y,4
28.9
2
25.1

e-•
experiments were run at a temperature of
and with a reaction time of 30 sin.

1) Prior squeezing pressure In kg/cm 2; 2) degree
or conversion of copper sulfate In % in experiments of; 3) series I; 4) series I-III (average).
6000 atmospheres,

c)

as follows: a)

CaCO3 +

4 CaSO14 O.5H2 O and others.
Na S0 4 +.

b) Na2304 + 3S04,

The squeezing operation was per-

formed at room temperature and at 3000.
in

gSO4-H20,

The appearance of new phases

the squeezing process was Judged by the appearance of secondary

effects on the thermograms.

The results of the experiments (Figs.

95) show the appearance of 1-2% of new phases in
Thus,

the difference in

93-

the mixtures.

the behavior or unpressed and pressed
- 353-

mixtures of the compositions studied and the occurrence of reactions
in the pressed mixtures were undoubtedly established, although

ttis

'diffIcult to state that the appearance of new phaes in thesaeo ýmture
did not take plaCe (at least In part) during the actual heating process. when the. thermograms were recorded.

.

"

"

Klyucharov'and Levenshteyn [418] established the follp(wing pattern for the influence of squeezing pressure applied to a semidry
initial mixture on the synthesis of magnesium-alumina spinel (Table.

36).
The data of Table 36 indicate that an increase by a factor of
10 in the squeezing pressure applied to the mixture (from 600 to 6000
kg/cm,) resulted In a significant change in the densities of the
specimens (by 82%)

under the conditions studied bj the authors, but

increased the yield of reaction product by only 22%.
It

follows from what was said earlier (pages 189 and 191) that

when a reaction takes place in a solid mixture with participation of
gases or liquid phases,

its rate may not only fall to rise, but may

even fall with increasing squeezing pressure on the initial mixture.
This proposition has been confirmed experimentally by Pozin, Ginstling
and Pechkovskiy [237] on the example furnished by the reaction of
copper sulfate with lead oxide. The experiments were conducted at a
temperature of 5000.

Their results, which are presented In Table 37

and Fig. 96, indicate that the rate of this reaction drops off with
Increasing preliminary squeezing pressure applied to the reaction
mixture.
Thus, depending on the composition of the reaction mixture, the
physical properties of its components, the shape and sizes of their
grains, and the nature and relative importance of. the "elementary"
processes composing the reaction, pressure may actually influence it
-3514-
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In different directions and to different degrees.

30Obviously, profound systematic study of milling process**
with the objective of securing a radical Increase In their
speed and economic efficiency, together with a considerable
Increase in the attainable fineness is of no lesser importance; as we know, research In this direction has recent.

ly been developing Intensively.
Certain laws observed In grinding processes are extremely
complex. In view of this, and desiring to produce a result

that Is useful for practical purposes, the acti.al mechanisns of such processes are usually simplified considerably
In theoretical analyses. Here, the simplifications (not
only of the grinding mechanism, but also of the general
are sometimes so significant that
concepts related to It)
they result to a certain extent In loss of the essential
nature of the phenomena composing this process and determining Its basic qualitative laws. This situation, which
work with crystalline solids,
Is frequently encounteredin
has been pointed out convincingly In the work of muznetsov
[28, 29, 63], Rebindesr-[25u-2
land other authors.

336*

It follows from this that the presence of a certain quantity
of Impurities and moisture In solid reaction mixtures (which
are frequently governed by the composition of the natural
raw material) may have a positive effect on their conversion
rate If these impurities or moisture result In the formation
of a liquid phase In the system that improves conditions
for diffusion of one reagent toward another.

336*.

process rate result-

Another reason for a progressive dropin

Ing from the use of a fluxing additive may be the gradual
on A +
transition of the flux from a liquid phase of composain
+ flux, AB + flux, and the like into the gaseous phase as a
result of crystallization of A, AB, aid so forth, respecin
resistance to diffusion.
tively, and the resulting Increase

336***

41e

The mechanism and results of the action of a fluxing additive
in the case of transition Into the liquid phase of a more

complex mixture (for example, additive

-

reagent A

-

reagent

h ehns ndrslso h cin fafulKadtv

B) under the conditions of the reaction are In principle
analogous to those described.

forlp

[List of Transliterated Symbol&)<j,
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Chapter 8
NMEODS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF REACTIONS IN SOLID
The experimental study of reactions in solids involves considerable dlfrtculty.

Obviously, eccuring reproducible research results requires sufficiently accurate reproduction of all conditions determining the
course of the reaction. Nonconformity to this requirement will, as we
know, result in

cors-iderable differences among the experimental re-

sults.

fxact

reproduction of some of the conditions that exert an es-

sential influence on reactions between solids (size and spatial distribution of the reagent granules,

their content of impurities and

of moisture In particular, distribution of temperature in

the reaction

mixture, and so forth) Is frequently a rather difficult task.
As was noted earlier, such a reaction takes place In the overwhelming majority of cases at a rate that is
only at relatively high temperatures

of practical interest

(frequently over a thousand de-

grees), and this Is naturally a further obstacle to its

study. Here,

we frequently have simultaneous formation of several products possessIng closely similar chemical properties.

This renders separation of the

products by selective solution extremely complex.
The similarity .between the physical properties of the various substances,

together with the complex structure,

distortions of the crystal lattice,

low symmetry and severe

sometimes limits the poissibility

of investigating the solid reaction mixture by physical methods.
-

-

As a result, different methods are employed In different cases
for. study of reactions In solid mixturas.

It

Is often possible to ob..'

tain reliable information on the composition and properties of.the.
relktion products,
AY

and on'th' mechanism and kineticsofthe process-

-as a result of complex,-oomprehensive study Of the process using

several research techniques In parallel.
For these.purposes,

.

contemporary laboratory-research technique

usually employs microscopy and microphotography,
oroscopy and x-ray analysis,

electron microscopy,

thermography,

flu-

selective solution,

adsorption and, recently, radioactive indicators.
In the study, for example,
tal-morphological,

of polymorphic transformations,

crys-

crystal-physical and physicochemical research tech-

niques are employed.
The crystal-morphological method consists in measuring crystals
of the substance being investigated and establishing its syngony or
one form or another of symmetry in a syngony. Ascertaining the syngony
enables us to infer, in the majority of cases, the modification of
the material, but measurement of the crystal angles is a rather diffi-

cult task and is possible In far from all cases.
Using crystal-physical methods, we determine the modification
from its characteristic physical singularities: density, hardness,
and optical,

thermal,

magnetic and electrical properties.

Finally, the physicochemical research methods are helpful in ascertaining the physicochemical stability conditions for the existence
of a given inodification or for its transition into another modification.
Contemporary laboratory and industrial technique has at Its disposal a variety of other highly exact methods for determining theshape and size of powder grains, as well as their specific surface
areas. These include adsorption, gravimetric,
358

ultramicroscopic, eleo-

tron..iieroscoplc and other methods.
Of eleetron-mieroscopy method enables us to determine the size
The

,.

''.and shape of particles whose dimensions lie in the range from I to

-*

"0.0014 1&, while modern adsorption methods are quite applicable for grains&

I

from.20 to 0.002 I&.
Instruments for photometric measurement of grain size on the
basis of suspension turbidity,

a function of the grain surface

which is

have recently been developed and put to highly effective use.

area,

To establish sufficiently precise, broad-range control over the
rates of reactions between solids and the composition and properties
of the products obtained,

Investigators engaged in

study of these re-

actions have resorted frequently to grinding down the initial

reagents,

classifying them in accordance with grain size, Injection of various
mixtures to change the rate of the

types of additives into the initial
process,

preliminary squeezing (tableting) of powdered reagents under

various pressures, modern temperature-control methods,

pressforming,

applying gas pressure and vacuum during the reaction process,

feeding

currents of air

and other gases into the reaction zone, conducting

the reaction in

the absence of direct contact between the solid re-

agents,

and many other expedients and techniques that have been de-

scribed in
It
tail
in

the literature.*

Is not the objective or the present monograph to go Into de-

on all

of these methods and techniques for controlling reactions
we shall consider below only the most

Consequently,

solid mixtures.

important methods for investigating such reactions.

$1.

T

DGRAPHY

As we know,

-

concerned with study of the processes

thermography is

on the basis of the heat effects that accompany them. The heat effect
may serve as a basis for judging the te4erature conditions and in-

-
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tensity of dehydration, dissociation,

*

fusion, crystallization, chemical-

)

reaction and other similar processes.
The heat effect may be expressed in the coordinates:'
temperature versus time,
temperature versus the reciprocal of heating rate,
temperature difference (between the substance being investigated
and a standard) versus time or the same temperature difference versus&temperature.
The last two methods for expressing the heat effect are moat
satisfactory for study of reactions between solids.*

B

7

Fig. 97. Diagram of Kurriakov pyrometer

with differential thermocouple. A) test
object; B) standard. 1) Furnace; 2)
thermostat for cold Junctions; 3, 4)
mirror galvanometers; 5) light source;
6) drum with photographic paper; 7)
clockwork mechanism.
The automatically recording Kurnakov pyrometer with differential
thermocouple (Fig. 97,

[419])

Is most frequently used for this purpose.

One hot junction of this thermocouple is placed In the object of investigation,

for example, in the reaction mixture, and the other In

a reference substance (usually In aluminum oxide or magnesium oxide
'

that has been roasted at t > 10000) that does not undergo any noticeable transformations In the temperature range selected. The difference
between Lhe temperatures of the object and reference standard on heat-
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Fig. 98. Heating curves, a) Kaolinite; b) dolomite. A) Temperature; B) time.
Ing at the same rate -

which arises due to the conversion heat effect

of the object of investigation - produces a difference between the
electromotive forces that are generated at the terminals A and B of
the differential thermocouple.
vanometer mirror and,

This produces a deflection of the gal-

accordingly,

of the beam reflected by the mirror

onto photographic paper; since the paper Is secured to a rotating drum,
the path of the beam traces out a line on it.
object is

registered in

The temperature of the

the same way by a second galvanometer cut

Into the circuit as shown In Fig. 97.
Development of the thermogram produces two lines: 1)
entlal trace and 2) the direct trace (Fig. 98).
process accompanied by a heat effect in
Is

judged from the break in

curve 1,

the differ-

The occurrence of a

the object of investigation

while curve 2 Indicates the

temperature of this process.
The slope of curve 2 depends on the relationship between the
heating rate of the object and the speed with which the photopaper
drum rotates.
The differential-temperature-record

method enables us-to fix

processes that are accompanied by even very small heat effects. The
use of automatic registry makes it

possible to obtain the research
-36.1-
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In the form of graphic and objective photographic documents,

,results

.

the accuracy of the results obtained depends on many of'

However,

the expqrimental conditions. The errors that arise on fluctuations in.
'the
chemical and granulometric

composition of the'object,

Stes (thermal diffusivity In particular),

Its

proper-,,

quantity"jVnif o-mtyof

mixing, heating rate and other conditions may be highly significant.
As a result,

conclusions concerning the temperature at which a given

process takes place on the basis of thermograms must be made with
great caution,
chemical,

supplementing the thermographic Investigation with

x-ray and microscopic studies.

S2. DILTOMY
Taking advantage of the jumpwise nature of the change In the
thermal-expansion coefficient of a material on a phase transformation,
we may conveniently observe the conditions for such transformations
from a curve of temperature versus the length of a specimen of the
material being studied.

It

was by precisely this

method that Le Chatelier [120] succeeded In

1889 in detecting for the first time the enantiotropic conversion of quartz from the 0-. Into
the a-modification, and establishing the temperature of this
-

process.

.Instruments

Fig. 99. Curves
of temperature
versus length
change and tem.
perature versus
length-change
difference. 1)

Standard; 2) obJect; 3) differ;
ence between 1
and 2. A) -e -

of various designs known as di-

latometers are used for investigations of this
type.

In

a modern,

dilatometer,

highly sensitive differential

the change in

the length 1o or the

object being studied on a change in

temperature

Is compared with the change, under the same condtions,

In the length 1. of astandad that

does not undergo phase tronsformatiorz
-
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in the

)

temperature region selected. Automatic registration of the diffeorence2

between the length changes of the standard and the test object (A2
enables us to establish.the temperature tx of the phase trans.,

W-'A0)

rormation from the break •nIthe curve of
0rl.)

segment on the curve of
In

.
.

I

eal

versus t Ing. 99).

the case.6f a two-phase mixture, we-may,

dents of linear expansion of the two phases,

kaowing the coeffl-

also ,form a closely ap-

proximate Inference from the curve Al versus t as to the relative content o.* each of them in
A3 we know,

the mixtureb

methods based on the change in

the coefficient of

volunmtric expansion of materials and distinguished by high accuracy
are widely used in
research. In

practical physicochemical and physicomechanical

the chemistry of solids,

however,

these methods have

highly limited applicability because of the difficulty involved in
selicting a liquid medium stable at high temperatures for immersion
of -he substance being investigated.'

S3 COPLU THEMAL ANALYSIS
In connection with the frequently encountered necessity of makig

comprehensive studies of solid-state reactions, methods for simul-

mineous complex investigation of solids that have recently undergone
uccessful development are highly promising.
These methods inqlude,
analysis,

which was developed and used in

(see Reference [1421])

[1422,

for example,

and in

the so-called complex thermal
one variant by Voronkov

another variant by Keler and Kuznetsov

423).
As we know,

comparison of the differential heat-effect curve

with curves showing the change in

the volume and weight of the body

being investigated under the same conditions is

In many cases suffl-

-clent to form a basis for judgments as to the processes taking place
-
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In It.

In practice,

however, such compariscn is frequently unreliable

-as a result of the fact that even comparatively small differences in,"

K

"the
A

experimental conditions (preparation of material,

specimen,

heating rate, and so forth) may result in

nirof the temperature-versus-propertycurves

-

size or weighed

significant shift...

The technique and apparatus for complex thermal analysis developed
by Keler and Kuznetsov make It possible during the course of an, ex- .t,',:,.r
".I
periment (for example,

a reaction in

a solid mixture) to register the

thermal effectsi volume change and weight change of the specimens
simultaneously on the photopaper drum of the Kurnakov pyrometer.
the changes In the linear dimensions of the specimen
are made.prior to the experiment)

Here,

(for which marks

are transmitted to an optical sys-

tem for photographic registration.
Side by side with the specimen for the shrinkage and heat-effect
determinations,

an identical specimen is

for determination of the weight change.
from the arm mirror is

suspended from a balance arm
The displacement of .the beam

also directed to the drum of the Kurnakov pyro-

meter.
Figure 100 shows the results of an investigation carried out by
Keler and Kuznetsov [1422] into the process in
reacts with titanium dioxide.

Comparison of the curves obtained

separately for TiO 2 and BaCO3

(Fig.

their mixture (Fig.
a)

100,

100,

A) with the heating curves of

B) enables us to note the following:

retention of the BaCO3 shrinkage in

from 600 to 8000 and endothermic effects in
mations (at
*

which barium carbonate

the mixture at teoperatures
its

polymorphic transfor-

835 and 970-9800) and

b) a drop in the dissociation temperature of BaCO3 in
of TiO2 ,

the presence

the exothermic reaction forming barium titanate (at tenpera-

tires from 1100 to 11400),

which is
-

accompanied by a sharp change in
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Fig. 100. Results oa

complex thermal Investigation

of process in which barium carbonate reacts with
reagents; a 1 , bl) BaCO3 ;
titanium dioxide. A) Initial
a 2) T102; c) heat effect; B) formation of barium
titanate; a) change in specimen length; b) weight
loss; c) heat effect. 1) Change In specimen length
I.
and weight loss in
the volume of the material,

and sinterIng of the barium titanate that

has forred (when the temperature is

raised to 11500).

The clarity of the results obtained provides a convincing description of the properties of the method described here.

S§&. X-RAY DIPPRACTION STUDY
During the last 15-20 years,

widespread use has been made of x-ray

methods for structural, phase and dispersion analysis In
reactions between solid substances.

As we know,

studying

x-rays appear when a

beam of cathode rays strikes a metallic obstacle (anticathode).
the wavelengths of x-rays (from 100 to 0.1 A)

Since

are of the same order as

the distance between the structural elements (for example,

atoms) of

a crystal lattice, such rays are diffracted when a beam of them strikes
a crystal: each element of. the lattice
elcctron of its

atoms,

or, strictly

speaking,

each

becomes a center of vibration when subjected

to the action of the rays and emits x-rays in

all

directions.

These

waves display Interference.
As was showm

by Yullf, the pattern formed when x-rays are

I

scattered byacytlmy be An.7.

-.

terpreted as the result. or Interac-

m

tiora or rays ref leced

F

.

tý,
he?6rdi.

nary laws of mirror 'reflecti o
mutually parale
lneeos
h

~~~

am

crystal lattice..
101. Scattering of beam
of x-rays by crystal [illustrating derivation of EquaPig.

Let a parallel beam of x-rays

tion.188)).
)X

N',

N", ...

(Fig. 101) or wavelength

strike a system of parallel planes F1 , P2 ,

"." of a crystal that are

separated from one another by a distance d. Forming a glancing angle
0 with the planes Pl, P2V
points B,

C,

and so forth,

and so forth, these rays are reflected at
in

the direction N.

interfere, they will naturally be amplified in
path difference Al is

When the reflected rays
those cases where the

a multiple of the wavelength.

Since the line AB ("beam front") is

perpendicular to the direc-

tion of N1 and N", then&I-EBC - AC.
We have from the right triangles CBI) and ABC
BC--and
AC - 8Ccos 2

Cos2

from which
BC~~~~~i
- C=22

According to the above,

n1

18

amplification of the beams. takes place when
2d~i~um~).,(189)

where n Is an integer (the order of the reflection).
The intensity of reflection Is highest with ne 1 and diminishes
rapidly as n increases.
If

we direct a beam of "white" or heterogeneous (with regard to

-
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;
x-rays at a crystal C and place a photographic plate be-.

wavelength)

hind the orystal. a"series of regularly spaced spots will appear on
the plate after development (Fig.

The central spot 0 is the

102).

track a, the x-raYa that have passed through the crystal without deThe spots T1 and T2,

fleetion.

-

which are arranged symmetrically about

the central spot O, are the traces of rays that have been reflected
by the atomic planes of the crystal and intensified by interference.
The symmetry of the crystal may be determined from the arrangement of
these spots and their intensity, I.e.,
Its

space lattice.

we may establish the type of

When monochromatic x-rays (consisting of waves of

the same length) are directed at the crystal,
one of the atomic planes,

they form, on striking

a central spot 0 representing the primary

beam on the photographic plate and a weaker spot T,
sult of reflection.

It

follows from Equation (189)

beam of rays strikes a fixed crystal,

which is

the re-

that when such a

the angle 0 may be such that no

takes place. However, If we rotate the crystal slowreflection at all
ly, each plane of its
lattice
will successively form all
possible
angles with the angle of incidence of the beam. These angles naturally
103) at which the necessary reflection

always include angles (Fig.

condition [Equation (189)] will be observed.
.1

c

.

/

It

is

necessary to have available a single

crystal of the material to be investigated in
;

r;

to obtain x-ray patterns by the fixed-crystal and
rotating-crystal methods.

In running reactions In

however, we are obliged to deal

solid mixtures,
Fig. 102. Diagram of fixedcrystal method.

order

with conglomerates or growths consisting of a large
number of fine crystals In disordered orientation

to one another. Their x-ray diffraction patterns are obtained by the
so-called powder method, the principle of which reduces to the follow-367
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I

i.

Fig. io. -Dagra of'.
powder method. 1)
chamber walls;
photographtic film;
3) powder.

Flg., 103. Dia-

gralm of rotating-crystal
method.

r2)

ing. A cake or powder consisting of many crystals is placed between
a source of monochromatic x-radiation and a photographic plate. On the
plate, we obtain a series of concentric circles, each of which Is the
result of reflection of the rays from a certain definite system of
parallel planes (e.g., the planes of a cube, octahedron, or other
figure) present in each of the crystals of the powder or cake.
In work by this method,

the substance to be studied is rubbed to

a fine powder that will pass without residue through a screen having
2
10,000 or 16,000 holes per 1 cm , and placed in the center of a
cylindrical chamber in the form of a column 0.5-2 m- in diameter; the
photographic film is applied to the inside surface of the chamber (Fig.

Fig. 105. Cones formed by re
flected x-rays (powder method),.
An x-ray that has passed through the narrow slit Into the chamber strikes one of the planes of the crystal at an angle - and is re-
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f leted

5

in

a certain direction. This ray forms an angle 3 with a

number ot other planes as well. As a result, a cone of reflected rays
ftors with'. its

aais coincident with the primary ray.

Since the baamn.reflection takes place at angles of 20, 40, and,so forth, th z satist•y Equation (189),
whose common axis is
Their track on a flat
106),

we obtain a series or cones

the direction of the primary ray (Fig. 105).
plate forms a series or concentric rings (Fig.

and when the film Is

bent Into the shape of ascylinder,

a series

of lines where the cones intersect the cylinder (Fig. 107).
The position of the lines on an x-ray diffraction pattern depends
on the distance d between the planes of the crystal.
the film is

If

the radius of

r and the distance from a given line of the x-ray pattern

to the center of its

central spot is

1,

then

a

26
from which
Ur

(190)

Substituting the value of sin 0 in Equation (189),

we may easily de-

termine the lattice parameter d.
As for the relative Intensity of the
-lines, this is

determined primarily by

the positioning of the atoms in
V"

the ele-

mentary cell of the lattice.
As a result of the above,
stance has its

each sub-

own peculiar configuration

"of the positioning and relative intensities
of the lines on its
Fig. 106. X-ray diffraction pattern of copper
powder, recorded on flat
plate.

x-ray pattern. Thus,

the x-ray diagram may be regarded as an
ax-ray identification card" that repre-
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~

~Pi~

07.- X-ray diktfraction pattern of carbiderecorded on film.

deposit In high-speed steql

,

sents a unique derfinitionof the crystalline compound.,

,

The x-ray identification patterns of several thousand substances
..
are known at the present time.
Comparison of the x-ray patterns of a specimen being Investigated
and standard substances enables us primarily to establish their
presence In this object. Comparison of the intensities of the most
characteristic lines of the object and standard enable us to determine quantitatively the content or the given material In the object
(the ratio of these Intensities Is proportional to the content of the
corresponding substance In the object).
The data from x-ray analysis may be used to deterivne the dimensions of the crystals composing the materials being Investigated.
This Is highly important for many branches of technolog.
The possibility of determining the dimensions of structural elements (atoms,

ions) of a crystal lattice with the aid of x-ray analy-

sis is of particular interest.
The atomic radii of metals may be determined directly from x-ray
analytical data by halving the experimentally established Interatomic
distance. Thus,

the shortest distance between the atoms In the struc-

tures of copper and magnesium

is 2.55 and 3.2 A, respectively,f rom

which we have the radius of the copper atom as 1.27 and that of the
magnesium atom as 1.6 A. As concerns the dimensions of the various
elements In an Ionic lattice,' It

Is impossible to determine these in

the general case from x-ray anmsiais, ainem
adjacent planes Is equal to the X
-

the distance d between

cir thefr radIl In the case of con-
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tact between an anion and a cation.
at

However, the distances between the planes-of o cystal consistIng

of extremely small cation& and large anions are determined by the sizes
of the latter: in this case, the anions are In contact

ith-one another,

while the cations are situated In the vacant spaces between them. Thus,
the Interatomic distances Ng-Se - 2.73 and Mn-Se - 2.73 are the same,
larger than the magnesium ion. We may

even though the manganese Ion is

compute from this the radius of the anion [the radius of the divalent
selenium Ion is

(2.73 V/i)/2

-

1.92].

However,

knowing the radius of

any one Ion, we may use the values of the interplane distances d in
various lattices containing this ion to compute the radii of other
ions.
This circumstance was exploited at one time by Gol'dshmidt [9],
who determined the radii of many Ions on the basis of values for the
radii of F - 1.33 A and 0

2-

1.32 A, which had been obtained by

Vazashern on the basis of refractometric data.
X-ray structural analysis is

one of the most highly perfected

methods for the study of transformations that are accompanied by crystal-lattice

changes.

As a consequence,

it

is

particularly helpful in

investigation of polymorphic-transformation processes,

processes in

which chemical compounds form and In which solid solutions appear and
decay.
The Importance of the x-ray methods for study of reactions in
mixtures of solids is

difficult to overstate.

New and extensive possibilities for research into these reactions have been opened as a result of the.development and mastery of
x-ray apparatus that enables us to conduct and record observations at
high temperatures [124-426].

This is

important primarily because when

a substance cools prior to recording of an x-ray ppttern,
-
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changes in

Its'.~

structure -are possible.:
iA
1

The use of Ionization methods for registering x-ray emLsslon

Ly

,.enable* ,ýus'. to reduce the. exposure by a factor of several, ku dred as
compared;

with the conventional photographic method

rT::: point.

::

-

another extreme-

SThe apparatus for Ionization x-ray investigation of processes

taking place at high temperatures (which is
inFig. 108),

represented schematically

consists of an x-ray source (x-ray tube),

a goniometer.

a high-temperature furnace, an x-ray receiver (gas amplifier),

an

electrometric direct-current amplifier and a recording device. Using
such an apparatus to Investigate the high-temperature processes related to the formation of cement clinker, Toropov, Konovalov et al.
[427,

428] discovered a number of new facts and demonstrated the high

effectiveness of the apparatus as applied to processes of this type..

'

Fig. 108.

-"

Apparatus for x-ray Ion-

ization Study of matter at high
temperatures. 1) Source of x-rays;
2) ground specimen or rod; ý) receiver; 4) electron tube; 5) photographic drum; 6) lamp; 7) galvahiometer; 8") power unit.

S5. NMUCMRON-IMICROSCOPE INVESTIGATION

"

"

,

Due to Its wave nature, a flux of electrons that Is intercepte
by

:

d6iffraction lattice or some other obstacle Is subject to dIffyac-
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tion just like a beam of light.
Here, Equatlon.(189),

In which wavlength,

Is inversely proportional to the mass and ve-.
lociy of the electrons and Is determined by

.1

" -the equation

-

m-

(191)
where .V Is the voltage or the accelerating
field In volts, remains valid.
At electron velocities corresponding to

*

.

the field voltages customarily used in apparatus for electron-microscopic study (10 -21
volts),

wavelengths X - 1 to 0.04 A correspond

to the wavelengths of the most frequently used
Fig. 109. Diagram
showing formation
of image of object
of study in magnetic
(a) and
trostatic
(b) elece.cctron microscopes.

x-rays. As a result, the diffraction pattern
obtained as a result of reflection of the
beam of electrons by a crystal Is quite analogous to the pattern obtained when x-rays are
diffracted.

This opens broad possibilities for investigation of crystalline
materials with the aid of the electron microscope.
Since the waves of electron beams are many times shorter than
light waves, the magnifications attainable In this instrument considerably exceed those obtained In an ordinary optical microscope.
At the present time, electron microscopes exist that are capable
of producing 200,000-fold magnifications and forming Images of objects
25-30 A across.
The so-called electron gun, in which a thin tungsten wire Is heated In a high-voltage field (50-100 kv) In a vacuum of the order of
- 373 -

mm of, mercury,,, serves as the source of eetos
The electron flux passes through a narroW diaphragm, after which
S it

1laprojected onto- the obje

)

109) bye condensing electro-

C(Pi..

On emerging from the objec

uimap. qtic or, electrostaticc lens 1.

electron rays pass through the objective and projecting electrOmagnetie
r

or electrostatic lenses 2 and 3, which .funption to produce az#electron
image of the object being examined.

A screen that becomes'fluorescent-.'-,ý

when bombarded by electrons or a photographic plate is placed in 'the
plane of this final image.
The electron-diffraction pattern is
simple accessories.

obtained here by the use of

Measurement of the distances between the rings

and their relative intensities on the electron diagram (which,

in

general, has much the same appearance as the powder diagram) enables
us to obtain exact Identification of the substances examined.
The diffraction of an electron beam may also be used even without
an electron microscope to obtain the electron pattern of a substance,
which characterizes the most important properties of its structure.
This technique possesses certain essential advantages over the
x-ray diffraction method. With considerably less powerful apparatus
and much shorter exposure times, which are reckoned in seconds and
fractions of a second,

the electron diagram may show sharper lines

than the x-ray pattern. This is accounted for by the .more intensive
effect of the electron beams on photographic emulsion as compared
with x-rays and the possibility of more perfect monocbromatization
of the beam.
Certain specific properties of the electron beam limit the range
of its application. The fact is that it

is subject to considerably

more intense scattering and absorption than a beam of x-rays. The
probability of elastic collision between an electron and an atom is
-

37
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)

10.times higher than the corresponiding probability for x-ray*. Thus,.
ggetting a distinct electron-beam diffraction pattern requires only a
"row surface layers or a crystal, while x-rays requIre tens and even
hundreds of layers for the same objective.
As a result of the Intensive scattering and absorption of the
electron abeam by the first layers of matter, these beams are capable
of penetrating Into the material only to a very small depth: where an
x-ray passes to a depth of 1"10-3O

m, an electron beam is

capable of

penetrating only to 1-30-6 mm.
"

As a result,

electron beams are used only for the investigation

of surfaces, thin (e.g., oxide) films and crystalline substances that
form thin platelets.

*

16. IWMERSION METHOD
The simplest and quickest method of phase analysis, and one that
has long been used In study of so-called solid-phase processes Is the
immersion method for determining the optical constants of crystals.

SIt

enables us to distinguish not only between materials of differing
chemical composition,

but also between different modifications of the

same substance. The use 9f this method Is not limited by complexity
in the composition of the object being Investigated and Is
found very helpful in cases where It

frequently

is difficult to get an unequivo-

cal answer by chemical analysis.
The essence of the immersion method consists in microscopic observation of the powdered substance on Its Immersion into varlous
liquids with known refractive indices that are easily checked with the
aid of refractometers.
If the refractive Indices of the material studied and the liquid
are equal,

the boundary between them is

invisible. Otherwise, the

appearance and displacement (toward the medimn with the higher refrac- 375 -

tive index) ofa

bright band (the so-called Beck.

bands) when the-,ý;

microscope tube is raised serves as a basis for judging whether-.the
'object of Znvestigatlon has a larfer or smaller refractive index as
i:
:+.• i:,
aed.'
Ier
• compared with ,the liquid In which 1•It
-Selecting two liquids whose optical properties, differ ve4.sllghti'

jiy from one another,

with the refractive index N1 o

•.onesomewhat

larger and the index N2 of the other somewhat smaller than the refractive index Nv of the material examined,

we may assume with a certain. ".'

degree of accuracy that
N.==+N,
2
Obviously,

a single determination of the disappearance boundary

will be sufficient to find the refractive index of Isotropic substances.

Birefringent crystals require two different devices for the prin-

cipal indices of refraction,

which correspond to "extinctions" of the

preparation between crossed Nicol prisms.
microscope is

In

this case, a polarization

employed.

The procedure of the immersion method is described In the special
papers of Belyankin [4293, Bokiy [(430)

and other authors.

Here,

It Is

only necessary to stress the great importance of immersion study of
crystals in

converging polarized light, which permits easy determina-

tion of their optical nature.
Improvements to the Immersion method that have recently been introduced into laboratory practice (monochromatic
perature control and,

accordingly,

tem-

control of the standard-liquid re-

fractive index during the observations)
considerably and improved its

light filters,

have simplified this method

accuracy..

S7. ISOTOPE METHOD

*'

Modern solid-state chemistry takes advantage of the Isotopy of
elements with great effectiveness for various types of research.
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We are indebted to Kheveshi [75] ror introduction of the radlo.
active.lisotope method for study of the processes that take place In
d

Us in

radium D and thorium B as radioactive isotopes of lead,.,

SKheveshi:,applled this method in
....

metallic lead and Its halides.

an Investigation of self-diffusion.:ln•
Subsequently,

the radtoacttve-Indlca'tbriV`

method or, to use another term, the tagged-atom method, has undergone_
extensive development with the synthetic preparation of radioactive
isotopes of almost all the elements. At the present time, It is being
used successfully for study of the mechanism and kinetics of chemical
reactions, corrosion of metals, adsorption and catalysts, *as well as
for investigation of friction, mechanical wear, and many other proceases In a wide variety of disciplines.
"This new path of chemical research," remarked Brodskly [1431]
correctly In 1951,

"is one of the most important and promising In con-

temporary science. Extremely important results have been obtained with
it

In a very short time. It can be predicted with confidence that

further progress in chemistry and kindred sciences will In the future
be intimately related to the development and widespread application of
the tagged-atom methods."
These methods are based on two singular properties of radioactive
atoms: a) prior to their decay, their chemical behavior show3 virtually no differences from the behavior of their nonradioactive isotopes
and b) on decaying, the radioactive atoms emit energy that can be observed with comparative ease.
This energy may be used as a basis for determining extremely
small quantities of a radioactive substance (for example, 10-16 of
radioactive iodine - 1131). Thus,

these methods are characterized.by

exceptionally high sensitivity.
The essence of the isotope method in its application to the study
- 377-

Or diffusion In solids reduces to the following. A thin layer of -radio.
-,active material is

applied to the surface of the body-to be invoitlgat-

a.Then the rateof penetration or the radioactive'atoms'into the
. solid. is
In

it

measu'ed "by determining the radioactivity at various depths

at various 'intervals of elapsed tine..
Here it

is

as follows: a)
V

.

'

-

.

frequently possible to limit the activity determinations,
at-various Intervals of time at a given depth or b) at'

various depths at a given point in

time.

Various methods and apparatus are employed to measure the radioactivity or, more precisely,

a quantity that is

and thereby characterizes it

(it

true activity of a preparation).

proportional to it

is quite difficult to measure the
In practical work with tagged atoms,

the most widely used techniques are the various variants of the ionization method,

which Is based on the ionization of molecules in

a gaseous

medium that Is triggered by radioactive radiation.

Fig. 110. Diagram
of ionization
method for measurement of radioactivity.

'

'

Fig. 111. Diagram• of
Geiger-Muell'er counter.

Fig. 112. Counter tube. 1) Glass;
2) metallic case. A) Filament.
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The principle of this method is clear from Fig. 110. The 'oeet ••rodes A and B, which are connected to a current a'source E, are
-ated In dry air,

which does not conduct current.

Consequently,

circuit is open and the needle of the galvanometer 0 is
the air is

ionized by radiation passing through it,

itu.
the

on zero.

When

a current which is

indicated by the galvanometer and depends on the activity of the radi.ation will flow In the circuit.
Ionization chambers,

Geiger-Mueller counters and counter tubes,ý

which are described In detail in

the specialized literature [432, 4331,

are based on this principle.
A schematic diagram of a cylindrical
shown In Fig. 1ll.

Geiger-Mueller counter is

The metallic filament A, which is

positive terminal of the current source E,
cylinder B,

Is

connected to the

located in

which, as.indicated on the diagram,

is

the metal

negatively charged.

The ionization of the gas molecules In the cylinder B as a result of
radiation gives rise to a strong current pulse. After minor amplification, this pulse may be registered or transmitted to a relay which
operates a mechanical counter.
One typical variant of the counter tube,
sive use,

is

shown in Fig.

Normally,

of which we make exten-

112.

only part of the radiation strikes the counter.

It

is

necessary to take particular account of this fact in measuring the

activities of solids. This is because the radiation losses and the
resulting errors of determination in

these cases depend not only on

the design of the counter and the absorption of part of the radiation
by Its

walls, but also on partial absorption of the rays by the pre-

paration layer and,

consequently,

on its

thickness,

position and other

such experimental conditions. To obtain reproducible results,
fore,

it

is

there-

necessary either to maintain strictly a definite thickness
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and. posit ion of the preparations investigated or to dissolve'.thin'
layers of them before determining the activity.)
Given thes. conditions, the relative error or .the'determinations
-normally does not exceed 20%

...

VW
3

a

2

Pig. 113. Self-diffusion of -Iron.
a) - f (x); b) In AI - f(x2 ).A)
Pulses per minut-e.
A
~

--

~

activity or the layer removed

*.The

(without converting it to solution) may

V.

be determined by measuring the Integral
activity of the specimen.
Since the specific activity .lof a
thin layer at depth x Is proportional to
~ -474,

rj%*Me

~the

OvVuNovefewueM
0 oB

concentration of diffused atoms In

It, the diffusion equation may be written

Fig. lIA. Self-diffusion
In the form
in silver: activity distribution after diftusion
for '10 days at 802 . D ~(192)
-3.
-100c2
-1
;3971
actiit inc
where -ris the diffusion time, I n h
pulses per minute per mg
Initial specific activity of the ap.
* y depth of penetration
Iih mm.
plied radloactive-isotcpe layer,, a isn
I
tj~e thickness of this layer and D Is the coefficient or diffusion.
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Assuming that the specific ac-

•--

-

tivity of-the nth layer, In(z,

--

I

o1,Is

equal to the difference between the
'-

tIntegral activities or the specimen

-

-•

Sbefore and after removal of the layer
V

(InI

N

1

41

Sordinate

4%3

-r

-1i=

45 OA

40

In + l(, we obtain

In (5

(193)

,-

(194)

from which

Fig. 115. Self-diffusion in
silver: o, e) points of left
and right segments of curve
of Fig. 114, respectively.
A) Specific activity In
pulses per minute per mg; B)
square oforigin
distance
from coIn mm.
oiA

where a is the Inclination of the
line to the x -axis as given by Equation (193).
diagram of In AI

-

f(x) may be

constructed by graphic differentiation of the experimental curve of
I versus x (Fig. 113).
On the whole, however, the results obtained may, in accordance
with the objectives of the study,
13•0

4
-"

•"

MO
t"50

" 50

"~ "•be

M
OM

W

-- O

Mt*

represented

distance from tagged surface of
"-

-

Af

body (Fig. 114), specific activity

-

-

I

various coor-

dtnates: specific activity versus

-

a•

A

in

versus square of distance from this

-

surface (Fig. 115), diffusion coefficient versus the reciprocal of

;'J

absolute temperature (Fig. 116)
Fig. 116. Self-diffusion coefficients-of V-iron as a function

and other combinations.

B)o -i [1o.
103. A

The diagram of Fig. 114 uses
the coordinates activity versus

cm/sec;

-
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distance to represent self-diffusion data on radioactive' silver# a
thin layer of,,which was placed between two layers of flonactive silver

',,V-

In the 'coo)i~rdinates ac tit' versus-square of distance, the same

experimental points lie on' a straight line In accordanice with'~1S..
(193).

TII
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page
t359 for example, V.V. Boldyrev, Metody izucheniya kinetiki
See,
termicheakogo razlozheniya tverdykh veshcheptv [Methodsfor the Studyof the Kinetics of Thermal Decomposition of

.*•

Solids], Izd. Tomakogo universiteta [Publishina House or
Tomsk University], Tomsk, 1958; Ekaperimental'naya
tekhnike I metodam vysokotemperaturn. lssledovanly [Experimental Technique and Research Methods for High Temperatures),
Tr. soveshch. po eksper. teknike 1 mstody issledovaniya pri
vysokikh temperaturakh [Transactions of Conference on Experimental Technique and Methods for High-Temperature Research], lzd. AN SSSR [Publishing House of the Academy of
Sciences USSR], Moscow, 1959; I.E. Kempbell (editor), Tekhnika vysokikh temperatur [High-Temperature Techniques], IlL
[Foreign Literature Press], Moscow, 1959.
360

A detailed survey of studies that have been made on differ-*
ential thermal analysis and its applications particularly
for study of reactions in crystalline mixtures was made by
C.B. Murphy, Analyt. Chemistry, p. 2, 867, 1958.

362

Essential improvements to the method and technique of thermographic analysis have been achieved recently in the work
of Soviet investigators (see L.G. Ez-g and M.Sh. Yagfarov;
V.P. Ivanova and F.Ya. Bindull, Yu. V. Sementovskiy; N.L.
Dilaktorskiy and L.S. Arkhangel'skiy, Trudy 5-go soveshchaniya po eksper. i tekhn. mineralogli i petrologil [Transactions of the Fifth Conference on Experimental and Technical
Mineralogy and Petrography], Izd. AN SSSR, Moscow, 1958).
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[Foreign Literature Press], Moscow, 1959.

360

A detailed survey of studies that have been made on differential thermal analysis and its applications particularly
for study of reactions in crystalline mixtures was made by
C.B. Murphy, Analyt. Chemistry, p. 2, 867, 1958.

362

Essential improvements to the method and technique of thermographic analysis have been achieved recently in the work
of Soviet investigators (see L.0. B•.-g and M.Sh. Yagfarov;
V.P. Ivanova and F.Ya. Bindul', Yu. V. Sementovskiy; N.L.
Dilaktorskiy and L.S. Arkhangel'skiy, Trudy 5-go soveshchaniya po eksper. I tekhn, mineralogli i petrologii [Transactions of the Fifth Conference on Experimental and Technical
Mineralogy and Petrography], Izd. AN SSSR, Moscow, 1958).
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41. SINGLEo-COMPONENT SYSTEMS
Let us consider the properties of certain single-component systems that are of great importance for technical chemistry of solids.
These systems include S102, T10 2 ,

ZrO2 , A12 03 ,

Cr2 0 3 , Fe2 0 3 and cer-

tain others.
Silicon Dioxide
Silicon dioxide is capable of existence. In various crystalline
modifications.

Numerous Investigations have been devoted to their

study (see, for example,

[403, 404, 436-442]),

and a considerable

number of these have been published only during the last 5-7 years.
The contradictory nature of the results obtained in many of these investigations and the inadequate study that has been devoted to the
properties of certain modifications of silica (and trldymit.e In particular) enable us to judge its polymorphic transformatiorn

only with

limited thoroughness.
The basic (first-order) modifIcations are, as we noted earlier,
quartz, tridymite and cristobalite. Each of these may exist In the
form of different (for example, a,

0) forms or subvariettes,

which

are normally known as second-order modifications.
The temperature ranges of existence of quartz, tridymite and cristobalite were first established by Fenner [(36).
Quartz is stable at temperatures below 870°. When a-quartz,
-
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.'which

crystallizes in the hexagonal system, is cooled. it

undergoes

an enantiotropic transformation into the low-temperature P-quartz.
ah

erature at this transition Is
At a temperature of about 900O, quartz Is transformed intpo

cristobalite. In the presence of a mineralizer,

the process In which

-.- cristobalite becomes tridymite takes place simultaneously; the latter

Sis stable in the temperature range from 870 to 14700 (according to
certain sources [437],

formation of cristobalite in the temperature

region of stability of tridymite is also impossible without a mineralizer). Thus,

the formation of cristobalite is an intermediate step

in the reversible process of transformation of quartz into tridymite.
The existence of three forms of the latter has been reliably
established; these are the a-, 0-, and y-forms,

although the litera-

ture also contains references to fourth and fifth forms of tridymite

[4381, as well as the opinion that tridymite cannot be regarded at
all as an independent modification of silica [439].
The transitions of tridymite from the y- to the A- and from the
0-*to the a- forms are reversible. When tridymite Is heated,

the

temperatures of these transformations are respectively 117 and 1630
(according to [4373 113-1170 and 158-1630),

and on cooling they occur

at 73-71° and 151-1.47° 1437.
At a temperature of 1470°, tridymite is transformed into a-cristobalite, which goes over into 0-cristobalite at 200-270O.

The 1 -*a-

cristobalite transformation point depends on the grain size of the
original quartz and the time for which it

is held at high temperature.,

With two hours of holding at 12000 and grain sizes of 7-10, 2428, 104-125 and 180-280 p., the transformation temperatures of cristo--.
balite from the 0- to the a-form are respectively 250.5, 235.8, 208.3
and fil.20 [1437].
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Cristobalite that has been produced at temperatures below 145CO6
14700 is metastable and Isotropic,

so that prior to the detailed re4

searches of Belyankin, many authors took this variety of.siliea for
quartz glass; above 14506-1470,0

stable anisotropic (at-normal tempera-

ture) cristobalite is formed [403..
Cristobalite melts at 17130.

The cooled melt forms an amorphous

Isotropic quartz glass. The latter,

in

addition to its

optical Iso-

tropy, possesses a low thermal-expansion coefficient that varies

I

little

with temperature,

bility

for ultraviolet light. All of this renders quartz glass an ex-

high electrical resistance and good permea-

tremely valuable material for engineering.
In

accordance with what we have said above,

the polymorphic trans-

formations of silica may be represented by the following scheme:
i

•c00O

Ncevacra~umbNhaj l

2'
S UUI
mw*

j5

7 3

i

0

6

aif*q

6)2O2~

-wUn heating.
**Depends

on grain size of original quartz.

li Me tastable a-cristobalite; 2) mineralizer;
3quartz; 4&) tridymite; 5) cristobalite; 6Y
melt
glass.
-quartz

The structures of all the modifications of silicon dioxide encoqupassed by this scheme have not yet been studied in detail, although
It Is knowh that all of them are constructed from Si0 4 tetrahedra con.nected with one another in such a way that an oxygen atom Is shared
by two tetrahedra: this Is the way in which the composition S10 2 is
formed. The dIffermees between the structures of the various modifi-387

cations reduce to the differences..

A.

th. relative positions of-the
In
3810

•4
a

the energy

"

I..

a

.:,

apoes

which sllea
goes from onemodlthe
ficatlon to anotherp, ie.,
work of rebuilding Its

Fig. 117. Diagrams showing con-,
figuration of S104 tetrahedra.
a) In P-quartz; b) in cristobaltic; c) In tridymite.

lattice,

depends on this difference.
This accounts for the primary

formation of cristobalite from P-quartz.

Ing" of the SiO4 tetrahedra,

~feact 'of the

'in

.

the transformation p-quartz -

totrahedra. .in them. N1aturally,

It

follows from Fig.

117 that

crlstobalite requires only "straightenwhile the transition to tridymIte requires

further that they be rotated through 1800 about the axis of syametry.
Transformations within the fiamework of a given modification of silica,
such as a
the way In
in angles).

1 - y-tridymite,
P

Involve only less significant changes in

which the S104 tetrahedra are combined (chiefly, .changes
It

is

precisely for this reason that such transformations

require the expenditure of small quantities of energy and take place
readily at relatively low temperatures.
The properties of the various silica modifications differ.
greatly from one another (Table 38).
This applies In particular to the coefficients of thermal oxpansion of silica. When silica passes from one modification to
another during heating,

a stepwise change takes place in

of the specimen being tested.. Thus,

Sc-tridymite and a-tridymite

the P-quartz -

the volume

a-quartz,

a-quartz

ac-crlstoballte transformations are

accompanied by volume changes of2.4, 12.7 and 4.7%, respectively. On
"thebasis of dl2atometr-t

study of silica,

this last circumstance en-

abl .•s us to draw Inferences as to the teqperatures
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of Its

polyowplec

transformations and, to some degree,

even concerning the extent of its

transformation Into the other modification under various conditions.
The accuracy of determinations of this type, however,
tive,"If

is highly rela-

only because the linear expansion of the specimen depends

on the conditions of the experlment.-

TA=1! 38
Properties of Modifications of Silica
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heat capacity
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•
oxide
how1esentia
difeene
s. Here, the following
geeral"rule i
i
mreig
on of stability in deireesr)
quartz; 8)
10 quartz13) rhombic;
cristobalte; 12) hexagonal;
S(melt); obalIte;i9)
11) trigonal;
14) tetragonal; 15) cubic; 16) amorphous.
i
The melting points ol' the Individual varieties of silicon dioxide show essential differences. Here,

the following general rule Is

observed (page 154): The more --table phase has the higher m~elting
point. The arrangement

of the silica modifications in

Ing melting point corresponds to thip rule: quartz,

order of 1.ncreas-

tridymite,

cris-

tobalite.
The heating and cooling curves of silica enable us to fix the
appearance of the heat effects that take place on its

polymorphic

transformations and hence to infer the temperatures

of these trans-

formations. Using modern research methods and precision instruments
such as the vacuum adiabatic calorimeter [437],
-
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we may observe even

Pr.

. ..

. -,-",
3k,'"*

''f:

'"'

Fig. 119. Heating (a)
and cooling (b) curvea

Fig. 118. Differential
heating curve of P-quartz

(after Penner).

of tridymite

1)Tem-

,

4371.

perature in degrees.
very small changes in the test specimen during these processes.
Figures 118 and 119 show the breaks on the thermal-effect curves
ac) and tridymite (y

at the transition points of quartz (3

It

) and

has been established by isolation roasting of quartz grains

of different sizes that at temperatures of 1000-1400°, grains 2-5 g in
size form for the most part cristobalite, while grains of sixzes from
125 to 147 g form tridymite preferentially.
It

has become known [1403, 804,

437-442] that small quantities

of certain mineralizers (such as calcium and magnesium oxides, titanium
dioxide, carbonates of lithium, sodium and potassium, and sodium
tungstate) vigorously promote the polymorphic transformations of
silica. The mechanism by which thqy act, which Is

undoubtedly related

to the appearance of a liquid phase in the system, has not yet been
finally established.

On the other hand, It has been established.144O]

that the polymorphic transformation of quartz is

Inhibited consider-

ably In the presence of even very small quantities (less than 1% on
the S10 2 ) of aluminum oxide.
The ýolymorphdim of slliea m•y Influce the kinetics of reac-390

-

tiona In crystalline mixtures containing this oxide (the so-called

3

J.

'lhedval effect):.
However, the practical importance of its transformations Is associated chiefly with their enormous significance in the production and
use of one of the most important refractory materials - Dinas.
Zirconium Dioxide
Zirconium dioxide is encountered in nature in the form of the
mineral baddeleylte, which usually contains 80-90% and in some cases
as much as 99% of ZrO2 . This and almost all other natural zirconium
compounds (zircon, which is zirconium orthosilicate, and more complex
zirconium silicates) normally contain a small, quantity (from 0.1 to
4%) of an isomorphic hafnium dioxide impurity. It Is extremely difficult to separate the latter from the ZrO2 * and Its-presence renders
study of this oxide quite difficult (it

Is shown, for example,

In the

work of Berezhnoy and Karyakin [444] that many conclusions as to the
polymorphic transformations of ZrO2 have been inaccurate as a result
of its polymorphism with Hfo 2 ).

Consequently,

certain properties of

ZrO2 cannot be regarded as having been definitely established; this
also applies to certain other zirconium compoundr.
It has been established with certainty ([445, 446) and others)
that ZrO2 exists in two modifications: a monoclinic for.a, that is
stable at temperatures below 10000 and a denser pseudocublc (tetragonal) modification that forms at this temperature (according to
some sources [447], at temperatures from 930-10400).

The transition

from the monoclinic modification to the tetragobal modification is
accompanied by a decrease of approximately 7% In the volume of the
ZrO2 and is enantiotropic. According to Kon and Tol'ksdorf [448],
tetragonal zirconium dioxide is transformed Into cubic at 19000, and
the latter undergoes an enantiotropic transformation into another
-
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variety at 0250.
The scheme of all these transformations may be summarized as

-

follows;
Terparoiuaabi4ai 4

mtoRo&-iuiat3

1) Monoclinle; 2) tetragonal; 3) cutice
-.

'r"All

type

these modifications of .ZrO2 possess a deformed CaF2-type

lattice.

Monoclinic zirconium dioxide has a specific gravity of 5.7 g/c

3

,

a mineralogical-scale hardness of 6.5, and refraction as follows:
N - 2.2, Nm - 2.19, Np = 2.13. The rather contradictory figures ob-

tained by various Investigators for the melting point of ZrO2 lie between 2585 and 29500.

The vapor pressure or this oxide at high tempera-

ture is very low: it amounts to -6-10-1 mm at 20000 and -16 mm Hg at
00
3000 , and Its boiling point is 43000.
Zirconium dioxide is used In engineering as a thermostable ma-

terial that resists mechanical damage and various types of chemical
attack at very high temperatures. As a result, the transition described
above from its monoclinic to Its tetragonal modification Is of great
practical significance: it takes place quickly, is accompanied by
shrinkage on heating and expansion on cooling, and causes deformation
of ZrO2 articles.
References [444,

447,

449-453] and many others have been devoted

to study of this transition and ways to prevent it (stabilization of
the pseudocubic form of ZrO2 ). The methods described In these papers

Sfor stabilization of pseudocubic ZrO2 are based on the formation of
this oxide with addition to it

of the structurally similar oxides,

CaO, 140 V2 03 , CeO2 and other solid solutions of the cubic system
(CaF 2 type) that are stable over a wide temperature range. The acquisi- 392-

tion of stable solid solutions it
larity

governed here by the relativelsimi..P

between the cation radii of the oxides added and the radius of .,

the ZrJ

Ion (0.82 A). As'regards Its chemical proper'ties, ZrO2 woul.d

more likely be classified as an acidic than as a basic oxide'
high temperatures,

this oxide is

practically inert with relation to'

a very-large number of substances.

It

does not react'with fused metals,

silica, silicates or feldspar at temperatures below 20000.
alkalis and acids (except
it.
It

It
is

Even at

for concentrated H2 S0 4 and HF)

Caustic
do not attack

does not undergo chemical changes In an oxidizing atmosphere.
assumed [414] that partial transition of ZrO2 into the lower zir-

conium oxides - Zr

2

0 3 and ZrO -

is

possible In a reducing atmosphere,

but the existence and properties of these oxides have not yet been
established.

The reaction of zirconium dioxide with carbon at tempera-

tures above 19000 results In
only on the surface in
Aluminum Oxide

the formation of zirconium carbide (but

the case of sintered ZrO2 ).

Aluminum oxide is one of the most widely distributed oxides on
Earth.

In nature, It

is

encountered in

the form of the anhydrous

mineral corundum (a-alumina) and hydrated minerals (chiefly bauxite).
The precious stones ruby and sapphire represent varieties of corundum
that have been colored by trace impurities of oxides of chromium,

iron

and titanium.
Pure corundum is

encountered relatively rarely under natural con-

ditions. The tremendous demand of metallurgy and other branches of
technology for aluminum oxide Of good purity are being satisfied at
the present time by Its

production from bauxites,

nepheline and

other alumina-containing rocks by the so-called wet alkali, dry al-

kall (sintering) and other processes [145,
Artificial corundum Is

455).

produced on an industrial scale by electric
-
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smelting or technical alumina or bauxite [456],: as yo
*

chemically pure-aluminum oxide

in

as by melting
the oxyhydrogen-gasaflame t"57.

The properties of aluminum oxide are or great practical interest"'.
As a result, many.studies [167, 446, 458-462] have'been devoted to',
study or, among other things,' Its t.ransformatIons onr;heatlng•

Certain

of these resultsthat touch'upon. polymoprphic modifications of 'A12 03
are-contradictory and not sufficiently-reliable. Data exist.ion-.the
formation of five or even six modifications by aluminum Vxide: a, I,
y, y', 6, and g (the most important are characterized in Table 39).
However, the existence of only two Independent modifications of
alumina can be regarded as actually having been demonstrated; these
are a- and y-A1 2 03 . Modifications of AlO(OH) also correspond to these.
T-A1 2 03 , which crystallizes in the cubic system .(a - 7.90 A) and has
a specific gravity of 3.6 (according to other sources 3.42 and 314),
is most simply prepared by roasting hydrargillite Al(OH)3 or bemite,
y-AlO(OH), to 700-9000. On heating to a temperature above 950-12000
(according to certain sources, above 7500)• y-A1 2 0l undergoes a monotropic transformation into a-alumina with a 14.3% volume reduction.
The a-modification of alumina is also obtained directly on heating of
diaspore, a-AlO(OH).
a-A1 2 0 3 (corundum) crystallizes in the hexagonal system and has
a specific gravity of 3.99 (according to recent data of Murray et al.
(416], the speci'ic gravity of the a-A1 2 03 single crystal is 3.96,
although the specific-weight value given above for this modification
" should be regarded as m;,ie accurate). This modification of A12 0 is
*

[

stable at all tempjeratures. Figure 20 shows the structure of Its
lattice. -This consists of two successive layers of oxygen ions, which
form a hexagonal packing, with Al Ions positioned between the layers.
The distance between two layers d - 2.16 A. The rhombohedral elementary
-
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cell of the lattice. Is characterized by the values a , 5.12 A and

°" 550 271
a

and contain two molcul.es oof Alo

3.

Figu• . 120 ohms

the layer structure of spinel for comparison.

TABLE 39
Characterization of Polymorphle Modifications of
Alumina

1
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T-T-We group of the so-called P-alumina Includes
compounds of alumina with.alkal1
and alkalineearth oxides, of the compositions: Na 2 O-11-12A1 2 0 3 ;

K2 0"11-12AI 2 0 3 ; CaO-6AO 3 ;BaO-6AI20; the constants are given here ror alkali f-aluuina.
2) When. precipitated alumina Is

roasted, It

under-

goes transformation Into y-A1iO3 with a progres-

sive Increase In refractive Index and specific
gravity: N rises to 1.696 and d to 3.47. The constants given in the table (1.736 and 3.6) for yalumina apply to the distinctly crystalline
mineral obtained from the melt.
1) Modification; 2) system; 3) habit; 4) specific
gravity in g/cm 3 ; 5) refractive indices; 6) rela-.
tion to heating; 7) a-alumina (corundum); 8)
hexagonal; 9) tablets and rhombohedra; 10) melts
at 2050; 11) J-.alumlnal; 12) platelets; 13) becomes a-alumina on roasting to 1600 ; 14) alumina
; 15) cubic;
16) octahedra;
171 . undergoes
transformation
to a-alumina
above'1200
f-alumina, which, as noted by Belyankin [463],
electrosmelte4 and recrystallized corundum,

S(see

always forms In

Is essentially an aluminate

note to Table 39) of the composition RO-6Al

2 03

or I20-11-12 A

2 03

Its formation is due to thl content of a3WI-neta1 (f20 to 0.5%) and
alkaline-earth oxides as IpurItleea In technlicl alumlna.
-395
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S...-'

The propertles 6a the various forms-::,
or alkaline P-alumina have been inveati-

•-,

4

gated In detail by Toropov et al.-. (1460462).'
The Y I-modi ti•.n of Al 0
which
2 W,
forms at the electrodes inelectrolysis af
aluminum oxide, has been the subject oa
very little

tice that differs very slightly (simply

000

00
PA.

study..It has a crystal lat-

MOaA

by the presence of vacancies) from the
y-A1203 lattice (Vervey, i935) and to
quite probably only the y-modification

Fig. 120. Structure or
layers in lattices of.
corundum and spinel.

with a defect crystal structure.
In much the same way, 6-A1 2 0 3 , which has been Identified by x-ray
analysis and is produced on gentle roasting of AMCl3 -6K2 0, may be regarded as a degraded a-form of aluminum oxide: on heating of 6-A1 2 03 ,

TABLI 4o
Change .in Specific Gravity of 6-A1 2 0 3 on Heating (for 15 days)
2
ITMoWoTwpa'
, 0 I-pas.
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3.48
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3.56

3.6

US3.66

31.65

3.a9
*

I

As"WalMU14

:3.

"

13 Temperature in degrees; 2) specific gravity;-'

S' tion.
by xiray analysis; 4) by direct determinaits specific gravity gradually increases (Table 40),

and at 12000 the

structure Is perfectly identical with that of a-A1 2 0 3 (corundum);
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here, the total volume reduction is about 40V%.
It has not been possible to establish exactly the region ofaexistence of yet another form of aluminum, oxide,
form noted by Ryshkevich [146].
is

the cubic •-

namely,

As regards asructure,

perfectly identical to the a-modification (458,

however,

t-Al 2 0 3

459).

The transformations of alumina and Its hydrates on heating may be
represented by the following scheme:
162nepeT
(XetacTa6nI.uxtuu)

AI(H
I

AIO(OH):

I

GeHnT

W

....

3

.lticiip

-

9

2R1 (70

AZ CI:. 31 f•

jisoo
A-\O3

..

L.-AIO,

1) Bayerite (metastable);
(gibbsite); 3) bemite; 4)

2) hydrargillite
diaspore.

The physical properties of the most common and most extensively
studied a-modificationsof alumina and their variation with temperatur e are described in

455 and others].

It

c etall in

the literature E167,

ts important to note in

413, 446, 454,

connection with the phe-

nomena of interest to us only that although the maximum temperature
at which a-A1 2 0 3 is

as 19560,

used as a refractory material Is

generally taken

Its deformation under load may intervene at 186o-19OO [1446,

14641], and at an even lower temperature in tne presence of impuritles.
The vapor pressures of m-aluminum oxide at temperatures of 2360,
- 397 -

2410, 2490, 2547 and 2580o are, respectively,6,18.', 22, 50 and 55 me
Hgt, while the boiling point computed from thesedata.is 2980'+ 600

Chromic and Ferric Oxides'
On the basis of its crystal structure, chromic oxide, which Is_
widely employed In practice under various names, would be alassifled
In the trigonal subclass of the hexagonal system. The elementary
lattice cell of this oxide contains two molecules and has the parameter
5.35 A. The color of Cr 2 0 3 varies from greenish (in a fine powder) to
almost black (in large crystals).

Its density Is 5.22, its hardness

approaches that or corundum, and its melting point is 24350. Cr2 03 is
a semiconductor and possesses paramagnetic properties.
According to certain investigators,
two modifications: y- and a-Cr 0,

chromic oxide may exist in

of which the former, low-temperature

form undergoes monotropic transformation to the latter when heated
above 8000.

However, the magnitude of the volume effect and a number

of other characteristics of this transition are not exactly known.
Cr2 0 3 forms chromites with many oxides of other metals (see S2 of
Chapter 9); some of these chromites are of great importance for the
technology of refractory materials.
More detailed Information on the physical and chemical properties
of chromic oxide is available to the reader In dI=smonograph.*
Ferric oxide is known in the form of three modifications: a-, yand 6-Pe 2 03 ; the first two are of great practical Importance. The
hexagonal form of 6-Fe 2 o3 forms on oxidation of alkaline solutions of
ferro salts and undergoes monotropic transformation to a.-Fe 2O at a
temperature of 11O°.
The metastable y-modification can be prepared by low-temperature
oxidation of magnetic Iron oxide. Thus, like PePO
4 , y-Fe&O
3 crystal,
-
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)

In

1ltzes

a cubic lattice of the spinel type (a .- 8.32 A),and hats

ferromagnetic properties. The dirference between the lattices of Fe
and y-Fe20 3 reduces to the fact that all points are occupied In the
*

first, while in the second, certaintof the iron points are vacant.
Between y-Fe2 0 3 and Fe 3 04 there Is 4awhole continuous series of substances having intermediate compositions; these may be regarded as
In the Fe-0 system, however,

solid solutions of y-Fe 2 03 and Fe 3 O0.

only a limited region of solid solutions Is realized out of this continuous series as a stable phase; this develops considerably only at
high temperatures.
According to available data, Fe 2 0 3 possesses a certain solubilFe 3 04

ity in
*

other hand,

(its

range can be indicated only approximately);

the magnetic oxide Is

on the

insoluble in Fe 2 0 3 .

-Fe20
At a temperature of 8170-,

undergoes monotropic transform&-

3

tion Into the u-form with a volume reduction of

.5%.

c-Fe2 0 3 possesses the rhombohedral structure of corundum and Is
Attempts to determine the melting

the stable form of ferric oxide.

point of this oxide encounter difficulties related to Its high dissoclation vapor pressure,

which results in formation of a melt com-

position Intermediate between Fe 2 0 3 and Fe 3 0• (but nearer to the
latter).

Consequently,

literature data on the melting point of Fe 2 0 3

must be approached with great caution; it
ture Is

appears that this tempera-

much higher than 16000 for the pure oxide.

According to the most complete and apparently Most exact data of
Greyg [465],

the dissociation vapor pressures of Fe 2 0 3 at temperatures

of 1100, 1300,

1400,

1500 and 16000 are,

respectively,

2.6.10-,

19.7-10-3, 0.28, 3 and 25 atmospheres.
According to Gel'd, Yesin et al.,* the dissoclation-vapor-pressure
curve of Fe 2 0 3 has discontinuities at temperatures of 830 and 9000 that
-
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are related to the phase transformations of.thls oxide. Theeare alsoe>
references to transformations of ferric oxide at temperatures below

0 ,-buitvery little. study has been devoted

.to them.',

S2. SPINELIDES AND SIMILAR COMPOUNDS
Compounds of the general formula MeR2 04 , which crystallize- n
the isometric system, are usually known as spinelides.
Here, Me and R are, respectively, di- and trivalent cations; In
the above sense, therefore, a spinelide is a compound of two oxides:
Me++ 0 and R2

03 Y
.

Cu, Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, Pb, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni most frequently figure as the divalent cations in,these compounds. The trlvalent cation is usually Al, Cr, Mn, or Fe. Ga, In,

La, V, Sb and

others are used more rarely.
The spinelides are characterized by a crystal lattice of the
cubic system that was first studied In the so-called noble spinel
MgA120J.

This is a face-centered (probably atomic-ionic) lattice

with eight molecules In the elementary cell.
However, not all compounds that would be classified as spinelides
on the basis of their formulas (MeR 2 0)

crystallize in the cubic sys-

tem. Thus, BeA1 2 04 (crysoberyl) and CaCr 2 04 have rhombic lattices and
SrA120 4 has a tetragonal lattice.
At the same time, a number of compounds of the type Me-R4 04 or,
otherwise written, 2Me++Oq(...+0
2 , such as Mg
2 Ti0 4 , crystallize in the
spinel latt'ice and may therefore be classified as spinelides (C9,

Fe,

Mg, Zn and other ions may figure in this group of compounds as the
divalent cations and Ti and Sn as tetravalent caa

),.:

"

7'

As a result, it is expedient to classitfy compounds of both tthe.
Oypes MeO'R

2 03

and 2MeO-RO2 that crystallize in the isomtric system

is spinelides.
-
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,This Is the principle to which we shall adhere below in dIstingilashIng among the spinelides: a) the spinels proper, which have the'.
-

formula MoiO03 and a cubic lattice and b) certain other compounds.
The spinelldes have acquired great Importance in technology.
are used with success in the production of abrasives,

They,

refractory ma-

terials, ceramic products, and mineral dyes. Certain spinelides are
also of interest as catalysts [466).
The crystal structure and crystal-optical,
certain thermal, magnetic,

physicomechanical,

electrical and other properties of many

compounds in this group have now been studied. Certain of their propertiep, as, for example, color (when spinels are used as dyes),

melt-

ing point (when they are used as refractory and high-refractory materials), conductivity (when they are used as electrically insulating
materials) and certain others are of direct practical interest. Conductivity data may be used for indirect inferences as to the internal
structure of the spinels and their solid solutions.
On the basis of conductivity,

the pure spinels may be classified

into three groups [467]: aluminates,

which have very low conductivities

(resistivity R at 9000 of the order of 10 5 to 106 ohms-cm),
1O3 to 10

with medium conductivity (at 9000, R
with rather high conductivity (R9 0 0

-

chromites

ohms-cm) and ferrites

10 to 102 ohms-cm); r.agnetite

Fe304 has a particularly high conductivity on a level with those of
metals.
It

should be noted that conductivity is determined in aluminates

by the divalent cation, and in chromites and ferrites (with the exception of ferrous-oxide compounds) by the trivalent cations.
One of the most important properties of spinel systems is

the.

ease with which substitutional solid solutions are formed between
them; this Is due to the similarity between the lattice parameters of
-
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the various splnels. Thus,

unlimited solubility of crystalliAn4-,,.

o

Pe204, etc., has been established

"MgAl2 o4 and MgCr.0h, PeCr2 O4 and

1[468, 469]. It As thought that aluminates,

which have a spinel.lattice,

also possess ur4imited mutual solubility. Chromites and.ferrites are
'easily miscibiAiý-47o], 'and so forth.* Certain spinels form solid solu-

tions with:oxides of trivalent metals. Thus, MgA120 4 forms such solu-,
tions'with aluminum oxide, and particularly readily with Its y-modi-l.
ficatIon, which has a crystal lattice closely similar to the spinel
lattice.
As has been noted on many occasions In the literature [395, 411
and others],

the ability to form solid solutions is of great impor-

tance In the manufacture and service of spinel refractories.
On the basis of Vegard's rule [73], which has been confirmed for
a number of spinel systems by experiment [172],

It Is frequently as-

sumed that the properties of spinel phases are determined by the
properties of the last members of the series In question and their
content In the mixture. Actually, this rule is of limited significance
for the real systems (see 51 of Chapter 2).
A significant increase in the volume of the crystalline phases
Is observed in the synthesis of many spinels and In formation of
their solid solutions. Acco.rding to Lovel [473], who made a detailed
study of this phenomenon in vanadium spinels and certain others, experiments with various Isomorphic substances that form solid solutions
on heating Indicated that expansion on solid-solution formation is a
property of spinels. There Is as yet no rigorous theoretical basis
for this phenomenon.
An. important property- of the spinelides is their ability to
enter Into substituticn reactions (a large number of such reactions
has now been studled). As a result, we may distinguish three tp••s
-
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Basic Prgperties of Certain Spinels 1395,1
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1) Chemical formula; 2).mineralogical name; 3)
1 &) lattice parameter
crystallographic
InA; 5) specific systeuu
gravity
in g/cmS; 6) hardness;
7)

melting point in

degrees,;)

nature ot con-

11) mvagneslo10) ganite;
ductivity;
9) spinel;
chromite; 12)
ferrochromrte;
13) cubic;
nm) electronic; 15) hole.
of reactions, e.g.,

of aluminate spinels with oxides [395):

1) aluminates and oxides form four phases,
MgO +-BeAIhA -. MgAI2•

4

such as

+ BeO;

2) the alUminates and oxides form solid solutions,

gO +-NIAI=,0

-.

(Ni, Mg)O

-!-

e.g.,

(,\Ig. NI) A1.0;

3) the aluminates exhibit full miscibility, while the oxides
for example, In systems with zinc

have incomplete miscibility, as,
oxide.

A property of many spinelides that is of great technical value
Is

their high refractoriness (see, for example,

Table 41).

a characteristic or the true spinels MgA120 4 , ZnAIC2 04 , CoAl
gLa20aA (tpl - 20300),

MgCr 2 O4 , FeCrO204,

This is
2 04

, NIA1 2 04 ,

and also of such compounds as

BeA1 2 04 , .SrAl 2 04, CaCr 2 Q4 and certain others.
Here,

4pinelides whose composition does not include easily re-

duced or oxidized cations are quite stable under heating in various
gaseous media.
The properties of compounds of this group are described In
-
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.. eateor detail.In References [395,
....

4+.+.

4114, 446, 472, 1473, 475'478] an
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Some spinelýdes, chiely +those or complex composition lncorporot. .
.ing vari•o

are encountered In nature in.

di-s , a.nd trivalent cations,

:the 'formofi. minerals; these include, for ex'mplepicotite (No, Pe).

+

.(Al, Cr) 2 0 4 . Practically no2large deposits or pure spinel2s• (except
.

for the chromites) are encountered.

" ..

There are, however, broad possibilities ror producingethem artificially on the basis of rich raw-material resources that exist
both in the Soviet Union and in many other countries.

In this connec-

tion, the artificial synthesis and industrial production of various
spinelides are of great importance and have been worthy objects of
numerous research studies.
Even Morozevich [1479,

working more than 60 years ago, studied

the conditions of formation of a number of spinelides at high temperatures. In 1903-1905, Chirvinskiy [1480] became the first to subject
numerous data obtained on spinelide synthesis during the last century
to critical analysis. In the present century, and particularly in
the last 15-20 years, studies In this field have been developed extensively and researchers of many countries are prosecuting them.
Various methods exist for producing spinelides. Methods based on
reactions in mixtures of crystalline solids at high temperatures have
the greatest technical importance among these. All spinelides known
at the present time can be produced with the aid of such reactions.

If

necessary, practically pure substances can be produced.
At the present time, many such reactions have been studied, the
mechanism, kinetics and intensifying factors of many of them have
been investigated on the examples furnished by a number of spinels,
such *s ZnO.Fe 2 O3 (page 157 et seq.), MgOA12 03 (page 180) and others,
-

04-

the multistage,
!has

stepwise nature W"the processes In which they form

.Ueen demonstrated# and methods for Industrial production or Miny
Sspinelides have been worked out..:

T::
oether with this, a

will become clear from the expositio

to

*fallow, the various spinel systems and the various reactions used In
producing the spinels have not been studied with the same degree of
thoroughness. Some of the pertinent data offered by the various investigators are contradictory and some of the experimental da'ta are compromised by incompleteness and inadequate precision. The number of
possible spinels has not been exhausted by the compounds described in
the literature; it is

very large and as yet far from completely covered

by synthesis. For example,

spinelides that contain rare-earth oxides

remain virtually unstudied. Thus, there is still

much room for research

In this field.
The preparation reactions of the spinelides will be considered in
the separate systems below with the object of acquiring a certain degree of classification and for convenience In setting forth the material.
Systems With CuO
Copper spinelides are unknown in nature in their pure Ct nm,with
the exception of crednerite CuMn 2 04. They have been pr:duced synthetIcally and studied in connection with various technica1 pr•blers.
The formation temperature of these spinelides from the oxrdes 13
comparatively low, but their synthesis is made difficult by the low
stability of cupric oxide: on heating,

it

is converted into cuprous

oxide, and this results subsequently in formation of compounds of the
type Cu20-*e2 Oo
3
The formation and properties of CuA1 2 0% have been stuiled by
Khedval [481, 482], Krauze [483) and other InvestIgators.
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It

has been

established that this reddish-brown compound crystallizes In the cubic
system with a lattice p arameter of 8.064 A. The temperature of its
appreciable°:rater, ofl',formation is 9000.

At this terperature, the yiold

of this sp"nelIde in Krauze's experiments'was 75% of thetoiafter two,., hours.

Excellent CuAl0

crystals were obtained in

a potass um-chloride."

Since cupric oxide converts qaite rapidly Into Cu2 O0at
an air atmosphere (by the. reaction 4CuO-.* 2Cu 2 0 + 02),

O1100
in

the formation',.,

of CuA120 4 is studied in a medium of pure oxygen at temperatures of
11000 and higher.
Cupric oxide reacts.more slowly with Cr2 0 3 than with aluminum
oxide. The chemical reaction between Cuo and Cr 2 03 takes place at a
marked rate at 9200. The product of this reaction, CuCr 2 0

(according

to certain sources, Cu2 Cr2O4 ), is a green compound or the cubic system with an elementary cube having a side of 8.34 A.
The formation of cupric-oxide ferrite, which was studied In detail by Mostovich and Uspenskiy [484], takes place at a noticeable
rate at 6000 and rapidly at 7500. This compound, which Is brown in
color and possesses high magnetic susceptibility, may exist in cubic
and tetragonal modifications. When a mixture of ferric oxide and
cupric oxide is heated to temperatures of 800-9000 and subsequently
cooled sharply, a ferrite of the cubic modification is produced. Slow
cooling of the reaction mixture results In formation of the tetragonal
modification, which Is stable at 350-400o

(cuprous-oxide ferrite, which

forms at t > 11000, crystallizes In the hexagonal system).
Copper spinelides are of interest for metallurgy (CuPe 2 01 ) and
are also used as ceramic pigments (CuFe 2 O4 , CuCr 2 01 ) ard catalysts
(CUC 2O 4 )-

0

-
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only one beryllium spirielide, crysoberyl (BeAl 2 O4), Is -known i
nature; this 1s Infrequently encountered In
This compound can also

be synthesized,

beryllium-besrIlng rocks.

for example,

by reactIng BO.

and A12 03 In crystalline mixtures.
to

A
1,3 .J.Of
ItO
Ju05/ 3 80Al

e .. a
3.531, ¢I

,.,

I""7

3:-get

Fig. 121. Diagram of state of A12 0 3 BeO system. A) Liquid; B) per'cent by
weight.
Until comparatively recently, only the single compound crysoberyl
was known In the BeO-A1 2 0 3 system.
However, new compounds belonging to this system were discovered
and then subjected to detailed study In 1947 and 1956: BeO3A1 2 0 3

1485, 486] and 3BeO'A1 2 0 3 [487]. The properties of the former are
described most thoroughly and accurately in the report by Budnikov et
al. [485], while the second is described by Galakhov [487].

3BeOA12 03

possesses a mean refractive index N - 1.720 and melts at 19800 with
decomposition into BeO and liquid.
Crysoberyl crystallIzes In the orthorhombic system. Its melting
point Is usually taken as 2.WD

1413]. However,

""40 7

it

has been established

by experiment that it decomposes into the oxideh even before uelfin|g

at 1800

-In view of this, and as follows from the diagram of state

•of the A2 0-eo system (Fig. 121),
'temperatures below 1870

the liquid phase may.appear

when cryBsoberyl Is hasted.

At high temperatures,

'.

'

*,:.l.
;:-

the beryllium oxide In crysoberyl As easily'

replaced-by stronger bases, e.g., by magnesium ox^di*•e.-

r,

-M
gO.-A i2O3 +BO

11 CO.-A IO3 + Xgo

This 'reaction takes place readily on heating of crystalline powdered mixtures of BeA1 2 04 with MgO.
BeA1 2 0

is of a certain amount of interest in refractory ceramics'.

Crysoberyl in the form of brightly colored crystals is a semiprecious
stone.
As yet, the technical importance of other beryllium spinelides is.
insignificant, but the processes in which they form have nevertheless
been studied on a number of occasions.
The reaction of BeO + Cr 2 0 3 in mixtures has been studied by
various methods.

As long ago as 1916, Mil'bauer observed a chemical

reaction between these oxides under oxygen pressure at a temperature
of 4800. The pigment sorption minimum in the Be0-Cr 2 0 3 system occurs
as low as 3000, and the maximum at 6000. The formation of the chemical
compound BeCr 2 0 4 , the chromium analog of crysoberyl,

has been estab-

lished in the system; this has the orthorhombic crystal lattice of
the latter with parameters similar to it

(488].

A field of primary

SeCr 2 04 crystallization is noted in the ternary system with Cr 2 03 .
The property changes of BeO + Fe 2 0 3 mixtures on heating has
been the object of numerous research studies.
Forest'ye and G&lan 1489] obtained BeFe 2 04 from solutions of
BeC1 2 and Fe(N0 3 ) 3 by precipitation with amonia and heating the
resulting precipitate.
-
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On the basis of magnetometric measurements,

o

the authors estab-.

ithed that at temperatures above 620c, beryllum ferrite decomposes
Into the oxides. In the opinion or thd..authors,
'

.

this compound possesses

the structure of lepidocrite (according to Gil 'pert and Yille [1490),
BeFe 20

4

has a structure of the hematite type).

"In contradiction to this, Khyutting et al. [1491,

492] and Yenkel'

[1493), proceeding from an investigation of the catalytic effect or
BeO + Fe 2 0 3 mixtures on the decomposition of N2 0 and oxidation of
CO,

maintain that beryllium oxide does not react with ferric oxide.
The InveStigations of Forest'ye and Galan are more exact.

In view of the above contradictions,

the process in

However,

which BeFe 2O•4

forms

should be subjected to further experimental investigation.
Systems With

WgO

Among the magnesium, spinelides,
conditions are MgAl20 4
other minerals,
(chromite),

(spinel)

MgCr20 4 In

and MgFe 2 0 4

in

those encountered under natural

the form of solid solutions with

the form of solid solutions with FeCr O04
2

(magnesioferrite).

All of them,

and many

other spinelides of this group, have also been produced synthetically.

The synthesis and properties of MgAl20 4 , "noble .Inel,"

ha%.e

been studied in greatest detail. It was synthesized by n-mneroiz 1r-,eralogists as long ago as the middle of the XIX C-7ntury.

in

1847,

Ebel'men produced NgAl20 4 from a mixture of the oxides In tnýz pre:-ence
of B2 0 3 as a process accelerator.
The synthesis of Spinel was subsequently studied by a number o'
investigators using dilatometric and other methods,
ing Influence of small additives (-2%)

and the accelerat-

of B2 0 3 and W03 was confirmed.

However, Renkin and Mervin [474] synthesized MgO-A1 2 0 3 by fusing the
pure oxides together.
Nikogosyan et al. [1494-496] and Bazilevich [475] produced this
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Sc¢ompn

by sintering clay with magnesium oxide. These same authoi's

were ,the ftiat to devote .detailed study to the properties ofspinel ,
) ::as a' rfractory materla. orBazilevich studed the': s•nth•e•. o•

ZOj

.

fiom chemicajly,.pure oxides of magnesium ia4 aluminum,. iiring a ,
V.'. ,
~
briquetted mixture of them at 1300-1750 without the useoa any .addi-" 4
-

S

-

tives. The product contained 86% spinel 2 hours' after the start of
the experiment

at

17500.

.

The process in which Opinel forms in a mixture of crystalline
reagents was subsequently studied under various conditions by numerous
authors. Here,

it was established,

among other things, that the process

takes place at a noticeable rate at temperatures as low as 10000 and
even lower.
In 1937, Feodot'yev and Vogman [497] made a detailed study of the
course of this reaction at 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 and 16000. Here, the
starting materials were Al(OH)

3

and MgO.

Microscopic examination of the products obtained as a result or
two hours of roasting a mixture of these substances in the absence or
additives and in the presence of B2 03 and FeCl

led the authors to the

conclusion that when magnesium oxide reacts with alumina the result is
f-Al2 03 (Table 42). The authors related the formation of spinels and
the influence of the accelerating additives to the temperature limit
of existence or this compound.

The observations of Feodot'yev and Vogman are of interest for the
production technology of refractory materials.
However,

it has been established by other investigators, includ-

ing later ones, that the primary product of the reaction between NgO
and Al2 03 is spinel, even at temperatures lower than 1000; •-Al 2 0,
on the other hand, is to be regarded in this case only as a side
product of this reaction.
-

JIO

-

Khyutting et al. (491)

established In an investigation of the'

`,process in which splnel Is prepared in a mixture of IlgO with y-A 2 Pr3
that the catalytic action or this mixture on the reaction formingnC
from CO and 02 has a narrow but quite distinct region or high activity,
the maximum of which corresponds to approximately 4500. A sharp drop'
in this activity is observed at temperatures above 6000. In the Interval between 600 and 7000, marked transformation of the reaction product into crystalline spinel begins.
In a detailed Investigation of the process In which NgAL 2 o4 forms
In a mixture or MgO'with at-Al 2 0 3 , Yander. and Pfister [498) state that
the "coating" period In this process takes place at temperatures from
1400 to 5000 (Fig. 122); they found the hygroscopicity maximum for a
reaction mixture roasted at 5000. Heating the mixture to a temperature
or 6000 results* in formation of disordered reaction shells that grow
rapidly when the temperature is raised to 8000. Beyond this point, the
first spinel crystals begin to form,. and this Is accompanied by a sharp
Increase in the apparent heat of activation or the decomposition process of nitrous oxide passed over the crystalline mixture and the
presence of a second maximum of its hygroscopicity.

These first MgA12 0

crystals possess large lattice defects. Yander detected spinel crystals in mixtures of MgO with A12 03 at 9200, using x-ray techniques.
This is accompanied by a considerable drop in the catalytic activity
of the reaction mixture, as Is shown by the use of N2 0 and CO + 02
(curves 4 and 5) and in Its adsorbing ability. According to Yander's
observations, the defects in the structure of the spinel crystal
lattice had vanished completely when the reaction mixture was heated
to 10000.

f

The mechanism of spinel formation from the oxides is of great
interest.
-4111
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1) Temperature in degrees; 2) phases found on ~
microscopic examination of mixture-roasting
products; 3) same, with addition of 2%32;
14) same, with addition or 2% FeC13 ; 5) O-Al 0;
cz-Al 0 w-O spinel (about 10%); 6) conalderatble.*.
quantity of P-A1l2
very little NgO spinal; 7)
ft-Al 2 0;- )W- a-A 2 03 appears, with spinel (1015%);)R;-Al2 o3 has been converted to ci-modification; 30-140% spinel; 9) same pliases;-little
spinel (about 140%); 10) same phases; 15-20%
spinel; 11) same phases; about "0 spinel;'12)
quantity of spinel has Inrasd
no very
little fý-Al 203 ; 50-60% spinel; 1)n
tAL0
present are very small amounts of ct-A1203 and
spinel (85-90%); 15) no O-Al2 3 complete formation of spinel.20
According to Vagner, mass transfer Is effected In this reaction4
by diffusion of the relatively small magnesium (r - 0.714 A) and alumi-*
num (r - 0.5T A), ions In the spinel phase, whose fixed framework Is
formed by relatively large oxygen Ions (r - 1.36 A).
The high-tesperature synthesis of spinal was studied In detal37
by Derehinocy I3Vj, 1476, 1477] In connection with Its use few the pro-
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the synthesis of magnesium spinel and the production ofsrefractcry
products based on It from a technical raw material. It was established

Iueo 50,adtl cusa 35°I hrsneo rnole
here that a charge consisting of 70 parts by weight of technical

aluminum oxide, 30 parts by weight of caustic magnesite and 2 parts

by weight of chromite (Saran' deposit) Is optimal for producing spinel

refractories.
The products obtained by roasting this charge at 16500 consist

-.413-

Sor spinel (85%),
* w"Lp

an unreacted Mass ('10%) and giaasa~h5i).

kly1•[499] and certain other authors have i"KvestIgated the

production of aluminum-magnesium spinel by replacement.

the iron

in FeO'A1 2 03 by magnesium in the reaction
01%:+"g'\1

Femof' +-%

An original thermal .aluininum method for producing s.pnel tt

1.

of interest for the production of' spinel refractories Was proposed1in
19147 by Pevzner [500].
The basic properties of magnesium spinel are presented In Table
41.

Possessing a high melting point (21350)

Ity, particularly (which is

and high chemical stabil-

especially important)

aggressive action of various molten materials,
slags, spinel is

with respect to the

including, metallurgical

of exceptional interest for refractory technology.

The high hardness of synthetic spinel (8)

permits its

use as an

abrasive.
Finally, magnesium spinel forms solid solutions with a number of
colored spinels.

It

therefore serves as the base for producing certain

stable ceramic pigments.

Their preparation has been studied in

detail

by Tumanov [501].

TABLE 43
Reaction of Chromic Oxide With Forsterite at
Temperature of 12000 (change in relative quantity
of reacted forsterite over time) [507]
2

1J
l

0
o,51
2
4
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1A
1
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M-i

4

M,1CA
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-O
.36
32
Q •32

69
12
12,

30

13

_______

Jprcpf

I

.3.1

52

0

16
22
22

43
39
34
34

17.3
2.,0
33.3
31,2

25

32

35.2

1) Time hours; 2) phase composition of mixture
in-%;,35 fraction of forsterite reacted, %.
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TABL, 44..
Reaction of Chromic Oxide With Foriterite at
Various Temperatures (fraction of foraterite
reacted'after 2 hours)
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0
1
13
25

20
33
37
46

30

.51

31

48

36
24.372
23.
14
6

6

8.1
3).1
5W.3

72.2
b8.3
b9

1) Temperature in degrees; 2) phase composition of mixture In %; 3) fraction of forsterite
reacted in

%; 4). before heating.

A rather large number of investigations has been devoted to the
MgO-Cr

2

0 3 system and,

MgCr20 4

in

(picrochromite)

particular, to synthesis of the spinelide
in

view of their great technical importance.

These studies include those of Khedval [502],
Bazilevich [475],

Berezhnoy [477],

Khyutting [503],

Dilaktorskiy [50•] and other

authors.
Khyutting et al.
in

[503] found that catalytic activity increases

a mixture of MgO with Cr 2 0 3 at a temperature of 4,000; the xrax1;;,um

of this activity is

observed at 6000.

The formation of MCVCr

2

04 at a

temperature of 6200 has been established by x-ray Invc-tit:ation,

al-

though traces of lines of this compound can be dlscerne.J on the x-ray
patterns at temperatures as low as 300-4000.
Fishbek and Eyneke [505] and Yander and Shtamnm [506] observed
the formation of plcrochromite In a mixture of ?go with Cr 2 0 3 at a
temperature of 13000.
According to Berezhnoy [395],

formation of

W4Cr 2 04

takes place at

a higher rate In mixtures of the crystalline remgent than that of
.4gAl

2 04

, and has gone practically to completlan after two hours of
-
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exposure at 13500, i.e., at a temperature 1500 lower than that of forznatioai of, gA1l2

.

-The rates of formation of .MgCr
•

2 04

and XjiA1 2 04 differ particularly'

widely at temperatures below 11000. Berezhnoy accounts for this differenIe ien terms of greater mobility of the chromium tons as compared

"tothe-aluminum

ions.

"Budnikov and Berezhnoy.[507] prepared magnesiochromite by reacting
chromic oxide with forsterite:
M•.,Si,, -LCr,

-0

MgSiO-ý,Mgr 2 0,.

"Priorto annealing, an equimolar mixture of the finely ground
initial reagents - synthetic forsterite and chemically pure chromic
oxide that had been roasted at 7000 - were pressed under a pressure
2.
of 500kg/cm

It

was established by the investigations that at 12000,

the reac-

tion in such a mixture takes place relatively rapidly In the course
of the first two hours, after which it

is

severely retarded, coming

practically to a halt (Table 43 and Fig. 123) due to the high diffusion
resistance of its products.
As the temperature is elevated, the rate of the process increases
considerably (Table 44 and Fig. 124).

In practice,

the reaction may be

noted at a temperature of about 9000; at t > 13000, we observe partial
formation of a glass whose composition is close to that of magnesium
metasilicate; the reaction goes all the way to completion in two
hours at 1850-1900° (figures found by extrapolation).
Khedval and Ni (502] produced MgCr 2O 4 by the reaction
MgO-, + FeCrO,

-,

+
Pe.gCrO,

and In the reaction of magnesium oxide with natural chromite of the
composition (Fe, Mg)

(Cr, A12 )0 4 . The results of the investigation

(Fig. 125) indicate that the rate of reaction of magnesium oxide with
- 416 -
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Fig.+ 123. Reaction at
chromic oxide with forat temperature of

Fig. 1214. Reaction of
chromic oxide with for..
sterite at various tern-

1200 with various process times. 1) Fraction
of NgsO0 4 bound, %; 2)
time in hours.

peratures. 1) Fraction of
Ng2 Si0 4 bound, %; 2) ternperature in degrees.

FeCr 2 04 is considerably higher than with natural chromite. This is
probably to be accounted for by the difference in the true reaction
areas and,

in particular, in the conditions of diffusion between the

reactions of

gO with FeCr 2O4 and with natural chromite; at any rate,
particles of MgO and Cr 2 0 3 are

-q~ Im.the

more widely separated.

1*

It was established that MgCO

'S

2

N
I B

I,,,Ipei•#.

Fig. 125. Reaction of magnesium oxide with FeCr 2 0 4
(1) and with natural chromite (2) [after Khedval] .
A) Fraction of W bound,
%;p) temperature in de-
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acts more rapidly with chroriite than
does MgO.

This might bo linked with

promotion of the diffusion proceoz

due

to the loosening effect exerted on the
lattice by the CO2 literated In the
dissociation of MgCO . A more rigorous
explanation for this effect may be given
on the basis of detailed analysis of

the mechanism and kinetics of the process, takirg into account the

fusibility of the system formed by MgCO 3 -Ng0-(Fe, Mg)-(Cr, Al)20• and
-4i7-

the chromite Impurities.
Berezhnoy [385],

Pines [508] and other Investigators have studied

the reaction of magnesium ox.de w.th FeCr 2 04 both In the.pure mixtiur
and with additives of B2 0 3 or Ca? 2 . It

was shown here that on heating

of mixtures of chromite and magnesium oxide In an oxidizing medium
(so-called oxidative roasting),

the following :reactions take.place:

FeCr 2O, + MgO -. Mg.Cr2O, + FeO,
• FO + 2MO O0--- 2MgFe1O4 .

or, In the net,
FeCr2O, + M

+0
0O

-O Mg(Cr.

Fe+÷O0.

Recent investigations of this process have shown that the composition of its product corresponds more exactly to the expression
(Mg, Fe÷ +)(Cr, Fe+++)20,.

Certain other conditions of preparation of magnesiochromite are

also known. Thus, Krasenskaya, Yasinovskiy and Goncharov [509] prepared MgCr 2 04 from the melt in a study of fusibility in the MgO-A1 2 03 Cr2 0 3 system. Ryss and Uritskaya showed that in thermal dissociation
of magnesium chromate, the ultimate product is NgCr2 OP
4:

S

-i

2MgCr, -, 2MgO. Cr2O+ ,250_-.
MgCr 1O,+M9O
and so forth.
The properties of magnesiochromite are of direct interest for
technology. MgCr •
2
8.31 A),

4

crystallizes in the cubic system (lattice parameter

has a specific gravity of 4.4 to 4.43 and possesses a high

melting point (23300) and relatively high hardness (6).

This mineral

is used in the technology of refractory materials and ceramic pigments.
The spinelide 'of the composition MgFe 2 04, magnesioferrite, has
been known for a long time. It is rarely encountered in nature, but
easily produced synthetically, for example, by roasting magnesites.
A large number of papers have been devoted in recent years to
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the synthesis of this compound from the oxides. Khyutting studied the
prop•erty changes of an Mg0 + Fe.03 mixture as runctions of. temperature

S(see-1g;. 120). The formation or magnesioferrlte begins In such a
mixture at a temperature as low as 6000. According to Berezhnoy, about
90%of the:*stolchiometrically possible MgFe 2 04 has formed after 2
hours at 12000

Above 145 0 °, as was shown by BelyankIn and Chervinskly

[510], this compound undergoes marked dissociation with formation of
and magneslowuestite (Mg, Fe++)O.

Fe++); (Pe:+ 10)

magnomagnetite (Mg,

2/4

"

0

.,

•

.. •f..
. .................

See

* i

- It

.

A Tue""atpvpe0

Fig. 126. Change in properties of
MaO + Pe203 mixture in process of
formation or MgFe 2 04 [after
Khyutting]. 1) solution of MgO; 2)
solution of Fe 2 03 ; 3) magnetic
susceptibility. A) Temperature in
degrees.
Magnesioferrite may also be produced by a substitution reaction,
for example,
Z nFe,.O, + .%gO- ZnO + MgFeO,.

It crystallizes in the cubic system (aw M8.36 A),

has a Ppecilic

gravity of 4.2 to 4.49 and melts (incongruently with formation of
ferric oxide) at a temperature of 17500. A singular property of MgFe 2 04
Is Its high magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 126), which must be taken
into account, for example,

In work with roasted magnesite, which al-

most always contains a certain quantity of MFte

2 04.

Magnesioferrite Is hardly worthy of special attention as an inde-
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pendent refractory.

However, the significance of.Its properties and
Is formed In the production of magnesium

the procosses-An which it
,rerractpries

5Ivery great..
many other spinelldes and the

"•Among the systems containing MgO,

cz~atalllne

processes In which they are produced by heating mixturesp
.

reagents have also been studied.

'

Thus, Tammann [211] established by x-ray procedures the formation
of MgSb 2 04 , which possesses a tetragonal lattice, In a mixture of EgO
and Sb 2 0 3 at a temperature or 5000.
Oauptman and Novak, Bart and Poznyak and other Investigators

synthesized MgGa 2 04 (aw

=

8.28 A) and MgIn 2O4 (aw - 8.81 A), which

crystallize in the cubic system.
It was established independently of the research of the above
authors that lines of MIIn 2 04 appear on x-ray patterns at 1250.-1300W
during roasting of a mixture of precipitated hydroxides of magnesium
and Indium.
The spinelide MgLa 2 0 4 , which has a melting point of about 20500,
has been prepared by fusion of the oxides. The formation of MgCO20,

which crystallizes in the cubic system (a. M 8.107 A), has been established, but little Is known as yet concerning Its properties.
Berezhnoy [395] prepared the spinelide Mg•n
2 O4 by reaction in a
crystalline mixture; here,
the same,

it was established that all other conditions

the rate of its formation Is

lower than the rates of forma-

tion of MgA1201, MgCr 2 04 , MgFe 2 0 4 and MgMn2 O4 ; It

apparently crystal-

lizes in the tetragonal syngony, possesses direct extinction and refractive indices N = 2.35 and Np - 2.3. Its specific .gravity ia about
p
g
4.7 and its melting point about 17000. Exact determination of the
properties of this compound is extremely difficult, since it
undergoes partial conversion to (Va.
-

ii) UO,.

420 -

read.ly

)

According to Bereshnoy's observations [5113, no spinelide is

formed in mixtures or IaO+
Used).
CaO-3

i2 o

.

(even when a melt or them is crystal-

As we know, the same situation has been observed for the
2 03

, SrO-3i0

3

N

;•nd B&O-31 2 0 3 systems.

-4,

SpInelides of a "somewhat different type, Ti+ MNg'

and Sn+

have been

(the formation of which is described in the next section),
studied rather thoroughly and, as It

developed,

4.

possess highly interest-

Ing properties.
The spinelide "gV 2 0 4 , the formation and properties of which were
studied by Ryudorf and Reyter [512] and then in greater detail by
Lovel [4733 Is also worthy of attention. This spinelide is prepared by
heating tableted powdered mixtures of magnesium oxide with vanadium
oxide in a pure nitrogen or hydrogen atmosphere to temperatures of
900-1100° and above. The black

g0-V2 0 3 crystallizes In the cubic

system (lattice parameter 8.39 A),

has a specific gravity of 4.24 and

possesses a very weak magnetic susceptibility.

Systems with C&O
The compound Cal+++ 4 is not encountered in nature. The formation
of various compounds of this type has been studied Ly many aithtLxs
in connection with research on cementing materials.

Eyneke in this field, for example,

Tt

wrlr

of

is well known. He :howe4 That Lhc

primary reaction product in mixtures of CaO with Al 03 i

Ca.l.,

re-

gardles. of the Initial proportions between these oxides. ThIs statement was subsequently confirmed by Lagerkvist et al. [5131 (who also
established that the crystal lattice of CaA1 2 04 is not cubic),
Novakovskiy and Ponlrovskaya [514, 5153 and other authors.
Using the Gan [Hahn] emanation method, Yagich [516] showed that

K

calcium carbonate reacts with aluminum oxide at a noticeable rate at
6000. The surfaces of the alumina crystals are opened up considerably
-

4e21

-

A;

before the reaction begins. At temperatures from 900 to 10000, rapid
formation of CaAl 2 04 takes place. This compound melts congruently at
16000 and honce mayalso be prepared from a melt of the. appropr•iate

composiin
0y 5CaO'3A1
The compounds 3CaO-Al 22aO-61203
aCaO20 0X
CaO 6A0

are known In the CaO-A12 0

ab

. CaO'2A1
,Ca,2AI
2C3 and ....
4'

system.'

On the basis of x-ray analysis, the formulas 9CaO-5A
12CaO.7A1 2 03

2

0 3 and

which are also used comparatively rarely at the present

time, were suggested for the second of these compounds.
With an adequate excess of lime In the Initial mixture, 5CaO-3A1 2 0 3
makes Its appearance after formation of the above primary reaction product. Yung and Butt [517) obtained this compound by reacting'CaCO3 with
A12 0 3 at a temperature of 13500. With an even larger lime excess and a
S
temperature of about 14000, we observe formation of tricalcium aluml-

nate (3CaO-A! 2 0 3 ) from the CaO-A1 2 0 3 .
In the case of an excess of alumina in the reaction mixture,
CaO-2A1 2 0 3 is obtained from CaO-A1 2 0 3 at 11400

(the formula 3CaO-5A12 03

is sometimes ascribed to this compoundý Tricalcium aluminate and the
aluminate of composition CaO-2A1 2 0 3 melt without decomposition, the
former at 15350 (Renkln and Rayt,

1909), and the latter at 17650 [518).

At 13800, 3CaO'A1 2 03 and 5CaO-3A120 3 form a eutectic [5153.
Calcium aluminates are present In Portland cement and alumina
cement,

so that they are also discussed In Chapter 10.

A compound of the composition CaCr 2 0 4 was prepared as long ago
as 1895 by Dyufo [519], who melted a mixture of CaO with Cr2 0 3 In an
electric furnace for this.purpose.

In recent times, this compound

has been synthesized by numerous authors (see,

for example,'1520,

521)).

Sanada prepared It by roastlng a mixture of these oxides.
The '"coatlTWg perl.od In the reaction of CaO with Cr20

122
4-

-

Is detected

9

from the change in sorption properties of the mixture at temperatures
taslow as 3000.
of the initial

Irrespective of the proportions between the components
mixture,

compound Is

green in

the primary reaction product' is

color, crystallizes In

has a& specific gravity of 4.8; It

the rhombic

CaCr 2 0 4 . This
system, and

separates from the melt in

the form

of needles.
Sanada also described the compount Ca 2 Cr20 5 ,
pared it

claiming to have pre-

In the solid phase at 13500.

Vasenin [522] concluded on the basis of Investigations that he
had conducted that the reaction between CaO and Cr 2 O - an heating In
air

first

proceeds to formation of chromates (at temperatures from

600 to 8000)

and then, at about 10200,

chromates to chromites.

goes over to reduction of the

When the mixtures are heated In air In a plati-

num furnace to 114000 at a rate of 100 per minute, only with the CaO
and Cr 2 0 3 present in

1-to-3 proportions do we obtain sinter cakes con-

slsting of homogeneous crystals.

With proportions or 0.5, 2 and 4,

which corresponds to the compounds CaO-2Cr
*Cr

2

0 3 , on the other hand,

2

03 , 2CaO-Cr

2

0 3 and 4CaO-

we do not observe the formation of a homo-

geneous crystalline structure.
The author characterizes CaO-Cr 2 03
sists
(NI

as follows.

This compound ccn-

of distinct green prismatic crystals that exhibit pleochrolszn
dark green, N19p light green); thie refractive indices are N-

+ 0.002,

Nt

p

=

2.18 + 0.002,

another source,
CaO and Cr

2

21700).

the melting point is

"2.33 +

20900 (according to

The compound produced on heating a mixture or

0 3 taken In,3:1 proportions is,

In the author's opinion,

tricalcium oxychromite of the'composition 3CaO-Cr

2

0 5 rather than

3Ca0"Cr 20 3 .
Budnikov 1520] studied the physicochemical processes that take
place when the CaO in dolomite reacts wltb Cr 0

2 3

1423

-

He made up 140 di•-

ferent mixtures based on calculations for binding orte. ..o
2CaO Cr2 0y
15

3CaOCr0

3

and 4CaO-Cr2 O3

e

to

and roasted these mixtures at

t*,2;i:'10

f0or 20 minutes. It- was established by determinIngthe quantity.

of free l'me In the roasting products that the molar ratio of the req.
acted CaO and Cr 0

Is between 3 and 4.*The extent of recrystallizatlon"° ;

at the roasting temperature Indicated above was rather-igh.,
Zhuravlev [521] made a microscopic Investigation of the sintering
products of mixtures of technically pure calcium oxide and chromic
oxide with the CaO:Cr 2 0 3 ratio equal to 1, 2, 3 and 4. The mixtures
were roasted three times at a temperature of 1350° with holding times
of two hours. The author concluded as a result of the studies that
under the conditions of his experiments only two compositions (CaO:
.Cr 2 0 3 - 1 and CaO:Cr 2 O3 = 3) produce binary compounds.

The compound

2CaO-Cr 2 0 3 does not form; the roasting temperature was not high enough
for formation of 4CaO-Cr 2 0 3 .
The preparation processes for calcium ferrites, and CaFe2 04 in
particular, have been the subject of a very large number of research

studies (see,

for example, [490, 516, 523-528]).

Konarzhevskiy 1523]

made a particularly extensive study In this direction In 1931.
It

was established as a result of the work done that heating of

mixtures of CaO with FeNO

3

to 2500 reduces their sorption capacity;

the deactivation maximum occurs at a temperature of 425.
Use of the Gan emanation method enables us to note the formation
of the primary reaction product,
to 6000. Konarzhevskiy,

CaFe 2 04 , at temperatures of from 560

on the other hand, observed the reaction

taking place even at 5000 In determining the free CaO.
The first lines of CaFe 2 O4 'appear on x-ray patterns only after
the reaction mixture has been heated to a temperature above 6500;
correction of the lattice defects of this compound,
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which Is produced

1

by reaction In the crystalline mix-

.

ture, Is complete at a temperature of.

"

S~8500.

Konarzhevskly showed that .when
mixtures of calcium carbonate with

"ferric oxide are heated, CaFe 2 04 may
be formed as a result of direct reaction between the reagents%

Pig. 127. Formation of
Ca&e2 04 In mixture of CaCo 3
with Fe203 at various tern-

(aCOa.0 -;,

peratures and t - 2 hours.
1) Without combined grindIng; 2) with combined
grinding of starting =aterials. A) Yield of calcium

-, GtFq:O, + CO,

or after decomposition of the CaC03
CaCO3 + 1:,..03-,C1O-. A F;O ' FC.•O, + Col
+
"
He studied the influence of combined

ferrite In %; B) temperature
grinding of the initial

in degrees.

reagents,

temperature and certain other factors on the process In which calcium.
ferrites form. His most important research results are shown in

Figs.

127 and 128.

gf
10

S

44.~

Fig. 128. Formation of Ca*e 2 0
in mixture of combinationground CaCO3 and Fe 2 0 3 at 9O
with various process times.'
A) Yield of calcium'ferrite In
B) time in hours.

Fig. 129. Formation of
CaFe 2 0
(1) and NgFe 2 0i
(2) at various temperatures (exposure I - 2
hours at t max).

The Intensity of the reaction between the reagents aud,
ingly, the extent to which they are converted
-425-

accord-

into product during a

.

specific process time naturally depend on the method used to prepare
the reaction mixture (Fig. 127): for example, combination grinding
more .uniform distribution of the reagents, an Increase,.in
i.sulta;
in
the area of the contact surface between them and, apparently, in'act-.Svatlon of the grain surfaces and hence acceleration of the reaction.T.
The nature of the dopendence of process rate on temperature is:also
related to the method of pretreatment of the reagents.
The curves of Fig. 128 permit us the conclusion that even when
calcium carbonate Is preground together with the ferric oxide, the
rate of the over-all process at 9000 and the degree of conversion of
the reagents into the product above 70-75% were limited In the experiments described by the rate of internal diffusion. At small product
yields, however, the diffusion resistance of the CaFe 2 04 layer was
obviously relatively low.
Khedval and Zandberg [528] studied reactions In mixtures of
calcium oxide with ferric oxide that had been prepared by various
methods (m-Fe 2 03 from the oxalate and sulphate of iron, V-Fe 2 0 3 ),
and in mixtures of Ca(OH) 2 with y-Fe 2 03 . It was established here that
Ca(OH)

2

first reacts more intensively with the ferric oxide than does

CaO. In accordance with our conceptions as to the intensifying influence of a liquid phase on certain conversion processes of crystalline
mixtures (Chapters 3, 7), this may be accounted for by fusion of the
Ca(OH) 2 or a eutectic that incorporates this compound.
This explanation Is consistent with the fact that the difference
In the rates of reaction of-the reagents in mixtures of Ca(OH) 2 +
+ Fe 2 03 and CaO + Fe 2 0 IIs observed at the beginning of the process,

apparently before the calcium oxide hydrate has been dehydrated.,
Nagai and Ioshiura [527] established that the addition of 1% of
CaF 2 to the reaction mixture accelerates considerably the process In
- 426

"which calcium ferrites form in crystalline mixtures.

As was shb

:

Berezhnoy [385), the rate of formation of CaFe 2 04 In an oxide mixture
is, all other conditions the same, considerably higher than that of

~104(ig. 129)."
According to Nakken [525],

CaFe 2 04 belongs to the rhombic system.

Gil'pert [1490) assumes that the Cale 2 04 lattice belongs to a special
type. This compound Is ferromagnetic at temperatures below 10500; it
melts Incongruently at 12160.
In a certain concentration region, the compounds CaA1204 and
CaFe 2 04 form solid solutions, which were studied In detail by BelyankIn,
Toropov and Dyuko [529).
Systems With SrO
Compounds SrR2 01

are not encountered in nature and can be produced

only synthetically. Their formation has not been studied as fully as
that of M9R204 and CaR2 04 compounds.
It. has been established by x-ray study of roasted mixtures of
SrO with A12 0 3 [513] that the primary product of the reaction between
these oxides, formation of which may be noted at temperatures bel~ow
10000, Is SrA1 2O4. This compound, whose structure closely resembles
that of CaAl20 4 , was. atudied In detail by Toropov 15303,

who estab-

lished Its optical blaxiality and determined Its refractive indices:
N - 1.663 + 0.02 and N

= 1.649 + 0.002. According to Vartenberg, the
.9
p
melting point of SrA1 20 4 Is 20150. However, this aluminate is not employed as a refractory material, since It

does not possess any advan-

tages over other more readily available substances that have the same
refractory properties.
The compound SrCr 2 04 has been studied on many occasions. Nevertheless, the process In which It forus and Its properties have not been
studied to this day. One reason for this Is the rather Intensive axd-
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dationPof chromic oxide to chromic anhydride In the presenc. of

"rO

by oxygen; as a result, synthesis of SrCr 2 04 in an atmosphere of air,..
Is difficult and the reaction product contains a certain quantit;. ýt,",-

hexavl.ent, chromIUaM.
The preparation of strontium ferrftes, primarily SrJe2 0O4 in mixtures of strontitm carbonate with ferric oxide, has been )mown tor

i"

over 30 years [531].
It

follows from the work of Forestier and other authors [523, 531-

534] that SrFe 2 0 4 fc•ms at temperatures below 10000, apparently as the
primary reaction product.

This compound crystallizes in the hexagonal

system. Its magnetization factor Is considerably smaller than, for
example,

that of NgFe 2 0 4 .

The properties of strontium ferrite preparations obtained froa
various starting materials differ somewhat from one another; thus,
the specific gravity of the compound produeed from SrCO3 and Fe2O

is

4.966, while that obtained from SrO and Fe 2 0 3 shows 5.05.
The compound Sr~e 2 0 4 forms a range of solid solutions terminating
in the composition SrO.9FeO

[53)].

The technical importance of

strontium ferrites is as yet minor.
Systems With BaO
Compounds BaR2 04 are not known in nature; they are obtained by
synthesis. Barium aluminate BaA120 4 was synthesized long ago, both by
the reaction in the mixed crystalline solids and by fusion. However,
the first detailed description of the properties of this spinelide
was published by Toropov [535J only in 1935. Somewhat later, Grub.
and Geynts (536] studied the formation of BaA1 2 O4 in a crystalline..
mixture, while Val'mark and Vestgren [5371 studied its

properties,

The compound BaA120 4 Is the primary reaction product,

and, on

heating to about 10500, the only one In mixtures of barium oxide with
-
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,,

aluminum oxide. The reaction between these oxides to form the aluminate
takes place rather rapidly at temperatures below 9000.
BaAl •4 may also be obtained by the react on
,,

*Which

B

BaAI

•SOb.A1.03-

4+

SO+ -z

.BsAI0

was-studied by Avigustinik and Nchedlov-Petrosyan'

hsa,-. e

6Js-aboO*' 1000.

action taken pla+e at a noticeable rate at ivprat•

Its heat effect is lJ43.ý*4 Iccal/mole, while the heat of the re~action

BaO + OV-410

3

BaAlO* is only 4I.241 kcal/mole.

BaAl2O14 crystallizes In the hexagonal system; Its refractive Index Is about 1.683, and Its melting point 18200 (20000 according to
Vartenberg) [5353.
Barium aluminates have a very Important part in the chemistry of
the oxide cathode and are of a certain amount of Interest as refractory cements for highly specialized applications.*
Barium chromite has been synthesized many times by reaction in
the crystalline mixture. In this case, however, as with the synthesis
of chromite In the SrO-Cr0

system, a certain quantity of hexavalent-

chromium compounds readily form In an atmosphere of air. This makes It
difficult to study the formation reaction of BaCr2

1

and its properties.

The synthesis of barium ferrites has been the object of numerous
Investigations (see, for example, [5241, 537, 539]). Ershak-et al. made
a particularly detailed study In this direction [5140]. They studied
the progress of the reaction In mixtures of barium carbonate with
ferric oxide containing from .1.0 to 99% of BaCO3 at temperatures-.from
03

500 to 1000.
It has been established by x-ray analysis that the compound
Sa0*2Pe2'03 forms
at temperaturesI

n A reaction mixture of the corresponding composition
above 5500; Ba0-6Fe2 03 (the familiar analog of

*28
4

-

I,

~Al~)

""tempertr

"

ppersIn mixtures containing from 5 to 410% of 3.00
ab v

with contents of 50-95

750

at

O3 in the mixture',
BC?

and a. wiperature above 8000, the result is formation of a compound
whose composition probably corresponds to Ba^Fe8 02 1 (with an oxygen

...,.deficiency in the elementary cell); its structure is similar to that
of perovskite, whose elementary cubic cell has a side 8.05 A long.
Thus, Ershak did not produce the compound BaFe 2 04, while, according to communications of Forestier [524 and others], the latter not
only succeeded in preparing this compound, but also studied its propertles. According to this author, BaFe 2 04 crystallizes in the hexagonal system and is similar to SrFe2 04 as regards its propertles.

TABLE 45
"Onset" Temperature or Substitution Reaction
for Divalent Oxides In Spinelides (in degrees)

Furhe rserc
Soo

I+

+' + I+

+
.I 0

-4 S

405

-0.5

42i

1) Substituting oxide; 2) compound.
Further research will obviously be necessary to account for the
causes of this contradiction in the results of Forestler and Ershak

TABLE 46
Influence of Gaseous-Phase Composition on Rate
of Substitution Reaction of COo in CoCr204 by
Oxides of Group II
•

1•',lIl~l.W~

"2r

Elements
cq.,me e . .+•v•,z
. u.'I~lr'lo*
4:t'.Ye.b ,I;,e~~aIhs•

"2.1
I

I

,l

1.8

3.1

1) Substituting oxide; 2) degree of conermwion
of CoCr 2O4 In % of theory; 3) In mednim ct.
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and eliminate them.
Khedval's data [214] on the "onset" temperatures-of substitution

reactions of divalent oxides In compounds MeR 2 O4 by oxides of alkaline-

earth metals are. worthy of attention (Table 45). The variation of
these temperatures over a relatively narrow range for SrO and Bao and
over a wide range for CaO is also In agreement with the above (S4,
Chapter 3) conceptions as to the possible role of a liquid phase in
reactions of this type, although the.very concept of'reaction "onset"
temperature is,

naturally, arbitrary.

Khedval showed that the rate of substitution reactions in mixtures containing substances whose compositions Incorporate. elements of
variable valency depends on the composition of the atmosphoie in which
the reaction is taking place. It follows from the data that be obtained (Table 46) that the influence of gaseous-phase composition on

the rate of the process is different for oxides of different group II
elements: It is virtually unnoticeable for CaO, while It is quite significant in the cases of SrO and BaO.
This difference may be accounted for In terms of the nonidentical
conditions for diffusion in the different systems, which are due to
the physical properties of its components.
Recently, as we know, the mechanism by which gaseous-phase composition influences various reactions In crystalline mixtures (particularly mixtures containing compounds of variable-valency elements)
has been examined in many investigations (see, for example, [131, 215,
* 260,' 5141).
Systems With ZnO.

.

The formation of zinc spinelides in crystalline mixtures has
been studied in very great detail, chiefly as a result of the convelience with which systems containing ZnO can be subjected to ex-

430

perlental research. It

g

was on the basis of data pertaining

o to"ese

systems that Khyutting formulated his concepts as to the periods or

stages In reactlons in solid mixtures (51,
Above (pages 157-159),

Chapter.3).

we presented detailed data on reactions in

the ZnO-Fe 2 0 3 system [204, 205].
a certain degree analogous to It,

Since other system with ZnO are to
we may omit here any detailed exami-

nation of intermediate reaction periods In the formation of the various
zinc spinelides In crystalline mixtures.
Zinc aluminate ZnA1204 or gahnite Is encountered In nature. It
was produced synthetically from melts even in

the XIX Century.

Sub-

sequently, detailed study was devoted to Its preparation In crystalline mixtures In the absence of liquid phases (see,
224, 396, 501, 512, 543]).

for example,

[220,

Formation of this spinelide was noted by

x-ray means [220] In a mixture of the oxides at 700o; at 8000 after
5 hours and 30 minutes,

the yield may be 60% [396],

at a temperature of 9000 after 2 hours [154],

but less than 50%

both figures applying

to the theoretically possible quantity of ZnA1 2 014. According to other
sources [155],

at 10000 almost total conversion of these reagents into

the product Is achieved only after 99 hours.

All of these data are, of'

course, characteristic of definite (and different) experimental conditions.
The first attempt to investigate the mechanism of this process
was undertaken by Khil'd [156]. Khil'd accounted for the progressive
weakening of the A12 0 3 lines that he observed on x-ray patterns cast
by specimens of mixtures roasted at temperatures of 9750 (the intensity
of the ZnO lines remained unchanged) in

terms of preferential movement

of ZnO in the spinel layer. Actually, Khil'd's experiments established
only that a spinel layer ra=r
more circumstantlal

on the corundum. We have available a

-baacterIzatlon
of this mechanism In the pub-
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results of Bengston and Yagich

21

Assuming that the Vagner apparatus (see Fig. 41) would be useless
in this case because of the low rate of diffusion or-Ions In spinel,:
Bengston and Yagich employed the interface-marking technlque. To the
tablet surfaces of one or both reagents (a-A1 2 0 3 and Zn0), "the authors
applied a "tag" made of platinum black - a substance that would .be
visible under the microscope but would not interfere with contact be-

"tween the reagents or react with them chemically.

d
c
b
*
Fig*. 130. Marking of A12 0 3 tablets after
Bengston and Yagich. Position of mark:
a) before experiment; b) after experlment with displacement of A13+ Ions and
electrons practically exclusive; c) af2
ter experiment with displacement of Zn +
ions and electrons practically exclusive
(in either case, displacement of oxygen
takes place through the gaseous phase);
d) counterdiffusion of Zn 2 + and A13 + ions
in equivalent quantities according to
Vagner scheme. 1) Mark; 2) spinel.
Depending on the type of diffusing agent and the ratio between
the diffusion rates, we might, theoretically,

envision various posi-

tions of the mark as a result of diffusion (Fig.

130).

Actually, however, the order of arrangement of the layers
A12 0 3 /Al 2 ZnO4 /Pt/ZnO

(Fig. 131)

-

indicated that mass transfer takes

place In this case preferentially by migration of zinc and oxygen
ions or Zn++ and electrons..
Simultaneously, study of the process kinetics in the temperature
range from 1250 to 13800 with experiment times up to 24 hours enabled
-32

)

the authors to confirm their conception
as to its mechanism. However,

;Rol

335

:,3

the pro-.

cess in this system is complicated by

|5

not~ieeable sublimation of ZnO from the
zinc oxide and from the spinel: the

distribution of zinc and

Zn vapor pressure above these corpounds Is quite significant at the

aluminum concentrations In
ZnA1204 tablets on reac-

temperatures indicated above.

ticn of ZnO with A12 0 3 .

proceed from the conception of vapor-

1)

Content of Zn; 2) content
of Al; 3) Al by stoichiometry; &I Zn by stolchlomet:y ; 5 spinel.

If we

izatlon of the ZnO and preferential
motion of the Zn 2 + Ions (accompanied

by migration of oxygen through the atmosphere),
the zinc and aluminum concentrations in

the distribution of

the ZnAl204 tablets of the

system under consideration will correspond to the diagram presented
in

•ig.

131.

Zinc aluminate crystallizes In the cubic system (aO

=

8.09 A),

,,i
_.o.,~
.--...
,.....,.
..
-...-

"'
370

"

S

W .. V

Fig. 132. Change In properties of
ZnO + Cr 2 0 3 mixture as a function
of temperature (after Khyutting [204]).
1) Catalytic effect on decomposition
of CH3 OH; 2) solubility In hydrochloric
acid; 3) sorption of methylene blue; 4)
sorption of fuchain; 5) conductivity;
6) solubility in concentrated sulfuric
acld.
has a refractive Index of 1.805 and melts at a temperature-of 1930.
a refractory material,

however,

It
-

is

not,
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on the basis of its

Ans

proper-

ties* or any particular interest. Solid solutions or ZnAl 2 0' with other

highly colored spinelides (cobalt and nickel splnelldes and the lke)
would be of much greater Interest. Such solid solutions (which were
studied by Tumanov [501] and others) are surpassing ceramic dyes that
are distinguished by high stability.
Numerous studies have been devoted to synthesis of ZnCr 2 04 frm
the odldes. Even in the last century, this compound was produced by
fu. ing ZnO and Cr2 03 together in the presence of mineralizers [1480).
Its formation In a mixture of the pure crystalline oxides was studied
later (220, 483, 542, 544-546].
According to Khyuttlng [204], the properties of ZnO + Cr2 03 axdtures vary with temperature (Fig. 132). Formation of ZnCr 2O4 In such
a mixture is detected by x-ray examination at temperatures of about
6500. It was established by research [204] that the rate of formation
of ZnCr 2 04 depends on the reaction atmosphere. The process Is accelerated considerably in the presence of fluxing mineralizers; with contents
of, for example, potassium chloride In the reaction mixture, the reaction goes rapidly at a temper.ture of 10000. This spinelide crystallizes in the cubic system (a 0

-

8.32 A),

Is greenish-gray In color and

can be used as a ceramic pigment.
The synthesis of the zinc ferrite mentioned above - franklinlte

-

has been studied on many occasions (see, for example, [205, 220, 338,
483, 493, 542]); one aspect described In detail was the sequence of
transformations and the property changes of the ZnO + 1e203 mixtur
(see §1 of Chapter 3). Hence it will be sufficient here to limit ourselves.'only to the briefest. of remarks concerning the formation of

On'powder diagrams,

lines of this ccmound are observed In the

reactioun mixture at roasting temperatures an low as 6500. Frariklinite
-
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Is brown In color, crystallizes in the cubic system (a - 8.42 A) and':
has a specific gravity or 5.32.
The properties and preparation conditions are also known for cer-

tain other zinc spinelldes, such as Zn~a2 04, and ZnSb 2O4 .
Systemý Wlth CdO
Cadmium spinelides are not kriown In nature. They are prepared by
reactions In crystalline mixtures. However,

these reactions have been

the subject of much less study than the formation reactions of the
corresponding zinc compounds.
Cadmium aluminate CdA120 4 was synthesized by Shtrassen [544).

This

compound is rather unstable and decomposes at a temperature of 13500.
Natta and Passerini [542] synthesized the tetragonal CdIn 2O4 , the
structure of which Is similar to that of Cain 2 0 4 .
The preparation of cadium chromite has been studied in a number of
Investigations (see,

for example, [483, 547]). This compound is.light

green in color and has the structure of spinel (a 0 - 8.56).
Cadmium ferrite CdFe 2 04 has also been prepared and investigated
by many authors [492, 5214,

548 and others).

Heating to a temperature

of 4500 results in no discernible property changes in the CdO-zndFe2 0 3 mixture. Its color begins to change only at temperatures above
450-5000; a catalytic effect on the decomposition process of nitrous
oxide may be observed at temperatures from 500 to 5500.

CdFe 2 O4 is

known in two modifications [524]: paramagnetic cubic (spinel type) and
ferromagnetic hexagonal (of the same type as strontium and barium
ferrites)-.
Cadmium spinelides do not as yet have any technical value.
Systems With PbO
Lead aluminate PbA120 4 was prepared and studied by Geller and
Bunting [5149] in an Investigation of equilibria in the PbO-A1 2 0 3 sys-1435-

on (formation of this spinelide In the so1ld mixture has not yet been
As follows from Fig. 133, PbA120 4 is

studied).

this system. At a temperature of 970 , it

the only compound In

Is converted Into corundum

"and glass. This compound crystallizes in the hexagonal system and ex1. 91 azd

hibits the refractive Indices N-

Kittel'

1.85.0

[1547] studied the behavior of

a PbO-and-Cr 2 0 3 mixture on heating. An ap-

S//

parent result was the formation of PbCr 2O0
4

/
/ •o
/

-

'

Lead ferrites are of considerable
interest, particularly for metallurgy.
PbFe2 O4 can be prepared either by fusing
the oxides together or by reacting them in

PO

Fig.
Diagram
of
state 133.
of PbO-A1
2 0 3 sys-

tem [5s9].

a solid mixture [524, 543, 548]. This compound, which crystallizes In the hexagonal
system after the SrFe 2 04 and BaFe 2O4 type,

forms solid solutions with Fe 2 0 3 right up to. the composition PbO-9Fe 2 0 3

(53•]. Unlike many other ferrites (e.g., calcium ferrites), lead
ferrite melts possess extremely high viscosity.
Systems With 4Ma0
Manganese spinelides are known in nature In the form of the
minerals galaxite (MnA120 4 ) and hausmanite (Mnei0O4).

The first of

these can be obtained either from the melt or by reaction in a crystalline mixture. It follows from the diagram of state of the MO-A1 2 0 3
system [550] presented in Fig. 134 that NnAl 2 0e4 Is the only chemical
compound in this system. Krauze and Til [1483] prepared this corpound
by reaction in a mixture of oxides at a temperature of 1000°. it, i
a typical spinelide, crystallizing In the cubic system (a - 8.26 A),
and melts Incongruently at a teWrature of 15600. The specific
gravity of galaxite lies between 3.57 and 1.23 according to various
-
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authors.
The tormatlon conditions. and proper-

ties or N b 2O0,

-

tetragonal system,

:0the
-

Which crystallizes In

•1-.

hye,:been the ob.

Ject of very little
study.
All conditions the same, the rate of

We44

formation of MnCr'2O4,
Fig. 134. Diagram of
state of MnO-hlA
2 0 3 sys-

which crystallizes

In the cubic system with a

tem [5501.

-

8.42 A, I

considerably higher than that for ihbA1 2 04 .
Hausmn~te

Wýý

++

Hausmanite, Mn
f++Mn

04 - Mn3 0 4 , may be produced by heating crystal-

line manganese dioxide:
3NWu 2

-in.O,

+ o,;

the reaction takes place In several stages; the Mn3O4 obtained crystallizes In the tetragonal system (special lattice type). Study of
the properties and formation conditions of this compound Is important
for the metallurgy of manganese.
Manganese ferrite MnPe 204 (Jacobsite) Is usually produced by reacting the crystalline oxides [483, 490, 493, 542J. Its rate of formation
is low, according to Krauze [483] at 9000. The compound Mnl.e 2 0 4 is
dark brown in color, crystallizes In the cubic system (a = 8.55 A)
after the spinel type, and has a specific gravity of 5.03.
Since manganese spinelides can undergo oxidation, they are, as a
rule, unstable in air at high temperatures.

As we noted above,

they

are of interest chiefly for the metallurgy of manganese.
Systems With FeO
Spinelides of divalent iron are encounteved quite often In nature
In the form of the minerals hercynite PEA1 2 04,
FeCr204) and magnetite Fe++Fe 2 +04.

chromite (approximately

Except for the latter, which is

encountered In pure form, natural iron Vplnels are solid solutions
-

.37-

V
or two or more apinelides. Synthesis of Iron spinelides is accomplished
by heating the-appropriate crystalline mixtures In a reducing oe

The diagram or state of thiiFe0-Al0

-system [51,as will be

seen fr~om comparison or Figs. 1-35 and 134,,'. Is more complex than that
of the-IM0-Al 03 system. Hercynite was obtained by icrauze [14831 In
the form of a browni-sh-red sinter cake by reacting the crystalline'
oxides In a reducing medium at a temperature of 1100o for 2 hours.

feeO91,0 3 0 OudituAaft

a

I3rO.AbJ0F'AO JVC P-41,O);WFelo-*,
IV VO 3gO.A 10, 04041:0jao

%00

Feo

-

80

g0

M0

Also's

Fig. 135. Diagram of state of PeO..
A1203 system [48T, 551). 1) Liquid;
2) per cent by weight.

Studying changes In the PeO-A12 03 system, Fisher and Gofman [5523
established that the diffusion rate of aluminum Ions through FeAl 2O4
Is greater than that of Fe Ions In A120 3. FeA1 2O4 crystallizes In the
cubic system. As established by-Galakhov (487], this compound melts
congruently at 18000. The PeO-A1 2 0

system has a eutectic between

hercynite and aluminum oxide that melts at 1750 0 ;Its

composition Is

36% PeO and 64% Al 2 03 [4873.
While the spinelides FeV2O4 and 7e~b204 are known (the latter
crystallizes In the tetragonal system), neither has been the subject
of such stufy.

Yas chramite of,divalent Iron, FeCr 2 O4 , was produced synthetically
even in the last cefitury 1480). Krauze and Til' [4833 established that
-
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In a reducing'atmosphere, this compound forms in the appropria-te
_

rystalllne mIxtures at a temperature of 800P.
Since the meltlng point or this splnelide exceeds 2000° and It
encountered in
titles,

It

is

nature (although not In the pure state) In large quan-

has acquired great importance In the technology of refrac-

tory materials. As a result,

the conversions that It

undirgoes have

been the subject of minute study.
The natural chromIte represents a solid solution of the composition (Fe,

1Mg)(Cr, A1) 204. As we noted earlier,

substitute the ferrous oxide in
line mixtures [502].
tion, which is

magnesium oxide may

this solution in reactions In crystal-

Detailed Investigation of this substitution reac-

important for the production technology of chromomagwas made by Pines et al. [5081.

nesite refractories,

In connection with problems that arose in
these refractories,

Lovel and others [553]

the technology of

studied the reactions

FeO -I-MgA,O 4• 1-eAM
2 O, + MLAgO,
FeO + AlgCr3 O4 ; FP.Cr2O4 + MgO.
The reaction mixtures were heated for two hours at a temperature
of 14000 In a nitrogen medium,

after which microscopic and x-ray

studies were made on the preparationfree ferrous oxide In

them determined.

with the conditions indicated,
first

obtained and the content of
It

was found as a result ihat

about 0.5 mole of FeAl204 forms by the

reaction In the presence of 1 mole of ferrous oxide,

mole of FeCr 2 04 forms In

the latter

wh1Jl

0.65

after dynamic equilibrium has been

established.
The spinelides

Wl

2 04

of unlimited concentration,

, FeA1204 and NgCr 2 0
just as do

form solid solutions

Wg0 and FeO.

Solid solutions of spinel and chromite were studied by Ooncharov
and Kleynberg 1554]. Formation of a continuous series of solid solu-
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Aýl

NW

tions was established In this study by a'croaooplc and z-Tky .aiest1ig.'
tion oa

roasting products of the corresponding mixtures.

Ooncharov" et,

al. [555] .also pointed out the high promise of such solid solutions
for use In

..

refractory-materlal production..

Magnetite PWe+Fe +++
O is
2

easily Obtained artificially,

melts 1480] and by reactions in

solid mixtures.

(although not In perfectly pure form) in
Iron at high temperatures.
substance in

It

Is

both from
also prepared

the oxidation process of

This compound .is,

as we know,

a highly important iron ore that Is

mous quantities by the metallurgical Industry.

the basic

processed In

It

is

enor-

also used for

the manufacture of special-purpose electrodes.
The formation of solid solutions of magnetite with chromium spinelIdes is

one of the most important causes of attrition

containing refractories In
process has been studied in

of chromium-

service In metallurgical furnaces.
minute detail (see,

for example,

This

[556]),

and It has been established that growth of chromium-spinelide crystallites takes place during formation of the solid solution with Pe3 P-.
As a result, volume changes and internal stresses arise in
tory products,

the refrac-

leading to chipping away of the working zones of fur-

nace liners made from chromite-containing refractories.
Systems With CoO
Many Investigations have been devoted to the synthesis of cobalt
spinelides.
Cobalt aluwinate is
or without fluxes.
possible CoAl 2 04 is
In

the latter

In

prepared by reacting the oxides either with

the former case, 75% of the stoichiometrlcally

formed in two hours at a temperature of 1000°, and

case the reaction goes to 100% In

the same time, all

other conditions the same.
Khedval and Leffler [557] Investigated the rate of formation of.
-
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0
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•
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-
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Fig. 136. Influence of certain
factors on the process of formation of CoAl 2 04 in oxide mixtures. 1) CoO + Al 2 0 3 (preliminary four-hour processrng of individual oxides at 800 ) in N2 ,
- 15 minutes; 2) Co 3O 4 + Al 2 0 3
((4 hours, 8000)

in N2, r -

15

min; 3) co3 04 +-Al 203 (4 hours,
8000)

in

- 15 min; 4)

029

+ A1 2 0 3 (4

hours, 8000)

in

Coo +
N2 ,

5 min; 5) CoO + A12 0 3 (4 hours,
11000) in N2, r = 15 min. A) Conversion in %; B) temperature In
degrees.

CoAl20 4 at temperatures of 800-11000 by the reactions
CO

A-I,\O,-- CoAl=O,.
,I

('o.O,-. 3,\IOa.-,,Co.\I.O,

-,-

0

as a function of prior, heat treatment of the reagents.
lished here first
of reaction in

of all

that there is

It

was estab-

a considerable rise In the rate

the temperature range from 900 to 11000 (Fig. 136),

corresponding to transition of the aluminum oxide from the y.c-modification.

The Increase In

reaction rate
-
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into the

as the temperature Is

,, le41vated further is considerably slower.
Figure 136 indicates a considerable drop in the activity of Al2 0
that hajs been roasted at 11000 (curve 5).-as compared with the oxideI
..roasted at 8000 (curve 1), as..well as a-considerably higher activity
"'>r-"for CoO obtained by diasociation of Co 3 04 during the reaction*'

aa

(curves 2 and 3) as compared with CoO prepared In advanbe.P roceedrng

"from the conception or Co 3 04 dissociation by the scheme
Coo, -It

3coo +

o.

Is also easy to account for the difference In the formation rates

of the final product in

oxygen (curve 3) and nitrogen (curve 2) media.

The data of Khedval and Leffler can be fully explained in
of the difference in

the perfection and,

hence,

terms

stability

of reagent

this compound,

which is

lattices produced.under different conditions.
As concerns the properties of CoAl2041 ,
blue In

color, crystallizes In the cubic system and possesses a high

refractive index (above 1.76); it

melts at a temperature of 19600 and

can be counted among the superior ceramic pigments.
As Is the case with cobalt aluminate,
CoCr 2 04 has been studied on many occasions.
and two hours'

exposure,

which crystallizes in

synthesis of cobalt chromite
At a temperature of 10000

a considerable amount of the blue-green CoCr 2 04,

the cubic system,

is

observed to form in

a mix-

ture of the oxides.
Cobalt ferrite CoFe204 can be prepared by reaction In a mixture
of the crystalline reagents and by boiling the precipitated hydroxides.
This substance is

grayish-black in

color and. also crystallizes in

the

cubic system.
The spinelides also include Co 3 04.
compound is

used in

Like cobalt chromite,

this.)

the production of ceramic pigments; however,

also has other technical applicatlons.
-
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System Vith 10.
Nickel aluminate NIAljO4 Is produced by react ion in a mixtur, of,'
th!W, wystallV1n

oxides and by heating the precipitated hydroxides.. The,
color or a mixture or 3o with Al203 is gray on heoting to a temperature of 6900 and then (at 7300) becomes.light green; the mixture
darkens as the temperature Is further elevated.
Noticeable formation of NIA1 2 04 takes place at a temperature of
7000; lines of this compound have been identified on x-ray patterns
at 10000. At 11000, we note complete reaction of the oxides to form
this spinelide.
Tersk and Uaytmor [Whitemore] (558] drew attention to the role
taken by the gaseous phase (vaporization of the aluminum oxide and
its migration in the vapor state to the NiO surface) in high-temperature reactions between these oxides.
The compound NIA1204 crystallizes in the cubic system (a

m

8.0o4 A),

has a refractive index of 1.875, melts at a temperature. of 20200,

and

forms solid solutions with both NiO and A12 0 3 .
It has been established by x-ray investigation that there Is only
a single compound, NICr 2 O4 , in the NiO-Cr.0

3

sy,-ter..

it is

chiefly by reacting the oxides. It was established ti-I Ni

.bta'ned
-: 1 Cr>03

have low solubilities In NiCr2204 at a temperature of
Khaufe and Psher [279] Investigated the mechanic:. :::.

h:ir:t.'.(sf

formation of nickel-chrome spinel. Tablets of N'O: NICr,0.. ard Cr' 0

were put together as shown In Fig. 137. The experiments were run for
200 hours at a temperature of 11000. Vaporization of Cr2 0 3 and a considerable mobility of the chromium ions were noted here; no migration
of the nickel atoms whatever was observed.
The Cr 2 03 layer lost weight, the spinel layers showed practically
(taking evaporation losses of Cr2 03 into account) no change, and the
-
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4

-Change In Weight of Tablets (in ug) In NI0-iO_
System at t
22100o,"
200 hours (except forJ
CirA hi

44,
.42

1i~:

-.

ý-2.4

-1.3

-2.3

-3.9

V-T 400 hours.

?-3.3

~O

4~

KCA

A

.

L
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1.2

.0

4
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:
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weight of the NiO tablet Increased (Table 4.7) due to formatio, of a
new layer ot NiCr 2 O4 on the surface facing the spinel.
The authors ofter the following explanation for the results that
they obtained (Fig. 137). The Cr2 O3 evaporates from the surface of the
tablet 4iand condenses In the air atmosphere on the surface of the
spinel layer 3 turned toward the tablet 14. This In followed by diffusion of chromium Ions and migration of electrons In layers 3 and 2
In the direction of the surface of layer 2, which faces the N10 tab-

Pig. 137. Possible formation mechanism
of NiCr 2O11 from the oxides In an atmuosphere of air at a temperature of
1100% (after Khaufe and Paher). 1-4l)
tablets. A) Spinel; B) gas.
let. Here, reacting with the gaseous-phase oxygen, the chromium forma
Cr203I which then evaporates and diffuses through the gaseous phase to
the surface of the NiO. This is followed by reaction between the oxides
to form the spinel.
Nd1cel ferrite is encountered rarely.in nature (in meteorites) in
the f"r of the mineral trevwrlte N1Pf2 O%. It 12 also prepared syn-

3
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thetleally from the crystalline oxides (with slight formation at NiFe2 O4
noted at a 'temperature of'9)O) and by bollingt.he precipitated hy •
droxides in

water. This compound is

tones) and crystallizes in

reddish, brown (with violet over-

the cubic system (aO..- 8.31 A).

The optical properties of the spinelides described

the alumi-

--

nates, chromite and synthetic ferrite of nickel - were studied In detall

by Dilaktoraskly.
Tumanov produced the spinelide NICO 2+04 by reaction in a crys-

talline mixture. The oxide Ni
spinelides,

0P,

3

which also belongs to this group of

is also known..

S3. TITANATES,

STANNATES AND ZIRCONATES

Titanates have recently acquired considerable importance in
ceramic industry. Consequently,

the

the processes of their formation In

crystalline mixtures are of immediate practical interest. They have
been studied in

reports by Khedval and Tsveygberk [559],

Vartenberg [561],
It

Is

Berezhnoy

Pukal [5603],

[1], Keler et al. [562] and other authors.

known from these .- tudies that four compounds exist In

BaO-TiO2 system: BaTi0 3 , BaTi 2 O,

BaTi

3

0 7 and BaTi40 9 and, apparently,

a solid solution of the subtractional type,
According to certain sources*,

the

TIO 2 in

BaCO3 .

the formation of barium metatitan-

ate In a mixture of barium carbonate with titanium dioxide may be observed at a temperature of 5500. At temperatures from 850 to 900° (according to Khervud and Klezens [563] at a temperature of 12000), this
process goes to completion within an hour. Kele? and Vaytkus [562],
who studied the changes In phase composition of .the roasting products
of a mixture of

aCO

with T2-

marked formation of titanates in

(1:1)
It

on gradual heating, observed-

beginning at 8300.

Here,

the

roasting products were the metatitanate and orthotitanate of barium.
Subsequently, Keler and Karpenko [562] showed that even 30 hours of

'45

-

e fo a

aO+ 2T10- mixture "esultsa

geneous produc.t o.oasting of B

0 3P

In. formatloulr0'a hetero-..

20
2

an

BaTiao17 .

ere, the '

product obtained by synthesis at tempiratures up to 1200W is a mixture

at BaTiO3 and Safti3 0 with'a.'small content of SaTi2O,, whle* above
12000 It contains onlyr BaTlO 3 and BaTI2O5 . At a temperature of 1230,
"thebarium trititanate begins to decompose. The rate"and extent of Uits
decomposition increase significantly with temperature,

so that after

roasting for four hours at a temperature of 13200, a mixture containing
70% of TiO2 contains only the decomposition products of barium trititanate - the dititanate BaTi20,

and the tetratitanate Ba.Ti40 9 . [562].
Among these compounds,

the most de-

tailed study has been devoted to barium

oj-

•

which has a density of 5.88

•metatitanate,
80,

a-

g/cu3 and is widely known as a ferroelec-

40

tric, I.e., a material In which polari/a-

t0

tiom arises spontaneously in the absence

AY

of an external field. BaTiO3 possesses a
structure of the perovskite type and has

Fig. 138. Reaction of
magnesium oxide with
titanium dioxide, titanomagnetite and stannic oxide. 1) Mixture
of 2MgO + TiC2 ; 2) 30%

a cubic lattice with an elementary-cell
parameter of 4.01 A at temperatures above
the Curie point (1200).

M00 + 70% titanomag-

netite; 3) 2MgO + Sn02 .
A) Fraction of MgO
bound in %; B) temperature In degrees.

At the temperature

0

of 120°, a phase transition (apparently of
the first kind) takes place, with the result that the lattice becomes tetragonal
with a ratio c/a > 1 between the lengths

of the elementary-cell sides. At temperatures of 00 and (-70°),

the

spontaneous polarization of B&103 changes direction, and phase
transitions also occuw. At tezstuweo
rhombi

sysmetry, while beao

[--700) It
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below 00, BaTiO 3 jha an orthohas a monoclinIC (or trIClinic)

*

symmetry.
Barium dititanate, which has a density or 5.04; crystallizes in
the monoclinic syngony, while the tri-

whch: have

and tetratitanates,

the respective densities 4.75 and 4.5 g/c,

crystallize In the rhom-

bic syngony [5621..
Three compounds are known in the MgO-TI0 2 system: %iTi0

1 4

,

.

AgnO 3 (geikielite) and MgTi20 5 . The reaction between titanium dioxide
and magnesium oxide in an equimolar mixture (1:1) takes place with
formation chiefly of magnesium metatitanate [5623. Running the reaction in a mixture of 2MgO + TiO2 at various temperatures,

Berezhnoy

[1] observed the appearance of a highly indicative break on the curve
of magnesium-oxide binding versus temperature (Fig. 138).

In the

author's opinion, this break can be accounted for by the reaction of
the magnesium metatitanate formed previously with the magnesium oxide
at a temperature of 1O00-12)00.

TABLz 48
Binding of Calcium Oxide in Formation of CaTiO3
in Mixture of CaCO3 + Tie 2
i.0eo

3

I

W*YrP
.7j

0,2

0.',

0.:A

0,2

1,5

in1

0.98

1) Process time in hours; 2) free calcium oxide
(in %) at temperatures in degrees.
Calcium titanates of various compositions have been described in
the literature. In the reaction of TiO2 with CaCO3 , calcium metatitanate forms directly .after dissociation of the carbonate, and only at
temperatures above 1300-1350•0 with an excess of calcium oxide does
tricalcium dititanate make its appearance [562). According to Cocco*,
we may also observe the formation or a titanate of the composition

447*-

TiO' In Mixtures or Various Molar Compositions'
as C3 .

9W0
0.05
1000
1.03
1100
1.07
12001.l
I.40
130)
1100
1.111
1aae,
161
*,-310')

Pt-00a I"

f

O

0.97
0.82
1.031 0.86
1.143 1.1

0.76
0.57
1

0.51
0,61
0.,

1.08

I

1

1.16
31 1
1..57

I'll

1.13
1.41
1.58

1.09
1.43
-

1
1
-

0.47
6.39
.06
.6

0.06
0.06
-

1)Temperature In degrees; 2) bound CaO con-.
verted to 1 mole of'T10 2 ; 3) acetylene flame.
3CaO?10O
2 at temperatures above 14800. Yershov [5641] showed that at
temperatures below 13000

CaTIO3 (perovskite) Is the least basic comn-

33

The results of a study made by Parga-Pondall [565], which characterized the degree of binding of calcium oxide In Its. reaction with
710 2 In mixtures of various compo.sitions (Table 49) confirm the conclusions of Yershov In large measure.
Ihedval and Anderson [566] established that at temperatures from

3. forms from anatase at a-higher* rate then from

900 to 12000, CaTIO

rutile. However, when the rutile (in the form of a solid soluti~n)
contalo.

ýafew percent

of ferric oxide, the rate of formation of..

CaTiO3from It Is higher than the rate fromi pure anatase.
Calcium titanates (which are for the most part more basic than
CaTi 3 ) show viscous properties on react-ion with water. They were
sUidled in detail by Yershov.
Apart from those noted above, reactions In crystalline mixtures
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have been used to prepare many other titanates - Nao10
2

3

, ZnT10,

CdTOV
3 , PbTIO3 , and so forth (see, for example, [567, %58]).However,
titanates of group II

ot D.I. Mendeleyev's periodic system have at

the present time acqulred the greatest praotical importance rchlefly
because of their.special dielectric properties (which were' studied*,in
the work of Vul, Smolenskly and others).
Pines and Kushta, who studied reactions In crystalline mixtures
belonging to the MgO-Cr 2 O3 -TiO 2 system, established by x-ray means
that a compound Cr 2 0 3 -2TiO2 apparently forms in the Ti0 2 -Cr
Only solid solutions oa

203

system.

the spinelide type were detected In ternary

mixtures (which contained a large quantity or magnesium oxide) after
roasting at a temperature of 16500.
The orthostannate ISn04, which possesses the spinel structure
(a 0 - 8.63 A) forms In the 14gO-8n0 2 system. Formation of this compound
in a solid mixture was studied in detail by Berezhnoy [1.

The data

that he obtained (see Fig. 138) indicate that this process takes
place at a significant rate at temperatures above 10000. According to
Berezhnoy,

the melting point of "

0SnO
exceeds 19500.

As indicated by the investigations of Tanaka [569] and others
[570],

two compounds form in the CaO-SnO2 system

-

the metastannate

CaO0SnO 2 , which crystallizes In the rhombic system with elementarycell parameters a - 3.93, b = 3.99 and c - 3.87 A, and the orthostannate 2Ca0.SnO2 .
In a dry oxygen medium, the reaction between the initial oxides
takes place at a noticeable rate at 9000. Its primary product at this
temperature and higher temperatures is CaO-SnO2 , which, given a sufficient quantity of calcium oxide In the reaction mixture, reacts
further with it

to form 2Ca0-Sn0 2 (Fig. 139). The reaction rate under

the conditions studled Is determined by the dittusion rate of the
"-A9

-

starting reagents through the layer of product.. The mechanism and
kinetics of the process are analogous to those prevailing In reactions
of

iqgO

with T10 2 and MgO with Sn0 2 , although the activation energy of

the CaO+

SnO2 reaction. is somewhat smaller than that of MgO

The formation of alkaline-earth zirconates,

+Sn0 2

which are of Interest

for the production of refractory and electroceramic materials,
cently been studied by numerous authors [1444, 451,
It

has re-

453, 571 -and others].

has been established that the rate of the zirconate-formation

process In RO-ZrO2 systems rises with increasing basicity of the
RO-type oxide.
The formation of only solid solutions in the ZrO2 region with
limited solubility or the MgO has been established in the MgO-ZrO2
system for temperatures up to 17000; here, the excess quantity of
magnesium oxide remains In the form of periclase according to x-ray
and chemical analysis [144,

453].

so

A

,

0

4
6,io

.8

t

.Blpcma8 yd

Fig. 139. Reaction of calcium oxide with
stannic oxide. Kinetics of process with
CaOtSnO2 - 2 and t - 1100u. 1) 2CaOSnO2 ;
2) Sn0 2 ; 3) CaO; 4) CaOSnO2 . A) Content
in %; B) time In hours.
-
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In contrast to the above, .the xirconates C&Zi0

3

and BaZr0 3

••rm

Inthe CaO-ZrO2 . and ba0-Zw0 2 systems. The calcium xirconate Is tormed
at a marked rate when Coco reacts with ZrO2 at 6O and higher, and
at temperatures ot 900-10000-and above In the case of reaction ofa
"

I

CaO with ZrO2 . Formation of barium zirconate may be noted at temperatures from 1100 to 12009[1453J. As for solid solutions, their formation has been established for the CaO-ZrO2 system by Reference [.4531,

while ithas not been confirmed in the BaO-ZrO2 ' system.
It should be noted that the rate of the zirconate-formation reac-

tion at various temperatures Is of great interest. For this reason,
and in connection with a remark made earlier (page 390),

it would be

helpful to study It on pure zirconium dioxide, which might be produced
by the method described In Reference [143].
As was established long ago by Tammann [211), divanadium pentoxide
reacts with MgO and CaO at temperatures as, low as 500-6000.
According to Yander [5721, the reaction may be noted in a mixture
ot MgO with V2 0 5 at a temperature as low as 4500. In this system, the
lines of the reaction product appear on the x-ray'patterns when the
mixtuare

tioin

are roasted to 5300 and above. The reaction goes to comple-

asit houtit

tures (below 6000),

at a teueratu* tbt W0O. At ftlatively low teappf'we .observe reactions In mixtures of magnesium

oxide or calcium oxide with *o03, W03 and VO . Substitution reactions
accompanied by tormation ot the same pvduaets take place at high trates
under the st&@ tonditiofte

Zn~o%j knWOO1 OdWO*1, MWi~%
A gUP
sOt

NeP4titefie

6AL'Miftb Oi; k6

*.*,b

Meaetioen

In nittwte

ot Ngo with

arA IS0 NItGft
e6hidbIed briefl

infnormIiA

ih thiB Ie-Ctfi

ig a

h eoncerning them Ahd thb pebpeiei

and applications of their products in various branches of engineering
are appearing almost every day. par this i-eagsu,
-

#5-

we can only indicate

the necessity of systematic generalization of Information on them that

)

has come to light In publications of the most diverse kinds, qomeof
which have been' directed at very narrow audiences.
S.

SIICA TES
Reactions in crystalline mixtures that form silicate systems 'on-.

stitute one of the broadest regions of solid-state chemistry.

•

Their*

scientific and practical significance In the production of glass,
cements and refractory materials is
These reactions,

a well-known fact.

like the processes of spinelide formation In

mixtures of solids, may be classified as reactions in systems with
R2 0, RO, R2 03 , RO2 and other oxides.
Let us consider the most important of these reactions.

Systeift'With R2 0
These systems and, primarily, the reactions that they encompass
between silica and sodium carbonate,
sulfate,

present

potassium carbonate and sodium

particularly great interest for the glass making

and alumina industries. Numerous research studies have been devoted to

them (see, for example, [231,

339, 343, 399, 573-576]).

On the basis of the endothermic effect that they noted on the
heating curve of a soda-quartz mixture, Tammann and El'sen [573] concluded that these substances begin to interact at a temperature of
7800.

Subsequently, Khouers and Terner [399] showed that In equimolar

mixtures of soda and silica, almost 90% of the substances has reacted
after 14 hours at a temperature as low as 6500,

while the reaction has

gone practically to completion after 50 hours. However, the start of
the reaction can be observed at a temperature of about 400°. The
authors studied the course taken by reactions in mixtures of silicawith soda in the molar proportions 4,

3, 2 and 1. It

was established

here that the reaction rate between the reagents is higher the higher
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the silica content In the mixture; the rate of the reaction in the
fourth Mxture was lowest. This observation is easily accounted for ,

on.; the basis of diffusion concelved as the limiting stage Of the

process."'fctually,, the layer at products, which form In thil' case p
the sillica grains, Is the thinner and, accordingly,
•
"*

offers less re-

sistance to the reaction the higher the content of Si0 2 In the mixP-."

ture.

. ttt.

Terner [339, 399] arrived at the

S. •o

conclusion that the reaction kinetics

O-.

between soda and silica (Fig. 140) may
be described by the monomolecular-reaction equation. The incorrectness of

S60

this Idea was demonstrated later [2311

S(see

pages 261, 282). According to
Strokov [574], the reaction product in

2,.
cig.onoflsoda withifll-

this case Is sodium metasilicate Na2 SiO3 .

iea at temperature of 8000
[339, 399]. 1) Fraction of
1339d 399). 1n•Fatio
)
o
bound 3s1 2 In %; 2) time

Strokov even aserted that when mixtures
of soda with silica are sintered, only.

in hours.

this single compound forms,
of the proportions of the reagents.
refuted In

irrespective

This statement was subsequently

the studies of Lileev [343],

Uord [Ward] [5751 and Ginstling [2313].

Toropov [119],
It

Gibson and

was established In these

studies that given a sufficient content of sodium carbonate in
mixture (when Na 2 CO3 :S102 > 2),
.orthosllicate by the formula

it

the

reacts with silica to form sodium

-

•2.*,,jCO * iSI

- 214-

S...it

)

Budnikov and Matveyev [577] established the possibility of ayntheslzlng sodium trisllicate

Na20.3Si02 in mixtures of Na 2 CO 3 + 3310 2

at teaperatuwes of 700-750O, and investigated the properties of this
-
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compound.

Its refractive indices are N

1.5b25 and N

1

.'its.

specific gravity.(the crystal silicate) is 2.9443, and Its thermal-

"

expansion coefficient is 165:10-7 [sic].
-.Potassium and lithium carbonates react with si1lc*.in the 'same way.''
as soda 1578].

-.

In contrast to the above, sodium silicate reacts only very weakly
with silicon dioxide even at high (above 10000) temperatures.

The re-

action in the Na2 S0 4 + Si02 + C system goes much more rapidly [579,
580].
Systems With RO
The formation of copper silicates by reactions in crystalline mixtures remains completely unstudied due to difficulties governed chiefly by the ease of the valence change in copper. It has been established
only that cupric oxide reacts less rapidly with SiO2 than zinc oxide
and copper oxide [581].
Only 0.5% of the S10 2 is bound by CuO as a result of a half-hour
reaction at 6500. The lack of detailed data on reactions between the
oxides of copper and silica Is a serious obstacle to study of the
physicochemical foundations of copper metallurgy. These reactions are
also of considerable interest for the production of ceramic pigments.
Until comparatively recently, reactions in mixtures of BeO and Si0
2
and the diagram of state of the BeO-SiO2 system, which is of great
practical importance, had also been neglected.
To complicate matters further, the highly limited Information oi
reactions In this system was contradictory. For example, Morgan and
Gammel [582] failed to confirm IMakhachki's observations [583] to the
effect that phenacite 2Be0.SIO2 forms at 13500 in a mixture of beryllium oxide with silicon dioxide in the absence of nineralIzers. In
Reference [582],

phenacite was synthesized by beatIa
-
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a mixture or

( )

Boo + 3102 (taken In 2:1 proportions) in the presence of 0.5-2% ofr
•willemite (Zn 2 SiO#) for 5 hours at a temperature of 15000.

.

/In 1950, Budnikov and Cherepanov [(584] undertook a detailed In-

veatigation or the

,eactions or bery llium oxide with silncon dioxide

In the presence of 2CaO"SiO 2 , 2Cd0Oi0 2 and Mn0 2 as additives. Mixtures
pressed under a pressure of 1000 kg/¢c 2 were roasted. in an atmosphere
of air at temperatures of 1400,

1500 and 1600I.

It

was established by

petrographic, x-ray and thermographic investigations that phenacite
does not form at these temperaturPes In a mixture of pure Be0 and S102,

nor In the presence of 2CaO.S1O2 and 2CdO0SiO 2 ; manganese dioxide in.
Jected into the mixture in a quantity of 2% contributes to the formation
of 2BeOSiO2 In it

at 15000; the phenacite synthesized decomposes in

the temperature range from 1500 to 16000 (according to Morgan and Gammel
[582] at a temperature of 150°); the beryllium metasilicate noted In
the literature ti

not detected under the conditions of the experiments.

Reactions In mixtures of silica with magnesium oxide and silica
with calcium oxide, which are of exceptionally great importance and do
not present any particular difficulties to research, have been studied
In minute detail.
The first investigation of reactions between crystalline silica
and magnesium oxide (not counting the recognized work of Cobb) was
conducted over 40 years ago by Khedval [585).

It

was established here

that the reaction product Is forsterlte - magnesium orthosilicate,
i.e., that the reaction follows the scheme

2MgO + SA-0 2MgO -S108.
Reactions In the MgO-SIO2 system were subsequently studied In detail
by Yander and Vurer 1309],

Berezhnoy [292], Bubenin [.293], Kutateladze

and Lutsenko [311, 40003 and many other investigators.
Aocording to Lutsenko 1400), reaction between magnesium oxide and
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silica with formation of small quantities of ?dorsterite may

,:
ote•

at a temperature of 900° after the process has been going for 1 hour.
Yander and Vurer [309] ran reactions In

mixtures of

W

-with

S102 with the molar proportions 2:1 and..1:3 and temperatures of 1100
and 11700.

Determining the composition of the roasting products by

selective solution (using aqueous solutions of amnonium salts and dilute hydrochloric acid) and by x-ray analysis,
the primary reaction product In

the authors showed that

these mixtures Is Mg2 SiO 4 , irrespective

of their composition. This fact, which has a perfectly good thermodynamic basis [306]

(Chapter 4, page 222) can be accounted for primarily

by the simpler structure of the forsterite crystal lattice, which con-

Ii-tetrahedra, while formation of magnesium meta-

sists of isolated SiO4

silicate requires that these tetrahedra be connected In
growth rate of the magnesium orthosilicate grain is

chains. The

therefore much

higher than that of the metasilicate.
Figure 141 characterizes
rates of forsterite (rg

2

the difference between the formation

SI04) and magnesium metasilicate (gSiO).

Study of the kinetics of the reactions

MgS4O + M1O- MgrSOO
MgSf04 + Sl02 -. 2MgS4
has shown [2941] that the rate of the first

Is

many times that of the

second; this circumstance naturally contributes to the primary formation of forsterite.
It

is

Interesting to note that at temperatures from 1100 to 11700,

the rate of formation of forsterite by the first
is
•

of these reactions

[2941] much higher than by the reaction
..

2MgO + SA,--. Mg

while at temperatures above 12000,

o

the rate of formation of forsterite

from the oxides and from the metasilicate and oxide of magnesium are
practically the same (293].
-46

It
S

was established, by Berezhnoy

[292] that the rate of the forster•ite-

-1

preparation reaction depends littl
•

at

these tempairtures on the form of the,
Sinitial-minerai-stililcate

-component.

*

Investigations of Berezhnoy"1385,
iater

4
3

1

2 ?em*wga•

~3971I showed that this rate 'is also.

practically independent of the form In
which the silica Is used. Thus, the
yield of forsterite at a temperature of
13500 (in

per cent of theory) runs as

_"

~Fig. 114l. Yield
of
230
ifollows:
•
and MgSiO3 - - - - - in
reaction of magnesium oxide
with silica in a mixture of
S2Mg + Si02 as a function
-

of temperature [14001. 1)
Yield of product in % of
weight taken; 2) temperature in degrees; 3) hours;
14) minutes.

58.6% In briquettes made from
magnesium oxide and quartz and 64.3%
For practical purposes, therefore (e.g.,
in refractory production),

it

is diffi-

cult to take advantage of the difference
between the formation rates of forster-

ite from different starting materials.
As was shown by Bereshnoy [2923,

the forsterite-forming reaction

goes practically to completion In two hours at a temperature of 1450.
However,

Its crystals grow slowly, so that sintering of materials con-

taining

g2 Si10 4 also proceeds with difficulty. This circumstance is,

as we know, a source of serious difficulty in the production of forsterite refractories.
Lutsenko [1400] Investigated the formation of magnesium silicates
in tableted mixtures of finely dispersed magnesium oxide and rock

K

crystal In the form of grains smaller than 0.06

= with NVO:SiO 2 pro-

portions of 2, 10 and 0.1 (the first of which corresponds to the
-
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forsterite refractory,
refractory,

the second to a forsterite-cemuented mag"esite

and the third almost exactly to the composition or mai-

neesiumocemented DInas).
The roasting temperatures were 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400
0
0'
and 1500 ; the process time at the 900° temperature was 1 hour, and

It was varied from 30 minutes to 8 hours at 1000-14000 and from 5
*

0
minutes to 4 hoursat X5O0 . As a result of chemical phase analysis

and petrographic investigation of the roasting products,

the sequencl

of reactlons nmarked out earlier was confirmed for the

.gO-410
2 system,

Formation of forsterite was noted, as we stated above, at a temperature as low as 9000,

and that of magnesium metasilicate was observed

at 13000 in the first mixture and at 12000 In the third mixture.
The composition of the roasting products-of forsterite mixtures
depends heavily on the uniformity with which its components are mixed:
an excess of silica at isolated points in the mixture results in formation of clinoenstatlte by a secondary reaction. At temperatures between 1300 and 15OO0, rapid progress of the reactions Is assisted by
development of quartz-regeneration and mineral-recrystallization processes. The results of Reference [100],
in Figs. 1i4-143,

some of which are. presented

enable us to draw inferences as to the kinetics of

the silicate-forming process in this system over a broad range of
temperatures,

although it

is difficult to agree fully with certain

observations in Lutsenko's treatment.
The mass-transfer mechanism in the crystalline phases during the
chemical reaction of magnesium oxide with silica reduces, according
to Vagner [2161,

to counterdiffusion of magnesium and silicon Ions

(see S2 of Chapter 3).
In which
aG

In view of the special importance of reactions.,:-.

gagnesiun silicates form in crystalline mixtures,

it

Is

aae to recall the processes that take place on heating of

certain hydrated silicates. Among these, thanks to the work done by
-458

Oaralldeen [5863, the reactions that arise when serpentine is heated,*.
have been most thoroughly studied. They may be reduced baslellyýtothe
followingschem:
noho w:S•

'N..,-

The contemporary conception of the". course taken by this process

my"be

represented schematically as In Fig. 144. The singularities of the
serpentine crystal-lattlee structure ("sheets" with interstitial hydroxyl groups) dictate progressive elimination of water as the temperature rises, with the formation of complex intermediate products In
the process (which it

has not yet been possible to isolate).

After

elimination of the greater part of the water- the serpentine is

found

to have decomposed into magnesium oxide and silica. On further heat'ng
of the mixture, these fine-dispersed oxides, which probably also have
many crystal-structure defects, obviously undergo changes in accordance with the schemes described above (pages 386, 455) with formation
of crystobalite and forsterite as the primary products.

It

is precisely

these substances that figure as the crystalline products of decomposltion of serpentine. Magnesium metasilicate appears only at high temperatures simultaneously with disappearance of the cristobalite.
Completely different processes take place in thermal decomposition
of talc 3Mgo-4SIO2 -H2 0 (587-5"9]

The crystal lattice of talc contains

elements that can easily be dismembered Into chains of SiO1

tetrahedra,

which form the basis of the lattice structure of the metasillcates of
divalent 'elements. Consequently,

talc does not decompose on heating

Into free oxides, but forms magnesium metasllicate and free silica
directly. Rytell (590],

using an electron microscope, observed the

formation of magnesium metasilicate and amorphous silica as prlmary
products of thermal decomposition of 3N
-59-
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Fig. 142. Processes of
In
In
silicate formation
a mixture of 2MgO +
S102yield of
-Mg2SI04;
o IOmixture - yield

Fig. 143. Reaction of,
Mg0 with St02 In mixtures
of various compositions
at various temperatures.
forsterite, first mag-

ofMgt3; ....
of bound
fraction

nesite-forsterite,

in %.A)

(2:1); -

mixture (10:1);..

gO

second

third Dinas mixture (1:I0).

Product yield

A) Quantity of bound Wg In
% of maximum possible;.B).
temperature In degrees; C}
D) magneslte-forsterýite; E) forsterite; F) 8
hours.

n %'of weight taken;
B) roasting time in
hours.

SDinas;

of decomposition of serpentine,

complex Intermediate products that

do not lend themselves to Isolation form on thermal decomposition of
talc.

Certain Investigators

position of talc,

(e.g.,

Tilo) find that In thermal decom-

a special modification of magnesium silicate forms

at the beginning of the process; this Is i-MgS10
However,

It

or protoenstatote.

has not yet been proven that this in not simply enatatite

or clnoenstatite with an Imperfect cristal-latthce s t r ucture.s
studied and as yet highly debatable

Passing over the Inadequatelo

ou

160-

.

,

..

-.

'e.

A

8

A

PIN-

Pig. 1144. Phase cown.
position of serpentine as a function of
temperature. A) Melt;
B) intermediate products.

Fig. 145. Phase comAposition of talc as a
function of temperature. A) Melt; B) intermediate products.

details of the thermal-decomposition process of talc, we may. represent the contemporary conceptions of the most important stages of
this process in the foru of Fig. l45.
The thermal-decomposition procepses of anthophyllite and seplalite
also proceed in much the same way as this process. The thermal-decomposition processes of minerals of the humite group, which are important
from a theoretical standpoint, have been altogether neglected; this
represents a major gap In the physical chemistry of magnesium silicates.,
Information concerning reactions in the ftO-SIO2 system, which
were described in very great detail above, form the scientific basis
for production of forsterite refractories and certain types of specialpurpose ceramics, and may also be used for production of special
bonding materials that contain me•gnesium silicates. Very little
has as yet been devoted to the latter.

study

Ca

Pour compounds are known In the Ca...i.sse.
tonite),

3Ca0"210 2 (rankinite),

2CaOSi0 2 (belite) and 3CaO-SO

,

2

'(alite). The reactions in which they form In crystalline mixtures,
which constitute thephysicochemical basis for production of Portland-">
cement clinker, have been studied in minute detail (see,

ifor~eznaleo,

.

[118, 335, 3144, 369, 371, 585, 591-594)].

Extensive investigations of these reactions in the temperature
range from 900 to 1550

0

were conducted by Nagai et al. [591],

among

others. According to their results, the primary reaction product at
a temperature of 900

0

is Ca 3S1 2O0

only at a temperature of 12000.
agreement with these data [574].

(rankinite),

while Ca 2 SiO4 forms

The observations of Strokov are in
In contradiction to this, other in-

vestigators [118, 341] find that the primary reaction product of
CaO and S1O2 in crystalline mixtures Is O-Ca 2 SiO1 .
According to Yander [341],
of 2CaO + SiO2 is

the course of reactions in a mixture

represented schematically as in Fig.

46. The rather

close similarity of these reactions to those in the llgO-SIO2 system
is

characteristic.

Yagich [595] observed the start of formation of the

reaction products of calcium oxide with silica in their mixture at a
temperature of 9000, using the emanation method.
investigators [596],

According to certain

these oxides react with one another even at 550°.

In the presence of CaF 2 or Fe 2 0 3 , the rate of reaction of CaO with
Si02 increases considerably.
The Investigations of Mamykin and Zlatkin 1335],

which were de-

voted to the kinetics of this reaction, confirmed the sequence of reactions in the CaO-SiO2 system that we described earlier: their basic
primary product is Ca2 S10 4 , with some Ca3 St 2 07 . The silicate of corposition CaSiO3 forms only from these compounds (a more detailed in.ve~tigation of the kinetics of silicate formation 'in this system was

1624-

;'*

undertaken In the studies of Toropov, 01nstlrng and Luginina [369, 371]
ind ChIshmaru [373, 374]).

Some results of these studies are described

"in Chapter 5.
600
S

Budnikov and Bobrovnik [597] established that at a temperature of
the chief product formed In a mixture of CaO + Si0 2 (1:) is

Ca2Si0
10000,

and, in smaller quantities, Ca 3 Si 2 0 7 ; at . temperature of
on the other hand, CaSIO3 and Ca3 Si207 predominate In the re-

action products,

and A-Ca 2 Si04 Is present only in minor quantities.

The authors confirmed the stepwise formation of the products in this
system: Ca2 Si04 and Ca 3 SI 2 0 7 are unstable intermediate compounds,
while the final product is CaSiO3 .
One compound of the system - tricalcium silicate Ca3 Si 5 - cannot
be produced by solid-phase reactions if we remain within the limits of
the system's composition. Its rate of formation Is exceedingly low and
Increases slightly In the presence of magnesium oxides, manganese
oxide and chromic oxide [598, 5993. On prolonged exposure,

tricalclum

silicate decomposes In the solid phase at temperatures below 12000
and above 19000.
It

has been established [578, 585] by investigation of the influ-

ence exerted by the type of silica (precipitated silicic acid, quartz,
cristobalite, quartz glass) upon the rate of Its reaction with calcium
oxide that there is a slight, if practically insignificant,

rise In

this rate in the case of unstable forms of S10 2 .
Preliminary.heating of the quartz in the presence of certain
gases has some effect on theintensity of its reaction with CaO. Here,
according to Khedval [6003,

the reaction rate diminishes In the follow-

Ing series as a function of the composition of the medium In which
the quartz has been previously heated: oxygen or sulfur dioxide, air,
maltur trioxide. However, the differences In the process rate are
-
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practically Insignificant In this case as well,

A comparative study made by Berezhnoy (397] on the reaction At'st".
in synthesis or'calcium and magnesium orthosilicates from the'oxides
has shown thatthe rate of Ca 2 S104 formation exceeds that for M$1i0J
at all temperatures. In the opinion of many Investigators, ,this.effect.
may be due to the higher reaction energy In the first reactiiond

,

the fact that the Ca++ ions have a higher mobility than the M'g'Calcium orthosillcate exists In several modifications. Its polymorphic transformations,
[601-606],

which were studied In detail only recently

are of very great Importance.

Correct understanding of

these transformations and refinement of our conception of the crystal
structure of the various modifications of bicalcium silicate have become possible as a result of application of Improved x-ray research
Including high-temperature x-ray procedures.

techniques,

the data of Bredig [601],

In view of

Grin [602], Belyankin and Lapin [6031,

Valtkenburg and macnardy [6o0], Toropov et al. [605, 607].NidgeleY
(606] and certain other authors, the polymorphism of calcium orthosilicate may be characterized [316, 607) by the data of Table 50.
We have at our disposal Information concerning the crystallization
of the high-temperature a-2CaO-Si0 2 In a simple hexagonal structure
(and not in a complex monoclinic or triclinle structure, as was suggested earlier),

chiefly as a result of References [602-604).

Bredig [601] was the first to refer to the existence of an Intermediate a'-form of the orthosillcate, which corresponds structurally
to 3-K 2 S34. The high speed of the a'l*

of 2CaO'Sie

2

and a' -.* -transfozmtions

prevents us from isolating the a'-form at high tempera-.

tures. However,

its

existence has been established by x-ray means:

the x-ray digam l1nes of bicalclum silicate, which has a temperstMur

[sic] of 800-20009, differ from those of m-,

-6-

-

mA V.2MO-3102

S

and, resemble the lines of P-LasW4.
n 196

using direct traces of Ionization x-ray diagrams, at

'- high temperatures for study of the polymorphic transf-orMati9ls of bi-

TA3LI 50.
Polymorphism of Bicalcium Silicate"
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1) Modification* 2) crystalline system; 3) spe-

cific gravity; 4) refractive indices; 5) temperature region of stability In degrees; 6) below;
7) above; 8) analogy of modification; 9) a-2CaOSi02 (high-temperature form); 10) hexagonal; 11)

at; 12) not determined; 13) a'-2CaO'SiO2 , bredigite (intermediate stable form); 14) rhombic; 15)
1,-2Ca0.Si0 2 , belite, phelite, larnite (intermediate unstable form); 16) monoclinic; 1-) 32CaO SiO2 (intermediate unstable form); 18)
2CaO0S10 2 (low-temperature form).
calcium silicate, Toropov et al. [607] established the existence of
s'- and al-modifications of this compound and obtained an x-ray diffraction characterization for them.
Because of the low symmetry of its lattice and the numerous polymorphic transformations of calcium orthosilicate, the structure of
-
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"bette

-2CaO'SiO 2 has thus far remained unstudlted. It IS asswe4 jhat
rstallIses
ibelte,

In

the monocllnic system.

-

More detailed information on the modifications of bicalcicum 8sllCato may be found In the papers or Toropov [316,Z 607.

it is necessary.

"tonote that-transltions of 2CaO.SiO2 from one modification to another.*ý'-r2amount to a change in the position or the calcium ion In the crystal
lattice. In the a- and f-forms of this silicate, the calcium Ions are
active coordination centers. Here we have maximum-density packing of
the lattice structure elements; the molecular volume of the compound
is less than the Sum of the molar volumes of the oxides. In contrast
to this, y-Ca 2 St04, like Ca3 S120 7 and CaSiO3 , shows a low packing
density; the molecular volume of the compound Is greater than the sum
of the molecular volumes of.the oxides.
Some of the polymorphic transformations described above, and garticularly the

-.*

y transformation,

are of practical interest: the

-- y transition is accompanied by a change of almost 10% in the volume
of the silicate, and this may give rise to crumbling of the material
(for example, cement clinker or dolomite) on cooling into a fine powder; moreover, the 1-form has practicall

no hydraulic properties.

In view of the above, prevention of certain transformations In
this system and stabilization of the high-temperature form (chiefly
the a-form) of Ca2 SIO4 Is of great Importance.

The latter Is

based

principally on the ability of calcium orthosIlicate to form various
types of solid solutions and on the properties of the latter.
By Introducing minor amounts of certain additives that form stable
solid solutions with the high-temperature hexagonal form of Ca2 S.O0,
we may manage to retard its transformation Into the low-temperature
rhomble fra..
A12 0 3 , WS0,3,e0

120

C

20 3

, B203, P 2 0 5 and many other oxides
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may be used as the additives. Their solubilities in o-2CsO-S10 2 are,

respectively,

0. 0.5, 1, 1, 2.5, 8, 1%, and so forth.

..

.*

Toropov and Konovalov [605]. established as long ago as 1938 that.

the h1s.temperature forms of Ca%3S40.

orm solid solutions that show

no tendency'-to undergo transformation to the y-form with both 2BaO-S1i0
2 '
and 2Sr0"SiO . The adthors studied these solutions In detail.
Ti'he action of all of the crystal-chemical additives listed above
and others that reduce the temperature of conversion of Ca 2 Si04 [by]
up to 150° and more comes into evidence even when they are present in
quantities equal to 0.5 mole-percent.

.

The so-called physical stabilization of Ca 2 S104 transformations
by means of additives that do not form solid solutions with the silicat. but break up its
stresses that arise in
is

grains and weaken the influence of the internal
it

in

the polymorphic-transformation process

another known procedure. The influence of these additives becomes

noticeable when they are present in

contents of 2.5-3 mole-percent

and higher.
In

connection with the importance of problems of stabilizing a-

Ca 2 S104 and preventing crumbling of products containing it,

special

research studies were devoted to these problems by Berezhnoy,
Kukolev,

Toropov and many other investigators.

Budnikov,

The results of these

researches have been set forth in detail in

the literature on bonding

and refractory materials (see,

[296,

for example,

316])

and are there-

fore not considered here.
The reactions that take place in mixtures of CaO with 810 2 are
of very great importance for glassmaking,

and for the production of

Portland-cement clinker and dolomite refractories.

The reactions are

presently being exploited on the widest Imaginable scale.
The formation of compounds in
-

the SrO-SIO2 system was studied In

.67-

Ji

the work of Eskola [608J, Yander-et al.

. -

1[309:and others], Nertse [6],

II"

and Olushkova [6j0O

Keler

and other authors.

The existence.or three strontium.ailicates has been established

,..

..Sr2SO
Fig. 146..Reaction of SrO. '3
with S10 2 (1:1) at temperature of 920" [309] . 1)
Sr 2 SiO4 ; 2) SrSiO , A) Degree of conversion In %;
B) t lme In hours.

and Sr S3O

..r.103

,

The primary

product of the reaction in an oxide mixture or a mixture or strontium carbonIs
ate with silica is strontium orthosillcate (Fig. 146) irrespective of the

proportions between the original reagents.
According to Keler and Olushkova [610], the formation of this
product may be noted at a temperature of 9000. At 18000 and above, It
Is converted into the metasilicate by the reaction
Sr*S1i0+Si~u.2SrSg~s.
The rate of this process is relatively high, as a result of the appearance of a liquid phase at a temperature of 13200. In mixtures rich-In
strontium carbonate, the tristrontium silicate also forms at a temperature of about 11000 together with the orthosilicate. Later, however,
it reacts Intensively with the remaining silica to form Sr 2 SIO1 :
2SrsS4C +S4-*raSIO
as a result of which the product obtained at about 14000 Isalmost pure
orthosllicate [610].
Many papers have been devoted to barium silicates and their
preparation by reaction of the crystalline reagents. These include the
Investigations of Eskola [608], Bouen [611], Yander et al. [309],
K•a~uze and Veyil

(612],

Grube and Trukses [613] and many other

authbore. Lately, a circumstantial investigation of the formation condltons of barium silicates was undertaken by Xeler and Glushkova
-,
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SAdetalied.

study or the* mO-.S0

2

system was conducted by Eskoli,

[6081 as'3oong, ago as 1922. The result of the work done in [309, 68,
61i-6133 and other studies was detection In the system ofathe c-..
pounds Ba2SiO0, BaSi0 3 , Ba2S1308 and BaSi205 as well as a continuous
series of solid solutions between BaSi20 5 and Ba 2 Si 3 08 . According to
Truksaes and Orube [613], barium metasilicate forms at first In the
reaction of BaCO3 with S10 2 . However, It was established in the

high-

ly.meticulous research of Yander and Vurer [309] that irrespective of
the proportions between the reagents in the Initial mixture, the primary reaction product In this case is. barium orthosilicate (see, for
example, Fig. 49). The reaction proceeds rather rapidly even at temperatures Just above 7350, while it can be noted only at about 12000
when BaSO4 is heated with 8102.
Keler and Olushkova studied the reaction of BaO with S1O2 with
continuously rising temperature, as well as reactions In mixtures of
BaC03 with SIO2 at constant temperatures.
2
3
The initial mixtures were pressed at 460 kg/cm2 and then heated
while the temperature was being raised at a rate of 6-7 0 /min.
The authors established by complex thermal analysis [1422, 423]
(see Chapter 8), as well as chemical, x-ray structural and microscopic
analyses, that barium orthosilicate forms in mixtures of barium carbonate with silica Irrespective-of the proportions between the initial
components at temperatures of 80W° and above. Beginning at about 7000,
formation of minor quantities of barium metasilicate may be noted.
In mixtures that are rich In barium carbonate, tribarium silicate
begins to form at about 10000 together with the orthosilicate.

(

With SiO2 :BaCO3 proportions > 1 In the initial mixture, formation
of barium metasllcate Is observed only when the tezeratwM

-1469-

e exceeds

11000. The formation of

a 2 S i 3 0 8 and BaSI 2 0 5 was not confirmed by

The authors synthesized Ba 3 S 10

3S5.

determined-'itmost

at a temperature of 14000 avd

Important optical constants.. ,.!It was established
in the hexagonal syngony with the ele-

that the compound crystallizes
mentary-cell parameters a 0

-

15.62 and cO

The formation of willemite (Zn

2 S104)

7.19 [311].

-

in

the reaction of zinc

oxide with silica and the remarkable fluorescent properties of this
silicate were reported as. long ago as 1929 by Pabst [614 ] and somewhat later by Karl'

[615].

of these authors showed that the

The first

reaction in mixtures of ZnO with S10
at a temperature of 9000,

takes place at a noticeable rate

2

with Zn 2 St04 alone forming Irrespective of

the mixture composition. At 980°, the yield of product Is about 100%
the reaction between

after 96 hours. When the above oxides are heated,
them passes through a number of stages.
perature as low as 7000.

can be detected at a tem-

lines of willemite In

The first

action mixture can be noted after it
days (in

It

a pressed re-

has been held at 8000 for a few

the case of quartz as SiO2 ).or at 9500 (in

the case of SI2

produced by hydrolysis of SiF4).
It

has been established by observation of dye sorption during the

reaction process that the orthosilicate forms on the silica

grains,

with zinc oxide acting as the "coating" reagent [6161.
The production of willemite by reaction in
which is

limited to a relatively small scale, is

siderable importance in

crystalline mixtures,
nevertheless of con-

connection with the use of this product as a

brightly fluorescent material.

Here, it

is

only necessary rigorously

to regulate the sizes of the granules obtained and their impurity content.
The reaction of lead oxide with silica to form PbSIO3 may be ob-
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served at temperatures as low as 5800 [211]; -at relatively low tempera-"
tures (below 10000),
*

a liquid phase appears in the reaction mixture,

leading to considerable intensification of the process. This reaction,"
which was recently studied In detail by Lindner [261] with the aid Of
radioactive indicators, takes place on heating of lead-oxide-contain- .
Ing glass and

rt

charges for glazing."

At the present time, very little

""

study has as yet been devoted to

reactions of MnO and PeO in crystalline mixtures with silicon dioxide,
although they are of unquestioned interest. It

is particularly

in-

portant that the possibility of formation of ferrous-oxide metasillcate

t

by reaction in a solid mixture be investigated; this has not yet been
achieved in devitritication of glasses of the appropriate composition.
In this case, we always observe formation of only Iron orthosilicate
fayalite (Fe 2 SI04),

while,

as we know,

the ferrotllite
so-called

-

ferrous-oxide metasillcate

-

-

exists under natural conditions.

The occurrence of reactions In mixtures of NIO with S102 and. of

Co3 04 with S10 2 was demonstrat9d by Khedval [581].
Systems With R203
Ferric oxide reacts neither with quartz nor with cristobalite
(617].

However, formation of some unstable addition product that has

not yet been isolated takes place in the Fe 2 0 3 -$i0 2 system at the
instant at which the quartz undergoes transformation (at a temperature
of 5730)

When the quartz changes to cristobalite, the ferric oxide

enters into solid solution In a small quantity; this is accompanied
by an increase in the size of the cristoballte elementary cube from

6.99 to 7.02 A.
Chromic oxide (Cr

2 03

) does not react with. crystalline silicon

dioxide [205].
As we know, the J1 2 0 3 -SiO 2 system ia extremely Inportant, par-

171-

ticularly for the production at ceramics. However, certain at its as-"'
pectin still remain unclear In spite of the enormous number at research..

Lble

studies, that have been devoted to It.

Only recently has Itbemepai

to eliminate a number of obscure
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d•rby the x,-ray, "cz'stal-optical and thermal observations of

.onf"l

cytln
[6M0J.mnels
and relationship
Kushakovskiy between
k~niovTreavyatskiy
For a long time7 the
minerals of the
sill-

S: •,

and aullite, understanding of which is necessary for a

A Ue

complete conception of the Al0

3 -3iO 2

system, remained unclear.-it be.

came known as a result of the work done by Yakob [6213 that crystalline

"

Ianite and andalusite Incorporate alkali In their crystal lattices,

while the former also includes water. Transition of these minerals into
pullite obviously Involves elimination of these components, and this
should take place in a certain temperature interval.
The circumstantial research done by Greyg [6223 showed that the
transition of kyanlte and andalusite into mullite on heating actually
takes place progressively, beginning from the grain surfaces.. According to Yakob and certain other authors, the ready transition of kyanite
into mullite Is

accounted for by the presence of the water In Its

crystal lattice in addition to the alkali.
It

to

is

highly probable that the sillimanite

lattice also contains,
A13+,

in addition to the ions

S•I4+ and 02-, certain other Ions that are

relatively firmly bound,

the elimination of

"which is involved in the transition of sillimanite to mullite.
S."The
si

-

reaction of mullite formation In crystalline mixtures, which has been the object of
numerous investigations (see, for example, [238,

Fig. 148. Phase.
239, 623-626] and others), has nevertheless not
composition of
kaolinite as a
been
function of tea- .fully
studied.
pesture. 1) Halt;
On heating,* the aluminum hydrosllicates

2) intermediate
products.

(kaolinite, pyrophyllite and others), which are,
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I

widely distributed In nature, give up water and are tiltlmately. conver t.
ed lnto mulllte and erlstoballte (Fig. 1148).

..

:

..-.-

.

O,+1etely unresearched. 'The"

extremelycomplex and thus farOremain
are,

i.,

,.

The thermal-deccmpositlon processes of these'hydrosliate 1r 14

among other things, various conceptions
•oatnas to the nature of tt

4-'

dehydeation products of kaolinitet:

Ah%2S#Oz.2HiAtz2a+2IOs+
AtO3-2S0%.2KIO-_ AIA_2SQ. +

+m

4(AI,0.2S4.0M

-4ALP

O4-3K6+ Rh

+ 2%

and, accordingly, as to the nature of the formation of mul2ite from
these products:
WA .0+SSi-AIc 2SA+ 4S46,'
3(Ai0A.UI0j- &MA.2SI + 4S0j
The most probable of the reactions listed above for the decomposition of kaolinite are the first
tion process,

two. As concerns the mullIte-formas-

both of the reactions listed above and certain others

are possible here.
The process of mullite formation may be observed at a teperasture as low as 9000,

although its

relatively low; In practice,
Ite Is

It

rate at even higher temperatures is
does not go to completion when kaolin-

heated even after the melt-has appeared (15450).

quantlty of alumina remains in

A certain

the form of a glass (the growth of

mullite grains proceeds very slowly In

the absence of the so-called

mlneralizers)..

SConducting the reaction of kaolin with alumina at temeratures
of 1600, 1650 and 1670.

with a reaction time of 2 hours, Budnikov es- '

tablished that the roastiMg products contained 76.2, 81.4 and 83.7%
of mullite,

respectlvel7, cor-mdhm (6-10% and a silica
-

1T4

-

glass.

Mdl-

%Ives (2-4%) of NgC1 22205
,

andlB2 0 3 accelerated the crystalli1and

2,

saston process of the sullites,
.ytem With R0 2 and Other' Oxides•
The dioxides or titanium and tin and the vanadium oxides
V2 0, do not, as we know, react with silica. In contrast to this, ZrO2
tform

the compound ZrSiO4,

zircon, with silica. At high temperature,

this silicate decomposes into ZrO2 and 3102, with partial transition
of the Si02 into the gaseous phase easily noted at temperatures above
19000. Numerous research data on the "dissociation temperature" of
zircon give figures In the temperature range from 1540 to 20000 and
disagree widely with one another. Thus, for example,
cording to Reference (627],

It is 20000 ac-

and 1500-17500 according to [6283.

Such a significant difference in the figures obtained by different authors may be accounted for by the known arbitrariness of the
very concept of dissociation temperature and the differences in the
conditions (purification of the test materials, and so forth) and the
methods of determination.
According to Zhirnova [629], the melting point of zircon is 24300,
while according to Kreydl [630],

it

lies between 2200 and 2500°.

The reaction
Z4 +Sb -. zool
can be noted at temperatures of 14600 and above. At the present time,
this reaction, like the entire ZrO2 -SiO2 system, which is of Interest
for refractory technology, has not as yet been thoroughly studied.
Even more neglected have been reactions in other binary systems
including silica, such as P2 05 -Si0 2 , Bi 2 0 3 -S10

2

, and so forth.

Ternary and Multicomponent SZstems
The most Interesting among the ternary silicate systems is that
formed by mai0, CaO and Si0 2 , which is the basis of glassmaking. The
-
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reactions taking place In It

nn [573]

were studied by T

V.nTernfr

"et:
al.

[6311. They established the formation, Initially, of 3a23103
7f(tt about 8500),,'followed by CaIO3 (about 1000P).., Stjrokv['.
-showed that ternary' compoundsC form in

mixtures with all

of Na20, CaO and Si02 at temperatures above 10000.
system has recently acquired great importance in

proporti,

,

-

$

The CaO1-lO-

the production "

magnesium refractories.. Taylor and Williams [6323 made a series 0o*
experiments in

the solid-mixture synthesis of all

ternary compounds

(with the exception of merwinite) encountered in this system. The
authors demonstrated the possibility of produclng akermanlte and
monticellite in mixtures of the oxides by heating them to temperatures
of 600-11000.

Diopside was synthesized by Erenberg [633] somewhat

earlier by holding a reaction mixture containing a small quantity of
Ca.

2

at a temperature of 6200 for 525 hours. Merwinite was obtained

P2.

in a solid mixture by Shtrassen [634] and Femister [635].
demonstrated the possibility of synthesizing all
of this system in crystalline mixtures,

and it

ternary compounds
remained only to study

the course taken by the corresponding reactions.
and Williams,
the silicates.

According to.Taylor

the magnesium oxide may substitute calcium oxide in
This point of view was negated by Shtrassen [634] and

Berezhnoy [397],

who followed quantitatively (the former using powder

diagrams and the latter
tions in

Thus was

by selective solution) the progress of reac-

which the magnesium oxide In the silicates was substituted

by calcium oxide. These reactions take place at high speed and go to
completion within 2 hours at temperatures from 1200 to 13000.

In

studying various ways to form and decompose monticellite and mezrwinite,
Berezhnoy [397] established that the preparation reactions of these
compounds take place in

stages.

Calcium orthosillcate*,

the formaiton rate of which is
-

76-

considerably

9

higher than that of M42 Si04 [and In the synthesis of monticellite even.-

"higher than that of Ca3 Ng(SiO04 )2 ], Is an Intere.diate product ofthe
reaction. Only a comparatively small quantity of ternary compounds
ýýappears to form directly from the oxide, and then this happens only at
temperatures

of 'the order of 1W00.

As a result of'the low reactlbn

rate In the formation of merwninte In a crystalline mixture, its
thesis is rendered difficult in practice,
other hand,

while monticellite,

syn-

on the

Is produced relatively easily. The latter's rate of forma-

tion Is relatively high when some of the magnesium oxide has been substituted by calcium oxide and low when the process corresponds to the
equation

Casio$ + Mgo _ a g 4
Akermanite appears to form in the synthesis of monticellite from
diopside as an intermediate product of the reaction.
Due to the fact that the product obtained In a synthesis of mewwinite may retain a relatively large quantity of bicalcium silicate,
which Is an intermediate product of the reaction and sometimes causes
decrepitation of specimens,

the merwinite "cement" should be used

with great caution In magnesium refractories.
Studying the changes undergone by thermolite on heating, Tilo

[636] showed that a solid solution of magnesium metasilicate (clinoenstatite) In helenite and cristobalite forms from this mineral at a
temperature of 11000.
Krauze and Veyl'

[612] set up separate experiments to study reac-

tions in Na2 CO 3 -BaCO 3 -10

2

mixtures. However,

their work ts of the

nature of prelimlnary research and the data obtained require improvement.
As yet, the reactions in the NgO-A1 2 0 3 -SIO2 system have been the
subject of little

study.

Investigation of the process In which the
-4TT7

only stable ternary compound of.this system, cordlerite

g2Al 4i

forms In this system would be of special Interest, since It

5

0 18 ,

has direct

importance for the technology'.of electrical ceramics and for certaIn,,.
other branches of engineering.

."

According to Bistrem [637], who investigated the behavior of an
MgO:A1 2 0 3 :SiO2

,20:40:40 (percent

by weight) mixture, the composi-

tion of which is near that or cordierite, observed

fir'st

the formatlon

of crlstoballte, and then that of forsterite (ft2 SiO4) and spinel'
(NgA1204)

In devltrification of a glass or this composition. Only

later do cordlerite and magnesium metasilicate (clinoenstatite and
protoenstatite) form from these substances.
In this case, therefore, we have first the formation of binary
and then that of ternary compounds.
Budnikov, Avetikov and Zvyagil'skly [6381 Investigated the process
in which cordierlte forms In a mixture of talc with fireclay and
alumina taken in proportions calculated stoichlometrically to produce
2NgO.2Al 2 0 3 -5O

2

. The formation of this compound In such a mixture

may take place according to the reaction

3MgO-4SAo-H

2 O+2IAIO.2S4.-2ItO+3AIA.-

Roasting of the slurry obtained from the initial mixture was conducted at a final temperature of 13500. It

was .established by x-ray

Investigation of the roasting products that when cordierite is produced from this raw material, clinoenstatite and mullite form simltaneously from the above starting material (by the reaction presented),
as does spinel.

"ie COO-A1 2 03 -Si0
tectmolpgy, in that It

2

system Is exceptionally important for silicate
encompasses the production not only of ceramics,

but also of Portland-cement clinker, alumina, and so forth. There are
-
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..

9

t~ pr. compounds
pal2AIYS
In this system: helenite CaA
two principalS: ternary
* and ýanorthlte PaAI 2 3i 2 %. .The first of 'theme melts at 1590
second, at 1550°.
tua'ek.as long

and the

The possibility of their synthesis In a solid mixen knmown, although Its kinetics remained unstudied

prior to the. Inveistigations of Yander and Petri [2953. These authors
produced helenite and anorthite both from the oxides and from a mixture of CaAl 2 0l. + CaSIO

and mixtures of sillimanite with calcium

carbonate or with CaSiO3

In view of the difficulty of chemical separa-

tion of the materials in these cases, the authors employed the x-ray
examination method. According to their data, the Intermediate reaction products in the formation of helenite at a temperature of 11000
are the compounds 12CaO-7A1 2 0 3 (taken earlier for 5Ca0.3A1 2 0 3 ) and
13-Ca 2 SI0

4;

also present in the oxide mixture was CaAl20 4 . After 1 hour

and 45 minutes from the start of the experiment,
'also. made Its appearance.

calcium metasilicate

As the reaction advanced,

the quantity of

CaA1 2 04 and f-Ca 2 Si0 4 Increased, while those of 12CaO-7AI 2 0 3 and CaSIO3
diminished with the simultaneous appearance of helenite. After 7 hours
145 minutes,

the reaction mixture contained a large quantity of helenite,

as well as CaAl204 and O-Ca 2 SiO 4 . After heating for 185 hours, pure
helenite was obtained.
Studying the formation of helenite by the reactions

CaSIO3 + C&A2O4 .CASO

12CaO.7AIA3 + SiO-.-*6(CaAISIO-)+ AI&,.
7-Ca 3 S1O 4 +. A120&-,Ca6AIS.
the authors arrived at the conclusion that' the first of these takes
place at a low rate at a temperature of 11000: helenite can be detected only after 14 hours, and the reaction has not gone all the way
to completion after 53 hours; no Intermediate products form In this
case.
According " o Yander and Petri, the rate of the second reaction Is
-
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higher than that of the first (there Is much helenite -in the m1xtUW
after 1 hour 45 minutes, while the major part of the alumInate has
reacted after 3 hours AI5 minutes),

and that of the third reaction is

'higher than that Or the second (at-11000, helenite lines are detected
on, the powder diagram after 15 minutes, and after 15 hours 45 minutes
the reactionhas gone almost to completion).'
The rate at which sillimanite reacts with calcium carbonate Is
relatively high: at a temperature of 11000, over 50% of the starting
reagents have been converted into helenite after 7 hours 45 minutes:

A6%06 + 2C&COa

C&A01O + 9006

The process In which helenite forms in a mixture of oxides takes
place, according to Yander and Petri, In the following manner. The
compounds 12CaO-7A1 2 0 3 and A-Ca 2S0O4 form first. Then part of the
aluminate reacts with S10 2 and the orthosilicate with A12 0 3 to yield
the basic mass of the helenite. The CaA1204 and CaSiO3 produced concurrently react slowly with one another to complete the formation of
the helenite.
Anorthite may be synthesized from a mixture of kaolin with CaCO3
and from mixtures of CaCO 3 with A12 0l and SiO2 . The last reaction path,
which lends itself more readily to inspection, was the one to which
Yander and Petri devoted most of their study. After 15 minutes of
heating at 11000,

the compounds l2CaO.TA1 2 0 3 and CaSiO3 , as well as

small quantities of f-Ca2 SI04 and CaAl1204 were identified In the reaction mixture. After 1 hour 45 minutes,
In It,

diopside'made its

appearance

and after 7 hours 45 minutes the aluminate 12CaO-7A0 _ 3 had

vanished; here, the content of CaSiO3 had diminished noticeably, while.
the content of
i-CaOlk.ad
Increased. It is highly
that an-

hadal

ghCaSi0

ta

orthite was already present in the mixture but could not be identified
because

its lines are superimposed on others in the powder diagram.
-
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After 15 hours 45 minutes had elapsed from the start of the experiment,

11the

calcium metasilicate vanishes and the content of anorthite In the

mixture increases. Even after 300 hours of exposure, however, diop~sde,
be detected In addition to anor-

cristobalite and A-Ca 2 S1O4 could still
thite In the reaction mixture.

TABLE 51
Sequence of Formation of Compounds In Synthesis
of Diopside

I

1

2

T

a rpm
-uiaqav

30rcY.'cmY=e

t2CaO.7AIA
IC~aSIO,

PCO-Alo

es

cU

ccua

Ca.AIO.S

2C&O-AIA.SiO,

MOuPOCxOSuW"M
a

CUe"
l

ocim*

wTHW sinter cake was obtained from a mixture of
of 2CaCO3 + Al(OH)3 + crystalline Si02 .

1) Compound; 2) temperature in degrees; 3) lackdefiniteof composition*; In4)sinter
in sinter cake microscopically
ing
ly distinguishable
cake of composition*.
Study of the process of anorthite formation by the reactions
SCaASiO-, + 2Si0 2-,CAlISO-+CaSIO+ ,
CaAI.SIO;+AIOa + 3SKO-'2(CaAIO)
CaAI3 O, +2SIO, • CaAnS1OA
at temperatures from 1050 to 11000 led the authors to the conclusion
that the first of these reactions proceeds at the highest rate: in it.,
anorthite may be detected after 1 hour 45 minutes. The formation of
anorthite In the second and third reactions may be observed only
after. 3 hours 45 minutes. Here, the quantity of anorthite that has
formed In the mixture Is

insignificant when the third reaction is run

under these conditions even after 15 hours. When the temperature Is
raised to 1400 , the starting "eagents are converted completely into
-
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TAWZZ 52
Sequence of Compound Formation in
AnorthIte

1

th

Synthesis ofr

2.

2C0-AIA~s0
aolthteafer10horm
C&0.AIA.2SIO%

ital *21mnt
noratinwthcliu

nege

1) Compound; 2) temperature in degrees,

ea

the anorthit. after 10 hours.
Sillimanite undergoes virtually no reaction with caiclirn meat-.
silicate.

Thus, diopside forms as an Intermediate reaction product in

the synthesis of anorthite.

However,

according to Yander and Petri,

anorthite forms directly in a mixture or kaolinite with CaW 3 .
According to Khedval [214],

the -reection may be noted in uich a

mixture at temperatures of the order of 8000.

[597] showed that at a temperature of 6000,
calcium oxide Is bound in

Budnikov and Dobrovnik

the process In uwich the

a mixture with kaolinite has gone practically

tc completion within 2 hours or less. The investigations of Strokoe
[11743 showed that in

reactions in mixtures of CaO with Al 203 and 8102,

,he aluminate (CaAl20 4 ) and silicates of calcium (Ca

2 SiO4

and more

basic silicates) form as intermediate products.
A circumstantial investigation of the processes in
and anorthite are formed by reactions in
by Glnzberg and Lygina [294].

which diopside

crystalline mixtures was made

Conducting these processes

in mixtures

of various compositions at temperatures from 900 to 12000 and investi/ttng the roasting products microscopically and by x-ray analysis, ,
Ebqý authors arrived at the conclusion that the sequence of reactions
//iea'tIng

to the formation of diopside and anarthite conTespand"

S•
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to

the description given above (see pages 211 a,-:d 213) and the data of
Tables 51 and 52.
According to.thie authors, diopside is an Intermediate product In
.all or the anorthlte-synthesis reactions that they studied,

including

-the synthesis of CaO.A12 03 2SIO2 in a mixture of kaolin with CaCM.
Dlopside itself forms from the high-temperature compounds CaO-A1 2 0 3
and CaO-SiO2 , and not by reaction of 12CaO-7A1 2 0 3 with Si02 as had
been suggested earlier. These data have thus made it

possible to re-

fine our conceptions considerably in regard to the sequence of reactions In the synthesis of diopside and anorthite.

TABLE 53
Parameters of Crystal Lattices of Diopside anra

CaNi(SiO3 ) 2

9,7

1

8:88

QPCUSOxh&

Be

5.
a
5.25j

74. 10"
74oW

1) Compound.
Reference [294] also indicates considerable Intensification of
these reactions In the presence of the "mineralizers" cryolite, fluorite and apatite.
Two ternary compounds are known in the BaO-A1 2 0 3 -SiO2 system:
BaO-Al 2 0 3 -2SiO2 (celsian),
ago as 1915 by Ginzberg,

the synthesis of which was studied as long

and an aluminosilicate of the composition

3BaO"3A1 2 O3 .2SI0 2 , which was first discovered and studied In 1954 by
Toropov, Galakhov and Bondar'.
The above studies are important for several branches of chemical

Recently, G'yessing [639] obtained the nickel analog CaNI(SIO3 ) 2
-
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of diopside by resetiem i&'

solld Vxtuve.' Study ot this empound in.

"dIcated that It is quite analogous to diopside as regards
crystal lattice,

type I'f

while. the: parameters are very close to those of-Ife

latter compound (Table

53).ý

Among the -more cosplex reactions in crystalline, mixtures b
to the silicate systems,

lO"ging

the following are worthy of note: Teger 16401

proposed that beryllium oxide be produc,.?d from beryl by the reactions

Oe3AjS102 + 7C&0-.&'Cdi + CeAI + 3BA(
Se&A 1^00O + I3Ca.0- 6Cs1 pS 4 + CA1W06 + 3.0.
These reactions, .which take place with noticeable speed at
temperatures above 5000, are of great importance for the production
of beryllium oxide - a valuable product used In the production of 're.*'ractory

and electrical-insulation materials.

Taynkina [641

showed that zircon ZrUO3
1 4 reacts with magnessiv

oxide and calcium oxide. With a sufficient content of magnesium oxide
in the mixture, the reaction corresponds to the scheme

According to Tsynkina, the bonding of magnesium oxide ti

charac-

terized by Fig. 90 as a function of the maximum roasting tespereture
at which the reaction took place within 2 hours.
With a small content oa masgneslum oxide In the mixture, the reaction proceeds in accordance with the scheme

2MgO +ZrS1O4--Mg.SIO.+ ZA.
Zircon also reacts with alumina [642]s,

2ZSiO4, +

A-,A-.AIA.2S4.+ 2Z4,

Both of these reaction types are highly Important for the produc-

tion af refractory materials,.
"The)similar reactons of Ur1104. with soda and lim (see, ror
example,

\431).3)

used to produce zirconium dioxide, whieh Is-used
-
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qC
in the production of refractory materials and as a substitute for

3

cassiterite (Sn0 2 ) for deadening of enamels [644].
Tammann [645] studied the reactions between MgO,
aluminosilicates. Here,

he arrived at the conclusion that magnesium

oxide does not react with orthoclase,
at temperatures below 10000,
and BaO at 2750. At 10000,

willemite (Zn 2 Si104).

CaO and Bab and

leucite, nepheline or hornblende

while CaO reacts with them at about 5000

calcium oxide reacts noticeably with

Barium oxide reacts with the silicates less in-

tensively than CaO.
The data given here concerning the reaction temperatures of the
substances were obtained by the heating-curve method described above
and should be verified by means of modern methods for preparation of
pure substances and investigation of reactions between them.
Berezhnoy [293, 397] showed that on heating in an oxidizing
medium, mixtures of olivine with magnesium oxide and of foraterite
with ferric oxide or chromic oxide undergo the following reactions:
(Mg, Fe),S10, + MgO + 0, - Mg7SS 4 + MgFe,0..

MgSIO. + Fe,o,- MgSI% + MglýO,..
MgS1O,-+ Cr,O-. MgSO,+ MgCr,,O..

The progress of the second of these reactions was also confirmed
by other investigators.
Berezhnoy [397] also showed that bicalclum ferrite reacts with
forsterite and monticellite,

forming bicalcium silicate and magnesio-

ferrite.
Budnikov et al. [646-648] investigated reactions in mixtures of
kaolin or clay with carbon (petroleum coke).

The authors proceeded

from the reaction in which mullite and carborundum form at temperatures from 1700-18000:

3lA1O.2S1O! + I2C-•3AI,Oa.2SI0,+4SIC+ SCO
and the formation of corundum and carborundum at temperatures from
-
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'1820

to

40

130

AIO,2S101+6CmAIA ;W+24M.
.igh-quallty

carborundum-mullite and corundumiOarborundum refracft.,

tory materials were obtained as a result of studies [16-60)],618

"The:above does not,

oa

course, exhaust the Information that-has

been published In the literature concerning the reactions of rormatton
and decomposition of silicates In crystalline mixtures.
The material given here may be supplemented at the present time
and will undoubtedly be the center of significant development In the
next few years by the results of the numerous research studies being
devoted to these reactions.
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Quite recently, Sazhin and Pepelyayeva [443] developed a
method of obtaining pure zirconium dioxide containing less
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Chapter 10
CERTAIN FIELDS OF TECHNICAL APPLICATION OF
REACTIONS IN CRYSTALLINE MIXTURES
J1. CEAMICS AND REFRACTORIES
The technology of ceramic articles employs reactions in crystalline mixtures and the science that treats them in all of its

branches:

In the production of articles for gross structural ceramics, refractory mterials, porcelain and falence, pigments,

special electrical-

engineering and other materials.
In the production of refractories and in the chemistry and technology of silicates, the polymorphic transformations of silica had
hitherto been regarded as the simplest of solid-phase processes. Actually, however, these transformations,

which represent an important

factor in the manufacture of, for example, Dinas, are quite complex.
It

has been established by research studies that the rate at which

quartz is

converted Into tridymite and the extent of this transition,

which determines the quality of Dinas articles and their behavior under
operational conditions, depend on the grain size of the Initial quartz,
the quantity, structure and properties of the melt due to the presence
of Impurities in the quartz or a mineralizer in the original mixture,
and on the temperature of the process and certain other factors (61,
Chapter 9). The dependence of the process rate and the extent of tridymitization of the quartz on the size of itz grains, for example,

is

relatively complex in nature (page 389).
2he accelerating effects of ferrous and ferric oxides and calcium

J8 7
4-

-

.p

oxide on the tridy-mitization or quartz is a known factor. This.tt
is

related to a conslderable degree with the chemical reactions that'

take place in the presence of these oxides. For example,-ferroas oxide
(which Is produced,'by reduction roasting of the initial u

_aa) t

,

with silica and lime, to form relatively low-melting ferorosilicates.
The appearance of"butectlc melts or a definite structure creates canditions here that favor reconstruction of the silica lattice.
With calcium oxide hydrate or calcium carbonate present in
most insignificant quantities in
there is
it

usually 1-3% of CaO in

the Initial

material (in

the

practice,

the production of refractory materials),

1s necessary to reckon with the reactions that form calcium sili-

cates (S4 of Chapter 9).
If

the Initial mass also contains a certain quantity of oxide 1.-

purities of aluminum,
aluminoferrites,

iron,

titanium and other elements,

the aluminates,

aluminosilicates and titanates of calcium and similar

compounds will accordingly appear when it

Is

and subsequently melts of these eutectics,

heated. Thus eutectics

which promote transition

of quartz to tridymite, are prepared. The exploitation or these effects
in

the. production of Dinas and other products opens ways to deliberate

regulation of their properties.
The process of mullite formation In

roasting of kaolins and clays,

which are the basic constituents of many ceramic masses,

Is

of great

importance for ceramic production.
As a result of the research done by Budnikov et al.

[239),

Iskyull,.Krauze and other authors have recently formulated conceptions

Sas to the mechanism of this process and made available Information con,

cerning Its

nature and intensity as a function of the nature-of the

starting raw material,

474).

temperature and certain other encdtlm

The behavior of mullite at high temperatures Is

(me

of vanuiderable

interest for the technology of refractory materials: the properties
-
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o. high-alumina and other refractory materials are determined to a
major degree by their mullite contents and the stability of the aullite
on heating. Consequently,

the processes of dissociation and the fusion

and .crystallization processes of mullite, and particularly the problem
as to-the manner in which it

melts (incongruent or congruent fuslon),

which were studied in the papers of Toropov and Galakhov [619] and
other authors, are of great practical Importance.
Nagnesium silicates form the most important constituent of certain ceramic products. These products include,
refractury materials,

for example, forsterite

which consist for the most part of magnesium

orthOsilicate. The raw mass here contains olivine MgOFeO-SI0 2 (or
serpentine 3140.2S=

2

.2H 2 0) and magnesite.

The content by weight of olivine (or serpentine) and magnesite
Is regulated in such a way that these materials will be converted as
completely as possible during firing into magnesium orthosilicate
(forsterite) and magnesium ferrite by the reactions

2(MgO.FeO-S•O,) + 3MgCO + Lo-2 (2MgO. S101) + MgFeO, + CO0
3MgO. 2SiO,.-211o + MgCO3-, 2 (2MgO. Sio2) + Co, + 2•,0.
During firing, fayalite 2FeO.Si0 2 , which is present In olivine
(and serpentine),

may combine with forsterite to form a solid solution

that is detrimental to the quality of the forsterite brick. By using
the formation reaction of magnesium ferrite, however, we may prevent
the emergence of this solution. For this purpose, magnesite is

intro-

duced into the raw-material mass in a quantity sufficient to ensure
not only the formati-n of forsterite, but also conversion of all the
Iron present in it

into magnesium ferrite.

Silica is present in the raw mixtures for certain technically important refractory materials in quantities considerably smaller by
comparison to the oxides of other metals. When such mixtures are fired,
-
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the metallic oxides react with one another to form spinelides of the
composition MeO

or 2MeO-RO2 . Ceramic technology also makes ex-

tensive use of the reactions of the spinelldes themselves with cryswhich are accompanied by the for-

talline oxides at high temperatures,
mation of new compounds.

a chromite firebrick,

for example,

To produce,

the basic substance

the raw material selected is chromium Ironstone,

ferrochromite FeCr204 . Together with ferrous oxide and

In which is

chromic oxide,

the ore usually also contains considerable quantities

of magnesium oxide and aluminum oxide and approximately 3-6% of sillcon dioxide.

As a result of reactions with participation of 14W0 and
fired chromite brick also contains,

A12 0 3 (pages 409-418),
to ferrochromite,

tor in

addition

magnesiochromite and aluminate spinel.

Despite the relatively small content of it
material,

in

raw

reacts with ferrous oxide to form the

It

ferrosilicate 2?eO-SiO 2 (page 471),
chromite and spinel grains.

the Initial

In this case, be an essential fac-

the silicon dioxide may,

the firing process.

in

which serves as a cement for the

A deficiency of SiO 2 results In

a loss of

refractory property and thermal stability In the chromite brick. Formation of the ferrosilicate

in

excessive quantities Is

naturally also

undesirable. This may be avoided by binding the silicon dioxide with
magnesium dioxide in

forsterite by the reactions described earlier

(see Chapter 9).
Thus,

taking advantage of the known reactions In

the system per-

taiing to the process under consideration enables us to regulate the
composition and properties of chromite firebrick.
The approach to the production of chromomagnesite and other refractory Materials Is

similar.

Above we gave a brief deseriptitu of the part taken by reducing
and oxidizing media In

Indlvidual reactions In crystalline mixtures.
4 90

[

It will be appropriate here to touch upon the effect of water vapor an

*

It

certain technological processes.
vapor is

has been established that water

capable not only of accelerating many such proeesses-,jbut

cop-

"alsoin certain cases ot exerting an essential influqnce op
sition and properties of the products obtained.

For example,

In the-

simultaneous presence of water in the firing atmosphere and reducing
carbon In the raw-material mass, gaseous carbon monoxide and hydrogen
form (by the reaction C + H2 * CO + H2),

and then take an active part

in the chemical processes related to conversion of.the mass Into the
product.
This principle Is

employed, for example,

In production of the so-

called "indigo" brick.
Reactions In crystalline mixtures have an important role in the
production of lime pottery.
According to Rike and Fol'ker [6493, the process in which the
raw materials (consisting basically of kaolin, clay, quartz and
calcium carbonate) are fired in the production of faience at a tenperature of 900° Is

accompanied by formation of calcium aluminosili-

cate, which is readily soluble in acids, with only 1% of the CaO
remaining unreacted. After firing at a temperature of 10000,

only

traces of unreacted CaO can be detected; at 11000 and above, the molar
composition of the acid-soluble part of the lime pottery correspoids
to the synthesis of anorthite CaO.A1 2 0 3 .2Si0 2 , which Is

obviously

formed on.reaction of decomposition products of kaolinite and other
minerals with calcium oxide..
High-refractory-oxide products constitute an important group of
ceramic materials that are manufactured in part with the aid of crys-.
talline-mixture reactions. These articles consist either of a single
3
oxide, such as A12 0,

4gO,

ThO2 (here, the processes that take

ZrO,
-
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place on firing are restricted basically to sintering, recrystalll*ation, and polymorphlc transformations),
three oxides (here,

It

or of a combination of two or

is naturally possible for chemical reactions to'.*

"take place and for solid solutions to form). In the latter
reactions In which high-refractory spinels such as MgAl

2 04

case, the
, MgCr 2 04,

and the like are formed acquire special importance.

FeCr 2 Ohi

Recently,.

metals have sometimes also been added to the Initial-masses In

the pro-

duction of these articles to improve their thermal conductivity. The
etc.)

firing conditions (temperature,

are adjusted in

such a.way as to

produce a dense, gas-impermeable product.
the processes in which such articles

During the last few years,

are manufactured have been described in detail in
Extensive use is

made of reactions in

the literature [413).

crystalline mixtures in

the

manufacturing processes of insulating and other materials of high-frequency engineering.

Here It

MgO and SiO2 , Al 2 0 3 and Si1)

is
2

necessary to deal with reactions between

and many others.

The ceramics of electrical engineering incorporates three Important materials categories:

insulating, semiconductor and magnetic.

All of these possess the same type of chemical bond -

that of the ionic

crystal-lattice structure.
The first

category includes:

a) ceramics for installation hardware and low-capacitance condensers (steatite,

ultraporcelain,

radioporcelain,

celslan ceramics,

and corundum-mullite materials);
b)
tile,

ceramics for high-frequency and low-frequency capacitors (-u-

perovskite,

tanate);

-

titanium-zirconium,

stannate,

strontium-bismuth ti-

.

c) ferroelectric and piezoelectric ceramics for low-frequency
capacitors, piezoelectric and nonlinear elements

-1492-

(solid solutions of

titanates,, zirconates, stannates).
The second category is composed of ceramics for semiconductors,',
high-power radio-frequency resistors, high-temperature heater units,
nonlinear elements and thermlstors manufactuted on the basis' o oppez.
and cobalt-manganese inverse spinels and certain other compounds.
The third category embraces magnetically soft and magnetically
hard- ceramics (nickel-zinc, manganese-zinc, magnesium, barium and
other ferrites). The most complete description of nonmetallic ferromagnetic materials and ferroelectrics was given by Smolenskly.*
A classification of the crystalline phases of electrical-engineering ceramics according to Bogoroditskiy and Fridberg [650, 651] is represented in Table 51.
Other important crystalline phases In high-frequency ceramics are
quartz, celsian (BaO"A1 2 03 -2Si0 2 ), perovskite (CaTiO 3 ),

zirconium

titanate (ZrTi0 4 ), calcium stannate (CaSnO3 ) and calcium zirconate
(caZrO 3 ).
All of these compounds and others named above belong to the
BaO-A1 2 0 3 -S10 2 , MgO-A1 2 0 3 -S10 2 , CaO-A1 2 0 3 -SiO 2 , ZrO2 -A12 0 3 -SiO 2 , BaOZrO2 -TIO 2 , MgO-ZrO2 -TiO 2 , CaO-ZrO2 -TI0 2 , SrO-Bt 2 03 -T10 2 , CaO-SnO2 T10 2 , CaO-SrO-BaO-TiO2 and CaO-SrO-BaO-TiO2 systems.
The properties of ceramic materials manufactured on the basis of
these compounds that are of greatest importance for radio engineering
-

-

are their dielectric strength, dielectric losses, mechanical and
sparkover strengths, coefficient of thermal expansion, Curie point,modulus of piezoelectric effect and certain others. Knowing these
properties as functions of the composition and structure of the Initial
materials and the processing conditions applied to them (pressing;
firing, and so forth), we ny produce ceramic products of the required
quality.
-
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For example,

in

producing one of the most important materials of

high-frequency technique - steatite

-

from talc, a natural hydrated,

magnesium silicate of the composition 3MgO.4SiO2 -H2 0, we regulate the
electrical properties of the product (and Its dielectric-loss factor
in particular) through the composition of the Initial mixture. On
firing, the tale is first converted Into protoenstatite and then Into
clinoenstatite.

Cristobalite forms from the excess silica. To bind It,

barium carbonate [215],
as 600-7000 [612],

which reacts with SIO2 at temperatures as low

is added to certain steatites.

The recipe for a steatite ceramic and the process conditions are
selected such as to exclude the possibility of polymorphic transformations of the basic crystalline phase of the product,

magnesium sili-

cate, under operational conditions and during storage of the articles.
Zirconium dioxide is Introduced into certain steatites as a mineralizer
to promote fornation of fine-crystalline material and,
contribute to :.ncreased mechanical strength [651].

accordingly,

A steatite (grade

S-55) whose recipe includes a clinoenstatite sinter prepared from talc
and magnesite J i proportions calculated to bind all of the silica
liberated In tht decomposition process of the talc when It

is

heated

possesses parti(ularly high mechanical strength. The raw-material
mass for this s eatite also contains raw talc corresponding to the
quantity of mateslte, a small quantity of clay and zinc oxide as a
mineralizer.
To product electrical-engineering products with extremely low
coefficients o' thermal expansion and high thermal-shock resistance,
talc and kaolir or clay, and sometimes certain other materials, are
introduced into the raw-material mixture in such weight proportions
thpt cordieritedg0"2A1 2 0 3 -5S0

2

will be formed during firing as a

result of chemicil reactions in the mixture (see page 478).
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Ceramic capacitors based on titanium dioxide are. being used suc-

()

cessfully In contemporary high-frequency engineering. The initial cor-..
pounds used in the production of such capacitors also' contain oxides

:'

of other metals for the purpose of forming titanat#" during.the ftiIngrprocess; the properties of the condenser ceramic
constants, dielectric loss factor and others-

-

its dlelectki

are regulated by very-

Ing the proportions between these oxides.
Magnesium orthotitanate and barium metatitanate are Important
titanates for high-frequency technique. However,

oxides of other metals

are also used together with the magnesium and barium oxides or carbonates to produce the condenser raw materials.
Naturally, information on the sequence of the thermal and voluige
effects In titanate-synthesis reactions that has been obtained by researchers [562] and others) is

of essential interest In selecting

efficient systems for synthesis of these compounds under industrial
conditions.
We discussed above the processes in which spinelides are produced
in the manufacture of refractory materials. These compounds and their
formation reactions are also important in the manufacture of high-frequency ceramics.

In this case, the spinels have a dual importance: as

materials with high resistivity and as nonmetallic ferromagnetics.
The formation of ferrites, which are ferromagnetic materials
possessing very low conductivities, has acquired particular importance
In coruection with the development of high- and ultrahigh-frequency
technique. These compounds, which have the general formula Me Fe3O:
(where Me is a uni-, di- or trivalent metal),

and metaferrites of the

composition Me2 +O*Fe2O3 in particular, which are used widely In radar,
electroacoustics,

contemporary computer.technique,

etc., are also pro-

duced by reactions in mixtures of crystalline reagents (oxies&).
-

&96-

-

It is essential to note that there are considerable differences
between the properties of different spinelides. Thus, the resistivity.
of thei'inverse spinel" Fe304 is

several hundred ohmsi-

cm

while'.-.

that of normal aluminum-iagneslua splnel is 10- [superscript lil1gtbleJ
ohrs

om-I.

Zinc and cadmium territes,

which ,.have the structure*'.•t,

normal spinel, possess paramagnetic properties,
ferrites (of the "Inverse"-spinel

while certain other

type) show ferromagnetlc properties.

Only by calculating the composition of the raw-material masses carefully and by specifying the firing conditions for them strictly

in

order to produce specific compounds and solid solutions will it

be

possible to regulate the properties of the ceramic products with an
accuracy sufficient for high-frequency technique.

Reactions In mix-

tures of crystalline oxides have been used for many centuries to produce ceramic pigments.

Like other fields of application of the so-

called solid-phase reactions, this field has for centuries been In the
province of the arts, but not of science. Only comparatively recently
were systematic Investigations undertaken into the relationship between
the crystal structure and properties of the pigments,
penetrating study of the various processes in
The manufacture of ceramic pigments is
silicates,

aluminates,

together with

which they are produced.

based on the formation of

aluminosilicates and similar compounds,

as well

as various solid solutions and mixtures between them, to which various
colors are Imparted. Various oxides are generally added to white and
colorless masses as coloring agents.
to produce yellow,

For example,

etc.

(compounds of antimony,

nickel,

green by chromic

copper,

uranium and other

metals are also used to color enamels).*
It

In fu•

used

red and brown colors, brown colors are also pro-

duced by manganese oxide, blue by cobalt oxide,
oxide,

ferric oxide is

frcm always an easy task to produce stable pigments

-
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that do not change color on exposure to high temperature, molsture,'ý .Z
air,, carbon dioxide,

and so forth.

It

is

known that fIring certain, •

substances in media of various compositions resultW.Bin the formati.o
of products- having various corresponding colors.

Inparticular,

add-...

tion of red clay with a high ferric-oxide contenti'or.slmpl~i'addition
of ferric oxide)

red frequently

to a white or yellow clay to color it

does not lead to the desired results: even with low firing*teperatures,
the mass turns gray or violet.

In

only the solid solution

these cases,

of ferric oxide in alundium oxide retains its

red coloration even in

high-temperature firing (the circumstance taken advantage of in practice).
It

would be possible to cite many examples in

which ceramic pig-

ments are produced by reaction In mixtures of crystalline reagents.
Even in

his work of 1912-1915 Khedval succeeded

in

synthesizing

Rinmann's green CoZnO2 from white zinc oxide and black cobalt oxide
and "matte blue," cobalt aluminate,
At the present time,

from the white A1 2 0 3 and black CoO.

cobalt ultramarine is

produced by precisely

the same formation of aluminates - CoAlO24 , CoA1 4 07,. CoA160 1 0 and
others.

It

is

true that in practice,

we deal in

reaction between two or three pure oxides,
in

this case not with a

but with complex system

which SiO2 , Al 2 0 3 and other oxides are chemically bound,

the form of kaolin,

e.g.,

in

feldspar, and so forth.

The violet lower silicate

of cobalt is

produced by the -reaction

2CoO + Sa%-.CojiO.
The metasilicate CoSiO

and the polysilicates CoSi20 5 , Cos

07

of cobalt and other substances are produced In a similar manner.
Such are the nature and significance of reactions in

mixtures of

crystalline solids 1n cereames technolog.
These reactions lie at the foundation of modern methods for pro-
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.ducng ceramic products and refractory materials for the constructton

ofteMost Important apparatus and equipment of the mtlugcl
structural, chemical,.englneering,

electrical-engineering

and radio-

wienginering Inddstries. These reacti.ons serve as a means for producing
.,,porcelain, faiences, ceramic pigments and many other ceramic materials*
as products used in almost all

branches of the national economy.

2.CIET
The chemistry and technology of cements make up one of the most
important trends In the technical application of solid-state reactions.

"Various types of cementing materials, which form mortars and cements
with various technical properties on reaction with water are produced
on large industrial scales on the basis of these reactions.
As regards their phase composition,
tions,

S~the

cements are various combina-

chiefly of basic silicates, aluminates and aluminoferrites of

calcium that are formed as a result of decomposition and reaction of
components or the corresponding raw materials at high temperatures.
Depending on the function of the cement clinker,
various proportions,

the raw-material mix-

tures may include,

in

argillaceous rock,

furnace slag, bauxite and other materfals.

The chief minerals in
2CaO0SiO 2 , 3CaO'A120 3 and
(652],

the sum of the first

limestone rock, marls,

Portland cement clinker are 3CaO-SiO2 ,
1

&CaO-A1
2 0 3 .Fe 2 0 3 ; here, according to Okorokov
two components normally represents from

75 to 80% of the gross phase composition of the clinker.
these minerals,

Together with

the composition of Portland cement may Include 8Cao-

*3A1 2 0 .Fe 03 , 2CaO-Fe 2 0 3 ,

5CaO-3A1 2 0 3

and,

In minor quantities,

cer-

tain other compounds.
The basic components of aluminous cement are the aluminates
5Ca0A1 2 0 3 ,

CaO'A1 2 0 3 and CaO.2A1 2 0 3 .

In addition,

may contain helenite, 2CaOA1 2 0 3 23i0 2 ,
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an aluminous cement

akernanite 2CaO-231.20i0 2 ,

as

'wall as dicalcium silicate9 calcium ferrites, magnesium spinel and
certain other substances, both in "pure form" and in the

old

The chemical and physicochemical reactions that lead to-tht. formation of the various cementing substances belong primarily within the
CaO-A1 2 0 3 -Fe 2 0 3 -SiO 2 ,

CaO-MgO-Si0 2 , M9gO-.A12 0 3 -SIO20 R2 0-CaO-A12 0 3 '

R2 0-CaO-SI* 2 , R2 0-CaO-A1 2 0 3 -Fe 2 0 3 systems,
taining CaP 2 , P 2 0 5 , Ti0 2 , S03,

followed by systems con-

Cr 2 0 3 and certain other compounds (here,'

no less than 90-95% of the cement-clinker composition Is formed by
compounds and solid solutions of the first system In the majority of
cases).
This makes clear the importance of study of reactions In these
systems for the technology of bonding substances'.
The chemistry of cements and,

In particular, the processes In

which the cement-clinker minerals form have been studied in detail in
the monographs of Bog [6533, Kyul'
and Yung (656].

(654], LI [655], Toropov [316]

The formation reactions of the silicates, ferrites and

aluminates of alkali and alkaline-earth metals were described above in
Chapter 9. Here, therefore, we may limit ourselves simply to a general
characterization of the conditions and processes of cement-clinker
mineral formation and a description of the results obtained in certain
more recent studies pertaining to It.
Under practical cement-production conditions,

the initial mixture

is gradually heated in an annealing furnace from room tenperature to
-l1450°.

At about 12800 (or sometimes a lower temperature, depending

or mixture composition),

a liquid phase appears In the reaction mix-

tuare. Passing through the "cooling zone," the cement clinker has a
temperature of about 10000 at the exit from the furnace.
The sequence of reactions in the fo
-

500-~

tion of cement-clinker

(of-

minerals reduces In approximation to the following In cases where
calcium Is Introduced into the mixture In the form or its carbonate.
When the mixture has reached a temperature 'o0600-8000, we may
observe a certain amount of carbonate dissociation and very slow,practically negligible reactions between the calcium oxide on the one
hand and the silica and sesquioxides on the other. The rate of these
reactions rises noticeably with temperature, and intensive formation
of calcium monoaluminate takes place in the temperatur- range from
800 to 10000,

so that when the mixture reaches 10000 all of the alumina

has been bound In the form of CaO0A1 2 0 3 . Here the quantity of the
primary calcium silicate formation (the orthosilicate 2CaO-SiO2 ) is
still comparatively small. As the temperature rises progressively to
12000, the calcium monoaluminate reacts with the unreacted Jime to
form 5CaO-3A1 2 0 3 and then 3CaO-A1 2 0 3 .
As was shown by Toropov and Dyuko [277], reaction of the calcium
oxide, with the ferric oxide begins at a temperature of about 9000 with
formation of bicalclum ferrite 2CaO-Fe 2 03 as the primary product. At
a temperature of 12000 and slightly above, intensive formation of bicalcium silicate, which goes .to completion in this stage of the process, and possibly of tetracalcium aluminoferrite 4CaO.A1 2 03 .Fe 2 0 3
take place.
As the temperature rises to 1280-1300 0 , completion of all reactions listed above takes place, although the excess of lime remains
free.
Then the next stage of the process intervenes; this is sintering
with participation of the liquid phase,. which provides conditions for
reaction between the bicalcium silicate and the lime leading to the
formation of 3CaO.SiO2 .

In cases where gypsum or anhydrite Is the source of calcium in
-
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.A

the reaction mixture (so that carbon will also be introduced in

the cement-clinker formation pro-

form or another Into the mixture),

S

some

cess consists of three basic stages:
1)

*

*

reduction of calcium sulfate by carbon to calotv•m sulfide;

2) reaction between the calcium sulfide and sulfate'with formation of calcium oxide and sulfur dioxide;

'3) reaction of the calclum oxide with the oxides of slicon,
aluminum and iron to form sillcatc.-,

ferrites, and aluminates of cal-

clum and other minerals.
Each of these stages (which we.re studied in the work of Zavadskly
[318],

Royak [320),

Simanovskaya,

Shpunt [657], the authors of the

present monograph [317, 658] and certain other investigators) consists
in turn of a number of physical and chemical phenomena; to a certain
degree, they are illuminated in the references cited above.

Certain

stages overlap in time.
The problemlof efficient design and deliberate control of the
process in which a cement with specified properties is made (which are
determined by the chemical and phase composition and physical structure of the cement clinker and by the properties of its vitreous phase)
naturally requires rigorous control of the reactions discussed above.
Let as note in this connection that not all compounds that may
be formed on firing of the reaction mixture in cement -production possess
adhesive properties. For example,
(rankinite),

the silicate of composition 3CaO.2SiO2

which may be produced in a certain quantity simultaneously

with the 2CaO-SIO 2 , and the calcium aluminosilicate of the composition
CaO-A1 2 0 3 -2SIO2 (anorthite),
nous cement,

which appears in the production of alumi-

are lacking In these properties. Naturally,

the content

of theme compouds In the cement clinker should be reduced to a mini-
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The adhesive properties of certain other possible components In''
cement clinker, such as helenite 2CaOA12 O3 .$i0 2 and the y-modiicat1
of calcium orthosilicate, depend on their structure and the hydration'
conditions. Eudnikov and Cherkasova [659] showed that helenite, which
was previously regarded as a hydraulically inactive part of cements,
undergoes hydration in the presence of Ca(OH) 2 to form calcium hydrosilicates and hydroaluminates,

and In the presence of S04 ions in the

solution to form calcium hydrosulfoaluminate as well. In anotjier recent
study [660],

It was established that the effectiveness with which V-

2Ca0-Si0 2 Is hydrated diminishes considerably in the presence of the
A-modification of dicalclum silicate, and In the presence of sesquloxides In the initial mixture. In the absence of these compounds,

the

y-modification of 2CaO-SiO2 undergoes hydration in much the same way
as the P-modification of this silicate. The activity of cement-clinker
minerals in reactions with water, particularly for such
minerals as alte

oportant

and belite, depends on the defect nature of their

structure. Yung, Butt and Timashev [661-663] showed that from this
standpoint, prolonged sintering at moderate temperature is less expedient than raising the temperature of the process: long holding
eliminates the defects that the crystals acquired In the process of
rapid growth and homogenizes their structure; this naturally results
in a drop In their activity.
In the synthesis of alite 3CaO-SI0 2 , the third calcium oxide
molecule is less strongly bonded than the first two. Yung and TImasheV
[661] demonstrated this by the tagged-atom method. Synthesizing alite
by two possible variants of the process
I) 2CaO.SIO, + CaO' 2CaO.SiO.CaO',
2) 2CaO'.SiO,+ CaO-.2CaO).Si-.CaO
-)

(where the asterisk indicates radioactivity),
-
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and then dec•omig

I

the minerals obtained at temperatures of 1175 and 2000°,
established that in

of 3CaO-SIO2 ,

the decomposition

these authors

the lime that has

been added to the dicalcium silicate as the thlrd molecule Is

-

liberated

first.
In general,

the proportions among the minerals of cement cllnker':-';.

and their crystalline structures are held within the necessary limits
by strict

control of the charge composition and firing conditions.

Research that has recently been done in

this direction has led to

new inferences concerning the conditIons of cement-clinker mineral
formation and to the development of techniques for producing bonding
materials that possess valuable technical properties.

Butt and Timashev [661,

Thus,

Yung,

66l4] suggest on the basis of study of calcium
not simply distributed uniformly

alumInoferrites that the alumina is

in the lattice of 4CaO-A1 2 0 3 F'e 2 0 3 In their synthesis,

forming a more

or less homogeneous solid solution of a given concentration, but retains its

order and its

structure in

this new complex lattice.

cording to communications from the authors of [661,
alumina modulus p = 1.79,

6641,

Ac-

given an

the formation reaction of celites may be

conceived of as taking place between appropriate quantities of 3CaO-A1 2 0 3 and 4CaO-A1 2 0 3 -Fe 2 0 3 .
in

The formation of celites, which differ

composition from the 4CaO-Al

2

0 3 -Fe

2

0 3 taken as a basis for calcula-

tions, during firing of the clinker requires that the procedure for
computing the recipes be refined.

Since mixtures with a modulus p < 1.79

contain cements that are more highly saturated with lime (the li6e theoretically belonging to the tricalcium silicate),
tion factor of the mixture is

lower than its

"the result that the actual content of alite
On this basis,

the actual satur&-'

theoretical value, with
in

the clinker is

smaller.

the theoretical value of the saturation coefficient

certain mixtures might be increased above unity to advantage.
-
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1!

Budnikov and Sologlubova (665] established that when a mixture of
kaolin with chalk (or 1.1meston.) is fired
12000 in
It the presence iof,,
10% of gypsum, the result may be the so-called white cement (with a.
whiteness factor of 85-87),
2CaO*SI02 . When It

which consists basically of CaO*A1 2 03 and

Is ground together With 5% of anhydrite,

we obtain

22

a mineral that possesses an ultimate compressive strength of 575 kg/cm2

6 months after setting.
The quick-setting grade 800 high-strength cement developed by
Strelkov [666] contains (in
8 + 0.5, 4CaO0A1 2 0 3 "Fe 3 + 0.25 of SO
cm2 /g,

%): 3CaO.SIO2 - 50-+ 2, 3CaO.A1 2 0 3

-

10 + 0.5, less than 0.15 of1 alkalls,,2e75 +

and traces of rree CaO. With a specific surface

a cement of such a composition that also contains 27.8% of*

calcium silicate shows compressive strengths of 400, 587, 705 and 821
kg/cm2 , respectively,

In a hard-consistency mortar after 1,

3, 7 and

28 days.
Tests of specimens of grade 800 cement that had been stored under
standard conditions showed that Its strength In mortars of both hard
and plastic consistencies increases in time up to 1 year. Thus,
strength of a cement having an activity of 855 kg/cm

the

had reached the

very high value of 970 kg/cm 2 after I year [666].
An important problem Is that of the physical state of the reacting
substances In the formation of cement clinker. It

is now generally

known that at the maximum firing temperature. no less than 25-35% of
the Initial quantity of the reaction mixture Is In the liquid state;
part of this liquid remains uncrystallized even In the cooled clinker.
It

has been established [667] that even at a temperature as low as

13380, all of the ferric oxide, about 70% of the aluminum oxide, 20%
of the calcium oxide and 5% of the ailicon dioxide present in the
mixture of these oxides correspondlrn
-
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to the composition of Portland

cement Is In the liquid phase. The most Impottant reactions forming
the minerals of cement clinker under practical conditions •take place
by interreactionbetween
of these minerals (,or

the liquid and crystalline phases, and some
example,

ferrites,

tricalcium . alunidnte,

trt-

calcium silicate),.form directly in the melt, from which they subsequently crystallize [316,

656, 661-663, 667].

Bog [667J, the well-known specialist in the field of cement
chemistry and technology,

regards it

as generally acknowledged at the

present time that processes of fusion,

solution and precipitation

are more important for the production of cement clinker than processes
related to the reaction capability of the solid phases.
In

view of this, and since "the principles of interaction be-

tween a solid and a liquid due to diffusion are similar to those pertaining to interactions between two solids with surfaces in intimate
contact," he assumes that in considering the reactions of cementclinker mineral formation, we may specifically disregard the physical
state of the latter body; it

is sufficient that "one reagent is always

assumed to be in the solid state."
Having stressed the importance of the position accorded by Bog
to the liquid phase in the above reactions, we shall not dwell in
this case on the importance of analysis and deliberate regulation of
the part that it

plays, since these problems have been analyzed in de-

tail above as they affect all reactions in crystalline mixtures in
general.
The cement clinker obtained in practice is not in an equilibrium
state. Three causes-.of this nonequilibrium and three forms that it

takes can be noted:
1) the incompleteness of the reactions between the residual calclum oxide and the previously formed calcium orthosilicate, as a re-.
-
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.,suit of the inadequate speed of these reactions;
2) deviations from equilibrium crystallization or the liquid
-phase due to the usually very short time allowed for cooling the
@linker as'compar.wlth the time that would be necessary for the
c
equillbrium-crystallIzation process;.:

3) Phase-'composition non uniformty, which gives rise to various
types of diffusion resistances to the attainment of heterogeneous
equilibrium (isolation of Individual grains, and so forth).
The above. circumstances sometimes result in essential departure
or the actual composition and properties of the clinker from those
expected on the basis of stoichlometric calculations and laboratory
tests.
The formation of the following solid solutions exerts a considerable influence on the processes of cement-clinker formation and on
Its properties: tricalcium aluminate-tricalclum silicate [668],
calcium ferrite-dicalcium aluminate [669 -671],
nate-dicalclum ferrlte-calclum oxide [672, 673],

ferrite-dicalctum ferrite [653],

di-

pentacalcium trialumitetracalcium alumino-

alkali-alumina-dicalcium silicate

[602) and others.
The great importance of mass transfer In the formation reactions
of cement clinker and the limiting of their rate by diffusion phenomena make It

iz-lremely important to regulate them with the so-called

mineralizers (see §2 of Chapter 7).
In practice, calcium fluoride In the form .of natural fluorspar
Is most widely employed as an accelerator for these reactions.

In the

USSR, the first experiments In Its use were conducted as long ago as

1933 by Makashev and Royak [674, 6753. Now, as a result of the InvestiSatlii
?m

ort

kRc, Ihashev [676], Toropov et al. [316,

andAze •takaya 1678] and many other authors (see,
-507
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409,'677],
for example,

[679-681]),

it

silicate formation

has been established that the rate'

S'and the rate of'volatilization of the alkaline oxides as' raised con-

's..i+.+slderably

•

in the presence of 0.7-1.5% of fluorides, referred to the

,+eight of the reaction mixture, and-that it is not advisable to increase
fluoride
fthe
content greatly; the effectivenesses'.of various accelerators In promoting the roasting process at various temperatures have
:been.described,

the importance of the structure and v1icosIty of the

liquid phase (that appears in the presence of a fluxing mineralizer)
in determining the process rate has been pointed-out,
However,

and so forth.

the question of mineralizers In the chemistry and technology

of cements is nevertheless the least studied aspect; this is due chiefly to the inadequate development of the general theory of accelerators
for reactions in solids.
Let us note,

finally, the essential influence of fuel composition

and gaseous phase (roasting atmosphere) on the direction and rate of
the reactions described and on the composition and properties of the
clinker produced.

Naturally, the ash content and ash composition of

the fuel (its contents of R2 0, R2 0 3 , RO) cannot but be reflected to
some degree in the conditions and results of the roasting process.
As concerns the composition of the gaseous phase,
ence of water vapor in it,
tity of oxygen,

the positive Influ-

together with the smallest possible quan-

is a known fact. Regulation of the latter's content

within strict limits is,

in certain cases, the most important condi-

tion for successful conduct of'the process,

as,

for example, was estpb-

lished by Royak [320] in his time in the production of cement from
gypsum.

The influence of all these, factors on the process as a whole cannot, naturally, be fully understood and deliberately exploited far
practical purposes without profound study of the reactions described
508 -

)

above and the conditions for conducting them in practice.

Aced. Sdi. 'USSR,, Physics Series],, 16, 72

(1952ji Ump.

41'(19e7)
byA.G. Tumanvi (S.A0.
n Tumnov, articles

in the l

lection Pizikokhiuicheskiye osnovy kerazuiki [Physicochemical Bases at Oaramrics), Promstroyizdat, Moscow,, 1956.

CONCLUIS ON
As a result of numerous research studies, science now has at its
disposal an extremely rich body of da!a on reactions in solids (the
information presented in this book, It goes without saying, gives

only a partial representation of it). On the basis of theoretical
premises and experimental data of the chemistry of crystalline solids,
the possibility of producing an enormous number of diverse technically
important substances by reactions in crystalline mixtures has been
opened,

optimum conditions have been found for the practical conduct

of many such reactions, and technological processes have been developed and realized for thg production of various products in various
branches of engineering.
However,

life and practical work continuously place new and

serious problems before the investigators in
It

is

this field of knowledge.

known that the grandiose plans for the development of our

national economy require the creation of new high-quality refractory,
structural and other materials.
The seven-year plan now being implemented provides,

among other

things, for considerable development of the structural-materials
industry, and primarily an expansion of the production of quack-setting
cement; essential development and intensification of the metallurgical
and chemical industries (and,

in particular,

of. the coke-chemical In-

dustry) involving increased output and quality improvements for highrefractory, acid-resistant and other similar materials; further development of thermal-

and electric-power engineering and of the elec-
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trIcal-engineering and radio-engineering Industries,
't~echnique,

semiconductor

automation of, production processes, which require! con.-

aIderable improvement and development of the production,
.

of heat-and electrical-insulation materials,

radioceramic semiconduo-:

"tor and other materials obtained by reactions in
Many of the processes being used in
tions in

respectively,

crystalline solids..

Industry and based on reac-

solid mixtures require radical reworking to increase their

efficiency; this can be done only as a result of profound understanding of their nature and most important qualitative laws.

These pro-

cesses include the production of cement clinker and a number of refractory materials,

roasting nonferrous-metal ores,

charges for alumina production,

sintering the

and many others.

'Certain new fields of engineering are submitting extremely rigid
requirements for refractory materials: they must possess negligible,
near-zero porosity and stability at very high temperatures that diverge widely even from the temperatures normally employed in
gical processes.

This makes it

metallur-

necessary to create new materials and

develop new recipes and production processes.
Finally,
trial

the development of certain new high-efficiency indus-

processes requires basically new solutions to problems related

to the conduct of reactions between solids (suspension-layer roasting,
and others).
All this necessitates further profound study of reactions in
crystalline mixtures.
It

will be appropriate to dwell on certain basic problems en-

countered in

this study.

Efforts to produce industrial products with rigorously prespecified chemical,

mechanical,

thermal,

magnetic and other properties make it
*

)-

optical and sometimes electrical,
necessary in

511-

the case of crys-

tallIne-mixture reactions to conduct basic research into the depend
of these properties on the chemical,
V

asitions of the initial

granulometric and phase compo-,

on their crystalline structure,

mixtures,

on.

the structure of the starting materials and intermediate compoundsbj.on
the temperature conditions of' the reaction, and so forth.

"For this reason, numerous research studies are justifiably being
devoted at the present time to the problem of the product properties
as functions of the factors determin-Ing them,
of these factors,

understanding the action

and establishing control over them.

The relationship

between the properties of crystalline solids and the nature and concentration of the defects present In them occupies a central position
in

this problem. The possibility and methods of sufficiently rigorous,

deliberate control of the properties of a solid by varying the nature
and degree of disturbance of its

lattice will undoubtedly become' the

object of systematic study at least during the next few decades.
theoretical and practical importance of this problem,
quate attention is

now being devoted,

The

to which Inadj-

will hardly require any further

explanation.
Investigations of the above trend include,

among others,

study

of the processes in which quick-setting cements and various types of
refractory materials are produced.
The term "quick-setting" is,

as we know,

applied to a cement that

is

capable of developing no less than 50% of its

in

one day and no less than 80% of this strength in

of a cement possessing such properties is
time,

28-day strength with-

obvious.

3 days. The value
At the present

the production of prefabricated reinforced-concrete

and structural elements is
Soviet talan; th•i

structures

undergoing intensified development in

the

requires large quantities of cement with a high

-
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It

has been established by research that the basic condition for

."producing such a cement Is careful regulation of the mineralogical
-and granulometric composition of the clinker. The influence exerted by
certain additives on the setting rate of cement has been established

"-experimentally. However, there is still

much important work to be done

In this direction...
Forced operation of metallurgical and, in particular, open-hearth
furnaces requires that the stability of all basic structural elements
be Improved.

Investigation related to this problem has led to Im-

portant helpful results. Thus, the introduction of thermostable chromomagneaite brick for lining the hearths of open-hearth rurnacesa has
made It

possible to increase their productivity and service life con-

siderably. However,

the extremely rigid specifications set forth for

the furnace components,

which differ for different elements, are

obliging investigators to work on improved quality in present refractory materials and to create new ones.

In this respect, an important

role Is apparently in store for the forsterite refractories, which
are highly stable under the operating conditions of many units of the
open-hearth furnace and whose production requires raw-material resources of which our country has an inexhaustible supply. Consequently, persistent study of the processes in which these refractories are
made and ways to improve their quality Is fully Justified.

Studies

have been initiated in this field to assist In solving the important
problem of raising the stability of all open-hearth furnace elements
for intensified operation.

SOne of the most important problems in solid-state chemistry is
study of the processes in which new high-refractory materials may be
produced.

It

is known that such oxides as MgO, BeO, AlP

U02 and certain others serve as bases for the successful
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3.

Zr0 2 . 2h%,

o'oruatlon of

materials that undergo virtually no changes at very high temperatures.

During the last few years, striking progrerss n¶&b been made In"this ,. .
field. Practically important Investigations have been conducted Into-..
the processes3in which certain crystalline solids posstessing the
above pr6perles are produced.
However,

the theory of these processes,

methods for controlling

them and ways to regulate the properties of their products have been
the subject of quite inadequate study.

Only spotty information In

presently available concerning certain reactions In systems containing
zirconium dioxide,

thorium dioxide and uranium diexide.

inadequately developed and theory neglected in

Technique is

the case of such a

promising method for producing high-refractory materials possessing
great density as hot pressforming.

It

is

therefore necessary to prose-

cute. even further the development of theoretical and experimental
work in

this field,

including studies related to the use of the' hot-

pressforming method with crystalline solids.
The problems of complex processing of raw materials and the universal use of readily accessible and,

if

possible,

local forms of

raw material require profound study of ways to produce refractory,
adhesive and other materials from substances that are unused or little
used at the present time for these technological purposes.
Much work is,
scale on which it

of course,
is

ments of the economy.

being done in

being done Is

still

this direction, but the

lagging behind the require-

The problem of full and efficient utilization

of local limestones and clays,

natural gypsum,

shales and also such

industrial wastes as metallurgical slags, phosphogypsum,

roasted py-

rites, and the like requires a considerable expansion of research In
this fMaid.
The most important problems of the study of intersolid reactions
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Includes investigation of the rate of these reactions as a function

"rof the factors determining It,

finding methods for deliberate and

sufficiently precise and dependable control of It,

and ways for radical

Intensification of re.aions between solids.
The means necessary for control of the rate of such reactions are,
as we know,

control of the grain size of the initial

process temperature,

reagents,

of the

and of the content of the various additives that'

accelerate or stabilize the process in

the reaction mixture. Proper

utilization of each of these tools and Justified selection of various
combinations of them will naturally be possible only from profound
understanding of the basic nature of their action. However,

the

mechanism by which many accelerators affect these reactions

--

partic-

ularly In the case of certain accelerators for the cement-clinker process -

has not been definitely ascertained to the present day. Thus

far, no general rigorous criterion and no consistent method for evaluating and comparing the performances of different accelerators have
been established.

Also inadequately studied and unclear are the

mechanisms of many crystalline-mixture reactions.
Deliberate control of the rate of a process naturally presupposes knowledge of the laws governing its
conditions. At the same time,

variation under various

the laws governing the variation of

reaction rates In crystalline mixtures remain neglected by research
for certain conditions (particularly in

the transitional region, when

both micro- -and macroprocesses exert an essential Influence on the
process rate).
The importance of studying the mechanism and kinetics of reactions In mixtures of solids under various conditions becomes par_

ticularly clear in
In

the light of these statements.

Systematic studies

this direction are of great fundamental theoretical Irportance and
-
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will open broad vistas for the practical utilization of reactions be.

1)

tween solids.

Here,

it

Is obvious that understanding of the essence and quall-'__,

tative laws of reactions in crystalline-reagent mixtures will, r

ef

study of the mechanism and qualitative laws of all of the "element'AMZ.
processes described above and composing these reactions, and the re-\"
lationships between them under practical conditions.
During the last few years, many studies have been carried out in
the field of polymorphic transformations, the formation and decay of
solid solutions, diffusion in solids, sintering and recrystallization.
However, the theory of these processes has as yet undergone far from
adequate development,

and the experimental data on them are full of

basic contradictions. This applies in particular to such important
processes as sintering and polymorphic transformations (for example,
the transformations of silica),

which also have independent techni-

cal significance.
At the present time, we may encounter in the literature the most
widely divergent judgments as to the nature and qualitative laws of
the processes of "dry" and wet sintering and their influence on other
processes that take place when crystalline mixtures are heated.

There

are at least ten theories of the sintering process. The validity of
none of them has as yet been definitely proven.
The part taken by lattice distortions (including the relationship
between any distortion characteristic and the self-diffusion coefflcient) remains inadequately studied, as do the parts taken by impurlties and surface'diffusion in the sintering process, its characteristics in the presence of pores of various sizes in the body,

and the

pattern in which various factors, such as temperature and pressure, in-

fluence It simultaneously,
-
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The problem of the influence oa.composition and properties of
the liqui

pha:• on the mechanism and kinetics of liquid sIntering

merits further theoretical and experimental investigation.
•!

/D•.

Ieliberate and pr-ecise control or conversion processes In

crys--•

talline mixtures requires profound understanding and study of the
mechanism and laws of all stages composing these processes.

This re-,

quires systematic collaboration among chemists, physicists and engineers.
At the present time, this work has come up against serious difficulties of experimental as well as theoretical nature. In the maJority of cases, the researcher has no way of determining small contents of Impurities adsorbed on the surfaces and In the bulk of solids,
and no way to free them completely or these impurities: known methods
of chemical analysis and purification of materials are inadequate for
-this purpose.

Existing experimental research methods also limit the possibility

of detecting small structural changes and small quantities of new (particularly liquid) phases in the objects of study. Finally, it

Is very

often Impossible to make continuous observation of changes in solids
during their physicochemical transformation at high temperatures,.
either directly or even indirectly. In these cases, inferences as to
the course taken by the process in time are drawn from examination of
specimens that have been under the conditions of the reaction for
various Intervals of time and then cooled.
The importance of all these circumstances and the possibility of
distorting the true picture of the process are unquestionable. We recall that the presence,

for example,

of very small amounts of im-

parities over a liquid phase in the system Is
roun e b

capable of working pro-

es In the mechanism and kinetics of a solid-mixture reac-.
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t

,tion.
Inadequate purity of the starting reagents and disregarding (in

inferences and conclusions) the Impurities present In them result, as
'we know, in serious errors in Judging questions of reaction mechanism
In solids.
Consequently, the development and use of sufficiently rigorous-,
and dependable methods for purifying and Investigating the solid,
methods that enable us to control quantitatively relatively small
(but essentially important) changes In Its structure and phase and
chemical composition are absolutely necessary for further research
into crystalline-mixture reactions.
In summarizing all the above, we must conclude that there are
still many unsolved problems confronting us: the- contemporary state
of study of solid-state reactions requires urgent development of theoretical and experimental studies In this field. These studies will
undoubtedly contribute to successful solution of many problems associated with the most important tasks of progress in various branches
of engineering.
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